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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Internet today can be seen as a community of Network Service Providers (NSPs) that connect different 

users (content providers, end users, corporations) together. These NSPs “live” by trading connectivity 

services between each other. For instance, an access NSP sells “retail” Internet 

and buys such connectivity from other provider NSPs that connect him to the rest of the Internet. Different 

interconnection relationships can exist between different NSPs (mainly peering, transit, paid peering). All 

these interconnection relationships have something in common: they are all bilateral and myopic. In fact, 

each NSP can only buy connectivity (bundled reachability towards some destinations) from his neighbours. 

This results in a situation in which each NSP has therefore

(NSPs) away, and no guarantees on the quality of the paths that the traffic follows.

ETICS aims at providing means to bring more control on the paths and their qualities. The goal of the ETICS 

architecture is to enable and implement inter

with quantified and assured network performance characteristics

span multiple NSPs’ networks. In order to do so a community of NSPs exchange

capabilities between each other through a new plane, 

(NSBP)”. Upon the reception of an inter

business plane performs the service composition so as to find the best path that can satisfy the request. 

Once the customer agrees on the offer, the ASQ path is established across the different domains.

Deliverable D4.4 [D4.4] described an architecture that enables and manages such assured quality paths. 

This document describes the detailed specification of selected blocks of the ETICS Inter

delivery system. The current document builds on the private deliverables D5.

(respectively first and second drafts detailed specification of components of the ETICS architecture) and 

updates them. It also takes into consideration the ETICS architecture updates introduced in the final 

architecture document D4.4. While deliverable D5.2 focused mainly on specifying the interactions between 

the different building blocks (and how they are affected by the different deployment scenarios), deliverable 

D5.6 further went into the details of many of the different build

two aspects and complements them by specifying some missing building blocks.

This document is organized as follows.

First, Sec.2 makes an overview of the ETICS solution. Second, Sec.

different deployment scenarios of the ETICS solution. 

collaboration modes introduced in previous architectural documents, and analyzed from the business 

viewpoint as different types of inter

the ETICS functional architecture also using UML modelling. It shows the different functional blocks that are 

needed by ETICS and how they interact together. 

Sec.5 goes through the different blocks of the architecture and specifies them one by one. Sec.

with the specification of ETICS SLA offers manager (offer representation, their creation and their exchange). 

Sec.5.2 deals with IC routing package

capabilities. Sec.5.3 specifies the ETICS service access point, the interface through which custo
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a community of Network Service Providers (NSPs) that connect different 

users (content providers, end users, corporations) together. These NSPs “live” by trading connectivity 

services between each other. For instance, an access NSP sells “retail” Internet connectivity to end users 

and buys such connectivity from other provider NSPs that connect him to the rest of the Internet. Different 

interconnection relationships can exist between different NSPs (mainly peering, transit, paid peering). All 

nection relationships have something in common: they are all bilateral and myopic. In fact, 

each NSP can only buy connectivity (bundled reachability towards some destinations) from his neighbours. 

This results in a situation in which each NSP has therefore no control on the way its traffic flows few hops 

(NSPs) away, and no guarantees on the quality of the paths that the traffic follows. 

ETICS aims at providing means to bring more control on the paths and their qualities. The goal of the ETICS 

is to enable and implement inter-carrier ASQ (Assured Service Quality)

with quantified and assured network performance characteristics or routing policy constraints

networks. In order to do so a community of NSPs exchange

capabilities between each other through a new plane, called the “network service and business plane

. Upon the reception of an inter-carrier ASQ path request by a customer, the 

business plane performs the service composition so as to find the best path that can satisfy the request. 

Once the customer agrees on the offer, the ASQ path is established across the different domains.

ribed an architecture that enables and manages such assured quality paths. 

This document describes the detailed specification of selected blocks of the ETICS Inter

delivery system. The current document builds on the private deliverables D5.2 [D5.2] and D5.6 [D5.6] 

(respectively first and second drafts detailed specification of components of the ETICS architecture) and 

updates them. It also takes into consideration the ETICS architecture updates introduced in the final 

4.4. While deliverable D5.2 focused mainly on specifying the interactions between 

the different building blocks (and how they are affected by the different deployment scenarios), deliverable 

D5.6 further went into the details of many of the different building blocks. This deliverable sums up these 

two aspects and complements them by specifying some missing building blocks. 

This document is organized as follows. 

makes an overview of the ETICS solution. Second, Sec.3 uses UML modelling to specify the 

different deployment scenarios of the ETICS solution. Each of these scenarios corresponds to different 

introduced in previous architectural documents, and analyzed from the business 

of inter-NSP ASQ interconnection communities [Del3.5]

the ETICS functional architecture also using UML modelling. It shows the different functional blocks that are 

needed by ETICS and how they interact together.  

goes through the different blocks of the architecture and specifies them one by one. Sec.

with the specification of ETICS SLA offers manager (offer representation, their creation and their exchange). 

deals with IC routing package which is responsible for the creation and the exchange of network 

specifies the ETICS service access point, the interface through which custo
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a community of Network Service Providers (NSPs) that connect different 

users (content providers, end users, corporations) together. These NSPs “live” by trading connectivity 

connectivity to end users 

and buys such connectivity from other provider NSPs that connect him to the rest of the Internet. Different 

interconnection relationships can exist between different NSPs (mainly peering, transit, paid peering). All 

nection relationships have something in common: they are all bilateral and myopic. In fact, 

each NSP can only buy connectivity (bundled reachability towards some destinations) from his neighbours. 

no control on the way its traffic flows few hops 

 

ETICS aims at providing means to bring more control on the paths and their qualities. The goal of the ETICS 

(Assured Service Quality) paths that are paths 

or routing policy constraints, and that 

networks. In order to do so a community of NSPs exchanges network offers or 

service and business plane 

the network service and 

business plane performs the service composition so as to find the best path that can satisfy the request. 

Once the customer agrees on the offer, the ASQ path is established across the different domains. 

ribed an architecture that enables and manages such assured quality paths. 

This document describes the detailed specification of selected blocks of the ETICS Inter-Carrier Service 

2 [D5.2] and D5.6 [D5.6] 

(respectively first and second drafts detailed specification of components of the ETICS architecture) and 

updates them. It also takes into consideration the ETICS architecture updates introduced in the final 

4.4. While deliverable D5.2 focused mainly on specifying the interactions between 

the different building blocks (and how they are affected by the different deployment scenarios), deliverable 

ing blocks. This deliverable sums up these 

uses UML modelling to specify the 

se scenarios corresponds to different 

introduced in previous architectural documents, and analyzed from the business 

[Del3.5]. Then Sec.4 specifies 

the ETICS functional architecture also using UML modelling. It shows the different functional blocks that are 

goes through the different blocks of the architecture and specifies them one by one. Sec.5.1 deals 

with the specification of ETICS SLA offers manager (offer representation, their creation and their exchange). 

which is responsible for the creation and the exchange of network 

specifies the ETICS service access point, the interface through which customers interact 
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to request and order ASQ paths. Sec.

composition. The section contains the different algorithms that were developed within the project to 

compute offers. Sec.5.5 deals with the network path computation block using PCE. Next, Sec. 

how to provision an inter-carrier ASQ path. In particular, it proposes an inter

plane” signalling protocol for path establishment across domains. Next, Sec.

specification of the ETICS monitoring solution. Finally, Sec.

sessions within ETICS. 

Sec.6 shows how three of the four retained scenarios within ETICS can be deployed. These three scenarios 

are the one being prototyped in ETICS: the

Sec.7 makes an assessment of some aspects of the ETICS architecture that were not assessed in prior 

deliverables (traffic identification scalability (Sec.

Finally, Sec.8 concludes the deliverable.
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deals with the management of end-user 
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2. ETICS SOLUTION OVERV

This section makes an overview of the ETICS solution. ETICS aims at providing 

network services with assured quality

Service Providers (NSPs). In this section, we first remind the services that can be offered by ETICS to the 

different actors of the ecosystem. We then show how the ETICS solution c

actors. Finally, we give an overview of the ETICS internal workflow that is the processes that allow NSPs to 

cooperate in order to provide the targeted ETICS services. We ask the reader to refer to deliverable D4.4 

[D4.4] for the most recent picture of ETICS and for getting familiar with the terminology used in this 

document. The reader who is familiar with D4.4 will only see in this section updates that integrate 

residential end user services as well as business VPN services i

2.1. ETICS ECOSYSTEM 

In Figure 1, we briefly detail the different actors that are part of the ETICS ecosystem. The central actor in 

the ETICS ecosystem is the network service provider (NSP) who is responsible for providing inter

ASQ paths or connectivity to non-

provide inter-carrier ASQ paths. In terms of roles, NSPs can

which directly connect end users, and 

responsible for carrying traffic between the different edge NSPs. Note that in practice, some NSPs play 

these two roles simultaneously (they are edge NSPs and transit NSPs at the same time).

FIGURE 1

The other actors of the ETICS ecosystem are the potential final customers of the NSPs that might be 

interested in having inter-carrier ASQ paths. These actors are (1) the content or application providers 

whose role is to provide content and/or application services to end customers, (2) the residential or 

consumer end users, (3) business customers which ar

locations and, finally, (4) content delivery networks (CDNs).

NSP1

PoI
Content 

provider

Business 

customer
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ETICS SOLUTION OVERVIEW 

This section makes an overview of the ETICS solution. ETICS aims at providing inter

quality (network performances, routing policies) that span multiple Network 

Service Providers (NSPs). In this section, we first remind the services that can be offered by ETICS to the 

different actors of the ecosystem. We then show how the ETICS solution can be used by these different 
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residential end user services as well as business VPN services in the global ETICS solution.

 

, we briefly detail the different actors that are part of the ETICS ecosystem. The central actor in 

ecosystem is the network service provider (NSP) who is responsible for providing inter

-NSP final customers. Different NSPs need to collaborate in order to 

carrier ASQ paths. In terms of roles, NSPs can further be divided into 

which directly connect end users, and transit NSPs which do not connect end users and are mainly 

responsible for carrying traffic between the different edge NSPs. Note that in practice, some NSPs play 

roles simultaneously (they are edge NSPs and transit NSPs at the same time).

1: THE ETICS ECOSYSTEM AND THE ETICS ACTORS 

The other actors of the ETICS ecosystem are the potential final customers of the NSPs that might be 

carrier ASQ paths. These actors are (1) the content or application providers 

whose role is to provide content and/or application services to end customers, (2) the residential or 

consumer end users, (3) business customers which are enterprises that can have sites spread in different 

locations and, finally, (4) content delivery networks (CDNs). 
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n the global ETICS solution. 

, we briefly detail the different actors that are part of the ETICS ecosystem. The central actor in 

ecosystem is the network service provider (NSP) who is responsible for providing inter-carrier 

NSP final customers. Different NSPs need to collaborate in order to 

further be divided into edge or access NSPs 

which do not connect end users and are mainly 

responsible for carrying traffic between the different edge NSPs. Note that in practice, some NSPs play 

roles simultaneously (they are edge NSPs and transit NSPs at the same time). 

 

The other actors of the ETICS ecosystem are the potential final customers of the NSPs that might be 

carrier ASQ paths. These actors are (1) the content or application providers 

whose role is to provide content and/or application services to end customers, (2) the residential or 

e enterprises that can have sites spread in different 

End user
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The different actors of the ETICS ecosystem interconnect through what we call 

as shown in Figure 1. A PoI can be seen as a delimiter of the administrative and network topological 

boundaries between two different actors. 

The communication between the different ETICS actors is

interfaces are specified by the ETICS actor role model, which will be detailed later.

2.2. ETICS SERVICES 

ETICS services are network connectivity services with quantified quality. We distinguish between two main 

families: residential services, and 

services that are meant to be “consumed” by residential users, while business services concern network 

services that target business customers.

2.2.1. ETICS RESIDENTIAL NETWORK S

ETICS residential network services can be useful

They’re meant to be used by residential end users (e.g. to connect to a content provider with assured 

quality, or to establish and end-to-end communication with assured quality with other end users)

benefit from the performance of aggregated network connectivity services established by the ETICS core 

system for a group of residential end

network connectivity services will also benefit to 

2.2.1.1. Inter-carrier ASQ path parts: PoI

Figure 2 provides an abstraction of the inter

community and to be implemented by the ETICS solution (the ETICS targeted final architecture). We remind 

that the ETICS community is a set of NSPs that have implemented the ETICS specifications and that 

cooperate in order to offer and implement the inter

path of the figure covers all the types of actors in the ETICS ecosystem, except partly business customers. 

These will be presented next in Sec.

can refer to deliverable D1.6 [D1.6].

An inter-carrier ASQ path is a Point of Interconnect (PoI) to a region assured quality connectivity service. It 

contains mainly two parts: a PoI-to

traffic is aggregated and follows the same path in terms of Points of Interconnect.  This first part results 

from the concatenation of one or multiple

path, the traffic splits at the level of the last PoI to reach the different destinations hosts.
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The different actors of the ETICS ecosystem interconnect through what we call Points of Interconnect (PoI)

. A PoI can be seen as a delimiter of the administrative and network topological 

boundaries between two different actors.  

The communication between the different ETICS actors is performed by so called interfaces. These 

interfaces are specified by the ETICS actor role model, which will be detailed later. 

ETICS services are network connectivity services with quantified quality. We distinguish between two main 

 business services. Residential services concern network connectivity 

services that are meant to be “consumed” by residential users, while business services concern network 

services that target business customers. 

ESIDENTIAL NETWORK SERVICES  

ETICS residential network services can be useful for Content and Application Providers, CDNs, and NSPs. 

They’re meant to be used by residential end users (e.g. to connect to a content provider with assured 

end communication with assured quality with other end users)

benefit from the performance of aggregated network connectivity services established by the ETICS core 

system for a group of residential end-users. However, as we will see later in Sec.2.4.3

will also benefit to NSPs in order to provide business services on top o

carrier ASQ path parts: PoI-to-PoI and PoI-to-Region 

provides an abstraction of the inter-carrier ASQ paths that need to be offered by the ETICS 

ommunity and to be implemented by the ETICS solution (the ETICS targeted final architecture). We remind 

is a set of NSPs that have implemented the ETICS specifications and that 

cooperate in order to offer and implement the inter-carrier ASQ paths. The abstracted inter

path of the figure covers all the types of actors in the ETICS ecosystem, except partly business customers. 

These will be presented next in Sec.2.2.2. For more details about how we got to this abstraction, the reader 

can refer to deliverable D1.6 [D1.6]. 

carrier ASQ path is a Point of Interconnect (PoI) to a region assured quality connectivity service. It 

to-PoI part and a PoI-to-Region part. In the first part, 

traffic is aggregated and follows the same path in terms of Points of Interconnect.  This first part results 

from the concatenation of one or multiple single-NSP “PoI-to-PoI” ASQ paths. In the second part of the ASQ 

path, the traffic splits at the level of the last PoI to reach the different destinations hosts.
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Points of Interconnect (PoI), 

. A PoI can be seen as a delimiter of the administrative and network topological 

performed by so called interfaces. These 

ETICS services are network connectivity services with quantified quality. We distinguish between two main 

business services. Residential services concern network connectivity 

services that are meant to be “consumed” by residential users, while business services concern network 

Providers, CDNs, and NSPs. 

They’re meant to be used by residential end users (e.g. to connect to a content provider with assured 

end communication with assured quality with other end users), who will 

benefit from the performance of aggregated network connectivity services established by the ETICS core 

2.4.3, such “aggregated” 

to provide business services on top of it. 

carrier ASQ paths that need to be offered by the ETICS 

ommunity and to be implemented by the ETICS solution (the ETICS targeted final architecture). We remind 

is a set of NSPs that have implemented the ETICS specifications and that 

rrier ASQ paths. The abstracted inter-carrier ASQ 

path of the figure covers all the types of actors in the ETICS ecosystem, except partly business customers. 

. For more details about how we got to this abstraction, the reader 

carrier ASQ path is a Point of Interconnect (PoI) to a region assured quality connectivity service. It 

part. In the first part, “PoI-to-PoI”, the 

traffic is aggregated and follows the same path in terms of Points of Interconnect.  This first part results 

ASQ paths. In the second part of the ASQ 

path, the traffic splits at the level of the last PoI to reach the different destinations hosts. 
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FIGURE 2: INTER-CARRIER ASQ PATHS TH

The “PoI-to-PoI” part of the ASQ path is always guaranteed (e.g. 

not crossing external States). However, as described in D1.6 [D1.6], the 

path can be either best effort or guaranteed. Moreover, if it is guaranteed, then different types of 

guarantees can be described. In general, the 

- Best effort: The access provider responsible for the

traffic delivery. It can however give hints on the quality of the best effort service.

- Permanent guarantees: The access provider guarantees and describes for each host in the region 

what guarantees it can provide 

- On-demand guarantees: The access provider can provide guarantees on the traffic delivery but any 

customer that wants to use them needs to explicitly ask for it. In this case the access provider:

o Describes in a high level way what k

o Provides a mechanism that the customer can use to demand guarantees to individual 

connectivity sessions (traffic related to a particular end host). This mechanism is one of the 

roles of the SEFA (Service Enhancement Funct

Service) function that was introduced in prior deliverables.

In order to clarify this process and the origin of the taxonomy of 

Deliverable D1.6, we provide a diagram tha

and an ETICS customer (here a content provider). The diagram, described in 

of the Content Provider (CP) and how it can use the 

connecting to the content provider’s web page.

s1

sn

A source region 

(CP data centre,

Edge NSP etc)
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CARRIER ASQ PATHS THAT NEED TO BE IMPLEMENTED BY ETICS

part of the ASQ path is always guaranteed (e.g. minimum bandwidth, 

). However, as described in D1.6 [D1.6], the “PoI-to-Region”

path can be either best effort or guaranteed. Moreover, if it is guaranteed, then different types of 

guarantees can be described. In general, the “PoI-to-Region” part of the ASQ path can be:

Best effort: The access provider responsible for the region does not provide guarantees on the 

traffic delivery. It can however give hints on the quality of the best effort service.

Permanent guarantees: The access provider guarantees and describes for each host in the region 

what guarantees it can provide on the traffic delivery. 

demand guarantees: The access provider can provide guarantees on the traffic delivery but any 

customer that wants to use them needs to explicitly ask for it. In this case the access provider:

Describes in a high level way what kind of guarantees it will provide.

Provides a mechanism that the customer can use to demand guarantees to individual 

connectivity sessions (traffic related to a particular end host). This mechanism is one of the 

roles of the SEFA (Service Enhancement Functional Area) and the GDoS (Graceful Deny of 

that was introduced in prior deliverables. 

In order to clarify this process and the origin of the taxonomy of PoI-to-Region services introduced first in 

Deliverable D1.6, we provide a diagram that describes the interaction between an end user within a region 

and an ETICS customer (here a content provider). The diagram, described in Figure 

and how it can use the PoI-to-Region ASQ path. It starts with the end user 

connecting to the content provider’s web page. 

d1

dn

PoI PoI PoI

Guaranteed 1- Guaranteed on-

A destination region 

(CP data centre,

Edge NSP etc)

Inter-carrier ASQ path

2- Best effort - not guaranteed

3- Permanently guaranteed
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ENTED BY ETICS 

andwidth, maximum delay and 

Region” part of the ASQ 

path can be either best effort or guaranteed. Moreover, if it is guaranteed, then different types of 

part of the ASQ path can be: 

region does not provide guarantees on the 

traffic delivery. It can however give hints on the quality of the best effort service. 

Permanent guarantees: The access provider guarantees and describes for each host in the region 

demand guarantees: The access provider can provide guarantees on the traffic delivery but any 

customer that wants to use them needs to explicitly ask for it. In this case the access provider: 

ind of guarantees it will provide. 

Provides a mechanism that the customer can use to demand guarantees to individual 

connectivity sessions (traffic related to a particular end host). This mechanism is one of the 

and the GDoS (Graceful Deny of 

services introduced first in 

t describes the interaction between an end user within a region 

Figure 3, shows the viewpoint 

ASQ path. It starts with the end user 

-demand

A destination region 

(CP data centre,

Edge NSP etc)

not guaranteed

Permanently guaranteed
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FIGURE 3: THE RATIONALE BEHIND

Once the content provider (CP) receives the request, it checks whether the user is part of a region for which 

it bought a contract. If it is not the case, the communication between the CP’s server and the end user will 

be best effort. Now if the user belongs to a 

possibilities. The first is that the CP does not know the guarantees. This implies that the 

contract does not specify the guarantees that a given user can get. The CP needs therefor

in order to know which guarantees it can obtain. It needs also eventually to explicitly request the edge NSP 

responsible of the region to set up these guarantees. This is what we called 

Finally, the last case is when the content provider knows already, when it purchases the 

contract, about which guarantees the edge NSP provides. In this case, the 

- Permanently guaranteed: In this case, the ETICS customer has an idea on the g

each destination host in the destination region. It 

clarifications about these guarantees.

termination point of the ASQ, i.e. the home 

account a possible conflict inside the client’s home network. Such conflicts have to be handled by 

the client’s own policy of its services. As an example, a client with an access rate of 5Mbps may bu

two services with permanent guarantees to two different content providers, but knowing that he 

cannot launch both service simultaneously.

- Best effort: Although we acknowledge the fact that best effort is not a guarantee, the CP has the 

possibility to purchase an ASQ path that serves a region, with the sole guarantees on the transit 

part of the ASQ path, i.e. from the first PoI till the last PoI at the edge NSP connecting the region.  

This is sometimes referred as a “speed

the end-to-end delay. 

Sections 5.1.1.2 and 5.1.1.1 will provide a more detailed specification of the 

ETICS services.   

Best effort

Ask for guarantees

on-demand guarantees
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THE RATIONALE BEHIND THE DIFFERENT POI-TO-REGION SERVICES

receives the request, it checks whether the user is part of a region for which 

it bought a contract. If it is not the case, the communication between the CP’s server and the end user will 

. Now if the user belongs to a region for which the CP has bought a contract, there are two 

possibilities. The first is that the CP does not know the guarantees. This implies that the 

contract does not specify the guarantees that a given user can get. The CP needs therefor

in order to know which guarantees it can obtain. It needs also eventually to explicitly request the edge NSP 

responsible of the region to set up these guarantees. This is what we called “on-demand” guarantees

when the content provider knows already, when it purchases the 

contract, about which guarantees the edge NSP provides. In this case, the PoI-to-Region

In this case, the ETICS customer has an idea on the g

each destination host in the destination region. It doesn’t need therefore to ask for further 

clarifications about these guarantees. Please note that the permanent guarantees apply until the 

termination point of the ASQ, i.e. the home gateway of a residential customer. It does not take into 

account a possible conflict inside the client’s home network. Such conflicts have to be handled by 

the client’s own policy of its services. As an example, a client with an access rate of 5Mbps may bu

two services with permanent guarantees to two different content providers, but knowing that he 

launch both service simultaneously.  

Although we acknowledge the fact that best effort is not a guarantee, the CP has the 

purchase an ASQ path that serves a region, with the sole guarantees on the transit 

part of the ASQ path, i.e. from the first PoI till the last PoI at the edge NSP connecting the region.  

This is sometimes referred as a “speed-up” tunnel towards the destination region, e.g. to reduce 

will provide a more detailed specification of the PoI-to

A user connects 

to CP website

Is user part 

of a region 

that I bought?

Do I know 

the guarantees?

Best effort

Ask for guarantees

demand guarantees

Known guarantees

Yes

No

Yes

No
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SERVICES 

receives the request, it checks whether the user is part of a region for which 

it bought a contract. If it is not the case, the communication between the CP’s server and the end user will 

region for which the CP has bought a contract, there are two 

possibilities. The first is that the CP does not know the guarantees. This implies that the PoI-to-Region 

contract does not specify the guarantees that a given user can get. The CP needs therefore to explicitly ask 

in order to know which guarantees it can obtain. It needs also eventually to explicitly request the edge NSP 

demand” guarantees.  

when the content provider knows already, when it purchases the PoI-to-Region 

Region part can be: 

In this case, the ETICS customer has an idea on the guarantees it has for 

need therefore to ask for further 

Please note that the permanent guarantees apply until the 

gateway of a residential customer. It does not take into 

account a possible conflict inside the client’s home network. Such conflicts have to be handled by 

the client’s own policy of its services. As an example, a client with an access rate of 5Mbps may buy 

two services with permanent guarantees to two different content providers, but knowing that he 

Although we acknowledge the fact that best effort is not a guarantee, the CP has the 

purchase an ASQ path that serves a region, with the sole guarantees on the transit 

part of the ASQ path, i.e. from the first PoI till the last PoI at the edge NSP connecting the region.  

tion region, e.g. to reduce 

to-Region and PoI-to-PoI 
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2.2.1.2. More “complex” PoI

The Inter-Carrier ASQ path described previously pre

same operator and belongs to the same 

could not be guaranteed: 

• This could be the case of an operator that owns several ASes in different regions/countries and 

would like to serve all its eyeballs within a single ASQ path offer. 

• It could also be that inside the ETICS Community, some operators would join their efforts 

negotiate an offer to an over the top player for all their respective eyeballs. 

In these particular scenarios, it is not possible to use as is the 

necessary to decompose the problem during the service compositi

First, the service composition must determine which part of the ASQ path is shared between the different 

Regions. Once this path has been determined, a first 

necessary PoI-to-Region ASQ path offe

identifier for management purpose. The ETICS system will then store two identifiers: an individual identifier 

and a group identifier. Only the group identifier is provided to the requester

This scenario has been proposed as an example of what combination of 

path is possible to manage in order to form more complex ASQs. For example, we could envisage a PoI to 

Multi-PoI as P2MP ASQ with a similar decompositio

should be able to support complex connectivity scenarios through two basics ASQs without major 

modification in its architecture. Only the service composition algorithm must be enhanced to support 

future and more complex ASQ paths like the one introduced in this subsection.

2.2.1.3. Residential end user services

As we saw earlier, the PoI-to-Region

Delivery Networks. The latter buy these services to 

residential services can also target Access NSPs who can buy such services to reach end users at other 

access NSPs, thus providing assured quality end

End users will therefore directly or indirectly profit from 

PoI-to-Region service, end users can either get (1)a better than best effort service, (2) fixed guarantees for 

a given Internet communication (e.g. a premium connectio

and an end-to-end session with another user), or (3) an Internet communication which guarantees will be 

decided on-demand. 

Sec.5.8. will provide a detailed analysis of instances of such services that target end users. In particular, 

Sec.5.8.1 will provide a description of an adde

which aims at enriching the quality of experience for residential end

2.2.2. BUSINESS VPN SERVICES 

In this deliverable, we will explicitly take care of the VPN service in the ETICS offers. The basi

VPN service is a Point of Enterprise Interconnect point (PoEI) to a PoEI ASQ path. The PoEI is a point 
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PoI-to-Region ASQ 

Carrier ASQ path described previously pre-supposed that a destination Region is owned by the 

d belongs to the same Autonomous System (AS). Nevertheless, in some cases this rule 

This could be the case of an operator that owns several ASes in different regions/countries and 

would like to serve all its eyeballs within a single ASQ path offer.  

It could also be that inside the ETICS Community, some operators would join their efforts 

negotiate an offer to an over the top player for all their respective eyeballs. 

In these particular scenarios, it is not possible to use as is the PoI-to-Region described previously. It is 

necessary to decompose the problem during the service composition phase. 

First, the service composition must determine which part of the ASQ path is shared between the different 

Regions. Once this path has been determined, a first PoI-to-PoI ASQ path is requested. Then, as many as 

ASQ path offers are requested. All the ASQ paths are then grouped under the same 

identifier for management purpose. The ETICS system will then store two identifiers: an individual identifier 

and a group identifier. Only the group identifier is provided to the requester. 

This scenario has been proposed as an example of what combination of PoI-to-PoI

path is possible to manage in order to form more complex ASQs. For example, we could envisage a PoI to 

PoI as P2MP ASQ with a similar decomposition. What it is important to remember is that ETICS 

should be able to support complex connectivity scenarios through two basics ASQs without major 

. Only the service composition algorithm must be enhanced to support 

more complex ASQ paths like the one introduced in this subsection. 

Residential end user services 

Region services target mainly Content and Application

Delivery Networks. The latter buy these services to reach end users with assured quality. 

residential services can also target Access NSPs who can buy such services to reach end users at other 

access NSPs, thus providing assured quality end-user to end-user communications. 

fore directly or indirectly profit from PoI-to-Region services. Depending on the type of 

service, end users can either get (1)a better than best effort service, (2) fixed guarantees for 

a given Internet communication (e.g. a premium connection with fixed guarantees to a content provider, 

end session with another user), or (3) an Internet communication which guarantees will be 

. will provide a detailed analysis of instances of such services that target end users. In particular, 

will provide a description of an added value service called “Graceful Denial of Service” (GDoS) 

which aims at enriching the quality of experience for residential end-users. 

 

In this deliverable, we will explicitly take care of the VPN service in the ETICS offers. The basi

VPN service is a Point of Enterprise Interconnect point (PoEI) to a PoEI ASQ path. The PoEI is a point 
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supposed that a destination Region is owned by the 

. Nevertheless, in some cases this rule 

This could be the case of an operator that owns several ASes in different regions/countries and 

It could also be that inside the ETICS Community, some operators would join their efforts to 

negotiate an offer to an over the top player for all their respective eyeballs.  

described previously. It is 

First, the service composition must determine which part of the ASQ path is shared between the different 

ASQ path is requested. Then, as many as 

rs are requested. All the ASQ paths are then grouped under the same 

identifier for management purpose. The ETICS system will then store two identifiers: an individual identifier 

PoI and PoI-to-Region ASQ 

path is possible to manage in order to form more complex ASQs. For example, we could envisage a PoI to 

What it is important to remember is that ETICS 

should be able to support complex connectivity scenarios through two basics ASQs without major 

. Only the service composition algorithm must be enhanced to support 

and Application Providers and Content 

reach end users with assured quality. PoI-to-Region 

residential services can also target Access NSPs who can buy such services to reach end users at other 

 

services. Depending on the type of 

service, end users can either get (1)a better than best effort service, (2) fixed guarantees for 

n with fixed guarantees to a content provider, 

end session with another user), or (3) an Internet communication which guarantees will be 

. will provide a detailed analysis of instances of such services that target end users. In particular, 

d value service called “Graceful Denial of Service” (GDoS) 

In this deliverable, we will explicitly take care of the VPN service in the ETICS offers. The basic brick of the 

VPN service is a Point of Enterprise Interconnect point (PoEI) to a PoEI ASQ path. The PoEI is a point 
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through which a site (data centre, headquarters etc) of a business customer is interconnected to the ETICS 

community of NSPs. In practice, the VPN service can be a multi

specific topology requested by the customer.

Sec.5.1.1.3 will provide a detailed description of the VPN service offers and capabilities.

2.3. ETICS USER GUIDE 

We now show, in a fully automated setting, how an ETICS customer can request an inter

from the ETICS community, let it be for residential or busin

it should work. We remind that an ETICS customer is any actor that triggers the ETICS community to 

compute an inter-carrier ASQ path. 

FIGURE 4: REQUESTING INTER

According to Sec.2.1, depending on its needs, the ETICS customer needs either an inter

Region ASQ path, or a VPN connectivity service between a set of PoEIs. The customer first connects to the 

ETICS portal, called the ETICS service access point

community interface that contains information about the regions and the points of interconnect that are 

served by the ETICS community, as well as information about the available VPN services. This first step

allows the customer to discover the ETICS community and know whether the latter can satisfy its needs. If 

it is the case, the ETICS customer formulates an inter

ETICS system is then responsible of findi

customer’s request. If the customer is satisfied with one of the offers, it can order it from the ETICS 

community. The latter is then responsible for provisioning the ASQ path for the customer

arrows in the figure do NOT necessarily mean message exchange, but actions that the ETICS customer 

performs.  

2.4. ETICS INTERNAL WORK

The ETICS architecture is governed by different processes that must follow a given work flow. The goal of 

this workflow is to implement the inter

shows the different steps that govern the life cycle of an 

Request ASQ path 

ETICS 
Customer 

(NSP, 

end-user, 

Content 

Provider)  

Connect

Provide traffic identification

Get informed about services 
(Residential and Business)
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through which a site (data centre, headquarters etc) of a business customer is interconnected to the ETICS 

the VPN service can be a multi-PoEI to multi-PoEI service according to a 

specific topology requested by the customer. 

provide a detailed description of the VPN service offers and capabilities.

 

We now show, in a fully automated setting, how an ETICS customer can request an inter

from the ETICS community, let it be for residential or business customers. We use Figure 

it should work. We remind that an ETICS customer is any actor that triggers the ETICS community to 

 

REQUESTING INTER-CARRIER ASQ PATHS FROM ETICS 

, depending on its needs, the ETICS customer needs either an inter

ASQ path, or a VPN connectivity service between a set of PoEIs. The customer first connects to the 

ETICS service access point (detailed in Sec.5.2). The service access point is the ETICS 

community interface that contains information about the regions and the points of interconnect that are 

served by the ETICS community, as well as information about the available VPN services. This first step

allows the customer to discover the ETICS community and know whether the latter can satisfy its needs. If 

it is the case, the ETICS customer formulates an inter-carrier ASQ path request to the ETICS community. The 

ETICS system is then responsible of finding one or multiple inter-carrier ASQ paths that can satisfy the 

customer’s request. If the customer is satisfied with one of the offers, it can order it from the ETICS 

community. The latter is then responsible for provisioning the ASQ path for the customer

arrows in the figure do NOT necessarily mean message exchange, but actions that the ETICS customer 

ORKFLOW 

The ETICS architecture is governed by different processes that must follow a given work flow. The goal of 

this workflow is to implement the inter-carrier ASQ paths described in the previous section. 

shows the different steps that govern the life cycle of an inter-carrier ASQ path. These steps could be 

CommunityRequest ASQ path 

N offers

Order

NSP A

Connect to portal Service access point
To the 

ETICS Community

 

Provide traffic identification 
 information 

Get informed about services  
(Residential and Business)  
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through which a site (data centre, headquarters etc) of a business customer is interconnected to the ETICS 

PoEI service according to a 

provide a detailed description of the VPN service offers and capabilities. 

We now show, in a fully automated setting, how an ETICS customer can request an inter-carrier ASQ path 

Figure 4 to illustrate how 

it should work. We remind that an ETICS customer is any actor that triggers the ETICS community to 

OM ETICS  

, depending on its needs, the ETICS customer needs either an inter-carrier PoI-to-

ASQ path, or a VPN connectivity service between a set of PoEIs. The customer first connects to the 

). The service access point is the ETICS 

community interface that contains information about the regions and the points of interconnect that are 

served by the ETICS community, as well as information about the available VPN services. This first step 

allows the customer to discover the ETICS community and know whether the latter can satisfy its needs. If 

carrier ASQ path request to the ETICS community. The 

carrier ASQ paths that can satisfy the 

customer’s request. If the customer is satisfied with one of the offers, it can order it from the ETICS 

community. The latter is then responsible for provisioning the ASQ path for the customer. Note that the 

arrows in the figure do NOT necessarily mean message exchange, but actions that the ETICS customer 

The ETICS architecture is governed by different processes that must follow a given work flow. The goal of 

carrier ASQ paths described in the previous section. Figure 5 below 

carrier ASQ path. These steps could be 

Community

NSP B

NSP C

Service access point 
To the  

ETICS Community 
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grouped by means of phases in the ETICS work flow (these phases were first summarized in Deliverable 

D1.6 [D1.6]). We first provide a view on a generic workflow that applies for both residential services and 

business services. We then describe in a separate subsection VPN specific issues. 

2.4.1. GENERIC WORKFLOW AND 

• Step 1 corresponds to an initialization phase in which the NSPs of a community get ready to receive 

inter-carrier ASQ path from ETICS externa

• Steps 2 to 5 that correspond to the Invocation phase where an ETICS customer requests an inter

carrier ASQ path (covered in the last section)

• Steps 6 to 8 design the phase where NSPs are enforcing the inter

respective networks, 

• Step 9 simply designs the monitoring and management phase of the ASQ IC including its 

termination. 

In a bit more details, the first step (1) is to get the 

different network capabilities or ASQ path offers of the different NSPs of the ETICS community. This is 

covered by the capabilities/offers publication/exchange

Sections 5.1 and 5.2. 

Then, the ETICS system is triggered by an ETICS customer inter

trigger first an offer computation in the push mode and an NSP chain computation in the pull mode. This is 

covered by the offer computation/NSP chain

NSP1

Inter-carrier ASQ path request from customer

1 capabilities/Offers publication/exchange

2

2

3 Offer computation/NSP chain computation

4 From NSP chain to inter

5 Propose offer(s) to customer

Customer
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grouped by means of phases in the ETICS work flow (these phases were first summarized in Deliverable 

[D1.6]). We first provide a view on a generic workflow that applies for both residential services and 

iness services. We then describe in a separate subsection VPN specific issues.  

ORKFLOW AND SLA LIFECYCLE 

Step 1 corresponds to an initialization phase in which the NSPs of a community get ready to receive 

carrier ASQ path from ETICS external customers. 

Steps 2 to 5 that correspond to the Invocation phase where an ETICS customer requests an inter

carrier ASQ path (covered in the last section) 

Steps 6 to 8 design the phase where NSPs are enforcing the inter-carrier ASQ path in their 

Step 9 simply designs the monitoring and management phase of the ASQ IC including its 

FIGURE 5: ETICS WORK FLOW 

In a bit more details, the first step (1) is to get the network service and business plane aware of the 

different network capabilities or ASQ path offers of the different NSPs of the ETICS community. This is 

capabilities/offers publication/exchange functionality. This functionality is detailed in 

Then, the ETICS system is triggered by an ETICS customer inter-carrier ASQ path request (step2). This will 

trigger first an offer computation in the push mode and an NSP chain computation in the pull mode. This is 

offer computation/NSP chain computation and detailed in Section 5.4

DestinationNSP4

NSP2

NSP3

NSP1

Service and business 
plane entity

carrier ASQ path request from customer

1

publication/exchange

3

NSP chain computation

4

From NSP chain to inter-carrier ASQ path

6

7

8

5

9

) to customer

Trigger network path computation

Customer orders ASQ path

Trigger inter-carrier ASQ path provisioning 

Monitor/Maintain/Terminate

Push mode: 

not enough 

Pull mode: 

after NSP chain 

computation
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grouped by means of phases in the ETICS work flow (these phases were first summarized in Deliverable 

[D1.6]). We first provide a view on a generic workflow that applies for both residential services and 

Step 1 corresponds to an initialization phase in which the NSPs of a community get ready to receive 

Steps 2 to 5 that correspond to the Invocation phase where an ETICS customer requests an inter-

carrier ASQ path in their 

Step 9 simply designs the monitoring and management phase of the ASQ IC including its 

 

service and business plane aware of the 

different network capabilities or ASQ path offers of the different NSPs of the ETICS community. This is 

functionality. This functionality is detailed in 

carrier ASQ path request (step2). This will 

trigger first an offer computation in the push mode and an NSP chain computation in the pull mode. This is 

5.4 and 5.5.3. 

Destination

network path computation

carrier ASQ path provisioning 

Monitor/Maintain/Terminate

Push mode: 

If offer is 

not enough 

detailed
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Next, in the pull mode, the next step (4) is to go 

the push mode, the offer computation has already determined an inter

is covered in Sec.5.5.2. 

Once we have one or multiple inter

accepts the offer, it orders it (6). If the inter

needed (7) (detailed in Sec.5.5.2). This is part of what we called the 

Once the network path is computed, the next step (8) is to 

functionality is covered in Section5.6

During the life of the inter-carrier ASQ path, the ETICS architecture needs to 

path (step 9). A first description of this functionality was covered in prior deliverables, and was lately 

refined in deliverable D4.4 [D4.4]. The detailed specification of this block 

Finally, the last step is then to terminate the service once the contract takes end.

2.4.2. END USER SERVICE SPECIFIC 

FIGURE 

Figure 6 shows the ETICS workflow involving this time end user connectivity. The figure is based on a toy 

example in which the ETICS community is made of four NSPs. A

NSP1 on a given PoI. In step (1), the Content Provider connects to the ETICS service access point and 

requests a PoI-to-Region service, where the region is inside NSP4. In Step (2), the ETICS community will 

provide the ASQ path following the workflow described in Sec.

Once the PoI-to-Region service is established, it can be used by end users as follows. In step (3

user connects to the content provider front page

(according to the end-user used IP address)

the case, the CP offers the user the possibility to request “premium” quality to reach the content
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, in the pull mode, the next step (4) is to go from the NSP chain to a precise inter

the push mode, the offer computation has already determined an inter-carrier ASQ path. This functionality 

Once we have one or multiple inter-carrier ASQ path(s), we offer it to the customer (5). If the customer 

accepts the offer, it orders it (6). If the inter-carrier ASQ path is not detailed enough, an extra step is 

). This is part of what we called the network path computation 

k path is computed, the next step (8) is to provision the inter

5.6. 

ASQ path, the ETICS architecture needs to monitor and maintain

path (step 9). A first description of this functionality was covered in prior deliverables, and was lately 

refined in deliverable D4.4 [D4.4]. The detailed specification of this block will be provided in Sec.

Finally, the last step is then to terminate the service once the contract takes end. 

IFIC ISSUES  

FIGURE 6: ETICS WORKFLOW INVOLVING END USERS 

shows the ETICS workflow involving this time end user connectivity. The figure is based on a toy 

example in which the ETICS community is made of four NSPs. A Content Provider on the left is connected to 

NSP1 on a given PoI. In step (1), the Content Provider connects to the ETICS service access point and 

service, where the region is inside NSP4. In Step (2), the ETICS community will 

vide the ASQ path following the workflow described in Sec.2.4.1.  

service is established, it can be used by end users as follows. In step (3

user connects to the content provider front page (e.g. classical Internet web portal)

user used IP address) if the user is part of a region contract it already bought. If it is 

he user the possibility to request “premium” quality to reach the content
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from the NSP chain to a precise inter-carrier ASQ path. In 

carrier ASQ path. This functionality 

carrier ASQ path(s), we offer it to the customer (5). If the customer 

ailed enough, an extra step is 

network path computation step. 

provision the inter-carrier ASQ path. This 

monitor and maintain the ASQ 

path (step 9). A first description of this functionality was covered in prior deliverables, and was lately 

will be provided in Sec.5.7. 

 

shows the ETICS workflow involving this time end user connectivity. The figure is based on a toy 

Content Provider on the left is connected to 

NSP1 on a given PoI. In step (1), the Content Provider connects to the ETICS service access point and 

service, where the region is inside NSP4. In Step (2), the ETICS community will 

service is established, it can be used by end users as follows. In step (3), the end 

(e.g. classical Internet web portal). The latter verifies 

if the user is part of a region contract it already bought. If it is 

he user the possibility to request “premium” quality to reach the content 
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(depending on the type of region offer the CP ordered from the ETICS community). If the user accepts, 

extra steps like service availability checking or bandwidth negotiation might be

Steps (1) and (2) are part of the generic workflow we described in Sec.

the users’ session management. Two aspects of

First, Sec.5.8.1 describes the information service “Graceful Denial of Service” (GDoS) for end

GDoS added value service highlights the benefits of cooperating between several actors (such as conten

provider and edge service providers) which are involved in the application service provisioning chain. The 

benefit of GDoS for the end-user is to be aware about the expectable application service quality at the 

moment of application start. Second, Sec.

in ETICS, ConEx is used as a SEF for capacity sharing and provides an additional control structu

ASQ traffic service, for instance when using a bidirectional service with Best Effort in the 

as illustrated in Section 6.2. of deliverable D4.4[D4.4].

2.4.3. VPN SERVICE SPECIFIC ISSUES

Following a roadmap of incremental advances 

architecture considers the following use cases (described in D4.4

• Use Case I: On a short term setting, VPN services should be supported in the context of Single

service scenarios, in which all 

where the remote VPN sites are connected to a PE node over inter

services. This use case is needed as a first bootstrap scenario and strictly speaking is not considered

an inter-NSP VPN as such. 

• Use case II: On a medium term setting, the VPN service is also required to be supported in the 

context of Single-NSP service scenarios, but this time it is required to support full PE functionality in 

both Edge-NSPs. 

• Use Case III: On a longer term setting, the VPN service shall be supported in a broader context of 

ETICS service scenarios, beyond Single

NSP relationships. 

The provision of VPN services necessitates the supp

Business Customers (BCs) with the ETICS architecture. This is realized through the ETICS portal or service 

access point that provides the means to BCs to submit their requests, receive service offerings,

their orders. The entire procedure is composed of the following steps: 

1. ETICS portal is populated with VPN service offers/capabilities. These are represented as described in 

Sec.5.1.1.3.  

2. A VPN service request is submitted. This can be performed either by Edge

(for instance a primary Edge-NSP facing the BC’s headquarters), or by the BC themselves

these requests is presented in Sec.

3. A VPN request is used by the ETICS portal to search for existing ASQ paths that could carry the VPN 

traffic. Additionally, the ETICS portal may translate a VPN request to a request for a new ASQ path. 

However due to scalability concerns this is only considered when no existing ASQ path fits a request. In 
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(depending on the type of region offer the CP ordered from the ETICS community). If the user accepts, 

extra steps like service availability checking or bandwidth negotiation might be needed. 

are part of the generic workflow we described in Sec.2.4.1. Steps (3) to (5) correspond to 

the users’ session management. Two aspects of the users’ session management will be detailed in Sec.

describes the information service “Graceful Denial of Service” (GDoS) for end

GDoS added value service highlights the benefits of cooperating between several actors (such as conten

provider and edge service providers) which are involved in the application service provisioning chain. The 

user is to be aware about the expectable application service quality at the 

moment of application start. Second, Sec.5.8.2 describes capacity sharing using congestion policing. In fact, 

in ETICS, ConEx is used as a SEF for capacity sharing and provides an additional control structu

ASQ traffic service, for instance when using a bidirectional service with Best Effort in the 

as illustrated in Section 6.2. of deliverable D4.4[D4.4]. 

SSUES 

Following a roadmap of incremental advances in the supported business VPN services, the ETICS 

architecture considers the following use cases (described in D4.4 [D4.4]): 

Use Case I: On a short term setting, VPN services should be supported in the context of Single

service scenarios, in which all PE nodes are only located in the customer-

where the remote VPN sites are connected to a PE node over inter-NSP access connectivity 

This use case is needed as a first bootstrap scenario and strictly speaking is not considered

Use case II: On a medium term setting, the VPN service is also required to be supported in the 

NSP service scenarios, but this time it is required to support full PE functionality in 

: On a longer term setting, the VPN service shall be supported in a broader context of 

ETICS service scenarios, beyond Single-NSP ones, supporting a rich set of VPN topologies and inter

The provision of VPN services necessitates the support of an automated interface for the interaction of 

ustomers (BCs) with the ETICS architecture. This is realized through the ETICS portal or service 

access point that provides the means to BCs to submit their requests, receive service offerings,

their orders. The entire procedure is composed of the following steps:  

ETICS portal is populated with VPN service offers/capabilities. These are represented as described in 

A VPN service request is submitted. This can be performed either by Edge-NSPs acting on behalf of BCs 

NSP facing the BC’s headquarters), or by the BC themselves

these requests is presented in Sec.5.3.5. 

A VPN request is used by the ETICS portal to search for existing ASQ paths that could carry the VPN 

c. Additionally, the ETICS portal may translate a VPN request to a request for a new ASQ path. 

However due to scalability concerns this is only considered when no existing ASQ path fits a request. In 
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(depending on the type of region offer the CP ordered from the ETICS community). If the user accepts, 

needed.  

. Steps (3) to (5) correspond to 

the users’ session management will be detailed in Sec.5.8. 

describes the information service “Graceful Denial of Service” (GDoS) for end-users. The 

GDoS added value service highlights the benefits of cooperating between several actors (such as content 

provider and edge service providers) which are involved in the application service provisioning chain. The 

user is to be aware about the expectable application service quality at the 

describes capacity sharing using congestion policing. In fact, 

in ETICS, ConEx is used as a SEF for capacity sharing and provides an additional control structure within one 

ASQ traffic service, for instance when using a bidirectional service with Best Effort in the PoI-to-Region part 

in the supported business VPN services, the ETICS 

Use Case I: On a short term setting, VPN services should be supported in the context of Single-NSP 

-facing NSP domain and 

NSP access connectivity 

This use case is needed as a first bootstrap scenario and strictly speaking is not considered 

Use case II: On a medium term setting, the VPN service is also required to be supported in the 

NSP service scenarios, but this time it is required to support full PE functionality in 

: On a longer term setting, the VPN service shall be supported in a broader context of 

NSP ones, supporting a rich set of VPN topologies and inter-

ort of an automated interface for the interaction of 

ustomers (BCs) with the ETICS architecture. This is realized through the ETICS portal or service 

access point that provides the means to BCs to submit their requests, receive service offerings, and place 

ETICS portal is populated with VPN service offers/capabilities. These are represented as described in 

NSPs acting on behalf of BCs 

NSP facing the BC’s headquarters), or by the BC themselves. The format of 

A VPN request is used by the ETICS portal to search for existing ASQ paths that could carry the VPN 

c. Additionally, the ETICS portal may translate a VPN request to a request for a new ASQ path. 

However due to scalability concerns this is only considered when no existing ASQ path fits a request. In 
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this case, the already available ETICS mechanisms are em

Sec.5.4.2.1. 

4. Once one or more suitable ASQ paths have been identified, an admission control process is triggered to 

verify the availability of resources.

5. Once the availability of resources has been verified, a BC is presented with the set

offerings so as to place an order.

6. The placement of an order triggers service provisioning (Sec.

a. The interconnected PE devices a

corresponding to the QoS parameters of the service. 

b. Establishing BGP sessions between Edge

and Provider Edges (PEs) (whenever such sessions are

VPN service instances). We remind that PE routers are the ones that contain the interfaces that 

connect the business VPN customers.

c. Establishing VPN routing state. This includes currently well

however to the traffic identification solution of ETICS.

7. Optional. Communicating NSP chain to the Route Reflectors (RR) of Edge

targets at taking advantage of the knowledge of the NSP chain to limit the signalli

communication of the VPN routing state i.e., RRs may have established BGP sessions with multiple RRs 

at different domains, only a subset of which may participate a specific VPN service instance; in this case 

knowledge of the NSP chain can be used to avoid forwarding routing state to RRs not participating the 

specific service instance. It is noted that this does not affect the regular use of Route Targets.

Figure 7 provides an overview of the 

detailed description of the various components/steps will be provided in Sec.

different blocks of ETICS. 
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this case, the already available ETICS mechanisms are employed. This step is described in detail in 

Once one or more suitable ASQ paths have been identified, an admission control process is triggered to 

verify the availability of resources. This process is described in Sec.5.4.2.2. 

Once the availability of resources has been verified, a BC is presented with the set

offerings so as to place an order. 

The placement of an order triggers service provisioning (Sec.5.6.5), i.e.: 

The interconnected PE devices are configured with the appropriate traffic policing parameters 

corresponding to the QoS parameters of the service.  

Establishing BGP sessions between Edge-NSP Route Reflectors (RRs) and between these RRs 

and Provider Edges (PEs) (whenever such sessions are not already available due to previous 

VPN service instances). We remind that PE routers are the ones that contain the interfaces that 

connect the business VPN customers. 

Establishing VPN routing state. This includes currently well-established practices. I

however to the traffic identification solution of ETICS. 

Optional. Communicating NSP chain to the Route Reflectors (RR) of Edge-NSPs. This step is optional and 

targets at taking advantage of the knowledge of the NSP chain to limit the signalli

communication of the VPN routing state i.e., RRs may have established BGP sessions with multiple RRs 

at different domains, only a subset of which may participate a specific VPN service instance; in this case 

an be used to avoid forwarding routing state to RRs not participating the 

specific service instance. It is noted that this does not affect the regular use of Route Targets.

provides an overview of the network service plane functionality in the form of a flowchart. The 

detailed description of the various components/steps will be provided in Sec.
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ployed. This step is described in detail in 

Once one or more suitable ASQ paths have been identified, an admission control process is triggered to 

Once the availability of resources has been verified, a BC is presented with the set of available service 

re configured with the appropriate traffic policing parameters 

NSP Route Reflectors (RRs) and between these RRs 

not already available due to previous 

VPN service instances). We remind that PE routers are the ones that contain the interfaces that 

established practices. It is related 

NSPs. This step is optional and 

targets at taking advantage of the knowledge of the NSP chain to limit the signalling overhead for the 

communication of the VPN routing state i.e., RRs may have established BGP sessions with multiple RRs 

at different domains, only a subset of which may participate a specific VPN service instance; in this case 

an be used to avoid forwarding routing state to RRs not participating the 

specific service instance. It is noted that this does not affect the regular use of Route Targets. 

service plane functionality in the form of a flowchart. The 

detailed description of the various components/steps will be provided in Sec.5, which specifies the 
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3. ETICS DEPLOYMENT SCE

To take into account the various NSPs’ requirements

ETICS has foreseen different deployment scenarios that correspond to different collaboration models 

between the different NSPs [Del2.3, Del4.4]

disclosed by NSPs (offers that are ready to be ordered (push), or only network capabilities that help in the 

service composition (pull)), (2) to whom this information is disclosed (only to neighbour or to all the 

community), and (3) who does the service co

the NSPs on behalf of all the other NSPs).

The scenarios were in the number of six at the beginning.  Thanks to the business analysis done in wp3, two 

of them were excluded and they were reduced

modelling and UML sequence diagrams in particular to detail the four deployment scenarios retained by 

ETICS. For each of these scenarios, the inter

in Sec.3.1 the high level description of these scenarios. The reader who is familiar with deliverable D5.2 

[D5.2] can skip this section as the sequence diagrams were presented therein.

3.1. HIGH LEVEL DESCRIPTI

This section gives a high level overview of these deployment scenarios. Sec.

inter-NSP UML sequence diagrams.  

3.1.1. FULLY CENTRALIZED PUSH DEP

FIGURE 8: STEPS OF THE FULLY

In this scenario, the service composition is 

NSP.  

NSP1

Inter-carrier service request

1 Network service offers publication

2

2

3 Inter-carrier offer computation

4

4 Provide inter-carrier offer to ETICS customer

5
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ETICS DEPLOYMENT SCENARIOS 

To take into account the various NSPs’ requirements and the differences in NSPs’ operational methods, 

ETICS has foreseen different deployment scenarios that correspond to different collaboration models 

[Del2.3, Del4.4]. The scenarios differ in (1) the type of information that is 

disclosed by NSPs (offers that are ready to be ordered (push), or only network capabilities that help in the 

service composition (pull)), (2) to whom this information is disclosed (only to neighbour or to all the 

community), and (3) who does the service composition (distributed, one central neutral entity, or one of 

the NSPs on behalf of all the other NSPs). 

The scenarios were in the number of six at the beginning.  Thanks to the business analysis done in wp3, two 

of them were excluded and they were reduced to only four (in D4.4 [D4.4]).In this section, we use UML 

modelling and UML sequence diagrams in particular to detail the four deployment scenarios retained by 

ETICS. For each of these scenarios, the inter-NSP sequence diagram is provided. We first start 

the high level description of these scenarios. The reader who is familiar with deliverable D5.2 

n as the sequence diagrams were presented therein. 

HIGH LEVEL DESCRIPTION OF DEPLOYMENT SCENARIOS 

This section gives a high level overview of these deployment scenarios. Sec.3 will provide the corresponding 

NSP UML sequence diagrams.   

CENTRALIZED PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO 

: STEPS OF THE FULLY CENTRALIZED PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO

In this scenario, the service composition is always done by a central facilitator, an entity which is not an 

NSP4

NSP2

NSP3

NSP1

Facilitator

carrier service request

1

publication

3

carrier offer computation

carrier offer to ETICS customer

Trigger network path computation

5 Order Service

6

7 Trigger path provisioning 

8 Monitor/Maintain/Terminate

Offer: ready to purchase
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and the differences in NSPs’ operational methods, 

ETICS has foreseen different deployment scenarios that correspond to different collaboration models 

. The scenarios differ in (1) the type of information that is 

disclosed by NSPs (offers that are ready to be ordered (push), or only network capabilities that help in the 

service composition (pull)), (2) to whom this information is disclosed (only to neighbour or to all the 

mposition (distributed, one central neutral entity, or one of 

The scenarios were in the number of six at the beginning.  Thanks to the business analysis done in wp3, two 

[D4.4]).In this section, we use UML 

modelling and UML sequence diagrams in particular to detail the four deployment scenarios retained by 

NSP sequence diagram is provided. We first start by providing 

the high level description of these scenarios. The reader who is familiar with deliverable D5.2 

will provide the corresponding 

 

T SCENARIO 

done by a central facilitator, an entity which is not an 

Trigger network path computation

Monitor/Maintain/Terminate

ready to purchase

Destination
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This scenario is one of the two scenarios that have been chosen by ETICS for the detailed specification 

and the prototypes at an earlier stage of the project.

the different steps involved in the service composition. In this scenario, NSPs publish their single

path offers (PoI-to-PoI or PoI-to-Region

perform the service composition (an offer computation) (3) once it receives an inter

from a customer (2). The facilitator proposes the offer(s) to the customer who 

case the inter-carrier path is provisioned.

3.1.2. PER-NSP CENTRALIZED PUSH DEP

FIGURE 9: STEPS OF THE PER

This scenario is very similar to the previous

one (or any) of the NSPs in the community. 

from the offer publication till the offer fulfilment. In terms of prototyping, components are exactly the 

same than for the fully centralized push 

when having at least two facilitators d

the ETICS prototype. 
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This scenario is one of the two scenarios that have been chosen by ETICS for the detailed specification 

arlier stage of the project. Figure 8 shows how this scenario works by showing 

the different steps involved in the service composition. In this scenario, NSPs publish their single

Region) to the centralized facilitator (1). This allows the facilitator to 

perform the service composition (an offer computation) (3) once it receives an inter

from a customer (2). The facilitator proposes the offer(s) to the customer who might order them, in which 

carrier path is provisioned. 

CENTRALIZED PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO 

: STEPS OF THE PER-NSP CENTRALIZED PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO

This scenario is very similar to the previous scenario except that the central facilitator role

one (or any) of the NSPs in the community. Figure 9 shows the different steps of this deployment sc

from the offer publication till the offer fulfilment. In terms of prototyping, components are exactly the 

same than for the fully centralized push deployment scenario, so that this scenario is also implemented 

when having at least two facilitators deployed in two different domains. This scenario is also handled in 
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This scenario is one of the two scenarios that have been chosen by ETICS for the detailed specification 

shows how this scenario works by showing 

the different steps involved in the service composition. In this scenario, NSPs publish their single-NSP ASQ 

to the centralized facilitator (1). This allows the facilitator to 

perform the service composition (an offer computation) (3) once it receives an inter-carrier service request 

might order them, in which 

 

SCENARIO 

scenario except that the central facilitator role can be played by 

shows the different steps of this deployment scenario 

from the offer publication till the offer fulfilment. In terms of prototyping, components are exactly the 

scenario, so that this scenario is also implemented 

This scenario is also handled in 
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3.1.3. DISTRIBUTED PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO

FIGURE 10: STEPS OF 

Figure 10 shows the different steps involved in this scenario. This scenario is push, meaning that NSPs 

publish ASQ path offer prior to any explicit request for them. This deployment scenario mimics the 

philosophy of BGP but at the network 

NSP will publish its ASQ path offers to its neighbours (step1). An NSP which receives an ASQ path offer 

aggregates it with its own offers to compute and cre

neighbours (step2). After a “convergence” step, all the NSPs in the community will have in their catalogues 

ASQ paths to reach all the destinations reachable by the community. Once an NSP receives an inter

ASQ path offer request (step3), it will immediately know by looking into its offers catalogue or database if 

such offer is available through the community. It can then offer it to the customer (step4). If the customer 

is willing to take the offer, it can order it (step 5) and the r

already described in the previous sections.

Although this scenario has been kept within ETIC

mainly because of the lack of efforts and because the inte

on other scenarios. 

 

NSP1

NSPs aggregate with their own offers, then propagate

1 Publish network offers to neighbors

2

3

4

4

3
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Propose offer
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OYMENT SCENARIO 

STEPS OF DISTRIBUTED PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO

shows the different steps involved in this scenario. This scenario is push, meaning that NSPs 

publish ASQ path offer prior to any explicit request for them. This deployment scenario mimics the 

network service and business plane level. The idea of this scenario is that each 

NSP will publish its ASQ path offers to its neighbours (step1). An NSP which receives an ASQ path offer 

to compute and create new offers and then send 

neighbours (step2). After a “convergence” step, all the NSPs in the community will have in their catalogues 

ASQ paths to reach all the destinations reachable by the community. Once an NSP receives an inter

ep3), it will immediately know by looking into its offers catalogue or database if 

such offer is available through the community. It can then offer it to the customer (step4). If the customer 

is willing to take the offer, it can order it (step 5) and the remaining steps (6 to 9)

already described in the previous sections. 

Although this scenario has been kept within ETICS, it has not been implemented within the ETICS prototype 

mainly because of the lack of efforts and because the interests of the project partners were more focused 

NSP4

NSP2

NSP3

NSP1

NSPs aggregate with their own offers, then propagate

Publish network offers to neighbors 5

7

8

Trigger network path selection

Trigger path provisioning 

Monitor/Maintain/Terminate

6

Order offer

1

2

2
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LOYMENT SCENARIO 

shows the different steps involved in this scenario. This scenario is push, meaning that NSPs 

publish ASQ path offer prior to any explicit request for them. This deployment scenario mimics the 

plane level. The idea of this scenario is that each 

NSP will publish its ASQ path offers to its neighbours (step1). An NSP which receives an ASQ path offer 

then send them as well to its 

neighbours (step2). After a “convergence” step, all the NSPs in the community will have in their catalogues 

ASQ paths to reach all the destinations reachable by the community. Once an NSP receives an inter-carrier 

ep3), it will immediately know by looking into its offers catalogue or database if 

such offer is available through the community. It can then offer it to the customer (step4). If the customer 

) are similar to the ones 

, it has not been implemented within the ETICS prototype 

rests of the project partners were more focused 

Trigger network path selection

Trigger path provisioning 

Monitor/Maintain/Terminate

Destination
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3.1.4. DISTRIBUTED PULL DEPLOYMENT SCENA

FIGURE 11: STEPS OF THE DISTR

In this scenario, the service composition is done in a distrib

decisions. In this scenario as well, NSPs do not publish single

capabilities. The goal of these capabilities is only to help the other NSPs make the service composition. The 

NSPs obtain single-NSP ASQ paths from each other by explicitly requesting them.

The stepwise process of this scenario is given in 

between the different NSPs (1). If a service request is received by an NSP

compute an NSP chain (3) that is more likely to satisfy the customer request. The second part of the service 

composition procedure is done then in a distributed way (step 4 or 4’ or step 4 refined later by step7). 

One way of doing this distributed procedure is the following. The first NSP (NSP1) will deduct its own 

budget (example how much delay it will “consume” in its 

(included in the service request constraints)

remaining budget to the next NSP(s) in the NSP chain(s). Once the request reaches the last NSP, this NSP 

will answer by giving an ASQ path offer to the upstream NSP from which it received the request. Th

upstream NSP will use this offer, concatenate it with its own offer, and send it back to its 

NSP. This procedure is repeated in all the NSPs 

ASQ path. This solves the problem of the budget splitting since each NSP is responsible of deducing its own 

budget from the entire end-to-end QoS

In another variant of step 4, a similar pro

way to the backward recursive path computation procedure of the PCE architecture [RFC5441]. 

Finally, once the distributed procedure is completed, the first NSP can propose the computed offer 

customer which can order it. 

ETICS considered two variants of this deployment scenario. In the first, ASQ paths returned by the different 

NSP during step 4’ are enough detailed to allow for direct provisioning. This is the case of the H

NSP1

Inter-carrier service request

1 Network capabilities exchange (distributed)

2

3 NSP chain computation

4 Deduce own budget, send offer requests to NSPs

4’ Could be done PCE/BRPC

2

3

destination,100Mbits,100ms 
destination,100Mbits,30ms 
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ULL DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO 

: STEPS OF THE DISTRIBUTED PULL DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO

In this scenario, the service composition is done in a distributed way and all the NSPs participate in the 

decisions. In this scenario as well, NSPs do not publish single-NSP ASQ path offers but rather loose 

capabilities. The goal of these capabilities is only to help the other NSPs make the service composition. The 

NSP ASQ paths from each other by explicitly requesting them. 

The stepwise process of this scenario is given in Figure 11. In a first step, service c

between the different NSPs (1). If a service request is received by an NSP (2), it uses these capabilities to 

compute an NSP chain (3) that is more likely to satisfy the customer request. The second part of the service 

rocedure is done then in a distributed way (step 4 or 4’ or step 4 refined later by step7). 

One way of doing this distributed procedure is the following. The first NSP (NSP1) will deduct its own 

budget (example how much delay it will “consume” in its own network) from the end

constraints), and then send a new inter-carrier ASQ path request with the 

remaining budget to the next NSP(s) in the NSP chain(s). Once the request reaches the last NSP, this NSP 

answer by giving an ASQ path offer to the upstream NSP from which it received the request. Th

upstream NSP will use this offer, concatenate it with its own offer, and send it back to its 

NSP. This procedure is repeated in all the NSPs along the chain until the first NSP to 

ASQ path. This solves the problem of the budget splitting since each NSP is responsible of deducing its own 

QoS budget. 

In another variant of step 4, a similar procedure can be done “backward recursive” in a very much similar 

way to the backward recursive path computation procedure of the PCE architecture [RFC5441]. 

Finally, once the distributed procedure is completed, the first NSP can propose the computed offer 

ETICS considered two variants of this deployment scenario. In the first, ASQ paths returned by the different 

NSP during step 4’ are enough detailed to allow for direct provisioning. This is the case of the H

NSP4

NSP2

NSP3

NSP1

carrier service request

1

exchange (distributed)

Deduce own budget, send offer requests to NSPs

5

7

8

Capability: what the network is able to 

Perform. Informational, not orderable

9Could be done PCE/BRPC-like (backward-recursive)

4

Trigger network path computation

Propose inter-carrier offer

Trigger path provisioning 

Monitor/Maintain/Terminate

destination,100Mbits,30ms 
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NT SCENARIO 

uted way and all the NSPs participate in the 

NSP ASQ path offers but rather loose 

capabilities. The goal of these capabilities is only to help the other NSPs make the service composition. The 

. In a first step, service capabilities are flooded 

(2), it uses these capabilities to 

compute an NSP chain (3) that is more likely to satisfy the customer request. The second part of the service 

rocedure is done then in a distributed way (step 4 or 4’ or step 4 refined later by step7).  

One way of doing this distributed procedure is the following. The first NSP (NSP1) will deduct its own QoS 

own network) from the end-to-end budget 

carrier ASQ path request with the 

remaining budget to the next NSP(s) in the NSP chain(s). Once the request reaches the last NSP, this NSP 

answer by giving an ASQ path offer to the upstream NSP from which it received the request. This 

upstream NSP will use this offer, concatenate it with its own offer, and send it back to its own upstream 

to obtain the inter-carrier 

ASQ path. This solves the problem of the budget splitting since each NSP is responsible of deducing its own 

cedure can be done “backward recursive” in a very much similar 

way to the backward recursive path computation procedure of the PCE architecture [RFC5441].  

Finally, once the distributed procedure is completed, the first NSP can propose the computed offer to the 

ETICS considered two variants of this deployment scenario. In the first, ASQ paths returned by the different 

NSP during step 4’ are enough detailed to allow for direct provisioning. This is the case of the H-TE solution. 

what the network is able to 

Perform. Informational, not orderable

Trigger network path computation

carrier offer

Trigger path provisioning 

Monitor/Maintain/Terminate

destination,100Mbits, 10 ms 

Destination
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In the second (network service and business 

the different NSPs are not precise in which case the additional step 7 (network path computation) is 

needed. 

The first variant of this scenario (H-

detailed specification and the prototypes. 

recommended that the price setting (putting a price on an offer) should not be automated

fluctuations may be fierce and ruin the system (“price and niche wars”). As such, human intervention in 

deciding the prices should be maintained. 

The variant of this scenario that was chosen for prototyping (H

The prices are rather configured by the administrator of the network. Configured prices are conveyed 

within the capabilities messages during the capabilities exchange step. The final price is obtained during the 

BRPC composition procedure. 

3.2. ON-DEMAND (PULL

Figure 12 shows the inter-NSP sequence diagram of the distributed pull deployment scenario.
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and business plane offer negotiation approach), the ASQ paths returned by 

the different NSPs are not precise in which case the additional step 7 (network path computation) is 

-TE) is one of the two scenarios that have been chosen by ETICS for the 

detailed specification and the prototypes. [ETICS-D3.5] analysed this deployment scenario and 

recommended that the price setting (putting a price on an offer) should not be automated

fluctuations may be fierce and ruin the system (“price and niche wars”). As such, human intervention in 

deciding the prices should be maintained.  

The variant of this scenario that was chosen for prototyping (H-TE) does not automate the price setting.

The prices are rather configured by the administrator of the network. Configured prices are conveyed 

within the capabilities messages during the capabilities exchange step. The final price is obtained during the 

DEMAND (PULL) OFFER WITH DISTRIBUTED COMPOSITION SCE

NSP sequence diagram of the distributed pull deployment scenario.
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plane offer negotiation approach), the ASQ paths returned by 

the different NSPs are not precise in which case the additional step 7 (network path computation) is 

is one of the two scenarios that have been chosen by ETICS for the 

D3.5] analysed this deployment scenario and 

recommended that the price setting (putting a price on an offer) should not be automated, or price 

fluctuations may be fierce and ruin the system (“price and niche wars”). As such, human intervention in 

TE) does not automate the price setting. 

The prices are rather configured by the administrator of the network. Configured prices are conveyed 

within the capabilities messages during the capabilities exchange step. The final price is obtained during the 

UTED COMPOSITION SCENARIO 

NSP sequence diagram of the distributed pull deployment scenario. 
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FIGURE 12: DISTRIBUTED ON
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3.3. PRE-COMPUTED (PUSH) OFFE

COMPOSITION SCENARIO
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COMPUTED (PUSH) OFFER WITH FULLY OR PER-NSP CENTRALIZED 

COMPOSITION SCENARIO 
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FIGURE 13: PRE-COMPUTED PUSH SCENAR

Figure 13 shows the inter-NSP (NSP granularity) sequence diagram of the centralized push 

scenario. The sequence diagram is valid for b

centralized (facilitator) case. The figure shows three actors: the ETICS client, the central entity (NSP or 

facilitator), and neighbouring NSPs. 

3.4. PRE-COMPUTED (PUSH) OFFE

3.4.1. ARCHITECTURE HIGH LEVEL 

FIGURE 14: PRE-COMPUTED (PUSH) SCEN

 

Figure 14 reminds the ETICS network 

and a distributed service composition process. In this scenario, offers are first created and then published 

to NSPs in the community. An NSP which gets aware of an off

aggregate it with its own offers and republish the aggregated offer. In this case, the service composition is 

done utilizing the propagation of aggregated offers. 
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COMPUTED PUSH SCENARIO WITH A CENTRALIZED ENTITY (INTER-NSP SEQUENCE DIAGRAM)

NSP (NSP granularity) sequence diagram of the centralized push 

scenario. The sequence diagram is valid for both, the centralized facilitator entity, as well as the per

case. The figure shows three actors: the ETICS client, the central entity (NSP or 

 

COMPUTED (PUSH) OFFER WITH DISTRIBUTED COMPOSITION SCENARIO

EVEL VIEW 

COMPUTED (PUSH) SCENARIO WITH DISTRIBUTED COMPOSITION

network service and business plane architecture in the case of a push scenario 

and a distributed service composition process. In this scenario, offers are first created and then published 

to NSPs in the community. An NSP which gets aware of an offer can either order it for its own use, or 

aggregate it with its own offers and republish the aggregated offer. In this case, the service composition is 

done utilizing the propagation of aggregated offers.  
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SP SEQUENCE DIAGRAM) 

NSP (NSP granularity) sequence diagram of the centralized push deployment 

oth, the centralized facilitator entity, as well as the per-NSP 

case. The figure shows three actors: the ETICS client, the central entity (NSP or 

COMPOSITION SCENARIO 

 

D COMPOSITION 

service and business plane architecture in the case of a push scenario 

and a distributed service composition process. In this scenario, offers are first created and then published 

er can either order it for its own use, or 

aggregate it with its own offers and republish the aggregated offer. In this case, the service composition is 
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3.4.2. INTER-NSP SEQUENCE DIAGRAM

FIGURE 15: PRE-COMPUTED (PUSH) SCEN
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SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 

COMPUTED (PUSH) SCENARIO WITH DISTRIBUTED COMPOSITION (INTER-NSP SEQUENCE DIAGRAM
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NSP SEQUENCE DIAGRAM) 
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Figure 15 shows the inter-NSP sequence diagram relative to the 

scenario, each NSP creates its own offers. Depending on its policies, the NSP propagates its offers in the 

form of a vector to (some of) his neighbours. An NSP that receives an offer applies its import policies to

if it imports it (interested in it). Then, the NSP has the choice between keeping the offer for itself or 

aggregating it with its own ones and sending it to its neighbours. Proceeding this way, each NSP will have a 

set of end-to-end offers involving all the NSPs in the chain.
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NSP sequence diagram relative to the distributed pre-computed scenario. In this 

scenario, each NSP creates its own offers. Depending on its policies, the NSP propagates its offers in the 

form of a vector to (some of) his neighbours. An NSP that receives an offer applies its import policies to

if it imports it (interested in it). Then, the NSP has the choice between keeping the offer for itself or 

aggregating it with its own ones and sending it to its neighbours. Proceeding this way, each NSP will have a 

ll the NSPs in the chain. 
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computed scenario. In this 

scenario, each NSP creates its own offers. Depending on its policies, the NSP propagates its offers in the 

form of a vector to (some of) his neighbours. An NSP that receives an offer applies its import policies to see 

if it imports it (interested in it). Then, the NSP has the choice between keeping the offer for itself or 

aggregating it with its own ones and sending it to its neighbours. Proceeding this way, each NSP will have a 
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4. ETICS FUNCTIONAL ARC

This section presents the ETICS functional architecture. It presents the different functional blocks and how 

they interact together. First, Sec.4.1

service and business plane in the different deployment scenarios. Sec.

core-system architecture: what are the different functional blocks of the ETICS 

business plane. Finally, Sec.4.3 uses UML modelling and presents the UML class diagram of the ETICS 

architecture. 

4.1. ARCHITECTURE & DEPLOYMENT

As seen before in Sec.0 and in the previous iterations of the architecture deliverables [D4.2, D4.3, D4.4], the 

SLA management within the ETICS system corresponds to a dedicated life

workflow.  

FIGURE 

The different steps are divided in 3 specific groups that we presented previously mainly in 

• Learning phase that corresponds to the creation and publication of SLA offers or Network 

Capabilities, 

• Composition phase that groups the Negotiation, Validation and Enforcement of the ASQ 

connectivity raised when the ETICS core system rec

• And the Monitoring and Termination that play once the ASQ connectivity is in place.

We have seen also that different deployment scenarios (that reflect different collaboration modes between 

the actors) can be envisaged for the ETICS s
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ETICS FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE 

This section presents the ETICS functional architecture. It presents the different functional blocks and how 

4.1 presents an instance of the spatial deployment of the ETICS 

service and business plane in the different deployment scenarios. Sec.4.2 presents a first description of the 

system architecture: what are the different functional blocks of the ETICS 

uses UML modelling and presents the UML class diagram of the ETICS 

EPLOYMENT 

and in the previous iterations of the architecture deliverables [D4.2, D4.3, D4.4], the 

SLA management within the ETICS system corresponds to a dedicated life-cycle that follows a given 

GURE 16: ETICS ARCHITECTURE AND SCENARIOS 

The different steps are divided in 3 specific groups that we presented previously mainly in 

Learning phase that corresponds to the creation and publication of SLA offers or Network 

Composition phase that groups the Negotiation, Validation and Enforcement of the ASQ 

connectivity raised when the ETICS core system receives a user request, 

And the Monitoring and Termination that play once the ASQ connectivity is in place.

We have seen also that different deployment scenarios (that reflect different collaboration modes between 

the actors) can be envisaged for the ETICS solution deployment. Figure 16 above summarizes the different 

Link to the controlled network

ECSECS

ECS

Facilitator 
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This section presents the ETICS functional architecture. It presents the different functional blocks and how 

presents an instance of the spatial deployment of the ETICS network 

presents a first description of the 

system architecture: what are the different functional blocks of the ETICS network service and 

uses UML modelling and presents the UML class diagram of the ETICS 

and in the previous iterations of the architecture deliverables [D4.2, D4.3, D4.4], the 

cycle that follows a given 

 

The different steps are divided in 3 specific groups that we presented previously mainly in Figure 5: 

Learning phase that corresponds to the creation and publication of SLA offers or Network 

Composition phase that groups the Negotiation, Validation and Enforcement of the ASQ 

And the Monitoring and Termination that play once the ASQ connectivity is in place. 

We have seen also that different deployment scenarios (that reflect different collaboration modes between 

above summarizes the different 

ECS
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scenarios exposed previously and shows where the different functionalities need to be deployed in each 

scenario. The ETICS Core System “boxes” correspond to the ETICS software that will perform the ETICS 

network service and business plane functionalities. 

4.2. ETICS CORE-SYSTEM O

The architecture depicted in FIGURE 

building blocks: 

• SLA Manager: groups all the functions involved in the management of the SLA (Negotiation, 

Validation, Termination, and Service Assurance steps of the SLA life cycle). This block has a relation 

with almost all the others: 

most of the steps described in the ETICS workflow 

(E1/E2 - S cf. The actor role model that will be shown later) to the neighbouring ETICS Core System. 

• SLA Offers: groups all the functions relative to the creation, certification and publication of SLA 

offers (only PUSH model). It uses the Policy R

communicated to the SLA Manager for the Service Composition step. It also communicates with 

neighbours ETICS Core System to 

– B cf. The actor role model that will be shown later) of the system. This block implements 

(offers publication/exchange)

• Network Capabilities: groups all

particular it defines the way Network Capabilities are built against Network Topology as well as 

how this information is exchanged with neighbouring NSP(s) through the third external interface 

(E1/E2 – B)
1
. This block is in charge of the creation and publication actions in the PULL model only, 

which corresponds to step 1 (capabilities publication/exchange)

Network capabilities mainly correspond to the H

• Business & Policy groups all functions involved in the business and policy rules that govern how the 

SLA offers are built, but also how the service composition shall be done by the SLA Management. 

“Billing and Accounting” as well as the standard Authentication Authorizatio

complete the block. 

• PCE This entity corresponds to the Path Computation Element function standardized by the IETF. 

The SLA Manager triggers the PCE to refine the 

when the offers are not enough detailed (Push model). It also trigs the PCE without AS path as 

parameter to request a dedicated ASQ (Pull model). In this latter case, the PCE uses Traffic 

Engineering information learnt from the underlying network it controls and from the Network 

Capabilities block. 

                                                           

1
Note that the E1/E2 – B interface is currently different between the Pull and the Push model due to implementation choice but 

could be the same. 
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scenarios exposed previously and shows where the different functionalities need to be deployed in each 

scenario. The ETICS Core System “boxes” correspond to the ETICS software that will perform the ETICS 

service and business plane functionalities. We next “zoom” on a typical ETICS core system “box”.

OVERVIEW 

IGURE 17 below illustrates the ETICS Core system. It con

groups all the functions involved in the management of the SLA (Negotiation, 

Validation, Termination, and Service Assurance steps of the SLA life cycle). This block has a relation 

with almost all the others: it is the central part of the core system as it orchestrates and triggers 

most of the steps described in the ETICS workflow Figure 5. It is also the first external in

S cf. The actor role model that will be shown later) to the neighbouring ETICS Core System. 

groups all the functions relative to the creation, certification and publication of SLA 

offers (only PUSH model). It uses the Policy Rules to determine which SLA offers will be 

communicated to the SLA Manager for the Service Composition step. It also communicates with 

neighbours ETICS Core System to exchange SLA offers. This is the second external interface (E1/E2 

model that will be shown later) of the system. This block implements 

(offers publication/exchange) of the workflow of Figure 5. 

groups all functions devoted to the Inter-carrier Routing behaviour. In 

particular it defines the way Network Capabilities are built against Network Topology as well as 

how this information is exchanged with neighbouring NSP(s) through the third external interface 

. This block is in charge of the creation and publication actions in the PULL model only, 

step 1 (capabilities publication/exchange) of the workflow of 

Network capabilities mainly correspond to the H-TE solution being detailed later on.

groups all functions involved in the business and policy rules that govern how the 

SLA offers are built, but also how the service composition shall be done by the SLA Management. 

“Billing and Accounting” as well as the standard Authentication Authorizatio

This entity corresponds to the Path Computation Element function standardized by the IETF. 

The SLA Manager triggers the PCE to refine the network path computation (step 7 in 

when the offers are not enough detailed (Push model). It also trigs the PCE without AS path as 

parameter to request a dedicated ASQ (Pull model). In this latter case, the PCE uses Traffic 

information learnt from the underlying network it controls and from the Network 

B interface is currently different between the Pull and the Push model due to implementation choice but 
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scenarios exposed previously and shows where the different functionalities need to be deployed in each 

scenario. The ETICS Core System “boxes” correspond to the ETICS software that will perform the ETICS 

We next “zoom” on a typical ETICS core system “box”. 

below illustrates the ETICS Core system. It consists of six main 

groups all the functions involved in the management of the SLA (Negotiation, 

Validation, Termination, and Service Assurance steps of the SLA life cycle). This block has a relation 

it is the central part of the core system as it orchestrates and triggers 

. It is also the first external interface 

S cf. The actor role model that will be shown later) to the neighbouring ETICS Core System.  

groups all the functions relative to the creation, certification and publication of SLA 

ules to determine which SLA offers will be 

communicated to the SLA Manager for the Service Composition step. It also communicates with 

SLA offers. This is the second external interface (E1/E2 

model that will be shown later) of the system. This block implements step 1 

carrier Routing behaviour. In 

particular it defines the way Network Capabilities are built against Network Topology as well as 

how this information is exchanged with neighbouring NSP(s) through the third external interface 

. This block is in charge of the creation and publication actions in the PULL model only, 

of the workflow of Figure 5. 

TE solution being detailed later on. 

groups all functions involved in the business and policy rules that govern how the 

SLA offers are built, but also how the service composition shall be done by the SLA Management. 

“Billing and Accounting” as well as the standard Authentication Authorization & Accounting 

This entity corresponds to the Path Computation Element function standardized by the IETF. 

network path computation (step 7 in Figure 5) 

when the offers are not enough detailed (Push model). It also trigs the PCE without AS path as 

parameter to request a dedicated ASQ (Pull model). In this latter case, the PCE uses Traffic 

information learnt from the underlying network it controls and from the Network 

B interface is currently different between the Pull and the Push model due to implementation choice but 
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FIGURE 

Peripheral blocks complete the ETICS Core System: 

• A first group provides interface 

Manager (including the network configuration) that interface with the SLA Manager.

• ETICS UI or Service access point

exposes to its customer. It models the interface 

API exposed by this block. The purpose is to show that SLA composition could be triggered by both, 

another SLA Manager instance (from a neighbouring ETICS system throu

or by an ETICS users through the 

4.3. UML DESIGN OF THE ETICS S

In order to detail the ETICS architecture, we use an UML model to precisely describe the ETICS solution. For 

that purpose, the following sections gradually introduce the different UML diagrams

Case diagrams, continuing with the different class diagrams, 

sequence diagrams. These new UML diagrams co

architecture. Their principal objectives are to clarify the relation between the different building blocks as 

well as to describe precisely the architecture minimizing the room for misinterpretation. 

4.3.1. ACTOR ROLE MODEL 

In the UML modelling, one of the first diagrams corresponds to the description of the actor / role model. 

We first remind of the ETICS actor role model as it was finally defined in Deliverable D4.4 [D4.4].  The 

figures show the actors and the name o

Offers DB

SLA Offers (Push)

•Builders

•Controller

•Publish

Monitoring
Service Instance 

Manager

Network

Provider

E1/E2-B

SLA Offers

Policy Rules
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IGURE 17: ETICS CORE SYSTEM BUILDING-BLOCKS 

Peripheral blocks complete the ETICS Core System:  

provides interface to the network. These are the Monitoring and Service Instance 

Manager (including the network configuration) that interface with the SLA Manager.

Service access point: groups all features related to the User Interface that the system 

its customer. It models the interface E6 and E7 disregarding the protocol, interface, or 

API exposed by this block. The purpose is to show that SLA composition could be triggered by both, 

another SLA Manager instance (from a neighbouring ETICS system through 

or by an ETICS users through the E6 or E7 interfaces. 

ESIGN OF THE ETICS SYSTEM 

In order to detail the ETICS architecture, we use an UML model to precisely describe the ETICS solution. For 

ons gradually introduce the different UML diagrams

Case diagrams, continuing with the different class diagrams, the collaborative diagrams 

UML diagrams complete the schemas produced in D4.2 for the ETICS 

heir principal objectives are to clarify the relation between the different building blocks as 

well as to describe precisely the architecture minimizing the room for misinterpretation. 

In the UML modelling, one of the first diagrams corresponds to the description of the actor / role model. 

We first remind of the ETICS actor role model as it was finally defined in Deliverable D4.4 [D4.4].  The 

figures show the actors and the name of the interfaces between these different actors.

TEDRouting & 

Topology

Service Instance 

Manager

NC DB

Network Capabilities

• IC Routing Controller

• IC Routing protocol

Rules & Bill 

DB SLA DB

Business & Policy

•AAA

•Billing

•Policy Rules

Network Service 
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PCE

ETICS User Interface

Rules

AAA
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• Service Assurance

Traffic Engineering
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to the network. These are the Monitoring and Service Instance 

Manager (including the network configuration) that interface with the SLA Manager. 

: groups all features related to the User Interface that the system 

disregarding the protocol, interface, or 

API exposed by this block. The purpose is to show that SLA composition could be triggered by both, 

gh E1, E2, or E3 interfaces) 

In order to detail the ETICS architecture, we use an UML model to precisely describe the ETICS solution. For 

ons gradually introduce the different UML diagrams: Starting from the Use 

collaborative diagrams and finally to 

the schemas produced in D4.2 for the ETICS 

heir principal objectives are to clarify the relation between the different building blocks as 

well as to describe precisely the architecture minimizing the room for misinterpretation.  

In the UML modelling, one of the first diagrams corresponds to the description of the actor / role model.  

We first remind of the ETICS actor role model as it was finally defined in Deliverable D4.4 [D4.4].  The 

f the interfaces between these different actors. 

Network Capabilities (Pull)

IC Routing Controller

IC Routing protocol

PCE

E6/E7

E1/E2-S

E1/E2-B

E1/E2-C

ETICS User Interface

SLA Manager

Service Composition

Validation

Termination

Assurance
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Using the same naming of the interfaces, 

and the ETICS system. ETICS users are either ETICS customers, ETICS NSPs or possibly a facilitator entity.

FIGURE 

The ETICS System offers two very high

(cf. Figure 19).  As a consequence, it seems feasible to reduce the system to simply buying and selling ASQ 

path. Buying and selling IC goods is only available to the ETICS User, which is in fact the abstraction of the 

three main actors of the ETICS system: the 

includes Information Service Provider (InfSP) and Business Customer) through the interfaces 

NSP itself through the interfaces E1,
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FIGURE 18: ETICS ACTOR-ROLE MODEL 

Using the same naming of the interfaces, Figure 19 below shows the relation between the ETICS “users” 

and the ETICS system. ETICS users are either ETICS customers, ETICS NSPs or possibly a facilitator entity.

FIGURE 19: UML MODEL OF THE ETICS SYSTEM 

rs two very high-level capabilities to its user: buying and selling IC goods or ASQ paths 

As a consequence, it seems feasible to reduce the system to simply buying and selling ASQ 

path. Buying and selling IC goods is only available to the ETICS User, which is in fact the abstraction of the 

three main actors of the ETICS system: the Facilitator through the E0 interface, the 

includes Information Service Provider (InfSP) and Business Customer) through the interfaces 

, E2, E3.  
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below shows the relation between the ETICS “users” 

and the ETICS system. ETICS users are either ETICS customers, ETICS NSPs or possibly a facilitator entity. 

 

level capabilities to its user: buying and selling IC goods or ASQ paths 

As a consequence, it seems feasible to reduce the system to simply buying and selling ASQ 

path. Buying and selling IC goods is only available to the ETICS User, which is in fact the abstraction of the 

interface, the End Customer (that 

includes Information Service Provider (InfSP) and Business Customer) through the interfaces E6, E7, and the 
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4.3.2. SLA LIFE CYCLE 

Figure 19 does not explicitly mention which of the different actors can buy or sell ASQ paths. In addition, 

the buying and selling actions are too generic to take into account the differe

as we first defined it in [D4.1] & [D4.2]. We provide therefore 

the ETICS system use cases that focuses on the SLA life cycle management.

FIGURE 20

In this representation, the ETICS users have been split in two entities in order to reflect the difference 

between them. We have the Network Service Provider (NSP) user through the interfaces 

End Customer through the interfaces 

UML use case diagram. Indeed, the functions provided by the facilitator actor could vary regarding the level 

of responsibility the NSP would let to him. So, its role could be closer to the End Customer rather than t

NSP actor. For the clarity of the UML use case model, we have decided to merely explain that its role could 

be extrapolated from the different actions described in the UML model.

This new representation of the different steps of the SLA life cycle defin

actors, allows a finer description of 

of the use cases: it could negotiate and validate an SLA that corresponds to the Buying action of the ETICS 

system. In complement, it could monitor the SLA to verify that the ASQ paths sold by the NSP are 

conformant to what it expects, and terminate the SLA when it is not needed anymore. The NSP role is 

twofold: Buyer and Seller. The actions of the NSP are the sa

Validate, Monitor, and Terminate an SLA. In the case of the Buyer role, the NSP could create and publish an 

SLA in order to sell it. Once it has sold an SLA, the last action is to provision it in their network. I
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does not explicitly mention which of the different actors can buy or sell ASQ paths. In addition, 

the buying and selling actions are too generic to take into account the different steps in the SLA life cycle, 

as we first defined it in [D4.1] & [D4.2]. We provide therefore Figure 20 which is a more detailed view of 

stem use cases that focuses on the SLA life cycle management. 

20: UML model of the ETICS SLA Management 

, the ETICS users have been split in two entities in order to reflect the difference 

between them. We have the Network Service Provider (NSP) user through the interfaces 

through the interfaces E6, E7. The facilitator (interface E0) has not been represented in this 

UML use case diagram. Indeed, the functions provided by the facilitator actor could vary regarding the level 

of responsibility the NSP would let to him. So, its role could be closer to the End Customer rather than t

NSP actor. For the clarity of the UML use case model, we have decided to merely explain that its role could 

be extrapolated from the different actions described in the UML model. 

the different steps of the SLA life cycle defined in [D4.1],

 it. As shown in the figure, the End Customer has just access to a subset 

of the use cases: it could negotiate and validate an SLA that corresponds to the Buying action of the ETICS 

ystem. In complement, it could monitor the SLA to verify that the ASQ paths sold by the NSP are 

conformant to what it expects, and terminate the SLA when it is not needed anymore. The NSP role is 

twofold: Buyer and Seller. The actions of the NSP are the same as for the End Customer role: Negotiate, 

Validate, Monitor, and Terminate an SLA. In the case of the Buyer role, the NSP could create and publish an 

SLA in order to sell it. Once it has sold an SLA, the last action is to provision it in their network. I
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does not explicitly mention which of the different actors can buy or sell ASQ paths. In addition, 

nt steps in the SLA life cycle, 

which is a more detailed view of 

 

, the ETICS users have been split in two entities in order to reflect the difference 

between them. We have the Network Service Provider (NSP) user through the interfaces E1, E2, E3 and the 

) has not been represented in this 

UML use case diagram. Indeed, the functions provided by the facilitator actor could vary regarding the level 

of responsibility the NSP would let to him. So, its role could be closer to the End Customer rather than the 

NSP actor. For the clarity of the UML use case model, we have decided to merely explain that its role could 

], but combined with the 

he End Customer has just access to a subset 

of the use cases: it could negotiate and validate an SLA that corresponds to the Buying action of the ETICS 

ystem. In complement, it could monitor the SLA to verify that the ASQ paths sold by the NSP are 

conformant to what it expects, and terminate the SLA when it is not needed anymore. The NSP role is 

me as for the End Customer role: Negotiate, 

Validate, Monitor, and Terminate an SLA. In the case of the Buyer role, the NSP could create and publish an 

SLA in order to sell it. Once it has sold an SLA, the last action is to provision it in their network. In addition, 
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the four actions of the seller role (Negotiate, Validate, Monitor, and Terminate) are present but not with 

the same meaning. The NSP as a buyer provides the action instead of using it.

4.3.3. SLA MANAGEMENT CLASS 

In order to draw the UML Class Diagram, it is important to define the new data type used by the different 

classes. In our case, we have used those defined in [D5.2]. The main advantage of using data types can be 

summarised in the modularization of the schema and classes, because any ch

different parameters of a data type can be automatically reflected in all the containing, referring or derived 

classes. 

The class diagram depicted in Figure 

four main packages directly related to the SLA:

• SLA Manager groups all classes involved in the management of the SLA that occurs during the 

Negotiation, Validation, Termination, and Service Assurance steps of the SLA life cycle. A dedicated 

class is used to communicate with the rest of the ETICS system during the 

• SLA Offers groups all classes that belong to the creation, certification and publication of SLA offer 

actions. It also embeds the class that communicates with the rest of the ETICS system to exchange 

SLA offers. This is the second e

creation and publication actions in the PUSH model only.

• IC Routing groups all classes devoted to the Inter

the way Network Capabilities a

exchanged with neighbouring NSP(s). This package is in charge of the creation and publication 

actions in the PULL model only.

• PCE corresponds to the standard Path Computation Element as standardize by the IETF. For ETICS 

purpose, the PCE is trigger by the SLA Manager with the AS Path for the PUSH model and without 

AS Path for the PULL model. In both case, extended QoS parameters (de

provided. Price could also be specified for the PULL model.

• Business & Policy groups all classes involved in the business and policy rules that govern not only 

how the SLA offers and Network Capabilities are built, but also how t

be done in the SLA Management package. “Billing and Accounting” completes the package.

Two other packages are indirectly linked to the SLA management. These packages have a lower detail level. 

Indeed, those are not really part of the SLA Management, but due to their strong interaction with it, it is 

important to model them in the class diagram:

• Network package aims to group all tasks related to the real network. At least Monitoring, 

Measurement, Service instantiation, Topology a

this package.  

• ETICS UI groups all features related to the User Interface that the system exposes to its customer. It 

models the interface E6 and 

The purpose is to show that SLA composition could be triggered by both, another SLA Manager 
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the four actions of the seller role (Negotiate, Validate, Monitor, and Terminate) are present but not with 

the same meaning. The NSP as a buyer provides the action instead of using it. 

LASS DIAGRAM 

Diagram, it is important to define the new data type used by the different 

classes. In our case, we have used those defined in [D5.2]. The main advantage of using data types can be 

summarised in the modularization of the schema and classes, because any change or improvement in the 

different parameters of a data type can be automatically reflected in all the containing, referring or derived 

Figure 21 below illustrates the ETICS SLA management system. It consists of 

four main packages directly related to the SLA: 

groups all classes involved in the management of the SLA that occurs during the 

Negotiation, Validation, Termination, and Service Assurance steps of the SLA life cycle. A dedicated 

class is used to communicate with the rest of the ETICS system during the aforementioned actions.

groups all classes that belong to the creation, certification and publication of SLA offer 

actions. It also embeds the class that communicates with the rest of the ETICS system to exchange 

SLA offers. This is the second external interface of the system. This package is in charge of the 

creation and publication actions in the PUSH model only. 

groups all classes devoted to the Inter-carrier Routing behaviour. In particular it defines 

the way Network Capabilities are built against Network Topology as well as how this information is 

exchanged with neighbouring NSP(s). This package is in charge of the creation and publication 

actions in the PULL model only. 

corresponds to the standard Path Computation Element as standardize by the IETF. For ETICS 

purpose, the PCE is trigger by the SLA Manager with the AS Path for the PUSH model and without 

AS Path for the PULL model. In both case, extended QoS parameters (de

provided. Price could also be specified for the PULL model. 

groups all classes involved in the business and policy rules that govern not only 

how the SLA offers and Network Capabilities are built, but also how the service composition shall 

be done in the SLA Management package. “Billing and Accounting” completes the package.

Two other packages are indirectly linked to the SLA management. These packages have a lower detail level. 

of the SLA Management, but due to their strong interaction with it, it is 

important to model them in the class diagram: 

aims to group all tasks related to the real network. At least Monitoring, 

Measurement, Service instantiation, Topology acquisition, and Network Configuration are part of 

groups all features related to the User Interface that the system exposes to its customer. It 

and E7 disregarding the protocol, interface, or API exposed by t

The purpose is to show that SLA composition could be triggered by both, another SLA Manager 
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the four actions of the seller role (Negotiate, Validate, Monitor, and Terminate) are present but not with 

Diagram, it is important to define the new data type used by the different 

classes. In our case, we have used those defined in [D5.2]. The main advantage of using data types can be 

ange or improvement in the 

different parameters of a data type can be automatically reflected in all the containing, referring or derived 

below illustrates the ETICS SLA management system. It consists of 

groups all classes involved in the management of the SLA that occurs during the 

Negotiation, Validation, Termination, and Service Assurance steps of the SLA life cycle. A dedicated 

aforementioned actions. 

groups all classes that belong to the creation, certification and publication of SLA offer 

actions. It also embeds the class that communicates with the rest of the ETICS system to exchange 

xternal interface of the system. This package is in charge of the 

carrier Routing behaviour. In particular it defines 

re built against Network Topology as well as how this information is 

exchanged with neighbouring NSP(s). This package is in charge of the creation and publication 

corresponds to the standard Path Computation Element as standardize by the IETF. For ETICS 

purpose, the PCE is trigger by the SLA Manager with the AS Path for the PUSH model and without 

AS Path for the PULL model. In both case, extended QoS parameters (delay, loss, jitter ...) are 

groups all classes involved in the business and policy rules that govern not only 

he service composition shall 

be done in the SLA Management package. “Billing and Accounting” completes the package. 

Two other packages are indirectly linked to the SLA management. These packages have a lower detail level. 

of the SLA Management, but due to their strong interaction with it, it is 

aims to group all tasks related to the real network. At least Monitoring, 

cquisition, and Network Configuration are part of 

groups all features related to the User Interface that the system exposes to its customer. It 

disregarding the protocol, interface, or API exposed by this package. 

The purpose is to show that SLA composition could be triggered by both, another SLA Manager 
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instance (from a neighbouring ETICS system through 

through the E6 or E7 interfaces.

FIGURE 21:

4.3.3.1. SLA offers package

It is composed of 3 classes: SLA Offers Builder

Builder is in charge of composing the offers. To this end, it reli

topologies and measurements. With all this information, it starts to pre

to the SLA controller, which refines the SLA template with the rules acquired from the Business &

package. In this way, the own SLA offers are stored in the catalogue. Based on the policy rules, the 

controller sends offers to the SLA Offers protocol

facilitators or fully centralized facilitator)

the option is supported, the SLA controller

catalogue. Of course, foreign offers are also stored in the SLA cata

exposes functions to the SLA controller

performs the SLA Service Composition using the Push model. Note that SLA offer actions are running in 

background. Compared to the SLA Management package actions, they are running in parallel.
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instance (from a neighbouring ETICS system through E1, E2, or E3 interfaces) or by an ETICS users 

interfaces. 

: ETICS SLA Management UML Classes Diagram 

ackage 

SLA Offers Builder, SLA Offers Controller, and SLA Offers Protocol

is in charge of composing the offers. To this end, it relies on information from the Network Package: 

topologies and measurements. With all this information, it starts to pre-fill SLA templates and passes them 

, which refines the SLA template with the rules acquired from the Business &

package. In this way, the own SLA offers are stored in the catalogue. Based on the policy rules, the 

SLA Offers protocol class that must be published to the other NSPs

ilitator). In turn, it gets the offers received from the neighbour NSP(s). If 

SLA controller could re-bundle the received offers in order to enrich its offers 

catalogue. Of course, foreign offers are also stored in the SLA catalogue. Finally, the 

SLA controller, in particular the “Get SLA Offers” action, when this last one 

performs the SLA Service Composition using the Push model. Note that SLA offer actions are running in 

d. Compared to the SLA Management package actions, they are running in parallel.
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interfaces) or by an ETICS users 

 

SLA Offers Protocol. The SLA Offers 

es on information from the Network Package: 

fill SLA templates and passes them 

, which refines the SLA template with the rules acquired from the Business & Policy 

package. In this way, the own SLA offers are stored in the catalogue. Based on the policy rules, the SLA 

class that must be published to the other NSPs (NSP ‘s 

. In turn, it gets the offers received from the neighbour NSP(s). If 

bundle the received offers in order to enrich its offers 

logue. Finally, the SLA Offers controller 

, in particular the “Get SLA Offers” action, when this last one 

performs the SLA Service Composition using the Push model. Note that SLA offer actions are running in 

d. Compared to the SLA Management package actions, they are running in parallel. 
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4.3.3.2. IC (Inter-Carrier) r

The package embeds only two classes: the IC 

is used to exchange Network Capabilities with the rest of the ETICS systems. The 

charge of computing the Network Capabilities for its own network and of publishing them through the 

Routing Protocol. To compute the Network Capabilities, the 

information from the Network package and complements it with measurement information. Then, it 

applies rules from the Business & Policy package before publishing the Network Capabilities. All Network 

Capabilities (its own ones and those coming from the other NSPs) are stored in a database that allows the 

IC Routing Controller to reconstitute the topology at the AS level (i.e. at a upper hierarchy view rather than 

the intra-domain standard topology; please refer to Section 6.1 in [ETIC

Traffic Engineering description). Finally, the IC 

particular the “Request SLA” action. It is used within the SLA Service Composition process when the Pull 

model is performed. 

Note that IC Routing actions are running in background. With respect to the SLA Management package 

actions, they run in parallel. 

4.3.3.3. SLA management 

This package groups all classes, which are involved in the composition, validation, termin

monitoring of the SLA. In particular, the package manipulates contracts compared to offers for the SLA 

Offer package. It is composed by the 

different steps of the SLA life cycle, which are: composition, validation, and termination. The main class is 

the SLA Controller that embeds the composition, validation, termination, and monitoring function. For that 

purpose, the SLA controller will use the SLA Offer Package when working in

Package when using the PULL model. Requests to compose a new SLA contract come from the ETICS UI or 

from another NSP through the IC Signalling Protocol

Business & Policy Package for the Accounting and Billing process and with the Monitoring & Measurement 

Package to request monitoring of a given SLA contract. It maintains a database where all SLA contracts are 

stored. 

4.3.3.4. Path computation element 

It composed by two classes: the PCEP one that implements the PCE protocol itself and the PCE itself that 

groups all computation algorithms. The 

representing the network topology in order for the PCE to perform CSPF com

placement. In addition to the standard TED, the PCE embed a Hierarchical TED for the PULL model. This 

particular database is filled by the Network Capabilities coming from the IC Routing package. This gives to 

the PCE the knowledge of the foreign network in order to compute AS path. The PCE has also the 

capabilities to interrogate the SLA Manager for a given contract ID within the PUSH model. In turn, the PCE 

obtains from the SLA Manager QoS parameters for its network in addition to the

provided by its neighbour PCE in the BRPC chain.
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Carrier) routing package 

The package embeds only two classes: the IC Routing Controller and the IC Routing Protocol

bilities with the rest of the ETICS systems. The IC Routing Controller

charge of computing the Network Capabilities for its own network and of publishing them through the 

. To compute the Network Capabilities, the IC Routing Contro

information from the Network package and complements it with measurement information. Then, it 

applies rules from the Business & Policy package before publishing the Network Capabilities. All Network 

ose coming from the other NSPs) are stored in a database that allows the 

to reconstitute the topology at the AS level (i.e. at a upper hierarchy view rather than 

domain standard topology; please refer to Section 6.1 in [ETICS-D5.2] about the Hierarchical 

Traffic Engineering description). Finally, the IC Routing Controller exposes functions to the 

particular the “Request SLA” action. It is used within the SLA Service Composition process when the Pull 

Note that IC Routing actions are running in background. With respect to the SLA Management package 

anagement package 

This package groups all classes, which are involved in the composition, validation, termin

monitoring of the SLA. In particular, the package manipulates contracts compared to offers for the SLA 

Offer package. It is composed by the IC Signalling Protocol in charge of exchanging information during the 

le, which are: composition, validation, and termination. The main class is 

that embeds the composition, validation, termination, and monitoring function. For that 

will use the SLA Offer Package when working in PUSH model and the IC Routing 

Package when using the PULL model. Requests to compose a new SLA contract come from the ETICS UI or 

IC Signalling Protocol class. The SLA controller has also interaction with the 

Package for the Accounting and Billing process and with the Monitoring & Measurement 

Package to request monitoring of a given SLA contract. It maintains a database where all SLA contracts are 

lement package 

sses: the PCEP one that implements the PCE protocol itself and the PCE itself that 

groups all computation algorithms. The PCE classes contains the Traffic Engineering Database (TED) 

representing the network topology in order for the PCE to perform CSPF com

placement. In addition to the standard TED, the PCE embed a Hierarchical TED for the PULL model. This 

particular database is filled by the Network Capabilities coming from the IC Routing package. This gives to 

the foreign network in order to compute AS path. The PCE has also the 

capabilities to interrogate the SLA Manager for a given contract ID within the PUSH model. In turn, the PCE 

obtains from the SLA Manager QoS parameters for its network in addition to the

provided by its neighbour PCE in the BRPC chain. 
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IC Routing Protocol. The latter one 

IC Routing Controller is in 

charge of computing the Network Capabilities for its own network and of publishing them through the IC 

IC Routing Controller collects topology 

information from the Network package and complements it with measurement information. Then, it 

applies rules from the Business & Policy package before publishing the Network Capabilities. All Network 

ose coming from the other NSPs) are stored in a database that allows the 

to reconstitute the topology at the AS level (i.e. at a upper hierarchy view rather than 

D5.2] about the Hierarchical 

exposes functions to the SLA controller, in 

particular the “Request SLA” action. It is used within the SLA Service Composition process when the Pull 

Note that IC Routing actions are running in background. With respect to the SLA Management package 

This package groups all classes, which are involved in the composition, validation, termination, and 

monitoring of the SLA. In particular, the package manipulates contracts compared to offers for the SLA 

in charge of exchanging information during the 

le, which are: composition, validation, and termination. The main class is 

that embeds the composition, validation, termination, and monitoring function. For that 

PUSH model and the IC Routing 

Package when using the PULL model. Requests to compose a new SLA contract come from the ETICS UI or 

has also interaction with the 

Package for the Accounting and Billing process and with the Monitoring & Measurement 

Package to request monitoring of a given SLA contract. It maintains a database where all SLA contracts are 

sses: the PCEP one that implements the PCE protocol itself and the PCE itself that 

classes contains the Traffic Engineering Database (TED) 

representing the network topology in order for the PCE to perform CSPF computation i.e. tunnel 

placement. In addition to the standard TED, the PCE embed a Hierarchical TED for the PULL model. This 

particular database is filled by the Network Capabilities coming from the IC Routing package. This gives to 

the foreign network in order to compute AS path. The PCE has also the 

capabilities to interrogate the SLA Manager for a given contract ID within the PUSH model. In turn, the PCE 

obtains from the SLA Manager QoS parameters for its network in addition to the end-to-end objectives 
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4.3.3.5. Business & policy 

This package is twofold: (1) It provides Business & Policy rules to the other packages in order (for the NSP) 

to control how the information (SLA offers, 

exchanged with the other NSPs. The rules are stored in a database filled by the operator through a user 

interface (GUI or Web page). (2) The second part corresponds to accounting and billing. Each

SLA is contracted, an accounting ticket is issued in order to start the billing process and to bill the ETICS 

client. When the contract is finished, another accounting ticket is issued to stop the billing process. This 

package is more or less standard. Hence, we aim at reusing existing software packages for that purpose.

4.3.3.6. Network package 

This package describes all information related to the Network of the NSP, but without going into too much 

detail. The goal is more to describe the interaction be

than model the network in UML. Nevertheless, we have made the distinction between (1) the Network 

itself, which provides information on topology, QoS, routing, etc. to the SLA Offer and IC Routing package

(2) the Measurement & Monitoring system, and (3) the Service Instantiation. The latter is in charge of 

configuring the device in order to enforce the route and the QoS into the Network. Again, as it depends on 

the choice of NSPs and on the technology us

technology, e.g. for MPLS-TE. The Measurement & Monitoring class aims to provide complementary 

information for the SLA Offers and IC Routing packages in order to build Offers and Network Capabil

Finally, the Measurement & Monitoring could be triggered by the SLA Management package in order to 

monitor a given contract. 

4.3.3.7. ETICS UI package 

This package shows how an ETICS Users could buy an SLA contract through the ETICS User Interface that 

represents the E6 and E7 interfaces of the generic ETICS architecture.
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olicy package 

This package is twofold: (1) It provides Business & Policy rules to the other packages in order (for the NSP) 

to control how the information (SLA offers, Network Capabilities, SLA contract) is computed locally and 

exchanged with the other NSPs. The rules are stored in a database filled by the operator through a user 

interface (GUI or Web page). (2) The second part corresponds to accounting and billing. Each

SLA is contracted, an accounting ticket is issued in order to start the billing process and to bill the ETICS 

client. When the contract is finished, another accounting ticket is issued to stop the billing process. This 

tandard. Hence, we aim at reusing existing software packages for that purpose.

 

This package describes all information related to the Network of the NSP, but without going into too much 

detail. The goal is more to describe the interaction between the network and the other SLA packages rather 

than model the network in UML. Nevertheless, we have made the distinction between (1) the Network 

itself, which provides information on topology, QoS, routing, etc. to the SLA Offer and IC Routing package

(2) the Measurement & Monitoring system, and (3) the Service Instantiation. The latter is in charge of 

configuring the device in order to enforce the route and the QoS into the Network. Again, as it depends on 

the choice of NSPs and on the technology used, we keep this class generic. It could be refined later per 

TE. The Measurement & Monitoring class aims to provide complementary 

information for the SLA Offers and IC Routing packages in order to build Offers and Network Capabil

Finally, the Measurement & Monitoring could be triggered by the SLA Management package in order to 

 

This package shows how an ETICS Users could buy an SLA contract through the ETICS User Interface that 

interfaces of the generic ETICS architecture. 
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This package is twofold: (1) It provides Business & Policy rules to the other packages in order (for the NSP) 

Network Capabilities, SLA contract) is computed locally and 

exchanged with the other NSPs. The rules are stored in a database filled by the operator through a user 

interface (GUI or Web page). (2) The second part corresponds to accounting and billing. Each time a new 

SLA is contracted, an accounting ticket is issued in order to start the billing process and to bill the ETICS 

client. When the contract is finished, another accounting ticket is issued to stop the billing process. This 

tandard. Hence, we aim at reusing existing software packages for that purpose. 

This package describes all information related to the Network of the NSP, but without going into too much 

tween the network and the other SLA packages rather 

than model the network in UML. Nevertheless, we have made the distinction between (1) the Network 

itself, which provides information on topology, QoS, routing, etc. to the SLA Offer and IC Routing packages, 

(2) the Measurement & Monitoring system, and (3) the Service Instantiation. The latter is in charge of 

configuring the device in order to enforce the route and the QoS into the Network. Again, as it depends on 

ed, we keep this class generic. It could be refined later per 

TE. The Measurement & Monitoring class aims to provide complementary 

information for the SLA Offers and IC Routing packages in order to build Offers and Network Capabilities. 

Finally, the Measurement & Monitoring could be triggered by the SLA Management package in order to 

This package shows how an ETICS Users could buy an SLA contract through the ETICS User Interface that 
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5. SPECIFICATION OF SEL

This chapter details the components of the ETICS system. We present these functionalities according to the 

Architecture view and UML schema presented in chapter 4 

5.1. SLA OFFERS MANAGER (

As briefly presented in chapter 4, th

of the NSP and collect the offers coming from the other NSPs for the push model. The database that stores 

the SLA offers is then used by the SLA Manager to perform the service compositi

specifies how the offers are represented and the protocol that allows SLA offers exchange.

5.1.1. OFFERS REPRESENTATION  

In the push model, the different NSPs exchange offers between each other. Each offer is described by a set 

of parameters that can be split into:

- Technical parameters: describe the guarantees of the ASQ path, as well as how it can be provisioned.

- Business parameters: any business related information like the price or the validity of the offer.

- Administrative parameters: like the boundaries of the ASQ paths

To discriminate in the system the different offers, each offer includes 

UUID (IETF RFC4122). This identifier is used in different phases such as the ordering process.

As we saw in Sec.2.2, the main ETICS ASQ paths can be of two types: PoI

5.1.1.1. PoI-to-PoI ASQ path offers description

The PoI-to-PoI ASQ path offers contain the following information that is summarized in this table:

Ingress PoI Egress PoI 

Establishment delay Price 

 

We subsequently briefly describe these parameters. The 

confidence interval. 

- Bandwidth in Mbits/s: It defines the guaranteed rate of the data traffic handled by the ASQ service. 

- Delay in µs: Represents the maximum time that data takes to be transmitted between the 

the egress PoI of the ASQ path. 

- “Jitter” in µs (optional): Represents the maximum delay variation in ms between two successive packets. 

- Loss: Expressed as a percentage of lost packets.
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SPECIFICATION OF SELECTED ETICS FUNCTIONALITIES

This chapter details the components of the ETICS system. We present these functionalities according to the 

a presented in chapter 4 (FIGURE 17 and Figure 21

ANAGER (PUSH MODEL) 

As briefly presented in chapter 4, the SLA Offers Manager is in charge to build and exchange the own offers 

of the NSP and collect the offers coming from the other NSPs for the push model. The database that stores 

the SLA offers is then used by the SLA Manager to perform the service composition on request. This section 

specifies how the offers are represented and the protocol that allows SLA offers exchange.

 

In the push model, the different NSPs exchange offers between each other. Each offer is described by a set 

meters that can be split into: 

Technical parameters: describe the guarantees of the ASQ path, as well as how it can be provisioned.

Business parameters: any business related information like the price or the validity of the offer.

meters: like the boundaries of the ASQ paths 

To discriminate in the system the different offers, each offer includes a globally unique identifier

. This identifier is used in different phases such as the ordering process.

, the main ETICS ASQ paths can be of two types: PoI-to-PoI and 

PoI ASQ path offers description 

contain the following information that is summarized in this table:

Traffic id Bandwidth Delay Jitter 

Duration Validity NSP ASN 

We subsequently briefly describe these parameters. The technical guarantees are expressed with a 

: It defines the guaranteed rate of the data traffic handled by the ASQ service. 

: Represents the maximum time that data takes to be transmitted between the 

Represents the maximum delay variation in ms between two successive packets. 

Expressed as a percentage of lost packets. 
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ALITIES 

This chapter details the components of the ETICS system. We present these functionalities according to the 

21). 

e SLA Offers Manager is in charge to build and exchange the own offers 

of the NSP and collect the offers coming from the other NSPs for the push model. The database that stores 

on on request. This section 

specifies how the offers are represented and the protocol that allows SLA offers exchange. 

In the push model, the different NSPs exchange offers between each other. Each offer is described by a set 

Technical parameters: describe the guarantees of the ASQ path, as well as how it can be provisioned. 

Business parameters: any business related information like the price or the validity of the offer. 

globally unique identifier using a 

. This identifier is used in different phases such as the ordering process. 

PoI and PoI-to-Region. 

contain the following information that is summarized in this table: 

Loss Availability 

  

technical guarantees are expressed with a 

: It defines the guaranteed rate of the data traffic handled by the ASQ service.  

: Represents the maximum time that data takes to be transmitted between the ingress PoI and 

Represents the maximum delay variation in ms between two successive packets.  
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- Availability: expressed as a percentage of availability time of the connectivity service. More complex 

representation of the availability (for example taking into account minimum time between two failures, 

maximum time to repair…) could be proposed but the composition 

operators is considered too complex for a rapid adoption of the ETICS solution by different actors 

(operators, customers…). 

- Establishment delay in ms: represents the maximum delay to establish the connectivity serv

reception by the provider of an order of the service sent by the customer. 

Even though the proposed ETICS monitoring solutions aim at being as cost

situations, it may be suitable to avoid monitoring tools in 

monitoring is by nature somewhat costly. In such situations, we take the following assumption

policing mechanisms are deployed at the entries of the ASQ paths (at the “edge”) to ensure that the 

transmitted data (aggregated traffic flows) is compliant with the SLA. By default, packets violating the 

contract will be dropped to not introduce jitter, or impact other ASQ services managed by the community 

of NSPs. Using this strategy it is not mandatory for t

each PoI. 

- Boundaries of the ASQ path: PoI naming:

First, the ASQ path takes place between an entry point and an exit point. These points need to be defined 

in the ASQ path offer. As such the double 

as the PoI naming is concerned, there are mainly three directions. 

The first is to base the naming on the IP addresses of AS border routers (ASBRs) and how they connect 

together. As such, a PoI would be an ASBR of one NSP with the following convention: the ingress PoI is the 

ingress ASBR of one NSP and the egress PoI is the ingress ASBR of the next NSP. With this convention, each

NSP is responsible for its own network plus the interconnection li

The second is to create a new namespace to name PoIs. A PoI can be for instance the name of the Point of 

presence (PoP) where NSPs interconnect (e.g. PariX IXP). This approach has the drawback of assuming that 

all the NSPs that are present in the PoP are fully meshed, co

business” with each other. This approach has, on the other side, the advantage of being more scalable for 

the offers computation (reduces the number of PoIs for the offe

We opt for a restricted version of the second approach relying on a new namespace to name ETICS PoIs

that offers benefits (described in the following) compared to other solutions.

creation of PoIs between NSPs only if they are effectively fully meshed: each NSP has at least one 

interconnection link (between ASBRs) with each of all other NSPs in the PoI. In this case, interconnection 

links’ properties between NSPs of a given PoI have to be homogeneous (

capabilities…).  

For this reason, when an NSP is not physically located by its ASBRs in a POP but only interconnected to 

other NSPs by mean of a longer physical

new set of PoIs, each of them dedicated to a bilateral interconnection between this remote NSP and each 

of locally present NSPs that is interconnected to it. 
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expressed as a percentage of availability time of the connectivity service. More complex 

representation of the availability (for example taking into account minimum time between two failures, 

maximum time to repair…) could be proposed but the composition of a richer parameter between different 

operators is considered too complex for a rapid adoption of the ETICS solution by different actors 

represents the maximum delay to establish the connectivity serv

reception by the provider of an order of the service sent by the customer.  

Even though the proposed ETICS monitoring solutions aim at being as cost-efficient as possible, in certain 

situations, it may be suitable to avoid monitoring tools in the core where – due to high bandwidths 

monitoring is by nature somewhat costly. In such situations, we take the following assumption

policing mechanisms are deployed at the entries of the ASQ paths (at the “edge”) to ensure that the 

tted data (aggregated traffic flows) is compliant with the SLA. By default, packets violating the 

contract will be dropped to not introduce jitter, or impact other ASQ services managed by the community 

of NSPs. Using this strategy it is not mandatory for the ETICS community to deploy such a mechanism at 

Boundaries of the ASQ path: PoI naming: 

First, the ASQ path takes place between an entry point and an exit point. These points need to be defined 

in the ASQ path offer. As such the double (ingress PoI, egress PoI) needs to be part of the offer. Now, as far 

is concerned, there are mainly three directions.  

The first is to base the naming on the IP addresses of AS border routers (ASBRs) and how they connect 

would be an ASBR of one NSP with the following convention: the ingress PoI is the 

ingress ASBR of one NSP and the egress PoI is the ingress ASBR of the next NSP. With this convention, each

NSP is responsible for its own network plus the interconnection link to the next network.

The second is to create a new namespace to name PoIs. A PoI can be for instance the name of the Point of 

presence (PoP) where NSPs interconnect (e.g. PariX IXP). This approach has the drawback of assuming that 

present in the PoP are fully meshed, co-located and therefore are willing to do “ETICS 

business” with each other. This approach has, on the other side, the advantage of being more scalable for 

the offers computation (reduces the number of PoIs for the offer computation algorithm).

e opt for a restricted version of the second approach relying on a new namespace to name ETICS PoIs

that offers benefits (described in the following) compared to other solutions. In our solution, we limit the 

ween NSPs only if they are effectively fully meshed: each NSP has at least one 

interconnection link (between ASBRs) with each of all other NSPs in the PoI. In this case, interconnection 

links’ properties between NSPs of a given PoI have to be homogeneous (similar length, traffic identification 

For this reason, when an NSP is not physically located by its ASBRs in a POP but only interconnected to 

physical link coming from another POP, then it is mandatory to cr

new set of PoIs, each of them dedicated to a bilateral interconnection between this remote NSP and each 

of locally present NSPs that is interconnected to it.  
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expressed as a percentage of availability time of the connectivity service. More complex 

representation of the availability (for example taking into account minimum time between two failures, 

of a richer parameter between different 

operators is considered too complex for a rapid adoption of the ETICS solution by different actors 

represents the maximum delay to establish the connectivity service from the 

efficient as possible, in certain 

due to high bandwidths – 

monitoring is by nature somewhat costly. In such situations, we take the following assumption that traffic 

policing mechanisms are deployed at the entries of the ASQ paths (at the “edge”) to ensure that the 

tted data (aggregated traffic flows) is compliant with the SLA. By default, packets violating the 

contract will be dropped to not introduce jitter, or impact other ASQ services managed by the community 

he ETICS community to deploy such a mechanism at 

First, the ASQ path takes place between an entry point and an exit point. These points need to be defined 

needs to be part of the offer. Now, as far 

The first is to base the naming on the IP addresses of AS border routers (ASBRs) and how they connect 

would be an ASBR of one NSP with the following convention: the ingress PoI is the 

ingress ASBR of one NSP and the egress PoI is the ingress ASBR of the next NSP. With this convention, each 

nk to the next network. 

The second is to create a new namespace to name PoIs. A PoI can be for instance the name of the Point of 

presence (PoP) where NSPs interconnect (e.g. PariX IXP). This approach has the drawback of assuming that 

located and therefore are willing to do “ETICS 

business” with each other. This approach has, on the other side, the advantage of being more scalable for 

r computation algorithm). 

e opt for a restricted version of the second approach relying on a new namespace to name ETICS PoIs 

In our solution, we limit the 

ween NSPs only if they are effectively fully meshed: each NSP has at least one 

interconnection link (between ASBRs) with each of all other NSPs in the PoI. In this case, interconnection 

similar length, traffic identification 

For this reason, when an NSP is not physically located by its ASBRs in a POP but only interconnected to 

link coming from another POP, then it is mandatory to create a 

new set of PoIs, each of them dedicated to a bilateral interconnection between this remote NSP and each 
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When NSPs agree on the creation of a PoI, they have to respect the following rules for the

Points (TDPs) of all their network connectivity services terminating or starting at this PoI: 

• Network services of an NSP terminating at a PoI terminate at the ingress ASBR of the next 

neighbour NSP in this PoI.  

• Consequently, network services of an NSP starting at a given PoI starts at its ingress ASBR.

This choice has to be respected by all the NSPs at all PoIs. A PoI naming convention, preserving name 

collision, has to be used. For example, it can be the aggregation of the name of the P

identifier value incremented for each of the new PoIs created at the PoP.

This approach has several advantages

• First, the higher is the number of NSPs joining a PoI, the “smaller” is the (network services) 

an ETICS community. In addition, the smaller is the number of network service offer publications 

the better are the computing performance (memory usage and time processing) required to 

compute ASQ path offer. If a PoI matches an interconnection Po

drastically reduced (cf. The analysis of scalability studies in deliverable D4.4 [D4.4]). 

• Second, in a push model, an NSP can easily add or upgrade an ASBR at a given PoI without 

impacting the network service plane and

Identically, when a NSP would like to join an already existing PoI, the other NSPs do not have to 

modify their already published network service offers.    

In addition to the naming of the ingress

either to stitch other offers or to originate or terminate the traffic respectively at these ingress or egress 

PoIs. For this reason we qualified each boundary either as Adjacency, Origin

or Termination (only possible for egress) PoI. This restriction on the usage of an offer is very important, 

because without this notion, the composition process may use a PoI as an adjacency (i.e. allowing to stitch 

its offers with other offers) while it may not be desired by the NSP. It is certainly the case of many small 

eyeballs NSPs that do not want to see their ASBR as a transit point because they are multi

different transit NSPs. In such case all offers of 

origination ingress PoI for PoI-to-PoI offers going to neighbour NSPs, and keep offers with adjacency ingress 

PoI for their own PoI-to-Region. 

- Traffic identification: This part was first introduced in 

express on which traffic fields the ASQ path is able to identify traffic in order to give it its proper treatment. 

The traffic that goes within the ASQ path from a PoI to a PoI needs to be identified at the 

There are several identifiers (belonging to different technologies) that allow a router to identify the traffic 

(IP addresses, DSCP field, MPLS header, VLAN id etc). In a similar fashion to what has been described in 

Table 1, each NSP expresses its capabilities in terms of fields on which it is able to perform traffic 

identification. The goal is to answer the following question: on which traffic ident

header of data packets) is the ASQ path able to handle traffic? Is it only MPLS labels, or only IP addresses? 

or more complicated filtering capabilities?
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When NSPs agree on the creation of a PoI, they have to respect the following rules for the

Points (TDPs) of all their network connectivity services terminating or starting at this PoI: 

Network services of an NSP terminating at a PoI terminate at the ingress ASBR of the next 

 

vices of an NSP starting at a given PoI starts at its ingress ASBR.

This choice has to be respected by all the NSPs at all PoIs. A PoI naming convention, preserving name 

collision, has to be used. For example, it can be the aggregation of the name of the P

identifier value incremented for each of the new PoIs created at the PoP. 

This approach has several advantages compared to other approaches: 

First, the higher is the number of NSPs joining a PoI, the “smaller” is the (network services) 

an ETICS community. In addition, the smaller is the number of network service offer publications 

the better are the computing performance (memory usage and time processing) required to 

compute ASQ path offer. If a PoI matches an interconnection PoP, then the size of the graph can be 

drastically reduced (cf. The analysis of scalability studies in deliverable D4.4 [D4.4]). 

Second, in a push model, an NSP can easily add or upgrade an ASBR at a given PoI without 

impacting the network service plane and the network service offers of NSPs concerned by this PoI. 

Identically, when a NSP would like to join an already existing PoI, the other NSPs do not have to 

modify their already published network service offers.     

In addition to the naming of the ingress and egress PoIs, the offer has to precise if these PoIs can be used 

either to stitch other offers or to originate or terminate the traffic respectively at these ingress or egress 

PoIs. For this reason we qualified each boundary either as Adjacency, Origination (only possible for ingress) 

or Termination (only possible for egress) PoI. This restriction on the usage of an offer is very important, 

because without this notion, the composition process may use a PoI as an adjacency (i.e. allowing to stitch 

fers with other offers) while it may not be desired by the NSP. It is certainly the case of many small 

eyeballs NSPs that do not want to see their ASBR as a transit point because they are multi

different transit NSPs. In such case all offers of this type of small eyeballs NSPs can be qualified 

PoI offers going to neighbour NSPs, and keep offers with adjacency ingress 

This part was first introduced in [ETICS-D5.6] in order to leave a placeholder to 

express on which traffic fields the ASQ path is able to identify traffic in order to give it its proper treatment. 

The traffic that goes within the ASQ path from a PoI to a PoI needs to be identified at the 

There are several identifiers (belonging to different technologies) that allow a router to identify the traffic 

(IP addresses, DSCP field, MPLS header, VLAN id etc). In a similar fashion to what has been described in 

, each NSP expresses its capabilities in terms of fields on which it is able to perform traffic 

identification. The goal is to answer the following question: on which traffic identifiers (which fields in the 

header of data packets) is the ASQ path able to handle traffic? Is it only MPLS labels, or only IP addresses? 

or more complicated filtering capabilities? 
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When NSPs agree on the creation of a PoI, they have to respect the following rules for the Traffic Delivery 

Points (TDPs) of all their network connectivity services terminating or starting at this PoI:  

Network services of an NSP terminating at a PoI terminate at the ingress ASBR of the next 

vices of an NSP starting at a given PoI starts at its ingress ASBR. 

This choice has to be respected by all the NSPs at all PoIs. A PoI naming convention, preserving name 

collision, has to be used. For example, it can be the aggregation of the name of the PoP and an integer 

First, the higher is the number of NSPs joining a PoI, the “smaller” is the (network services) graph of 

an ETICS community. In addition, the smaller is the number of network service offer publications 

the better are the computing performance (memory usage and time processing) required to 

P, then the size of the graph can be 

drastically reduced (cf. The analysis of scalability studies in deliverable D4.4 [D4.4]).  

Second, in a push model, an NSP can easily add or upgrade an ASBR at a given PoI without 

the network service offers of NSPs concerned by this PoI. 

Identically, when a NSP would like to join an already existing PoI, the other NSPs do not have to 

and egress PoIs, the offer has to precise if these PoIs can be used 

either to stitch other offers or to originate or terminate the traffic respectively at these ingress or egress 

ation (only possible for ingress) 

or Termination (only possible for egress) PoI. This restriction on the usage of an offer is very important, 

because without this notion, the composition process may use a PoI as an adjacency (i.e. allowing to stitch 

fers with other offers) while it may not be desired by the NSP. It is certainly the case of many small 

eyeballs NSPs that do not want to see their ASBR as a transit point because they are multi-homed with 

this type of small eyeballs NSPs can be qualified as 

PoI offers going to neighbour NSPs, and keep offers with adjacency ingress 

D5.6] in order to leave a placeholder to 

express on which traffic fields the ASQ path is able to identify traffic in order to give it its proper treatment.  

The traffic that goes within the ASQ path from a PoI to a PoI needs to be identified at the ingress ASQ path. 

There are several identifiers (belonging to different technologies) that allow a router to identify the traffic 

(IP addresses, DSCP field, MPLS header, VLAN id etc). In a similar fashion to what has been described in 

, each NSP expresses its capabilities in terms of fields on which it is able to perform traffic 

ifiers (which fields in the 

header of data packets) is the ASQ path able to handle traffic? Is it only MPLS labels, or only IP addresses? 
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- Price: The first pricing model alternative for PoI

consumption of the service, i.e. not reflecting the real volume of 

duration of the service. Flat rate pricing is most straightforward, as it does not imposing volume 

measurements at PoIs, while it is also not capable of compensating issues resulting from traffic 

asymmetries or traffic peaks. 

A variation of this model could in addition take into account the 

two PoIs (e.g. using 95
th

 percentile measure).

The first pricing model could be therefore:

Where P  is the final price that will be charged to the customer, 

required bandwidth for the connectivity service

The second pricing model could be:

Where P  is the final price that will be charged to the customer

the provided bandwidth, T is the total duration of the service

volume of traffic that flows inside the ASQ path

provided bandwidth. 

- Duration: this parameter represents the couple of minimum and maximum duration of the connectivity 

service in seconds, once the service is purchased. Note that the maximum component of the duration 

parameter can be optional. Such a maximum value could be the possib

renegotiate the PoI-to-PoI offer (e.g. to revise the price etc.)

- Validity of the offer: when an offer is 

actors, it contains an expiration date. Any actor who 

expiration date. Note that any provider who is not able to provide a 

penalties. We strongly recommend the definition of such penalties in the business policy rules of each 

community of NSPs to avoid excessive behaviours of some NSPs. 

breakdown of system performance, potential scalability problems (

push model, a reduction of the level of trust between 

of the ecosystem, and certainly would result 

rules of alliances (a highly integrated form of an ETICS community, cf. [ETICS

shared between the different actors.  In a push model, emitted offers have to provide 

duration (also defined by the community)

to too many frequent publications. 

- NSP name: Who owns the ASQ path offer.

- AS number: The Autonomous System number of the NSP that is issuing the ASQ path.

- Geographical coverage: State/Country crossed by the service. This information is used for 

on routing policies. More and more application services require coverage limitation due to National security 

regulation. 
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The first pricing model alternative for PoI-to-PoI ASQ path is flat rate pricing (not reflecting the real 

consumption of the service, i.e. not reflecting the real volume of sent data traffic), depending on the 

duration of the service. Flat rate pricing is most straightforward, as it does not imposing volume 

at PoIs, while it is also not capable of compensating issues resulting from traffic 

A variation of this model could in addition take into account the real volume of traffic that flows between 

ile measure). 

The first pricing model could be therefore: TAP ×=  

is the final price that will be charged to the customer, A  is a price coefficient depending of the 

required bandwidth for the connectivity service and T  is the total duration of the service.

TVBTAP ××+×= '  

is the final price that will be charged to the customer, 'A  is a price coefficient that is relative to 

is the total duration of the service, B  is a price coefficient th

volume of traffic that flows inside the ASQ path and V  is a fixed price coefficient that depends on the 

this parameter represents the couple of minimum and maximum duration of the connectivity 

service in seconds, once the service is purchased. Note that the maximum component of the duration 

parameter can be optional. Such a maximum value could be the possibility to the offering NSP to 

PoI offer (e.g. to revise the price etc.) 

: when an offer is published/proposed, and while it is not order by one of the ETICS 

actors, it contains an expiration date. Any actor who is willing to order the offer must do it before the 

ny provider who is not able to provide a non-expired 

We strongly recommend the definition of such penalties in the business policy rules of each 

community of NSPs to avoid excessive behaviours of some NSPs. The consequences are manifold: a 

breakdown of system performance, potential scalability problems (computation and publication

of the level of trust between NSPs, etc. Eventually, it will impact the sustainability 

and certainly would result in customer dissatisfaction. According to the business policy 

rules of alliances (a highly integrated form of an ETICS community, cf. [ETICS-D3.5]), penalties

shared between the different actors.  In a push model, emitted offers have to provide 

(also defined by the community) in order to avoid potential scalability issues that might arise due 

 

: Who owns the ASQ path offer. 

The Autonomous System number of the NSP that is issuing the ASQ path.

State/Country crossed by the service. This information is used for 

nd more application services require coverage limitation due to National security 
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at rate pricing (not reflecting the real 

data traffic), depending on the 

duration of the service. Flat rate pricing is most straightforward, as it does not imposing volume 

at PoIs, while it is also not capable of compensating issues resulting from traffic 

volume of traffic that flows between 

is a price coefficient depending of the 

is the total duration of the service. 

is a price coefficient that is relative to 

is a price coefficient that is relative to the 

is a fixed price coefficient that depends on the 

this parameter represents the couple of minimum and maximum duration of the connectivity 

service in seconds, once the service is purchased. Note that the maximum component of the duration 

ility to the offering NSP to 

, and while it is not order by one of the ETICS 

is willing to order the offer must do it before the 

expired offer is subject to 

We strongly recommend the definition of such penalties in the business policy rules of each 

The consequences are manifold: a 

and publication parts) in 

, etc. Eventually, it will impact the sustainability 

According to the business policy 

D3.5]), penalties may be 

shared between the different actors.  In a push model, emitted offers have to provide a minimum validity 

in order to avoid potential scalability issues that might arise due 

The Autonomous System number of the NSP that is issuing the ASQ path. 

State/Country crossed by the service. This information is used for commitments 

nd more application services require coverage limitation due to National security 
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5.1.1.2. PoI-to-Region ASQ path offers

We identified three types of PoI-to

(Sec.5.2): best effort, permanent guarantees and on

these offers was first provided in [ETICS

it. For clarity, we divide the permanent guarantees into permanent soft (better than best effort) guarantees 

and permanent hard guarantees per host, which gives us four types of 

described in this section. Similarly to the PoI

types of PoI-to-Region offers will be divided into (1) technical, (2) business and (3) administrative 

parameters.  

The equivalent Region-to-PoI offers also exist but 

similar to PoI-to-Region offers. The main differences are that the ingress PoI is replaced by an egress PoI, 

which can be Adjacency or Termination, and that Region is always Origination.

It is important to note that such offers are intended to be available for customers at the ETICS service 

access point described in Sec.5.2. 

5.1.1.2.1. Best effort 

The PoI-to-Region Best effort offer can be described by one of the following information:

 

Ingress PoI  IP prefix N_user NSP

or 

Ingress PoI  IP list N_user NSP 

Or in the hybrid case: 

Ingress PoI  IP prefix(es) IP list(s) 

 

Note that this offer does not contain guarantees. We next detail the different parameters that describe this 

offer. 

- Ingress PoI: ingress Point of Interconnect where the region starts (same naming as PoI

above). In addition to its name, the offer has to precise if this ingress PoI can be used either to stitch other 

offers (Adjacency) or to originate (Origination).

- Region naming: This defines the set of hosts that are “reachable” through the PoI. This can be an:

• <IP prefix>: A contiguous IP addresses range:

region. It can be encoded as an IP pr

• <List IP>: An explicit list of IP host addresses: 

enhance scalability by allowing finer

use the CIDR notation. In fact, the region naming is not necessarily intended to be used for routing. 

In practice, the list of IP hosts can be made available at the ETICS portal. ETICS customers can 

simply download it. 
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ASQ path offers 

to-Region offers that NSPs can present in the ETICS service access point 

: best effort, permanent guarantees and on-demand guarantees. A first detailed description of 

these offers was first provided in [ETICS-D5.6]. This section builds on that descriptio

it. For clarity, we divide the permanent guarantees into permanent soft (better than best effort) guarantees 

and permanent hard guarantees per host, which gives us four types of PoI-to-Region

ction. Similarly to the PoI-to-PoI ASQ paths, the parameters describing each of the three 

offers will be divided into (1) technical, (2) business and (3) administrative 

PoI offers also exist but are not described in the following because they are very 

Region offers. The main differences are that the ingress PoI is replaced by an egress PoI, 

which can be Adjacency or Termination, and that Region is always Origination. 

important to note that such offers are intended to be available for customers at the ETICS service 

Best effort PoI-to-Region ASQ path offers description

Best effort offer can be described by one of the following information:

NSP ASN Pricing Duration Validity Additional info

 ASN Pricing Duration Validity Additional info

 N_user NSP ASN Pricing Duration Validity

Note that this offer does not contain guarantees. We next detail the different parameters that describe this 

ingress Point of Interconnect where the region starts (same naming as PoI

. In addition to its name, the offer has to precise if this ingress PoI can be used either to stitch other 

ate (Origination).  

: This defines the set of hosts that are “reachable” through the PoI. This can be an:

<IP prefix>: A contiguous IP addresses range: A range of IP addresses that cover the hosts of the 

region. It can be encoded as an IP prefix expressed in the CIDR notation. 

An explicit list of IP host addresses: Unlike IP routing where the CIDR was introduced to 

enhance scalability by allowing finer-grained aggregation, in our case, we don’t need to necessarily 

tion. In fact, the region naming is not necessarily intended to be used for routing. 

In practice, the list of IP hosts can be made available at the ETICS portal. ETICS customers can 
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offers that NSPs can present in the ETICS service access point 

demand guarantees. A first detailed description of 

D5.6]. This section builds on that description and partially updates 

it. For clarity, we divide the permanent guarantees into permanent soft (better than best effort) guarantees 

Region offers that will be 

PoI ASQ paths, the parameters describing each of the three 

offers will be divided into (1) technical, (2) business and (3) administrative 

are not described in the following because they are very 

Region offers. The main differences are that the ingress PoI is replaced by an egress PoI, 

important to note that such offers are intended to be available for customers at the ETICS service 

description 

Best effort offer can be described by one of the following information: 

Additional info 

Additional info 

Validity Additional info 

Note that this offer does not contain guarantees. We next detail the different parameters that describe this 

ingress Point of Interconnect where the region starts (same naming as PoI-to-PoI ASQ path 

. In addition to its name, the offer has to precise if this ingress PoI can be used either to stitch other 

: This defines the set of hosts that are “reachable” through the PoI. This can be an: 

A range of IP addresses that cover the hosts of the 

Unlike IP routing where the CIDR was introduced to 

grained aggregation, in our case, we don’t need to necessarily 

tion. In fact, the region naming is not necessarily intended to be used for routing. 

In practice, the list of IP hosts can be made available at the ETICS portal. ETICS customers can 
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• <Hybrid list>: A list of both IP prefixes and lists of

generalisation of the above two region addressing schemes. A region can be therefore defined as a 

list of zero or multiple IP prefixes and zero or multiple IP lists.

Note that Region is always used as Termination in all

only be Origination in Region-to-PoI offers.

- Traffic identification: since the region is offered on a best effort basis, the traffic identification is not an 

issue. Once delivered to the PoI connectin

based forwarding in the region. 

- Price: The pricing of such a best effort service depends on the business model adopted for such service. In 

a model like the best effort Internet of today,

peering relationship between the ETICS customer that will use the 

that owns the region. This “peering” can be either (1) for free (meaning that both parties s

benefit from this interconnection) or (2) paid such that one of the actors compensates the other (a rather 

seldom case).In the case the pricing decision (free peering or paid peering) depends on the customer that 

will buy the region ASQ path, the pricing should be set on an on

service.  

- N_user, number of potential active users: 

estimate the market they can target (simultaneously active but also inactive 

space defined earlier does not allow inferring the number of customers, N_user represents the number of 

active destination hosts within the region (i.e. the number of Internet Access Service contracts).

- Duration 

- Validity of the offer 

- Additional information: The above mentioned information may be augmented with additional profiling 

information on the users in the region.

- NSP 

- ASN 

- Administrative boundaries: from the ingress PoI to each host in the region (or to the N

connects the user network). 

- Bandwidth in Mbits/s: It defines the guaranteed rate

traffic handled by the ASQ service.  

- Geographical coverage 

5.1.1.2.2. Permanent hard guarantees PoI

description

A PoI-to-Region permanent guarantee ASQ path defines for each sub

Ingress 

PoI  

Sub-region 

identifier 

N_user 
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<Hybrid list>: A list of both IP prefixes and lists of IP addresses: This can be seen as a 

generalisation of the above two region addressing schemes. A region can be therefore defined as a 

list of zero or multiple IP prefixes and zero or multiple IP lists. 

Note that Region is always used as Termination in all PoI-to-Region offers, never as Adjacency. Region can 

PoI offers. 

since the region is offered on a best effort basis, the traffic identification is not an 

issue. Once delivered to the PoI connecting the region, the traffic can flow using the classical destination

The pricing of such a best effort service depends on the business model adopted for such service. In 

a model like the best effort Internet of today, the current PoI-to-Region service would correspond to a 

peering relationship between the ETICS customer that will use the PoI-to-Region service and the (edge) NSP 

that owns the region. This “peering” can be either (1) for free (meaning that both parties s

benefit from this interconnection) or (2) paid such that one of the actors compensates the other (a rather 

seldom case).In the case the pricing decision (free peering or paid peering) depends on the customer that 

the pricing should be set on an on-demand fashion when requesting the 

number of potential active users: This number is a good indicator for ETICS customers to 

estimate the market they can target (simultaneously active but also inactive users).  Since the IP addresses 

space defined earlier does not allow inferring the number of customers, N_user represents the number of 

active destination hosts within the region (i.e. the number of Internet Access Service contracts).

The above mentioned information may be augmented with additional profiling 

information on the users in the region. 

om the ingress PoI to each host in the region (or to the N

: It defines the guaranteed rate (in terms of aggregated bandwidth

 

Permanent hard guarantees PoI-to-Region ASQ path of

description 

permanent guarantee ASQ path defines for each sub-region the following information:

 NSP ASN Traffic id Price duration 
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This can be seen as a 

generalisation of the above two region addressing schemes. A region can be therefore defined as a 

Region offers, never as Adjacency. Region can 

since the region is offered on a best effort basis, the traffic identification is not an 

g the region, the traffic can flow using the classical destination-

The pricing of such a best effort service depends on the business model adopted for such service. In 

service would correspond to a 

service and the (edge) NSP 

that owns the region. This “peering” can be either (1) for free (meaning that both parties see a similar 

benefit from this interconnection) or (2) paid such that one of the actors compensates the other (a rather 

seldom case).In the case the pricing decision (free peering or paid peering) depends on the customer that 

demand fashion when requesting the 

This number is a good indicator for ETICS customers to 

users).  Since the IP addresses 

space defined earlier does not allow inferring the number of customers, N_user represents the number of 

active destination hosts within the region (i.e. the number of Internet Access Service contracts). 

The above mentioned information may be augmented with additional profiling 

om the ingress PoI to each host in the region (or to the NSP “box” that 

in terms of aggregated bandwidth) of the data 

ASQ path offers 

region the following information: 

validity Guarantees 
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- Guarantees: the guarantees for such a 

provided guarantees will be typically the same as the ones offered by an access ISP for its managed services 

(e.g. guarantees for its IPTV sub-system in a triple

services. 

- Per-host guarantees:  the same parameters that were used for the PoI

Bandwidth in Mbits/s: Dedicated bandwidth allocated to the host (home network)

Maximum delay from the PoI 

Establishment delay in ms. 

Since such a PoI-to-Region offer can be stitched with other PoI

ETICS customer to estimate (depending on the demand 

needs to purchase for the PoI-to-

aggregated capacity can be communicated to the edge (access) NSP.

- Ingress PoI  

- Region naming: This defines the set of hosts that can be served through the PoI. Since permanent 

guarantees are defined for the region, we divide the region into subsets (

treatment in terms of guarantees. A region is therefore defined as the

regions can be addressed/represented by:

<IP prefix>: A contiguous IP range:

<List IP>: An explicit list of IP host addresses: 

<Hybrid list>: A list of both IP prefixes and lists of IP addresses: 

- Traffic identification: When providing the region service, the access NSP n

to the one described in Table 1, its capabilities in terms of traffic identification. This shall specify up to what 

granularity the access ISP is able to identify the traffic in order to give it the right treatment till the

This can be done by “ticking” the field of 

- Pricing: Since the access NSP offers all its users while only

network at a given period of time, the best pricing model for such service is usage

basis of the number of connections or on the volume. 

- N_user, number of potential active users

- Duration 

- Validity of the offer 

 - NSP name 

- ASN 

- Administrative boundaries: From the ingress PoI to each host in the region.

- Bandwidth in Mbits/s: It defines the guaranteed rate

traffic handled by the ASQ service.  
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the guarantees for such a service are “hard” for each of the hosts in the region. The type of 

provided guarantees will be typically the same as the ones offered by an access ISP for its managed services 

system in a triple-play access service), but now offered to third party 

:  the same parameters that were used for the PoI-to-

Dedicated bandwidth allocated to the host (home network)

Maximum delay from the PoI till the host.  As well as “Jitter” in ms, Loss

 

offer can be stitched with other PoI-to-PoI offers from other NSPs, 

(depending on the demand for its services) the aggregated “capacity” that it 

-PoI part, before reaching the final PoI that connects the region. This 

aggregated capacity can be communicated to the edge (access) NSP. 

is defines the set of hosts that can be served through the PoI. Since permanent 

guarantees are defined for the region, we divide the region into subsets (sub-regions

. A region is therefore defined as the union of these sub

can be addressed/represented by: 

<IP prefix>: A contiguous IP range: As described in Sec.5.1.1.2.1. 

An explicit list of IP host addresses: As described in Sec.5.1.1.2.1..

A list of both IP prefixes and lists of IP addresses: As described in Sec.

: When providing the region service, the access NSP needs to precise, in a similar way 

, its capabilities in terms of traffic identification. This shall specify up to what 

granularity the access ISP is able to identify the traffic in order to give it the right treatment till the

This can be done by “ticking” the field of Table 1 on which the NSP is able to identify traffic.

Since the access NSP offers all its users while only a small subset of them simultaneously use the 

network at a given period of time, the best pricing model for such service is usage-based. This can be on the 

basis of the number of connections or on the volume.  

umber of potential active users 

From the ingress PoI to each host in the region. 

: It defines the guaranteed rate (in terms of aggregated bandwidth
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service are “hard” for each of the hosts in the region. The type of 

provided guarantees will be typically the same as the ones offered by an access ISP for its managed services 

now offered to third party 

-PoI service can be used: 

Dedicated bandwidth allocated to the host (home network). Delay in ms: 

“Jitter” in ms, Loss, Availability and 

PoI offers from other NSPs, it is up to the 

the aggregated “capacity” that it 

, before reaching the final PoI that connects the region. This 

is defines the set of hosts that can be served through the PoI. Since permanent 

regions) that have an equal 

union of these sub-regions. Sub-

.. 

As described in Sec.5.1.1.2.1.. 

eeds to precise, in a similar way 

, its capabilities in terms of traffic identification. This shall specify up to what 

granularity the access ISP is able to identify the traffic in order to give it the right treatment till the host. 

on which the NSP is able to identify traffic. 

a small subset of them simultaneously use the 

based. This can be on the 

in terms of aggregated bandwidth) of the data 
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- Additional information (optional)

profiling information on the users in the region.

- Geographical coverage 

5.1.1.2.3. Permanent soft guarantees 

(better than best effort)

A PoI-to-Region permanent soft guarantee ASQ path defines for each sub

- Guarantees: The guarantees for this type of offers are soft. These guarantees can either relate to the 

entire region or only to a subset of a region. An example of such soft guarantees is the use of Diffserv to 

serve the region. In such case, the ASQ traffic goes wit

priority. These soft guarantees can be augmented with approximate information about delay, loss, access 

rates of hosts inside the region.  

- Ingress PoI  

- Region naming: This defines the set of hosts 

guarantees are defined for the region, we divide the region into subsets (

treatment in terms of guarantees. A region is therefore defined as the union of these sub

regions can be addressed/represented by:

<IP prefix>: A contiguous IP range:

<List IP>: An explicit list of IP host addresses: 

<Hybrid list>: A list of both IP prefixes and lists of IP addresses: 

- Traffic identification: When providing the region service, the access NSP needs to precise, in a similar way 

to the one described in Table 1, its capabilities i

granularity the access ISP is able to identify the traffic in order to give it the right treatment till the host.

- N_user, number of potential active users

- Pricing: The pricing for such a service can be either flat rate depending on the aggregate capacity that the 

ETICS customer has purchased, or volume based depending on the volume of traffic that flows within the 

region. 

- Duration 

- Validity of the offer 

- NSP name 

- ASN 

- Administrative boundaries: From the ingress PoI to each host in the region.

- Bandwidth in Mbits/s: It defines the guaranteed rate

traffic handled by the ASQ service.  

Ingress 

PoI  

Sub-region 

identifier 

N_user
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(optional): The above mentioned information may be augmented with additional 

profiling information on the users in the region. 

Permanent soft guarantees PoI-to-Region ASQ path

(better than best effort) 

permanent soft guarantee ASQ path defines for each sub-region the following information:

The guarantees for this type of offers are soft. These guarantees can either relate to the 

entire region or only to a subset of a region. An example of such soft guarantees is the use of Diffserv to 

serve the region. In such case, the ASQ traffic goes with the best effort traffic except that it gets a higher 

priority. These soft guarantees can be augmented with approximate information about delay, loss, access 

: This defines the set of hosts that can be served through the PoI. Since permanent 

guarantees are defined for the region, we divide the region into subsets (sub-regions

. A region is therefore defined as the union of these sub

can be addressed/represented by: 

<IP prefix>: A contiguous IP range: As described in Sec.5.1.1.2.1.. 

An explicit list of IP host addresses: As described in Sec.5.1.1.2.1..

<Hybrid list>: A list of both IP prefixes and lists of IP addresses: As described in Sec.

When providing the region service, the access NSP needs to precise, in a similar way 

, its capabilities in terms of traffic identification. This shall specify up to what 

granularity the access ISP is able to identify the traffic in order to give it the right treatment till the host.

umber of potential active users 

service can be either flat rate depending on the aggregate capacity that the 

ETICS customer has purchased, or volume based depending on the volume of traffic that flows within the 

From the ingress PoI to each host in the region. 

: It defines the guaranteed rate (in terms of aggregated bandwidth

 

N_user NSP ASN Traffic 

id 

Price duration
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The above mentioned information may be augmented with additional 

ASQ path offers description 

region the following information: 

The guarantees for this type of offers are soft. These guarantees can either relate to the 

entire region or only to a subset of a region. An example of such soft guarantees is the use of Diffserv to 

h the best effort traffic except that it gets a higher 

priority. These soft guarantees can be augmented with approximate information about delay, loss, access 

that can be served through the PoI. Since permanent 

regions) that have an equal 

. A region is therefore defined as the union of these sub-regions. Sub-

.. 

As described in Sec.5.1.1.2.1.. 

When providing the region service, the access NSP needs to precise, in a similar way 

n terms of traffic identification. This shall specify up to what 

granularity the access ISP is able to identify the traffic in order to give it the right treatment till the host. 

service can be either flat rate depending on the aggregate capacity that the 

ETICS customer has purchased, or volume based depending on the volume of traffic that flows within the 

in terms of aggregated bandwidth) of the data 

duration validity Guarantees 
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- Additional information (optional)

profiling information on the users in the region.

- Geographical coverage 

5.1.1.2.4. On-demand guarantees 

The following parameters identify 

 

- Guarantees: In such region offers, the NSP offers the guarantees on a per

guarantees will be typically the similar to the ones applying to the per

however the bandwidth is not fixed per host, but the NSP is 

capacity between concurrent premium connections

on a single host) without degradation between each other

same destination host can be requested by different ETICS customers (e.g. different content providers). A 

mechanism of admission control has to be applied such as GDoS proposed in SEFA described in this 

document to preserve guarantees of each one for their in

As such the following parameters are needed to describe the guarantees of the on

ASQ paths: 

• The offer has to provide the information of the 

individual connectivity sessions

• The maximum and the minimum allowed bandwidths

connectivity session, 

• The authorized bandwidth step

• The maximum delay in ms to establish

reception of its demand, 

• The maximum delay in ms to release

operation request sent by the customer. Th

established sessions in parallel is near to its maximum authorized value.

• An individual connectivity session duration

specify the minimum and the maximu

The other parameters that were described earlier in this section can be also added:

• “Jitter” in ms 

• Loss 

• Availability 

- Ingress PoI  

Ingress PoI  Sub-region 

identifier 

N_user 
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(optional): The above mentioned information may be augmented with additional 

profiling information on the users in the region. 

demand guarantees PoI-to-Region ASQ path offers 

In such region offers, the NSP offers the guarantees on a per-host basis. The type of provided 

guarantees will be typically the similar to the ones applying to the per-host permanent guarantees, 

however the bandwidth is not fixed per host, but the NSP is instead responsible for sharing the allocated 

capacity between concurrent premium connections (individual connectivity sessions, on different hosts or 

on a single host) without degradation between each other. These concurrent on demand connections to a 

e destination host can be requested by different ETICS customers (e.g. different content providers). A 

mechanism of admission control has to be applied such as GDoS proposed in SEFA described in this 

document to preserve guarantees of each one for their individual connectivity sessions.

As such the following parameters are needed to describe the guarantees of the on

The offer has to provide the information of the maximum number of parallel on demand 

ssions that can be provided at the same time through the offer,

maximum and the minimum allowed bandwidths (peak) for each on demand individual 

authorized bandwidth step between the precedent minimum and maximum bandwidths,

maximum delay in ms to establish an on demand individual connectivity session from the 

maximum delay in ms to release the individual connectivity session from the reception of this 

operation request sent by the customer. This parameter is important when the number of current 

established sessions in parallel is near to its maximum authorized value. 

individual connectivity session duration (optional): Such parameter can also be required to 

specify the minimum and the maximum time allowed for each individual connectivity session.

The other parameters that were described earlier in this section can be also added: 

 NSP ASN Traffic id Price Duration 
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mentioned information may be augmented with additional 

ASQ path offers description 

host basis. The type of provided 

host permanent guarantees, 

instead responsible for sharing the allocated 

(individual connectivity sessions, on different hosts or 

These concurrent on demand connections to a 

e destination host can be requested by different ETICS customers (e.g. different content providers). A 

mechanism of admission control has to be applied such as GDoS proposed in SEFA described in this 

dividual connectivity sessions. 

As such the following parameters are needed to describe the guarantees of the on-demand PoI-to-Region 

maximum number of parallel on demand 

that can be provided at the same time through the offer, 

(peak) for each on demand individual 

between the precedent minimum and maximum bandwidths, 

an on demand individual connectivity session from the 

the individual connectivity session from the reception of this 

is parameter is important when the number of current 

Such parameter can also be required to 

m time allowed for each individual connectivity session. 

 

validity Guarantees 
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- Region naming: The region should define the set of hosts that can be 

demand guarantees are mainly defined on a per

have different guarantees, we 

treatment in terms of guarantees

regions. Sub-regions can be addressed/represented by:

<IP prefix>: A contiguous IP range:

<List IP>: An explicit list of IP host addresses: 

<Hybrid list>: A list of both IP prefixes and lists of IP addresses: 

- Traffic identification: When providing the region service, the access NSP needs to precise, in a similar way 

to the one described in Table 1, its capabilities i

granularity the access ISP is able to identify the traffic in order to give it the right treatment till the host.

- Business parameters: Compared to the per

require at each connection costly additional network configuration and checking operated by the NSP. To 

provide incentives to NSPs to provide such kind of enhanced services it is reasonable to reflect these 

operations in the charging. As such, each connection can be charged a fixed amount of price. 

Then, the duration of these individual connectivity sessions may be also considered in the pricing model. 

The different requested bandwidths for each of the individual connectivity sessions may

account. In this case, either flat rate per bandwidth/capacity pricing, either volume based pricing or a 

mixture of both could be applied on these individual connectivity sessions.

To provide a comprehensive illustration, we describe in

demand PoI-to-Region service: 

( )∑
=

×+×=
N

i
ii TACNP

1

Where P  is the final price that will be charged to the customer, 

established individual connectivity sessions during all the duration 

establishment of an individual connectivity session, 

individual connectivity session required bandwidth

session. Finally, in addition to the pricing, a number of other parameters can b

- N_user, number of potential active users: 

estimate the market they can target (simultaneously active but also inactive users).  Since the IP addresses 

space defined earlier does not allow inferring the number of customers, N

destination hosts within the region (i.e. the number of Internet Access Service contracts)

from the on demand individual connectivity session part of the offer.

- Duration (global): maximum duration of the overall contract to the region.

- Validity of the offer 

- NSP name 
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: The region should define the set of hosts that can be served through the PoI. Since on

demand guarantees are mainly defined on a per-host basis, and since different host in an edge NSP can 

have different guarantees, we divide an NSP region into subsets (sub-regions)

arantees. An entire region is therefore defined as the union of these sub

can be addressed/represented by: 

<IP prefix>: A contiguous IP range: As described in Sec.5.1.1.2.1.. 

An explicit list of IP host addresses: As described in Sec.5.1.1.2.1..

<Hybrid list>: A list of both IP prefixes and lists of IP addresses: As described in Sec.

When providing the region service, the access NSP needs to precise, in a similar way 

, its capabilities in terms of traffic identification. This shall specify up to what 

granularity the access ISP is able to identify the traffic in order to give it the right treatment till the host.

Compared to the per-host permanent guarantees, on-dema

require at each connection costly additional network configuration and checking operated by the NSP. To 

provide incentives to NSPs to provide such kind of enhanced services it is reasonable to reflect these 

such, each connection can be charged a fixed amount of price. 

Then, the duration of these individual connectivity sessions may be also considered in the pricing model. 

The different requested bandwidths for each of the individual connectivity sessions may

account. In this case, either flat rate per bandwidth/capacity pricing, either volume based pricing or a 

mixture of both could be applied on these individual connectivity sessions. 

To provide a comprehensive illustration, we describe in the following an example of pricing model for an on 

)  

is the final price that will be charged to the customer, N  is the total number of on demand 

hed individual connectivity sessions during all the duration T , C  is the operational price for each 

establishment of an individual connectivity session, 
iA  is the price coefficient depending of the i

individual connectivity session required bandwidth and 
iT  is the duration of the i

th

session. Finally, in addition to the pricing, a number of other parameters can be described:

umber of potential active users: This number is a good indicator for ETICS customers to 

estimate the market they can target (simultaneously active but also inactive users).  Since the IP addresses 

w inferring the number of customers, N  represents the number of active 

destination hosts within the region (i.e. the number of Internet Access Service contracts)

from the on demand individual connectivity session part of the offer. 

maximum duration of the overall contract to the region. 
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served through the PoI. Since on-

host basis, and since different host in an edge NSP can 

regions) that have an equal 

. An entire region is therefore defined as the union of these sub-

.. 

As described in Sec.5.1.1.2.1.. 

When providing the region service, the access NSP needs to precise, in a similar way 

n terms of traffic identification. This shall specify up to what 

granularity the access ISP is able to identify the traffic in order to give it the right treatment till the host. 

demand services would 

require at each connection costly additional network configuration and checking operated by the NSP. To 

provide incentives to NSPs to provide such kind of enhanced services it is reasonable to reflect these 

such, each connection can be charged a fixed amount of price.  

Then, the duration of these individual connectivity sessions may be also considered in the pricing model. 

The different requested bandwidths for each of the individual connectivity sessions may be also taken into 

account. In this case, either flat rate per bandwidth/capacity pricing, either volume based pricing or a 

the following an example of pricing model for an on 

is the total number of on demand 

is the operational price for each 

is the price coefficient depending of the i
th

 

th
 individual connectivity 

e described: 

This number is a good indicator for ETICS customers to 

estimate the market they can target (simultaneously active but also inactive users).  Since the IP addresses 

represents the number of active 

destination hosts within the region (i.e. the number of Internet Access Service contracts) that can profit 
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- ASN 

- Administrative boundaries  

 - Bandwidth in Mbits/s: It defines the guaranteed rate

traffic handled by the ASQ service. In any case this capacity is inferior or equal to the product of the 

maximum number of parallel on demand individual connectivity sessions

bandwidths (peak) for each on demand individual connectivity session

- Additional information (optional)

profiling information on the users in the region.

- Geographical coverage  

5.1.1.3. VPN service offers/

VPN service offers provide a link between a VPN service request and existing ASQ paths able to support 

VPN services. By supporting the VPN services, we mean having the control plane functionality for the 

exchange and maintenance of VPN routing information. The representation of VPN offerings includes:

(i) Service footprint.  

The target for the service footprint description is to enable the identification of CE network 

locations that can be supported by the offer. As described in D4.4

public IP addresses as an indication of network areas to be served. The purposes of this description 

can be served by the Point-to

<IP prefix>: A contiguous IP range: A range of IP addresses that cover the CEs of a region. It can be 

encoded as an IP prefix expressed in the CIDR notation.

<List IP>: An explicit list of IP host addresses: The list of CE IP addresses supported.

<Hybrid list>: A list of both IP prefixes and lists of IP addresses: A generalisation of the above two 

schemes. 

In Use Cases II and III, the above range/list of IP addresses is further associated w

addresses of the corresponding PEs i.e., the PEs to which a CE in the identified range/list shall be 

connected to. This is required for the purposes of the rest of the service provisioning functionality 

(Sec.5.6.5). In Use Case I, the PE functionality is provided on the ingress Edge

(see ASQ path entry/exit points

(ii) ASQ path entry/exit points 

These are the ingress and egr

refer to the (ingress PoI, egress PoI) double (see Sec.

consider cases in which the ingress/egress points of ASQ paths are PEs, effectively denoting a PoEI

to-PoEI ASQ paths.  

(iii) QoS guarantees.  
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: It defines the guaranteed rate (in terms of aggregated bandwidth

ic handled by the ASQ service. In any case this capacity is inferior or equal to the product of the 

maximum number of parallel on demand individual connectivity sessions and 

(peak) for each on demand individual connectivity session. 

(optional): The above mentioned information may be augmented with additional 

profiling information on the users in the region. 

VPN service offers/capabilities representation 

VPN service offers provide a link between a VPN service request and existing ASQ paths able to support 

VPN services. By supporting the VPN services, we mean having the control plane functionality for the 

of VPN routing information. The representation of VPN offerings includes:

The target for the service footprint description is to enable the identification of CE network 

locations that can be supported by the offer. As described in D4.4, we have selected ranges/lists of 

public IP addresses as an indication of network areas to be served. The purposes of this description 

to-Region offer description primitive (cf. Section5.1.1.2

<IP prefix>: A contiguous IP range: A range of IP addresses that cover the CEs of a region. It can be 

encoded as an IP prefix expressed in the CIDR notation. 

IP host addresses: The list of CE IP addresses supported.

<Hybrid list>: A list of both IP prefixes and lists of IP addresses: A generalisation of the above two 

In Use Cases II and III, the above range/list of IP addresses is further associated w

addresses of the corresponding PEs i.e., the PEs to which a CE in the identified range/list shall be 

connected to. This is required for the purposes of the rest of the service provisioning functionality 

). In Use Case I, the PE functionality is provided on the ingress Edge

ASQ path entry/exit points below).  

 

These are the ingress and egress points of the aggregate ASQ path. This information shall typically 

refer to the (ingress PoI, egress PoI) double (see Sec.5.1.1.1 for PoI naming). However, we 

consider cases in which the ingress/egress points of ASQ paths are PEs, effectively denoting a PoEI
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in terms of aggregated bandwidth) of the data 

ic handled by the ASQ service. In any case this capacity is inferior or equal to the product of the 

 the maximum allowed 

The above mentioned information may be augmented with additional 

VPN service offers provide a link between a VPN service request and existing ASQ paths able to support 

VPN services. By supporting the VPN services, we mean having the control plane functionality for the 

of VPN routing information. The representation of VPN offerings includes: 

The target for the service footprint description is to enable the identification of CE network 

, we have selected ranges/lists of 

public IP addresses as an indication of network areas to be served. The purposes of this description 

5.1.1.2), namely:  

<IP prefix>: A contiguous IP range: A range of IP addresses that cover the CEs of a region. It can be 

IP host addresses: The list of CE IP addresses supported. 

<Hybrid list>: A list of both IP prefixes and lists of IP addresses: A generalisation of the above two 

In Use Cases II and III, the above range/list of IP addresses is further associated with the set of IP 

addresses of the corresponding PEs i.e., the PEs to which a CE in the identified range/list shall be 

connected to. This is required for the purposes of the rest of the service provisioning functionality 

). In Use Case I, the PE functionality is provided on the ingress Edge-NSP of the ASQ path 

ess points of the aggregate ASQ path. This information shall typically 

for PoI naming). However, we also 

consider cases in which the ingress/egress points of ASQ paths are PEs, effectively denoting a PoEI-
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This refers to the offered QoS for the VPN service. Namely: Bandwidth (Mbits/s), Delay (ms), Jitter 

(ms), Loss (percentage of lost packets), Availability (percentage of availability time of the 

connectivity service), Establishment delay (ms) (see 

It is noted that this set of QoS parameters refers to the VPN service and not the aggregate ASQ 

path. This provides the flexibility to provide multiple QoS sets within the same offer. 

(iv) Residual bandwidth (Mbps).

This refers to the amount of bandwidth that has not been allocated

aggregate bandwidth available at the ASQ path). The initial value is provided upon the setup of the 

aggregate ASQ path and can be kept up to date by the Service Facilitator. Alternatively, the Service 

Facilitator may query the head

of the residual bandwidth in this path [RFC 4206].

(v) Price. 

Flat rate per QoS vector. This corresponds to the usual monthly recurring charging schemes applied 

for VPN services.  A service initiation (activation) fee can also be imposed for the establishment of 

the service (see D3.5). 

(vi) Route Reflectors (optional) 

This is an explicit list of the IP addresses of the Route Reflector (RR) supporting the VPN service. 

This is information optionally associated with a VPN service offer. In any case, it is not revealed to 

the BCs but is rather used for service provisioning.

VPN service capabilities are not related to an established aggregate ASQ path and their purpose is to allow 

the ETICS architecture composing a VPN service offering out of individual NSP offers and/or aggregate ASQ 

paths previously not associated with a VPN

to support VPN functionality (i.e., PE, RR) in some network region and is represented in the same way with 

VPN service offers, except for element (ii) which is replaced by the 

interconnect where the served region starts (for PoI naming see Sec.

5.1.2. OFFERS CREATION BY MEANS OF 

Offer creation is an important functionality within the ETICS architecture. It can be done either on demand 

upon the reception of a request for it (Pull

developed the service PCE, a solution for the offer creation

Carriers usually deploy Traffic Engineering (TE) coupled with MPLS and GMPLS control plane to offer value 

added network connectivity services to their customers. In ETICS, the path computation concepts and 

functionalities, traditionally associated to network information like domain topologies or TE metrics, can be 

enhanced and integrated with concepts related to the Business Support System/Operations Support 

System (BSS/OSS) area. The computation of route offers and 

the standard route descriptions and metrics are keys for the effective interaction and cooperation between 

the service and the control plane in support of the computation of inter

offers and associated network paths.
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This refers to the offered QoS for the VPN service. Namely: Bandwidth (Mbits/s), Delay (ms), Jitter 

rcentage of lost packets), Availability (percentage of availability time of the 

connectivity service), Establishment delay (ms) (see 5.1.1).  

set of QoS parameters refers to the VPN service and not the aggregate ASQ 

path. This provides the flexibility to provide multiple QoS sets within the same offer. 

. 

This refers to the amount of bandwidth that has not been allocated to any VPN service (out of the 

aggregate bandwidth available at the ASQ path). The initial value is provided upon the setup of the 

aggregate ASQ path and can be kept up to date by the Service Facilitator. Alternatively, the Service 

he head-end of the underlying aggregate ASQ path, as the latter keeps track 

of the residual bandwidth in this path [RFC 4206]. 

Flat rate per QoS vector. This corresponds to the usual monthly recurring charging schemes applied 

rvice initiation (activation) fee can also be imposed for the establishment of 

 

This is an explicit list of the IP addresses of the Route Reflector (RR) supporting the VPN service. 

onally associated with a VPN service offer. In any case, it is not revealed to 

the BCs but is rather used for service provisioning. 

VPN service capabilities are not related to an established aggregate ASQ path and their purpose is to allow 

the ETICS architecture composing a VPN service offering out of individual NSP offers and/or aggregate ASQ 

paths previously not associated with a VPN service. This second type of offers is focused on Edge

to support VPN functionality (i.e., PE, RR) in some network region and is represented in the same way with 

VPN service offers, except for element (ii) which is replaced by the Ingres PoI, 

interconnect where the served region starts (for PoI naming see Sec.5.1.1.1). 

REATION BY MEANS OF THE SERVICE PCE 

important functionality within the ETICS architecture. It can be done either on demand 

upon the reception of a request for it (Pull model), or it can be pre-computed in the 

, a solution for the offer creation problem. We present it in this section.

Carriers usually deploy Traffic Engineering (TE) coupled with MPLS and GMPLS control plane to offer value 

added network connectivity services to their customers. In ETICS, the path computation concepts and 

lities, traditionally associated to network information like domain topologies or TE metrics, can be 

enhanced and integrated with concepts related to the Business Support System/Operations Support 

System (BSS/OSS) area. The computation of route offers and the association of the price information with 

the standard route descriptions and metrics are keys for the effective interaction and cooperation between 

the service and the control plane in support of the computation of inter-carrier ASQ connectivity servi

offers and associated network paths. 
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This refers to the offered QoS for the VPN service. Namely: Bandwidth (Mbits/s), Delay (ms), Jitter 

rcentage of lost packets), Availability (percentage of availability time of the 

set of QoS parameters refers to the VPN service and not the aggregate ASQ 

path. This provides the flexibility to provide multiple QoS sets within the same offer.  

to any VPN service (out of the 

aggregate bandwidth available at the ASQ path). The initial value is provided upon the setup of the 

aggregate ASQ path and can be kept up to date by the Service Facilitator. Alternatively, the Service 

end of the underlying aggregate ASQ path, as the latter keeps track 

Flat rate per QoS vector. This corresponds to the usual monthly recurring charging schemes applied 

rvice initiation (activation) fee can also be imposed for the establishment of 

This is an explicit list of the IP addresses of the Route Reflector (RR) supporting the VPN service. 

onally associated with a VPN service offer. In any case, it is not revealed to 

VPN service capabilities are not related to an established aggregate ASQ path and their purpose is to allow 

the ETICS architecture composing a VPN service offering out of individual NSP offers and/or aggregate ASQ 

service. This second type of offers is focused on Edge-NSPs able 

to support VPN functionality (i.e., PE, RR) in some network region and is represented in the same way with 

Ingres PoI, which is the PoI of 

important functionality within the ETICS architecture. It can be done either on demand 

computed in the Push model case. ETICS 

problem. We present it in this section. 

Carriers usually deploy Traffic Engineering (TE) coupled with MPLS and GMPLS control plane to offer value 

added network connectivity services to their customers. In ETICS, the path computation concepts and 

lities, traditionally associated to network information like domain topologies or TE metrics, can be 

enhanced and integrated with concepts related to the Business Support System/Operations Support 

the association of the price information with 

the standard route descriptions and metrics are keys for the effective interaction and cooperation between 

carrier ASQ connectivity service 
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The Service PCE implements a new concept extending the IETF standard PCE framework [IETF

fact, the Service PCE computes not only network routes, but also network connectivity offers with price 

information. Service and control plane routing functions converge in the Service PCE, and assured

network connectivity offers are produced for the ETICS Network Service

The NSBP includes all the functions related to the management 

product offers, service specifications and service instances from an operational and business perspective. In 

particular, the NSBP controls/coordinates the service specification and offer creation, publishes these 

product offers, composes different offers for an end

instantiation and operation of the final service. In this context, the constraint

functions provided by a PCE can be very useful for the net

Service PCE can implement constraint

with route price information tight to the route to be followed, the ingress/egress endpoints, some 

policy data, etc. Therefore, the Service PCE can be considered as a converging point between 

service and control plane routing functions. In fact, it is able to mix heterogeneous information at the 

network service and control plane (TE metrics,

assured-quality connectivity services.

The Service PCE  therefore acts as a bridge between 

invoked to request route offer computations either on

customer request at the NSBP interfaces) or in

stored in the NSBP Product Catalogue). Thus, the Service PCE can be deployed in both the ETICS pull

push models, in particular in the fully centralized pull (that was not retained by ETICS business analysis) and 

the (fully or per-NSP) centralized push models. In the following subsection, further details about the case of 

the centralized push deployment scenario are provided.

5.1.2.1. Deployment in the centralized push scenario

The deployment of the Service PCE in the ETICS centralized push model is shown in 

scenario is valid for both fully centralized and per

PCE can be integrated by each NSP (i.e. by each carrier) to pre

demand as in the previous case) a 

NSBP centralized facilitator (fully centralized scenario) or the NSP central facilitator (per

scenario). 

In this Service PCE deployment scenario, each carrier network 

adopts the hierarchical PCE model [

implemented by the Service PCE itself: it collects the intra

PCEs (each one responsible for a single domain), and combines them with service

about prices) stored in the NSBP. 
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The Service PCE implements a new concept extending the IETF standard PCE framework [IETF

fact, the Service PCE computes not only network routes, but also network connectivity offers with price 

n. Service and control plane routing functions converge in the Service PCE, and assured

network connectivity offers are produced for the ETICS Network Service and Business Plane (NSBP).

The NSBP includes all the functions related to the management and handling of network connectivity 

product offers, service specifications and service instances from an operational and business perspective. In 

particular, the NSBP controls/coordinates the service specification and offer creation, publishes these 

ct offers, composes different offers for an end-to-end service, and eventually triggers the 

instantiation and operation of the final service. In this context, the constraint-based route computation 

functions provided by a PCE can be very useful for the network connectivity offer creation. In fact, the 

Service PCE can implement constraint-based route selection procedures providing the requesting NSBP also 

with route price information tight to the route to be followed, the ingress/egress endpoints, some 

policy data, etc. Therefore, the Service PCE can be considered as a converging point between 

service and control plane routing functions. In fact, it is able to mix heterogeneous information at the 

service and control plane (TE metrics, prices, customer profiles) in order to compute offers for 

quality connectivity services. 

The Service PCE  therefore acts as a bridge between Network Service and Control Planes, and can be 

invoked to request route offer computations either on-demand (i.e. connectivity offers tailored to a specific 

customer request at the NSBP interfaces) or in-advance (i.e. pre-computation of connectivity offers to be 

stored in the NSBP Product Catalogue). Thus, the Service PCE can be deployed in both the ETICS pull

push models, in particular in the fully centralized pull (that was not retained by ETICS business analysis) and 

centralized push models. In the following subsection, further details about the case of 

ent scenario are provided. 

Deployment in the centralized push scenario 

The deployment of the Service PCE in the ETICS centralized push model is shown in 

scenario is valid for both fully centralized and per-NSP centralized model. In fact, in this case the Service 

PCE can be integrated by each NSP (i.e. by each carrier) to pre-compute in advance (therefore not on

set of intra-carrier ASQ route offers to be published towards either the 

NSBP centralized facilitator (fully centralized scenario) or the NSP central facilitator (per

In this Service PCE deployment scenario, each carrier network is again organized in multiple domains and 

adopts the hierarchical PCE model [IETF-RFC6805]. The parent PCE functionalities inside each NSP are now 

implemented by the Service PCE itself: it collects the intra-domain network routes computed by the child 

s (each one responsible for a single domain), and combines them with service-layer information (mainly 
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The Service PCE implements a new concept extending the IETF standard PCE framework [IETF-RFC4655]. In 

fact, the Service PCE computes not only network routes, but also network connectivity offers with price 

n. Service and control plane routing functions converge in the Service PCE, and assured-quality 

Business Plane (NSBP). 

and handling of network connectivity 

product offers, service specifications and service instances from an operational and business perspective. In 

particular, the NSBP controls/coordinates the service specification and offer creation, publishes these 

end service, and eventually triggers the 

based route computation 

work connectivity offer creation. In fact, the 

based route selection procedures providing the requesting NSBP also 

with route price information tight to the route to be followed, the ingress/egress endpoints, some business 

policy data, etc. Therefore, the Service PCE can be considered as a converging point between network 

service and control plane routing functions. In fact, it is able to mix heterogeneous information at the 

prices, customer profiles) in order to compute offers for 

Service and Control Planes, and can be 

d (i.e. connectivity offers tailored to a specific 

computation of connectivity offers to be 

stored in the NSBP Product Catalogue). Thus, the Service PCE can be deployed in both the ETICS pull and 

push models, in particular in the fully centralized pull (that was not retained by ETICS business analysis) and 

centralized push models. In the following subsection, further details about the case of 

The deployment of the Service PCE in the ETICS centralized push model is shown in Figure 22. The depicted 

NSP centralized model. In fact, in this case the Service 

compute in advance (therefore not on-

carrier ASQ route offers to be published towards either the 

NSBP centralized facilitator (fully centralized scenario) or the NSP central facilitator (per-NSP centralized 

is again organized in multiple domains and 

]. The parent PCE functionalities inside each NSP are now 

domain network routes computed by the child 

layer information (mainly 
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FIGURE 22: SERVICE PCE FOR INTR

According to the ETICS push model procedures, the NSPs pre

offered for future end-to-end service compositions. In this scenario, the Service PCE integrated in a given 

NSP is invoked by the SLA Offer Controller and Builder running i

compute the ASQ route offers. The Service PCE, acting as an enhanced first level parent PCE, in a first step 

computes the intra-carrier domain chain based on the domain

carrier network TE-DB. Similarly to the scenario described in the previous section, such a TE

populated by gathering abstracted topology information from the underlying child PCEs. Once the domain 

chain has been computed, the Service PCE requests each c

intra-domain network route, and combines them to create the intra

network route is quoted by applying a price information based on mixed information at the 

plane (e.g. SLAs with neighbouring carriers, price models, etc.), and the control plane (involved POIs, 

explicit route length, objective functions, etc.).

The intra-carrier ASQ route offers computed by the Service PCE can be then passed to the ETICS 

service plane for the completion of the push procedures. As in the fully centralized deployment scenario, 

the PCEP protocol [IETF-RFC5440] can be used as API to integrate the Service PCE functions in the 

service plane. In particular, the dep

extensions defined in [IETF-DR-1] can therefore actually enable the joint handling of service layer 

information and TE metrics in the computation of intra

leveraging on standard IETF PCE procedures.
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SERVICE PCE FOR INTRA-CARRIER ASQ SERVICE OFFERS COMPUTATION

CS push model procedures, the NSPs pre-compute intra-carrier ASQ route offers to be 

end service compositions. In this scenario, the Service PCE integrated in a given 

NSP is invoked by the SLA Offer Controller and Builder running in the corresponding NSBP instance to 

compute the ASQ route offers. The Service PCE, acting as an enhanced first level parent PCE, in a first step 

carrier domain chain based on the domain-level network topology stored in its intra

DB. Similarly to the scenario described in the previous section, such a TE

populated by gathering abstracted topology information from the underlying child PCEs. Once the domain 

chain has been computed, the Service PCE requests each child PCE involved in the chain for the specific 

domain network route, and combines them to create the intra-carrier ASQ network route. Finally, this 

network route is quoted by applying a price information based on mixed information at the 

plane (e.g. SLAs with neighbouring carriers, price models, etc.), and the control plane (involved POIs, 

explicit route length, objective functions, etc.). 

carrier ASQ route offers computed by the Service PCE can be then passed to the ETICS 

service plane for the completion of the push procedures. As in the fully centralized deployment scenario, 

RFC5440] can be used as API to integrate the Service PCE functions in the 

service plane. In particular, the deployment in the NSBP of a PCC capable to support the ETICS PCEP 

1] can therefore actually enable the joint handling of service layer 

information and TE metrics in the computation of intra-carrier ASQ route offers at the Servic

leveraging on standard IETF PCE procedures. 
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OFFERS COMPUTATION 

carrier ASQ route offers to be 

end service compositions. In this scenario, the Service PCE integrated in a given 

n the corresponding NSBP instance to 

compute the ASQ route offers. The Service PCE, acting as an enhanced first level parent PCE, in a first step 

level network topology stored in its intra-

DB. Similarly to the scenario described in the previous section, such a TE-DB can be 

populated by gathering abstracted topology information from the underlying child PCEs. Once the domain 

hild PCE involved in the chain for the specific 

carrier ASQ network route. Finally, this 

network route is quoted by applying a price information based on mixed information at the network service 

plane (e.g. SLAs with neighbouring carriers, price models, etc.), and the control plane (involved POIs, 

carrier ASQ route offers computed by the Service PCE can be then passed to the ETICS network 

service plane for the completion of the push procedures. As in the fully centralized deployment scenario, 

RFC5440] can be used as API to integrate the Service PCE functions in the network 

loyment in the NSBP of a PCC capable to support the ETICS PCEP 

1] can therefore actually enable the joint handling of service layer 

carrier ASQ route offers at the Service PCE, also 
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5.1.3. PROTOCOLS FOR OFFERS EXCHANGE

Once the SLA offers are built, the ETICS system must exchange them with the 

populate the SLA offers database. This section describes the protocols used for that purpose.

The exchange of offers can be implemented in many ways. For the different prototype phases of the ETICS 

project, a HTTP web-based RESTful architecture has been agreed to 

Service and Business plane. This solution has been chosen pragmatically based on its proven properties that 

meet our needs: generality of interfaces, scalability, independent deployment of components, intermediate 

components to enhanced performance (such as latency reduction), security enforcement, encapsulation of 

legacy systems and not blocked by intermediaries (such as proxy, gateway or firewall). 

REST-style architectures consist of clients and servers, the clients 

by the NSPs and the servers by entities collecting offers to build SLA offers database. These entities can 

differ according to the different push model deployment scenarios (described in chapter 3). In the case of a

fully centralised push deployment scenario, a single entity, often named Fully Centralised Facilitator, 

receives the SLA offers from all the NSPs of a NSPs community. In contrast of this first deployment scenario, 

the per-NSP centralised push deployment s

case according to the defined rules of the community, NSPs can fix policies in order to select to / from 

whom they publish/receive offers. The two precedent scenarios rely on a direct peer to

opposition in the distributed push deployment scenario offers are communicated only to neighbour NSPs. 

(Note that these neighbour NSPs can be a logical view if a hierarchical building of offers is used as described 

in deliverable D4.1 in section 4.2.4.)

The direct peer-to-peer publication process can raise scalability issue in the case of per

push deployment scenario applied in the context of a community which own

this specific case where all NSPs would like to publish offers to all other NSPs, a full

NSPs is required and the volume of exchanged information could be 

solution foresees the usage of “Facilitator 

the community to decrease the number of 

volume of exchanged information because a single offer sent to 

simultaneously delivered to several NSPs. 

The publication process consists in a 

ETICS prototypes implementation is the 

associates data such as the request correspond to a classical web submission form using the default 

Internet media type "application/x-

with possibly duplicated keys. First the data includes information relativ

such as described in Sec.5.1.1. If we take a simple example of: 

• the owner identifier of the offer using the AS number, 

• the type of the offer: either PoI

guarantees Region-to-PoI etc,

• a globally unique identifier for the offer using a UUID (IETF RFC4122), 
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Once the SLA offers are built, the ETICS system must exchange them with the 

the SLA offers database. This section describes the protocols used for that purpose.

The exchange of offers can be implemented in many ways. For the different prototype phases of the ETICS 

based RESTful architecture has been agreed to achieve the Push model at the Network 

Service and Business plane. This solution has been chosen pragmatically based on its proven properties that 

meet our needs: generality of interfaces, scalability, independent deployment of components, intermediate 

onents to enhanced performance (such as latency reduction), security enforcement, encapsulation of 

legacy systems and not blocked by intermediaries (such as proxy, gateway or firewall). 

style architectures consist of clients and servers, the clients in the offers exchange process are acted 

by the NSPs and the servers by entities collecting offers to build SLA offers database. These entities can 

differ according to the different push model deployment scenarios (described in chapter 3). In the case of a

fully centralised push deployment scenario, a single entity, often named Fully Centralised Facilitator, 

receives the SLA offers from all the NSPs of a NSPs community. In contrast of this first deployment scenario, 

NSP centralised push deployment scenario, all the NSPs receive SLA offers from other NSPs In this 

case according to the defined rules of the community, NSPs can fix policies in order to select to / from 

whom they publish/receive offers. The two precedent scenarios rely on a direct peer to

opposition in the distributed push deployment scenario offers are communicated only to neighbour NSPs. 

(Note that these neighbour NSPs can be a logical view if a hierarchical building of offers is used as described 

.  

peer publication process can raise scalability issue in the case of per

push deployment scenario applied in the context of a community which owns a large number of NSPs. In 

NSPs would like to publish offers to all other NSPs, a full

is required and the volume of exchanged information could be too important

acilitator Offer Reflectors” (inspired from BGP Route Reflector

the community to decrease the number of sessions for the publication process. It will

exchanged information because a single offer sent to “Facilitator 

ed to several NSPs.  

The publication process consists in a HTTP POST request sent from the client to the server. The URI used in 

ETICS prototypes implementation is the web root URL of the server followed by “/addOffer

as the request correspond to a classical web submission form using the default 

-www-form-urlencoded". Thus, the data format encodes 

with possibly duplicated keys. First the data includes information relative to the new submitted SLA offer 

. If we take a simple example of:  

the owner identifier of the offer using the AS number,  

the type of the offer: either PoI-to-PoI, On-demand guarantees PoI-to-Region

etc, 

a globally unique identifier for the offer using a UUID (IETF RFC4122),  
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Once the SLA offers are built, the ETICS system must exchange them with the other NSPs in order to 

the SLA offers database. This section describes the protocols used for that purpose. 

The exchange of offers can be implemented in many ways. For the different prototype phases of the ETICS 

achieve the Push model at the Network 

Service and Business plane. This solution has been chosen pragmatically based on its proven properties that 

meet our needs: generality of interfaces, scalability, independent deployment of components, intermediate 

onents to enhanced performance (such as latency reduction), security enforcement, encapsulation of 

legacy systems and not blocked by intermediaries (such as proxy, gateway or firewall).  

in the offers exchange process are acted 

by the NSPs and the servers by entities collecting offers to build SLA offers database. These entities can 

differ according to the different push model deployment scenarios (described in chapter 3). In the case of a 

fully centralised push deployment scenario, a single entity, often named Fully Centralised Facilitator, 

receives the SLA offers from all the NSPs of a NSPs community. In contrast of this first deployment scenario, 

cenario, all the NSPs receive SLA offers from other NSPs In this 

case according to the defined rules of the community, NSPs can fix policies in order to select to / from 

whom they publish/receive offers. The two precedent scenarios rely on a direct peer to peer approach. In 

opposition in the distributed push deployment scenario offers are communicated only to neighbour NSPs. 

(Note that these neighbour NSPs can be a logical view if a hierarchical building of offers is used as described 

peer publication process can raise scalability issue in the case of per-NSP centralised 

a large number of NSPs. In 

NSPs would like to publish offers to all other NSPs, a full-mesh relation between 

too important. That’s why the ETICS 

Route Reflector solution) in 

. It will also reduce the 

acilitator Offer Reflectors” is 

sent from the client to the server. The URI used in 

/addOffer”. The request 

as the request correspond to a classical web submission form using the default 

urlencoded". Thus, the data format encodes key-value pairs 

e to the new submitted SLA offer 

Region, Permanent soft 
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• an expiration date of the offer: 

measured in milliseconds, of that time from the epoch (00:00:00 GMT on January 1, 1970)

• performance commitments (maximum delay, maximum jitter, maximum packet loss, minimum 

bandwidth, minimum level of availability) 

• commitments on routing policies (name of States or Countries being crossed, name of shared risk 

network/resource groups…), 

• business parameters (price model and coefficient values of the price model…), 

• ingress PoI name 

• egress PoI name 

• ingress type of PoI (adjacency of connectivity by a router (PoI) or traffic origination either from a 

router (PoI) or from a region) 

• and egress type of PoI (adjacency of connectivity by a router (PoI) or traffic termination either to a 

router (PoI) or to a region). 

• … 

Second, in addition to the strongly recommended usage of HTTPS, information relative to the security 

(integrity, authentication, repudiation and confidentiality) is mandatory to allow assurance in the 

publication process of offers. This information can be either

applied directly on previously enumerated key

recommend the usage of double imbricate public

of digital signatures to authenticate the senders of the offers and assures the readability of the offers only 

by the targeted servers. 

The server answers with an acknowledgement to the client if the status of the publication operation is a 

success. In case of failure, different error codes can be used to explain the reason of the failure. For 

example the UUID value used can already exist, there is problem during the authentication process of the 

client, the expiration date of the offer is not compatible with the bus

etc. 

5.2. INTER-CARRIER ROUTING 

Compared to the PUSH MODEL, the P

different NSPs. Then, from these network capabilities, ASQ

different networks have previously announced and the requested parameters. 

scenario, the ETICS system composes

already pre-computed offers, the SLA Manager will ask a set of NSPs to compute 

a given request and to send back an answer. At the end of the process, the requester obtains an on 

demand SLA as precisely as possible 
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an expiration date of the offer: the time indicated is returned represented as the distance, 

measured in milliseconds, of that time from the epoch (00:00:00 GMT on January 1, 1970)

performance commitments (maximum delay, maximum jitter, maximum packet loss, minimum 

bandwidth, minimum level of availability)  

commitments on routing policies (name of States or Countries being crossed, name of shared risk 

network/resource groups…),  

business parameters (price model and coefficient values of the price model…), 

(adjacency of connectivity by a router (PoI) or traffic origination either from a 

router (PoI) or from a region)  

and egress type of PoI (adjacency of connectivity by a router (PoI) or traffic termination either to a 

router (PoI) or to a region).  

, in addition to the strongly recommended usage of HTTPS, information relative to the security 

(integrity, authentication, repudiation and confidentiality) is mandatory to allow assurance in the 

of offers. This information can be either sent through new dedicated key

applied directly on previously enumerated key-value pairs (such as asymmetric encryption…). We 

recommend the usage of double imbricate public-key cryptography. This solution both allows the creation 

signatures to authenticate the senders of the offers and assures the readability of the offers only 

The server answers with an acknowledgement to the client if the status of the publication operation is a 

re, different error codes can be used to explain the reason of the failure. For 

example the UUID value used can already exist, there is problem during the authentication process of the 

client, the expiration date of the offer is not compatible with the business policy rules of the community 

OUTING PACKAGE (PULL MODEL) 

PULL MODEL is based on the exchange of network capabilities between the 

. Then, from these network capabilities, ASQs are computed on demand based on what the 

different networks have previously announced and the requested parameters. Thus, in t

composes the SLA on demand following a given request. So, instead of stitching 

ed offers, the SLA Manager will ask a set of NSPs to compute a suitable

a given request and to send back an answer. At the end of the process, the requester obtains an on 

as precisely as possible matching with its request, both from a QoS and business point of view.
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returned represented as the distance, 

measured in milliseconds, of that time from the epoch (00:00:00 GMT on January 1, 1970),  

performance commitments (maximum delay, maximum jitter, maximum packet loss, minimum 

commitments on routing policies (name of States or Countries being crossed, name of shared risk 

business parameters (price model and coefficient values of the price model…),  

(adjacency of connectivity by a router (PoI) or traffic origination either from a 

and egress type of PoI (adjacency of connectivity by a router (PoI) or traffic termination either to a 

, in addition to the strongly recommended usage of HTTPS, information relative to the security 

(integrity, authentication, repudiation and confidentiality) is mandatory to allow assurance in the 

sent through new dedicated key-value pairs or 

value pairs (such as asymmetric encryption…). We 

key cryptography. This solution both allows the creation 

signatures to authenticate the senders of the offers and assures the readability of the offers only 

The server answers with an acknowledgement to the client if the status of the publication operation is a 

re, different error codes can be used to explain the reason of the failure. For 

example the UUID value used can already exist, there is problem during the authentication process of the 

iness policy rules of the community 

is based on the exchange of network capabilities between the 

uted on demand based on what the 

Thus, in the PULL MODEL 

the SLA on demand following a given request. So, instead of stitching 

a suitable offer regarding 

a given request and to send back an answer. At the end of the process, the requester obtains an on 

rom a QoS and business point of view. 
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Given an ETICS customer request, the composition phase consists in computing a path, between the source 

and the destination, which corresponds to the customer requirements. This step could be split in two 

different phases: 

• First, compute the AS path (i.e. determine which NSPs will be involved in the computation of the 

ASQ path), 

• Then, in a second phase, ask each NSP in the AS path(s) to compute their part of the ASQ.

The second phase could be easily implemented by using

the ASQ is not enforced by means of MPLS

of Network Capabilities from its neighbours, and AS by AS, from all NSPs involved in the ETICS Community.

Indeed, selecting which NSP, and which Points of Interconnect (POIs) are involved in the ASQ path 

computation could be done only if NSPs know a minimum set of information 

POI between the ASs. This information consists in the

SLA service capabilities. This section will specify how the Network Capabilities, i.e. QoS and Business 

parameters, are computed locally and then distributed within the ETICS framework. Finally, the appl

to a connection-oriented implementation is presented.

5.2.1. HIERARCHICAL-TRAFFIC ENGINEERING 

Network Capabilities mainly belong to the Traffic Engineering and the routing space. By Traffic Engineering 

we mean not only the standard QoS para

with Traffic Engineering (TE) capabilities (like OSPF

jitter and loss as proposed by S. Giacalone in the IETF draft “OSPF Traffic E

Extensions”. In addition to these information conveyed in the Link State Advertisement (LSA) messages, we 

have also in mind to convey business information as defined in the 

NSPs agree, the standard TE cost could be used to convey the price of a link (in 

By routing space, we mean that the Traffic Engineering information 

announced by the standard inter-domain routing protocol (i.e. BGP) betw

Capabilities must be flooded among all NSPs in order for each NSP to obtain a global map of the topology 

formed by the ETICS community and be able to perform the service composition step (specially the NSP 

chain or AS path computation). 

However, in order to achieve our goal, we assume here that we face two major constraints: (1) NSPs don’t 

want to disclose any detail regarding their respective network and (2) only BGP is authorized at the peering 

point. One could use BGP (the AS path attribute) in order to infer AS paths that could satisfy a given 

request. Nevertheless, this has at least two drawbacks. First, the AS path is vague, it does not contain the 

PoI through which the route goes. Second, BGP announces only one path it se

due to its native aggregation mechanism. Such path doesn’t contain any QoS information and BGP route 

selection process completely masks the route diversity. So, the NSPs don’t have the visibility of all possible 

AS paths for a given destination prefix. Third, the best path is not chosen according to any QoS metric. Not 

having all this information could be prejudicial, not only for the QoS, but also for the price. In addition, 

modifying BGP to take such parameters into account 

have already tried it, but without any success to make their respective modifications adopted by the IETF. 
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Given an ETICS customer request, the composition phase consists in computing a path, between the source 

and the destination, which corresponds to the customer requirements. This step could be split in two 

First, compute the AS path (i.e. determine which NSPs will be involved in the computation of the 

Then, in a second phase, ask each NSP in the AS path(s) to compute their part of the ASQ.

The second phase could be easily implemented by using a PCE and the BRPC algorithm (RFC5441) even if 

the ASQ is not enforced by means of MPLS-TE. For the first phase, each NSP needs to know a minimum set 

of Network Capabilities from its neighbours, and AS by AS, from all NSPs involved in the ETICS Community.

Indeed, selecting which NSP, and which Points of Interconnect (POIs) are involved in the ASQ path 

computation could be done only if NSPs know a minimum set of information on the AS capabilities and the 

POI between the ASs. This information consists in the QoS and Business parameters already defined for the 

SLA service capabilities. This section will specify how the Network Capabilities, i.e. QoS and Business 

parameters, are computed locally and then distributed within the ETICS framework. Finally, the appl

oriented implementation is presented. 

NGINEERING (H-TE) CONCEPT 

Network Capabilities mainly belong to the Traffic Engineering and the routing space. By Traffic Engineering 

we mean not only the standard QoS parameters (i.e. bandwidth) shared by an Intra Gateway Protocol (IGP) 

with Traffic Engineering (TE) capabilities (like OSPF-TE or IS-IS-TE), but also extended information like delay, 

jitter and loss as proposed by S. Giacalone in the IETF draft “OSPF Traffic E

Extensions”. In addition to these information conveyed in the Link State Advertisement (LSA) messages, we 

have also in mind to convey business information as defined in the deliverable D3.2. However, once ETICS 

rd TE cost could be used to convey the price of a link (in €/MBit/month for example). 

By routing space, we mean that the Traffic Engineering information is linked to the network prefix 

domain routing protocol (i.e. BGP) between ASs. In addition, Network 

Capabilities must be flooded among all NSPs in order for each NSP to obtain a global map of the topology 

by the ETICS community and be able to perform the service composition step (specially the NSP 

However, in order to achieve our goal, we assume here that we face two major constraints: (1) NSPs don’t 

want to disclose any detail regarding their respective network and (2) only BGP is authorized at the peering 

S path attribute) in order to infer AS paths that could satisfy a given 

request. Nevertheless, this has at least two drawbacks. First, the AS path is vague, it does not contain the 

PoI through which the route goes. Second, BGP announces only one path it selected for a given destination 

due to its native aggregation mechanism. Such path doesn’t contain any QoS information and BGP route 

selection process completely masks the route diversity. So, the NSPs don’t have the visibility of all possible 

a given destination prefix. Third, the best path is not chosen according to any QoS metric. Not 

having all this information could be prejudicial, not only for the QoS, but also for the price. In addition, 

modifying BGP to take such parameters into account is not a good solution. Many past European projects 

have already tried it, but without any success to make their respective modifications adopted by the IETF. 
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Given an ETICS customer request, the composition phase consists in computing a path, between the source 

and the destination, which corresponds to the customer requirements. This step could be split in two 

First, compute the AS path (i.e. determine which NSPs will be involved in the computation of the 

Then, in a second phase, ask each NSP in the AS path(s) to compute their part of the ASQ. 

a PCE and the BRPC algorithm (RFC5441) even if 

TE. For the first phase, each NSP needs to know a minimum set 

of Network Capabilities from its neighbours, and AS by AS, from all NSPs involved in the ETICS Community. 

Indeed, selecting which NSP, and which Points of Interconnect (POIs) are involved in the ASQ path 

the AS capabilities and the 

QoS and Business parameters already defined for the 

SLA service capabilities. This section will specify how the Network Capabilities, i.e. QoS and Business 

parameters, are computed locally and then distributed within the ETICS framework. Finally, the application 

Network Capabilities mainly belong to the Traffic Engineering and the routing space. By Traffic Engineering 

meters (i.e. bandwidth) shared by an Intra Gateway Protocol (IGP) 

TE), but also extended information like delay, 

jitter and loss as proposed by S. Giacalone in the IETF draft “OSPF Traffic Engineering (TE) Metric 

Extensions”. In addition to these information conveyed in the Link State Advertisement (LSA) messages, we 

D3.2. However, once ETICS 

€/MBit/month for example). 

linked to the network prefix 

een ASs. In addition, Network 

Capabilities must be flooded among all NSPs in order for each NSP to obtain a global map of the topology 

by the ETICS community and be able to perform the service composition step (specially the NSP 

However, in order to achieve our goal, we assume here that we face two major constraints: (1) NSPs don’t 

want to disclose any detail regarding their respective network and (2) only BGP is authorized at the peering 

S path attribute) in order to infer AS paths that could satisfy a given 

request. Nevertheless, this has at least two drawbacks. First, the AS path is vague, it does not contain the 

lected for a given destination 

due to its native aggregation mechanism. Such path doesn’t contain any QoS information and BGP route 

selection process completely masks the route diversity. So, the NSPs don’t have the visibility of all possible 

a given destination prefix. Third, the best path is not chosen according to any QoS metric. Not 

having all this information could be prejudicial, not only for the QoS, but also for the price. In addition, 

is not a good solution. Many past European projects 

have already tried it, but without any success to make their respective modifications adopted by the IETF.  
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For that purpose, we propose to change the paradigm and add a new level above the topology of th

and so, introduce a hierarchy with intra

considered as a hierarchical topology

new layer is to flood Network Capabiliti

hierarchical topology. The idea is similar to what PNNI does for ATM networks or E

networks. Concretely, devices connected in an overlay mode above the ASs form the hierarchical t

Traffic Engineering (TE) information is associated to global network prefix reachability and inter

links. In fact, the AS could be seen as a simple black box with some external links that correspond to the 

inter-domain links connecting the AS to its neighbours at the PoI. 

internal detail of the AS topology. It just exposes public information in the hierarchical topology, i.e. IP 

addresses of AS Border Routers
2
 (ASBRs), inter

BGP. This information is flooded at the hierarchical topology level, like in a standard IGP, instead of being 

aggregated like with BGP.  

One of the most important assumptions is that 

completely separated. Indeed, the objective of the H

influence, modify or control the routing of ASs, nor to replace BGP. It just aims at exch

level that is the ETICS Network Service and Business Plane

the H-TE concept tries to apply standard Traffic Engineering mechanisms on a hierarchical topology 

obtained from the abstraction of the real AS topology. At the end, like with IGP

view of the AS connectivity, i.e. the complete map of the hierarchical topology, and could compose the SLA 

by running a classical Constrained Shortest Path First (CSPF) algo

database. 

5.2.2. HIERARCHICAL TRAFFIC ENGINEERING

The ETICS project has two possibilities to flood H

use them: 

• Reuse an IGP-TE (OSPF-TE or IS

• Enhance an existing protocol (e.g. PCEP) or design a new one and run it directly (i.e. not in overlay 

mode) 

It is important to understand that the 

located in the routing space. So, it is convenient to reuse an IGP

purpose. As we want all NSPs to be aware of all Network Capabilities, the H

ability to flood the TE information, and the use of 

The state of the art has already explored such an approach in other contexts. ATM with PNNI and ASON 

with E-NNI are two well-known examples of hierarchical routing protocols. In the ETICS on

distributed scenario, we intend to define simi

interconnection context. 

                                                           

2
AS Border Router, sometimes know as transit node, are dedicated router in an NSP network that run BGP and are located in the 

peering point. They are the last node (router) before leaving the AS or, the first node (router) when entering in the AS.
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For that purpose, we propose to change the paradigm and add a new level above the topology of th

with intra-domain and inter-domain topologies. This new layer could be 

hierarchical topology formed by an abstract view of the different ASs. The objective of this 

new layer is to flood Network Capabilities or Traffic Engineering information of the ASs inside this 

hierarchical topology. The idea is similar to what PNNI does for ATM networks or E

networks. Concretely, devices connected in an overlay mode above the ASs form the hierarchical t

Traffic Engineering (TE) information is associated to global network prefix reachability and inter

links. In fact, the AS could be seen as a simple black box with some external links that correspond to the 

AS to its neighbours at the PoI. Such configuration doesn

. It just exposes public information in the hierarchical topology, i.e. IP 

(ASBRs), inter-domain links and routes that are already known through 

BGP. This information is flooded at the hierarchical topology level, like in a standard IGP, instead of being 

One of the most important assumptions is that the two planes (standard and hierarchical topologies) are 

completely separated. Indeed, the objective of the Hierarchical Traffic Engineering 

influence, modify or control the routing of ASs, nor to replace BGP. It just aims at exch

that is the ETICS Network Service and Business Plane, some selected/policed TE information. 

TE concept tries to apply standard Traffic Engineering mechanisms on a hierarchical topology 

n of the real AS topology. At the end, like with IGP-TE, all NSPs obtain a similar 

view of the AS connectivity, i.e. the complete map of the hierarchical topology, and could compose the SLA 

by running a classical Constrained Shortest Path First (CSPF) algorithm on the hierarchical topology 

ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES 

The ETICS project has two possibilities to flood Hierarchical TE information depending on how we intend to 

TE or IS-IS-TE) in overlay mode, or 

Enhance an existing protocol (e.g. PCEP) or design a new one and run it directly (i.e. not in overlay 

the AS path computation and Networks Capabilities exchange are mostly 

t is convenient to reuse an IGP-TE protocol that has been designed for this 

purpose. As we want all NSPs to be aware of all Network Capabilities, the H-TE protocol must have the 

and the use of Link State protocols is well suited. 

The state of the art has already explored such an approach in other contexts. ATM with PNNI and ASON 

known examples of hierarchical routing protocols. In the ETICS on

distributed scenario, we intend to define similar mechanisms for our needs and our QoS

AS Border Router, sometimes know as transit node, are dedicated router in an NSP network that run BGP and are located in the 

ng point. They are the last node (router) before leaving the AS or, the first node (router) when entering in the AS.
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For that purpose, we propose to change the paradigm and add a new level above the topology of the ASs 

domain topologies. This new layer could be 

formed by an abstract view of the different ASs. The objective of this 

es or Traffic Engineering information of the ASs inside this 

hierarchical topology. The idea is similar to what PNNI does for ATM networks or E-NNI for optical 

networks. Concretely, devices connected in an overlay mode above the ASs form the hierarchical topology. 

Traffic Engineering (TE) information is associated to global network prefix reachability and inter-domain 

links. In fact, the AS could be seen as a simple black box with some external links that correspond to the 

Such configuration doesn’t disclose any 

. It just exposes public information in the hierarchical topology, i.e. IP 

domain links and routes that are already known through 

BGP. This information is flooded at the hierarchical topology level, like in a standard IGP, instead of being 

the two planes (standard and hierarchical topologies) are 

 (H-TE) concept is not to 

influence, modify or control the routing of ASs, nor to replace BGP. It just aims at exchanging, at an upper 

, some selected/policed TE information. After all, 

TE concept tries to apply standard Traffic Engineering mechanisms on a hierarchical topology 

TE, all NSPs obtain a similar 

view of the AS connectivity, i.e. the complete map of the hierarchical topology, and could compose the SLA 

rithm on the hierarchical topology 

TE information depending on how we intend to 

Enhance an existing protocol (e.g. PCEP) or design a new one and run it directly (i.e. not in overlay 

AS path computation and Networks Capabilities exchange are mostly 

TE protocol that has been designed for this 

TE protocol must have the 

.  

The state of the art has already explored such an approach in other contexts. ATM with PNNI and ASON 

known examples of hierarchical routing protocols. In the ETICS on-demand 

lar mechanisms for our needs and our QoS-enabled IP 

AS Border Router, sometimes know as transit node, are dedicated router in an NSP network that run BGP and are located in the 

ng point. They are the last node (router) before leaving the AS or, the first node (router) when entering in the AS. 
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Figure 23 below shows the hierarchical topology above the ASs topology level. Each AS is 

following section 5.2.3 below for the details of the topology aggregation) into an AS virtual router (ASVR 

concept is explained in section 5.2.4

security reason and to easily support Link State adjacency) and run a standard IGP

information. The abstraction of ASs gives in turn the router configuration that is advertised to the 

neighbouring ASs. 

Of course, the relation between two virtual routers

interconnection agreements. If the 

tunnel is setup and no adjacency can be built. The contract, in the form of an SLA, gives the boundary of the 

exchange between the NSPs. Examples of such agreements could be: “w

100 Mbit/s of EF traffic” or “I guarantee that EF traffic up to 100 Mbit/s cross my domain in less than 50 ms 

for an amount of 100 k€ per year”. The contract also 

necessary to setup the IPSec tunnel.

Routing and Traffic Information are flood by the IGP

(OSPF or IS-IS). Routing announcements will be used by the ETICS IC routing package to determine the 

localisation of both source and destination of a given contract, i.e. the Edge NSP that owns the source or 

destination prefix address. The Traffic Engineering information, that are conveyed in the standard Link state 

Advertisement (LSA) messages type 10 (RFC 3630, 5786 for 

Hierarchical Traffic Engineering Database (H

will run a classical Constraint Shortest Path First (CSPF) algorithm on the H

path that could trigger the setup of ASQ IC goods between these two IP addresses. The AS path is 

composed by a list of IP addresses, that represent the PoI, and the corresponding AS number. H

suitable for both, connection-less (CL) and conn

take benefit of this new information to improve the BRPC process. For CL networks, it will help MPLS

VPN and LISP to select the best ASBR and to enforce the routing in the AS domain.
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below shows the hierarchical topology above the ASs topology level. Each AS is 

below for the details of the topology aggregation) into an AS virtual router (ASVR 

5.2.4). These virtual routers are linked by means of IPsec tunnels (both for 

security reason and to easily support Link State adjacency) and run a standard IGP

information. The abstraction of ASs gives in turn the router configuration that is advertised to the 

relation between two virtual routers (i.e. two NSPs) is governed by a contract as for any IP 

the two NSPs do not agree to exchange capability information, no IPSec 

tunnel is setup and no adjacency can be built. The contract, in the form of an SLA, gives the boundary of the 

exchange between the NSPs. Examples of such agreements could be: “we agree to exchange a maximum of 

100 Mbit/s of EF traffic” or “I guarantee that EF traffic up to 100 Mbit/s cross my domain in less than 50 ms 

€ per year”. The contract also enables the NSPs to securely exchange the credentials 

ary to setup the IPSec tunnel. 

Routing and Traffic Information are flood by the IGP-TE in the standard Link State Advertisement messages 

IS). Routing announcements will be used by the ETICS IC routing package to determine the 

th source and destination of a given contract, i.e. the Edge NSP that owns the source or 

destination prefix address. The Traffic Engineering information, that are conveyed in the standard Link state 

Advertisement (LSA) messages type 10 (RFC 3630, 5786 for OSPF-TE), will then be used to populate the 

Hierarchical Traffic Engineering Database (H-TED) of each AS virtual router. In turn, the service composition 

will run a classical Constraint Shortest Path First (CSPF) algorithm on the H-TED to determine the bes

path that could trigger the setup of ASQ IC goods between these two IP addresses. The AS path is 

composed by a list of IP addresses, that represent the PoI, and the corresponding AS number. H

less (CL) and connection-oriented (CO) networks. For CO networks, PCE will 

take benefit of this new information to improve the BRPC process. For CL networks, it will help MPLS

VPN and LISP to select the best ASBR and to enforce the routing in the AS domain. 

FIGURE 23: H-TE CONCEPT 
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below shows the hierarchical topology above the ASs topology level. Each AS is abstracted (see 

below for the details of the topology aggregation) into an AS virtual router (ASVR 

). These virtual routers are linked by means of IPsec tunnels (both for 

security reason and to easily support Link State adjacency) and run a standard IGP-TE to flood H-TE 

information. The abstraction of ASs gives in turn the router configuration that is advertised to the 

is governed by a contract as for any IP 

two NSPs do not agree to exchange capability information, no IPSec 

tunnel is setup and no adjacency can be built. The contract, in the form of an SLA, gives the boundary of the 

e agree to exchange a maximum of 

100 Mbit/s of EF traffic” or “I guarantee that EF traffic up to 100 Mbit/s cross my domain in less than 50 ms 

the NSPs to securely exchange the credentials 

TE in the standard Link State Advertisement messages 

IS). Routing announcements will be used by the ETICS IC routing package to determine the 

th source and destination of a given contract, i.e. the Edge NSP that owns the source or 

destination prefix address. The Traffic Engineering information, that are conveyed in the standard Link state 

TE), will then be used to populate the 

TED) of each AS virtual router. In turn, the service composition 

TED to determine the best AS 

path that could trigger the setup of ASQ IC goods between these two IP addresses. The AS path is 

composed by a list of IP addresses, that represent the PoI, and the corresponding AS number. H-TE is also 

oriented (CO) networks. For CO networks, PCE will 

take benefit of this new information to improve the BRPC process. For CL networks, it will help MPLS-BGP-
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5.2.3. TOPOLOGY AGGREGATION

First of all, an NSP must abstract or aggregate its network topology in order to determine what kind of H

information it would distribute in the hierarchical topology. This corresponds to how 

be represented in the hierarchical topology. This could be done manually (suitable for small size network

or automatically by means of aggregation / abstraction algorithms. Today, three techniques are used for 

that purpose (See Figure 24): 

• Symmetric-Point schema: It 

greatest reduction of advertised state information, but intro

and network state information. For that reason, it is not suitable for our needs.

• Full-Mesh schema: It uses abstract links between each pair of border nodes to construct the 

abstract topology. It is the most accurate

increases as the square of the number of border nodes. This schema is less suitable for H

advertisements as it needs to specialise topology a

not be announced with the same weight (QoS parameters) to B and C.

• Pseudo-node or star schema [1]: It is a trade

Point" schemas. Border nodes are connected via abstract links called spokes to a pseudo

(named nucleus in our case). Bypasses between border nodes could be used to minimize distortion. 

It does not introduce a great distortion and reduces significantly the amount of information to be 

exchanged. It allows also similar

the QoS parameters of the link between the border node and the nucleus) is computed by the 

aggregation algorithm (see [1] for details).

FIGURE 

Figure below shows two views of the Hierarchical topology. The first one (a) shows the overlay topology 

formed by the AS Virtual Routers (ASVR) of each AS. It corresponds only to the adjacency formed by the 

ASVR and linked by the IPsec tunnels. The second one (b) draws the H

within the routing protocol i.e. the pseudo

announced, but could be used if necessary.
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GGREGATION 

First of all, an NSP must abstract or aggregate its network topology in order to determine what kind of H

information it would distribute in the hierarchical topology. This corresponds to how 

be represented in the hierarchical topology. This could be done manually (suitable for small size network

or automatically by means of aggregation / abstraction algorithms. Today, three techniques are used for 

Point schema: It aggregates a network domain into a single abstract node. It offers the 

greatest reduction of advertised state information, but introduces a great distortion in topological 

and network state information. For that reason, it is not suitable for our needs.

Mesh schema: It uses abstract links between each pair of border nodes to construct the 

abstract topology. It is the most accurate one, but the amount of information to be advertised 

increases as the square of the number of border nodes. This schema is less suitable for H

as it needs to specialise topology advertisements for each NSP, e.g. A to D link will 

nounced with the same weight (QoS parameters) to B and C. 

node or star schema [1]: It is a trade-off between the "Full-Mesh" and the "Symmetric

Point" schemas. Border nodes are connected via abstract links called spokes to a pseudo

us in our case). Bypasses between border nodes could be used to minimize distortion. 

It does not introduce a great distortion and reduces significantly the amount of information to be 

similar TE advertisements between NSPs. The we

the QoS parameters of the link between the border node and the nucleus) is computed by the 

aggregation algorithm (see [1] for details).  

 

FIGURE 24: TOPOLOGY ABSTRACTION MODEL 

of the Hierarchical topology. The first one (a) shows the overlay topology 

formed by the AS Virtual Routers (ASVR) of each AS. It corresponds only to the adjacency formed by the 

ASVR and linked by the IPsec tunnels. The second one (b) draws the H-TE topology announced by the ASVR 

within the routing protocol i.e. the pseudo-node model. In our case, the bypasses 

if necessary. 
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First of all, an NSP must abstract or aggregate its network topology in order to determine what kind of H-TE 

information it would distribute in the hierarchical topology. This corresponds to how the NSP networks will 

be represented in the hierarchical topology. This could be done manually (suitable for small size networks) 

or automatically by means of aggregation / abstraction algorithms. Today, three techniques are used for 

a network domain into a single abstract node. It offers the 

duces a great distortion in topological 

and network state information. For that reason, it is not suitable for our needs. 

Mesh schema: It uses abstract links between each pair of border nodes to construct the 

one, but the amount of information to be advertised 

increases as the square of the number of border nodes. This schema is less suitable for H-TE 

for each NSP, e.g. A to D link will 

Mesh" and the "Symmetric-

Point" schemas. Border nodes are connected via abstract links called spokes to a pseudo-node 

us in our case). Bypasses between border nodes could be used to minimize distortion. 

It does not introduce a great distortion and reduces significantly the amount of information to be 

between NSPs. The weight of each spoke (i.e. 

the QoS parameters of the link between the border node and the nucleus) is computed by the 

of the Hierarchical topology. The first one (a) shows the overlay topology 

formed by the AS Virtual Routers (ASVR) of each AS. It corresponds only to the adjacency formed by the 

ogy announced by the ASVR 

node model. In our case, the bypasses or shortcut are not 
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FIGURE 

5.2.4. AS VIRTUAL ROUTER (ASVR)

From the abstract topology, in particular using the pseudo

an AS by a single router in the hierarchical topology view. Named Autonomous System Virtual Router 

(ASVR), this device represents the AS in the 

instantiates the IC Routing package. Indeed, this router is virtual 

not route any IP packets. By analogy

reflector in a standard BGP operation

topology and (2) exchange TE information with i

From the point of view of the real topology, the ASVR works only at the 

level. It never interferes with the routing or with the data plane of IP packets.

Node
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Node

Node
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Node

H-TE  Abstract topology announce by the IGP
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FIGURE 25: TOPOLOGY ABSTRACTION MODEL 

(ASVR) 

From the abstract topology, in particular using the pseudo-node schema, it becomes possible to represent 

an AS by a single router in the hierarchical topology view. Named Autonomous System Virtual Router 

(ASVR), this device represents the AS in the hierarchical topology at the upper level (see 

the IC Routing package. Indeed, this router is virtual from a data plane 

not route any IP packets. By analogy with BGP, the ASVR has in the H-TE model the same role as a route 

operation. Its purpose is twofold: (1) represent the abstract view of the AS 

topology and (2) exchange TE information with its neighbours by means of an IGP

From the point of view of the real topology, the ASVR works only at the network 

level. It never interferes with the routing or with the data plane of IP packets. 

Node

Node

Node

Node

Node

Node

Node

Node

Node

TE  Abstract topology announce by the IGP-TE between the ASVR

ASVR

ASVR

ASVR
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node schema, it becomes possible to represent 

an AS by a single router in the hierarchical topology view. Named Autonomous System Virtual Router 

hierarchical topology at the upper level (see Figure 26) and 

data plane perspective and does 

the same role as a route 

. Its purpose is twofold: (1) represent the abstract view of the AS 

ts neighbours by means of an IGP-TE routing protocol. 

network service & control plane 

Node

Node

Node

TE between the ASVR

ASVR

ASVR
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FIGURE 26: FROM NETWORK TOPOLOG

As mentioned earlier, the configuration of the AS Virtual Router could be done manually (for small

networks) or in an automated way 

latter case, the abstraction process will first discover the real topology of the network by simply listening to 

the IGP-TE protocol (like a PCE doe

view (step 1). Once the Link State and Traffic Engineering Databases are filled, the abstraction algorithm 

runs on top of this map (step 2) and summarizes the AS topology in order to 

configuration (step 3). Then, we just need to run a standard IGP

Hierarchical Traffic Engineering Database 

As the hierarchical topology is built in an overlay mode 

between ASVRs if we want IGP-TE running smoothly between them to exchange TE information. For that 

purpose, we have two solutions: (1) setup tunnels (preferably IP sec tunnel for security) between ASVR

and use the standard multicast flooding mechanism or (2) setup foreign unicast adjacenc

Once the ASVRs are in place, i.e each NSP has setup an ASVR to represent the abstract view of its 

underlying network, and IGP-TE adjacenc

of TE information ASVRs have to exchange. Indeed, the computation of the AS path depends of the abstract 

representation of the different networks. If a too abstract representation fits the security

confidentiality requirements, it provides too few information for the AS path computation. Based on the 

different aggregation schema, we choose a pseudo node and virtual links representation of the network

the right trade-off. The following sub

exchange between the ASVRs. 

5.2.4.1. Network Topology Abstracted Representation

In the literal sense, there are no ASQ path offers in the 

computation of the shortest path on top of the network capabilities exchange

that not only TE parameters need to be exchange

the same way as a standard routing protocol. 

As already said, mostly for scalability and confidentiality purposes, ASVRs do not exchange all the details of 

the network topology. In fact, only a subset i.e. an abstract view of the real network topology is announced 

between the ASVRs. The aggregation method 

AS

BGP BGP

BGP

1.2.3.0/24
300 Mb/s

a.b.c.0/24
100 Mb/s

1 Gb/s1 Gb/s

200 
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FROM NETWORK TOPOLOGY TO ASVR CONFIGURATION

he configuration of the AS Virtual Router could be done manually (for small

in an automated way by using topology abstraction algorithms (See Figure 

, the abstraction process will first discover the real topology of the network by simply listening to 

TE protocol (like a PCE does). It is configured as a “sink only” from the routing protocol point of 

view (step 1). Once the Link State and Traffic Engineering Databases are filled, the abstraction algorithm 

runs on top of this map (step 2) and summarizes the AS topology in order to produce the pseudo

configuration (step 3). Then, we just need to run a standard IGP-TE between ASVRs in order to populate the 

Hierarchical Traffic Engineering Database of each ASVR (step 4). 

As the hierarchical topology is built in an overlay mode (above the AS level), we need to setup adjacenc

TE running smoothly between them to exchange TE information. For that 

purpose, we have two solutions: (1) setup tunnels (preferably IP sec tunnel for security) between ASVR

se the standard multicast flooding mechanism or (2) setup foreign unicast adjacenc

are in place, i.e each NSP has setup an ASVR to represent the abstract view of its 

TE adjacencies are setup, the most important step is to determine which kind 

exchange. Indeed, the computation of the AS path depends of the abstract 

representation of the different networks. If a too abstract representation fits the security

confidentiality requirements, it provides too few information for the AS path computation. Based on the 

different aggregation schema, we choose a pseudo node and virtual links representation of the network

. The following sub-section details the parameters and the network representation 

Network Topology Abstracted Representation 

here are no ASQ path offers in the PULL MODEL. ASQs are built on demand from the 

rtest path on top of the network capabilities exchanged between ASVRs. This means 

that not only TE parameters need to be exchanged between ASVRs, but also paths and

a standard routing protocol.  

for scalability and confidentiality purposes, ASVRs do not exchange all the details of 

the network topology. In fact, only a subset i.e. an abstract view of the real network topology is announced 

between the ASVRs. The aggregation method (i.e. the algorithm that computes the abstraction model

ASVR

ASVR Config.

Abstraction
Algorithm

LSDB + TED

HTE
TED IGP-HTE

2
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ION 

he configuration of the AS Virtual Router could be done manually (for small size 

Figure 26 above). In the 

, the abstraction process will first discover the real topology of the network by simply listening to 

s). It is configured as a “sink only” from the routing protocol point of 

view (step 1). Once the Link State and Traffic Engineering Databases are filled, the abstraction algorithm 

produce the pseudo-node 

TE between ASVRs in order to populate the 

, we need to setup adjacencies 

TE running smoothly between them to exchange TE information. For that 

purpose, we have two solutions: (1) setup tunnels (preferably IP sec tunnel for security) between ASVRs 

se the standard multicast flooding mechanism or (2) setup foreign unicast adjacencies between them. 

are in place, i.e each NSP has setup an ASVR to represent the abstract view of its 

setup, the most important step is to determine which kind 

exchange. Indeed, the computation of the AS path depends of the abstract 

representation of the different networks. If a too abstract representation fits the security and 

confidentiality requirements, it provides too few information for the AS path computation. Based on the 

different aggregation schema, we choose a pseudo node and virtual links representation of the network as 

tion details the parameters and the network representation 

ASQs are built on demand from the 

between ASVRs. This means 

s and network prefixes, in 

for scalability and confidentiality purposes, ASVRs do not exchange all the details of 

the network topology. In fact, only a subset i.e. an abstract view of the real network topology is announced 

m that computes the abstraction model, e.g. 

LSA (1 Gbit/s)

Pseudonode

a.b.c.0/24
100 Mb/s, 30ms
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as in [WH07]) is up to the NSP. But the network capabilities schema announced by each NSP remains more 

or less the same: ASVRs announce through the H

• Pseudo-Nodes that advertise 

• And Pseudo-Links that connect the pseudo

the network capabilities. 

In this way (see figure below), the network could be seen as a black box where only entry/exit

the PoI are announced, as well as the TE parameters that represent the performance of the network when 

crossing this black box from one PoI to another one. More precisely, there are two pseudo node type

• The ASVR itself that corresponds to t

view of the network. It could be considered as the barycentre of the network,

• The different ASBRs that connect the AS to its neighbour ASs (ASBR

below). 

FIGURE 

The nodes are interconnected by the pseudo

• Inter-AS TE links: By using the RFC 5392 for OSPF

precisely the TE parameters of the Inter

between the ASBRs that run BGP (the link between ASBR

information are redistributed between the ASVRs,

• Intra-AS TE Link: 2 new pseudo

describe the TE parameters to go to/from the nucleus from/to an ASBR.

Note that the dark link between the nucleuses 

No TE information are advertise on this link, so it will not be take

computed. 

Finally, the PoI is described thanks to

connects these two ASBRs. Of course, a PoI could contain more than two ASBRs. If this has some 

AS1

ASVR1

N1

R12

R13
R14

PLASBR11N1
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is up to the NSP. But the network capabilities schema announced by each NSP remains more 

or less the same: ASVRs announce through the H-TE area two kinds of information: 

Nodes that advertise the node of the abstract network topology, 

Links that connect the pseudo-nodes and for which attached TE parameters describe 

In this way (see figure below), the network could be seen as a black box where only entry/exit

the TE parameters that represent the performance of the network when 

crossing this black box from one PoI to another one. More precisely, there are two pseudo node type

The ASVR itself that corresponds to the nucleus (N1 and N2 in our example below) in the abstract 

view of the network. It could be considered as the barycentre of the network,

The different ASBRs that connect the AS to its neighbour ASs (ASBR11 and ASBR

FIGURE 27: TOPOLOGY ABSTRACTION FOR H-TE 

The nodes are interconnected by the pseudo-links (in red in the figure above), which are of two types:

AS TE links: By using the RFC 5392 for OSPF-TE or RFC5316 of IS-

ly the TE parameters of the Inter-AS link that connects an AS to the remote AS

that run BGP (the link between ASBR11 and ASBR21 in the figure 

information are redistributed between the ASVRs, 

2 new pseudo-links (PLASBR11N1 and PLASBR21N2 in the figure above

describe the TE parameters to go to/from the nucleus from/to an ASBR. 

Note that the dark link between the nucleuses serves only to setup an OSPF adjacency between the ASVR

No TE information are advertise on this link, so it will not be taken into account when 

thanks to the knowledge of the pair of ASBRs and the inter

these two ASBRs. Of course, a PoI could contain more than two ASBRs. If this has some 

BGP

ASVR2

ASBR11
ASBR21

R24

PLASBR21N2

ASBR11N1
ASBR11 ASBR21

LSA(PLASBR11, N1)

LSA(TEASBR11, ASBR21)

LSA(PLN1, ASBR11)
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is up to the NSP. But the network capabilities schema announced by each NSP remains more 

 

nodes and for which attached TE parameters describe 

In this way (see figure below), the network could be seen as a black box where only entry/exit points, i.e. 

the TE parameters that represent the performance of the network when 

crossing this black box from one PoI to another one. More precisely, there are two pseudo node types: 

he nucleus (N1 and N2 in our example below) in the abstract 

view of the network. It could be considered as the barycentre of the network, 

and ASBR21 in the figure 

 

links (in red in the figure above), which are of two types: 

-IS-TE, we could collect 

to the remote AS, i.e. the link 

in the figure above). These 

above) are advertised to 

serves only to setup an OSPF adjacency between the ASVRs. 

into account when the AS path will be 

the knowledge of the pair of ASBRs and the inter-AS link that 

these two ASBRs. Of course, a PoI could contain more than two ASBRs. If this has some 

AS2

ASVR2

R22

R23

N2
ASBR21N2
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advantages (i.e. a precise knowledge of TE parameters of the Inter

a drawback: it is impossible to determine or name precisel

are known in the Pull Model. However, during the path computation (i.e. service composition,) the Pull 

Model will use the precise topology information of the PoI (i.e. the inter

capacities) instead of the PoI itself. Then, the PoI is automatically selected as during the second phase of 

the service composition (when the PCE uses the BRPC algorithm)

ASBR must be used, and so not only the PoI, but

5.2.4.2. Network capabilities 

First of all, by using a standard IGP-

to represent the Network Capabilities:

• TE metric: A TE administrative 

• Bandwidth in bytes/s: Multiple bandwidths could be announced. The Maximum, Maximum 

Reservable, the Unreserved (one for each of the 8 classes supported by standard TE).

In addition to these standard values, the support of draft

advertise these complementary parameters:

• Available and Residual bandwidth in bytes/s,

• Delay in µs with the possibility to advertise anomalous value (particular

problems), 

• Jitter in µs, 

• Link loss in % with, like delay, the possibility to advertise the anomalous case too.

Complementary to the technical parameters, we support also the price information. Two options are 

possible: 

• Through the addition of a new TLV parameter to convey the Link price in cents/Mbit/s,

• By using the TE Metric field. In this case, all operators within the ETICS community must agree to 

use the TE Metric to describe the Link price.

For the IGP-TE, two choices are possible: OSPF

decided to select OSPF-TE for a practical implementation point of view (for prototyping). In fact, the 

Quagga stack that we are extending

provides a stronger support of TE inside OSPF compared to IS

allows us to connect directly the PCE in order to automatically 

conveyed through the Opaque LSA type 10 (Area flooding) and Type 11 (AS flooding) and respect the 

following OSPF standard: 

• RFC3630: This is the basis for OSPF

and in particular the links between the nucleus (ASVR) and the border nodes (ASBR). In addition, 

the draft-ietf-ospf-metric-exte

metrics with the delay, the jitter, the loss, the available and residual bandwidth on the advertised 

link. All these parameters use an Opaque LSA Type 10 with a TLV = 1 (Traffic Engineering).
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advantages (i.e. a precise knowledge of TE parameters of the Inter-Carrier links inside the PoI) this has also 

a drawback: it is impossible to determine or name precisely a PoI. Only inter-AS link and connected ASBR 

are known in the Pull Model. However, during the path computation (i.e. service composition,) the Pull 

Model will use the precise topology information of the PoI (i.e. the inter-AS link and connected ASBR 

cities) instead of the PoI itself. Then, the PoI is automatically selected as during the second phase of 

the service composition (when the PCE uses the BRPC algorithm). Finally, it is possible to impose which 

ASBR must be used, and so not only the PoI, but also the inter-AS link located in this PoI.

apabilities representation 

-TE protocol, we could use between ASVRs the standard TE parameters 

to represent the Network Capabilities: 

TE metric: A TE administrative weight, 

Bandwidth in bytes/s: Multiple bandwidths could be announced. The Maximum, Maximum 

, the Unreserved (one for each of the 8 classes supported by standard TE).

In addition to these standard values, the support of draft-ietf-ospf-te-metric-e

advertise these complementary parameters: 

Available and Residual bandwidth in bytes/s, 

Delay in µs with the possibility to advertise anomalous value (particular

lay, the possibility to advertise the anomalous case too.

Complementary to the technical parameters, we support also the price information. Two options are 

Through the addition of a new TLV parameter to convey the Link price in cents/Mbit/s,

sing the TE Metric field. In this case, all operators within the ETICS community must agree to 

use the TE Metric to describe the Link price. 

TE, two choices are possible: OSPF-TE or IS-IS-TE. Even if IS-IS-TE is mostly used by NSP, we 

TE for a practical implementation point of view (for prototyping). In fact, the 

ing for the ETICS prototype supports both OSPF and IS

provides a stronger support of TE inside OSPF compared to IS-IS. In addition, OSPF-

allows us to connect directly the PCE in order to automatically feed its TED. So, the network capabilities are 

conveyed through the Opaque LSA type 10 (Area flooding) and Type 11 (AS flooding) and respect the 

for OSPF-TE. It allows us to transport all TE parameters on the intra

and in particular the links between the nucleus (ASVR) and the border nodes (ASBR). In addition, 

extensions was also supported in order to complete the standard TE 

the delay, the jitter, the loss, the available and residual bandwidth on the advertised 

link. All these parameters use an Opaque LSA Type 10 with a TLV = 1 (Traffic Engineering).
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Carrier links inside the PoI) this has also 

AS link and connected ASBR 

are known in the Pull Model. However, during the path computation (i.e. service composition,) the Pull 

AS link and connected ASBR 

cities) instead of the PoI itself. Then, the PoI is automatically selected as during the second phase of 

it is possible to impose which 

AS link located in this PoI. 

TE protocol, we could use between ASVRs the standard TE parameters 

Bandwidth in bytes/s: Multiple bandwidths could be announced. The Maximum, Maximum 

, the Unreserved (one for each of the 8 classes supported by standard TE). 

extension allows us to 

Delay in µs with the possibility to advertise anomalous value (particularly useful in case of 

lay, the possibility to advertise the anomalous case too. 

Complementary to the technical parameters, we support also the price information. Two options are 

Through the addition of a new TLV parameter to convey the Link price in cents/Mbit/s, 

sing the TE Metric field. In this case, all operators within the ETICS community must agree to 

TE is mostly used by NSP, we 

TE for a practical implementation point of view (for prototyping). In fact, the 

for the ETICS prototype supports both OSPF and IS-IS. However, it 

-TE proposes an API that 

. So, the network capabilities are 

conveyed through the Opaque LSA type 10 (Area flooding) and Type 11 (AS flooding) and respect the 

TE. It allows us to transport all TE parameters on the intra-links, 

and in particular the links between the nucleus (ASVR) and the border nodes (ASBR). In addition, 

nsions was also supported in order to complete the standard TE 

the delay, the jitter, the loss, the available and residual bandwidth on the advertised 

link. All these parameters use an Opaque LSA Type 10 with a TLV = 1 (Traffic Engineering). 
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• RFC5088: This RFC allows the ASVR to advertise itself as a PCE as well as 

capabilities in term of Path Computation. It also provides support to advertise to which neighbours 

it is connected. With this RFC, the PCE is then capable to automa

corresponding PCEP connexions for the BRPC algorithm. All parameters use an Opaque LSA Type 10 

(or 11) with a TLV = 4 (Router Information).

• RFC5292: In addition to intra

parameters. The RFC5392 allows any BGP router to advertise the TE parameters on inter

well as the remote IP address of its 

RFC5088, the PCE knows exactly with which peers it i

given PCE. All parameters use an Opaque LSA Type 10 (or 11) with a TLV = 6 (Inter

• RFC5787 and draft-ietf-ccamp

the H-TE area the BGP routers as pseudo

BGP routers as pseudo-links according to the aggregation principle specified in section 

these parameters use an Opaque LSA Type 10 with a TLV = 1 (Traffic Engineering), but compared to 

the RFC3630, with a new sub

ASVR and the ASBR, we use the Link Local/Remote Identi

and Remote Router TE ID (RFC5787 and draft

5.2.4.3. Taking into account regions

As previously mentioned for the PoI

service composition following the Inter

request one or more network prefix instead of a simple IP address.

For that purpose, the ASVRs must not only be aware about the inter

abstracted). They also need the knowledge of network prefix

More exactly, they need to determine which network prefix

different Ass, i.e. the own network prefix

to them (in case the prefix is not assigned by the AS). Two ways are available to obtain such information:

• By learning the BGP routing tables and extract from the whole Inte

are suitable for the ASVR, 

• By advertising also the network prefix into the H

If the first solution doesn’t need an additional

dependency. Indeed, the service composition module must maintain a mapping table between the network 

prefixes and the ASBRs. This not only require

attached directly to a given AS, but also to maintain up to date the mapping ta

announces a modification. It is not trivial and 

router has decided to aggregate several network prefixes. In the second solution, we simply use the native 

OSPF features to convey the network prefix

the ASVR must select which network prefix

backbone OSPF area for the H-TE one, 
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FC5088: This RFC allows the ASVR to advertise itself as a PCE as well as 

capabilities in term of Path Computation. It also provides support to advertise to which neighbours 

it is connected. With this RFC, the PCE is then capable to automatically discover its peers, and setup 

corresponding PCEP connexions for the BRPC algorithm. All parameters use an Opaque LSA Type 10 

(or 11) with a TLV = 4 (Router Information). 

RFC5292: In addition to intra-links TE information, we need also to learn inte

parameters. The RFC5392 allows any BGP router to advertise the TE parameters on inter

well as the remote IP address of its BGP peer and the remote AS number. In complement of the 

RFC5088, the PCE knows exactly with which peers it is connected and what AS is controlled by a 

given PCE. All parameters use an Opaque LSA Type 10 (or 11) with a TLV = 6 (Inter

ccamp-rfc5787bis: These two last standards allow the ASVR to announce in 

ters as pseudo-node, as well as the TE link between the ASVR

links according to the aggregation principle specified in section 

these parameters use an Opaque LSA Type 10 with a TLV = 1 (Traffic Engineering), but compared to 

new sub-TLV. As there is neither a real interface nor IP addresses between the 

ASVR and the ASBR, we use the Link Local/Remote Identifier (RFC4203) combine

and Remote Router TE ID (RFC5787 and draft-ietf-ccamp-rfc5787bis) to describe this pseudo link.

Taking into account regions 

PoI-to-PoI ASQ path offers, the region are taken into account

service composition following the Inter-carrier ASQ path request. For that purpose, it is mandatory to 

request one or more network prefix instead of a simple IP address. 

must not only be aware about the inter-carrier TE topology (even if it is 

abstracted). They also need the knowledge of network prefixes that are reachable by the different ASs. 

More exactly, they need to determine which network prefixes are directly attached, or served by the 

wn network prefixes of the ASs as well as the networks that are directly connected 

to them (in case the prefix is not assigned by the AS). Two ways are available to obtain such information:

By learning the BGP routing tables and extract from the whole Internet routing table which ones 

By advertising also the network prefix into the H-TE area. 

an additional protocol, it suffers from a higher degree of complexity and 

composition module must maintain a mapping table between the network 

. This not only requires to search in the BGP database the network prefixes that are 

attached directly to a given AS, but also to maintain up to date the mapping ta

a modification. It is not trivial and includes a risk to not learn all networks prefixes if a BGP 

router has decided to aggregate several network prefixes. In the second solution, we simply use the native 

the network prefixes like OSPF does in the standard. The main difference is that 

the ASVR must select which network prefixes it wants to advertise to its neighbours. By using a non

TE one, the standard OSPF process automatically summarize
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FC5088: This RFC allows the ASVR to advertise itself as a PCE as well as its corresponding 

capabilities in term of Path Computation. It also provides support to advertise to which neighbours 

tically discover its peers, and setup 

corresponding PCEP connexions for the BRPC algorithm. All parameters use an Opaque LSA Type 10 

links TE information, we need also to learn inter-AS link TE 

parameters. The RFC5392 allows any BGP router to advertise the TE parameters on inter-AS links as 

peer and the remote AS number. In complement of the 

s connected and what AS is controlled by a 

given PCE. All parameters use an Opaque LSA Type 10 (or 11) with a TLV = 6 (Inter-ASv2 TE). 

rfc5787bis: These two last standards allow the ASVR to announce in 

as well as the TE link between the ASVRs and the 

links according to the aggregation principle specified in section 5.2.3. All 

these parameters use an Opaque LSA Type 10 with a TLV = 1 (Traffic Engineering), but compared to 

real interface nor IP addresses between the 

fier (RFC4203) combined with the Local 

rfc5787bis) to describe this pseudo link. 

ASQ path offers, the region are taken into account during the 

carrier ASQ path request. For that purpose, it is mandatory to 

TE topology (even if it is 

that are reachable by the different ASs. 

are directly attached, or served by the 

of the ASs as well as the networks that are directly connected 

to them (in case the prefix is not assigned by the AS). Two ways are available to obtain such information: 

rnet routing table which ones 

protocol, it suffers from a higher degree of complexity and 

composition module must maintain a mapping table between the network 

to search in the BGP database the network prefixes that are 

attached directly to a given AS, but also to maintain up to date the mapping table each time BGP 

a risk to not learn all networks prefixes if a BGP 

router has decided to aggregate several network prefixes. In the second solution, we simply use the native 

like OSPF does in the standard. The main difference is that 

it wants to advertise to its neighbours. By using a non-

ly summarizes the network 
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prefixes learnt in the backbone area (i.e. the real network

area. In addition export filters could be used 

When requesting an inter-carrier ASQ path, the client could precise the scope (i.e. where the ASQ starts 

and stops) in two ways: 

• Directly by providing the IP addresses of the Ingress and Egress nodes. These node could be located 

inside the PoI, e.g. by providing the loopback

from (respectively ends to) the middle of the network,

• Indirectly by giving the source and destination IP addresses in the form of decimal dot notation 

followed by a slash and the size of the mask e.g.

network prefix instead of an 

topology database where the source and destination are connected, and

nodes of the ASQ. 

5.2.5. H-TE AREA 

If IS-IS natively supports different level

backbone area from the others (e.g. 

distinguish the H-TE area from the others, we arbitrary choose the value 255.255.255.255 for that purpose. 

This value is important, as all operators that deploy an ASVR within the ETICS community must 

order for the ASVRs to receive the 

configuration. Indeed, due to the native features of the OSPF protocol and area, the ASVR is seen

Area Border Router (ABR) in the protocol. This is due to the fact that the ASVR is connected both to the 

underlying network (which is configured at least with a backbone area) and to the H

rules apply between the H-TE area and the underlying network backbone area. So, if no precautions are 

taken, an ASVR could re-distribute some information learnt from

the underlying network backbone area. This problem must be avoided not only for routing conflict but also 

for security reasons.   

To solve this issue, three new restrictions have been introduced for the H

• All LSAs announced in the H

scope is AS wide (e.g. Opaque LSA type 11, External Links LSA Type 5

particular for the RFC5392 and RFC5088, the LSA Opaqu

• In the other direction, the LSAs advertised in the different areas are filtered and flooded in the H

area if necessary even if the LSA flooding scope is only Area wide 

particular, Inter-As links learned in a given area (through the support of RFC5392) will be flood

in the H-TE area. 

• Links between ASVRs and between the ASVR and the real network are not announced as 

but only as an adjacency link.

The behaviour of the OSPF-H-TE is similar to a diode or a FireWall in the sense that it passes all LSA

H-TE area and blocks all LSAs that come from the H
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learnt in the backbone area (i.e. the real network of each NSP) and advertise

area. In addition export filters could be used to fine-tune this export of summarized information

carrier ASQ path, the client could precise the scope (i.e. where the ASQ starts 

Directly by providing the IP addresses of the Ingress and Egress nodes. These node could be located 

inside the PoI, e.g. by providing the loopback IP address of the ASBR, or outside if the ASQ starts 

(respectively ends to) the middle of the network,  

Indirectly by giving the source and destination IP addresses in the form of decimal dot notation 

followed by a slash and the size of the mask e.g. 10.1.2.3/32. This way, it is also possible to ask for a 

network prefix instead of an IP address. Then, the service composition will retrieve from its 

topology database where the source and destination are connected, and so the Ingress and Egress 

IS natively supports different levels for the region, OSPF has only the possibility to differentiate the 

(e.g. numbering the backbone area as 0.0.0.0

the others, we arbitrary choose the value 255.255.255.255 for that purpose. 

This value is important, as all operators that deploy an ASVR within the ETICS community must 

ASVRs to receive the OSPF information. This is however not sufficient for the complete H

configuration. Indeed, due to the native features of the OSPF protocol and area, the ASVR is seen

Area Border Router (ABR) in the protocol. This is due to the fact that the ASVR is connected both to the 

rk (which is configured at least with a backbone area) and to the H

TE area and the underlying network backbone area. So, if no precautions are 

distribute some information learnt from its neighbours through the H

the underlying network backbone area. This problem must be avoided not only for routing conflict but also 

To solve this issue, three new restrictions have been introduced for the H-TE area: 

announced in the H-TE area are never flooded in the other areas, even if the LSA flooding 

e.g. Opaque LSA type 11, External Links LSA Type 5). This is the reason why

particular for the RFC5392 and RFC5088, the LSA Opaque Type 10 (area flooding) is preferred.

In the other direction, the LSAs advertised in the different areas are filtered and flooded in the H

area if necessary even if the LSA flooding scope is only Area wide (e.g. Opaque LSA type 10

As links learned in a given area (through the support of RFC5392) will be flood

Links between ASVRs and between the ASVR and the real network are not announced as 

adjacency link. 

TE is similar to a diode or a FireWall in the sense that it passes all LSA

that come from the H-TE area. Looking to existing area features, the H
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and advertises them into the H-TE 

tune this export of summarized information. 

carrier ASQ path, the client could precise the scope (i.e. where the ASQ starts 

Directly by providing the IP addresses of the Ingress and Egress nodes. These node could be located 

IP address of the ASBR, or outside if the ASQ starts 

Indirectly by giving the source and destination IP addresses in the form of decimal dot notation 

10.1.2.3/32. This way, it is also possible to ask for a 

IP address. Then, the service composition will retrieve from its 

so the Ingress and Egress 

for the region, OSPF has only the possibility to differentiate the 

0.0.0.0). As we need to also 

the others, we arbitrary choose the value 255.255.255.255 for that purpose. 

This value is important, as all operators that deploy an ASVR within the ETICS community must use it in 

fficient for the complete H-TE 

configuration. Indeed, due to the native features of the OSPF protocol and area, the ASVR is seen as an 

Area Border Router (ABR) in the protocol. This is due to the fact that the ASVR is connected both to the 

rk (which is configured at least with a backbone area) and to the H-TE area. Standard area 

TE area and the underlying network backbone area. So, if no precautions are 

its neighbours through the H-TE area, into 

the underlying network backbone area. This problem must be avoided not only for routing conflict but also 

TE area are never flooded in the other areas, even if the LSA flooding 

This is the reason why, and in 

e Type 10 (area flooding) is preferred. 

In the other direction, the LSAs advertised in the different areas are filtered and flooded in the H-TE 

e.g. Opaque LSA type 10). In 

As links learned in a given area (through the support of RFC5392) will be flooded as 

Links between ASVRs and between the ASVR and the real network are not announced as a TE link 

TE is similar to a diode or a FireWall in the sense that it passes all LSAs to the 

TE area. Looking to existing area features, the H-TE area 
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as the same behaviours as a Stub area with additional restrict

flooding. 

The second problem comes from the region. In standard OSPF network, external link that could represent 

the region, are announced with External Links LSA Type 5. These LSA

them as is will infringe the new restrictions. A third problem occurs due to the advertising router field

for LSAs type 5 and type 11; the router

which has initiated the LSA. If for type 11 it is the ASBR

LSA type 5, which could have been initiated by an internal router that must not be expose

foreign ASs. In addition, during the AS path computation, the region lo

result and not an internal router of the destination / source AS.

So, to complement the above restrictions, two new translation mechanisms have been introduced:

• LSAs Type 5 (External Links) are translated into Summary Netwo

• LSAs Type 11 (Opaque AS wide) are translated into Opaque Area wide LSA

with one additional restriction: 

• Standard summarization through LSA Type 3 & 4 is not allowed in the H

the LSA Type 5 to Type 3 translation.

In both cases, the information is 

advertising router are changed according to the ASVR configuration. This time, ASVR

all pertinent information without any risk for inappropriate redistribution as the H

area. 

Of course this is an implementation choice. Another possibility would have been to use two separate OSPF 

instances. But, in this case, we would have impos

network OSPF instance and the one running at the hierarchical level. This 

and would be more complicated due to the 

Eventually, lower performance is expected 

5.3. ETICS SERVICE ACCESS 

Once the offers and the capabilities are defined and exchanged (Sections 

different ETICS actors, the ETICS community is ready to receive requests for inter

done thanks to the ETICS service access point. It is the interface through which ETICS customers can 

interact with the community of ETICS NSPs in order to get informed about available offers, as well as to 

request and order such offers. This interface correspond

package of the UML schema. 

5.3.1. INITIALIZATION PHASE 

Take the case of an ETICS customer that needs ETICS services to interconnect some site(s) (e.g. data centre, 

business site etc). In order to benefit from ETICS

to the ETICS community of NSPs. 
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as the same behaviours as a Stub area with additional restriction concerning the LSA with an AS wide 

The second problem comes from the region. In standard OSPF network, external link that could represent 

the region, are announced with External Links LSA Type 5. These LSAs are flooded in the whole AS. So, us

them as is will infringe the new restrictions. A third problem occurs due to the advertising router field

type 5 and type 11; the router-advertising field corresponds to the original router

r type 11 it is the ASBR, which is not confidential, it is not the case for 

been initiated by an internal router that must not be expose

foreign ASs. In addition, during the AS path computation, the region localization must give

result and not an internal router of the destination / source AS. 

So, to complement the above restrictions, two new translation mechanisms have been introduced:

Type 5 (External Links) are translated into Summary Network LSAs Type 3,

Type 11 (Opaque AS wide) are translated into Opaque Area wide LSAs Type 10

Standard summarization through LSA Type 3 & 4 is not allowed in the H-TE area and 

the LSA Type 5 to Type 3 translation. 

 copy / paste from one type to the other one. Only the header and 

according to the ASVR configuration. This time, ASVR

t information without any risk for inappropriate redistribution as the H

Of course this is an implementation choice. Another possibility would have been to use two separate OSPF 

would have imposed to manage the communication between the underlying 

network OSPF instance and the one running at the hierarchical level. This would impl

more complicated due to the required synchronization between the two OSPF instances

Eventually, lower performance is expected compared to the chosen H-TE area solution.

CCESS POINT 

Once the offers and the capabilities are defined and exchanged (Sections 5.1 

different ETICS actors, the ETICS community is ready to receive requests for inter-carrier ASQ paths. This is 

hanks to the ETICS service access point. It is the interface through which ETICS customers can 

interact with the community of ETICS NSPs in order to get informed about available offers, as well as to 

request and order such offers. This interface corresponds to the south bound of the ETICS User Interface 

Take the case of an ETICS customer that needs ETICS services to interconnect some site(s) (e.g. data centre, 

business site etc). In order to benefit from ETICS services, these sites must be first physically interconnected 
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ion concerning the LSA with an AS wide 

The second problem comes from the region. In standard OSPF network, external link that could represent 

in the whole AS. So, use 

them as is will infringe the new restrictions. A third problem occurs due to the advertising router field, both 

advertising field corresponds to the original router, i.e. the one, 

, it is not the case for an 

been initiated by an internal router that must not be exposed / known by the 

calization must given an ASVR as 

So, to complement the above restrictions, two new translation mechanisms have been introduced: 

Type 3, 

Type 10, 

TE area and  is replaced by 

copy / paste from one type to the other one. Only the header and 

according to the ASVR configuration. This time, ASVRs exchange smoothly 

t information without any risk for inappropriate redistribution as the H-TE area acts as a Stub 

Of course this is an implementation choice. Another possibility would have been to use two separate OSPF 

manage the communication between the underlying 

imply extra development, 

synchronization between the two OSPF instances. 

TE area solution. 

 and 5.2) between the 

carrier ASQ paths. This is 

hanks to the ETICS service access point. It is the interface through which ETICS customers can 

interact with the community of ETICS NSPs in order to get informed about available offers, as well as to 

s to the south bound of the ETICS User Interface 

Take the case of an ETICS customer that needs ETICS services to interconnect some site(s) (e.g. data centre, 

services, these sites must be first physically interconnected 
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Therefore, prior to any use of the ETICS community ASQ paths, the sites need to be physically connected to 

the ETICS community (or one of its NSPs) through one 

services) or inside regions. Also, the customer, and in particular the user of the ETICS service access point, 

must know the names (following the ETICS namespace convention) of the PoIs/PoEIs to which t

are connected. 

As such the following steps are required in order for a site to take advantage of ETICS services:

- Physical interconnection of the site to the ETICS community

- The name of the PoI, and eventually the interface(s) on which the site i

5.3.2. AVAILABLE INFORMATION 

This interface should offer the following information to an ETICS customer:

- The regions that can be reached within the ETICS community together with the capabilities associated to 

these regions. The different region off

- The points where it is possible to offer point to point (multipoint) network services such as business 

connectivity services.  

- Optional: One can imagine a configuration in which the ETICS customers could as well have access to 

single-NSP PoI-to-PoI ASQ path offers as described in Section 

5.3.3. AVAILABLE ACTIONS 

An ETICS customer can have one of two actions:

- Request an ASQ path offer: In return, the ETICS interface returns an offer.

- Order an ASQ path offer: If the offer satisfies the customer, the latter can order it.

5.3.4. TRAFFIC IDENTIFICATION NEGOT

During the ordering phase, the ETICS customer and the ETICS community need to agree on the way 

customer traffic is identified at the entry of the ASQ path. This implies agreeing on the data packet headers 

that need to be matched at the entry of the ASQ path.

The PoI from which the ASQ path starts contains multiple network interfaces. The first step is to agree on 

which interface the traffic will be coming from (in case the two actors are connected through more than 

one interface). Then, a flow specification field must be agreed on. The flow specification field identifies 

which traffic should profit from the ASQ path. Traffic that does not correspond to this identification will not 

profit from the ASQ path. As a starting point, the

specification 1.1 are enough for our needs. These fields are the following: 

                                                           

3
The OpenFlow Switch Specification.Available at 
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Therefore, prior to any use of the ETICS community ASQ paths, the sites need to be physically connected to 

the ETICS community (or one of its NSPs) through one of its points of interconnect (PoIs) (or PoEI for VPN 

. Also, the customer, and in particular the user of the ETICS service access point, 

must know the names (following the ETICS namespace convention) of the PoIs/PoEIs to which t

As such the following steps are required in order for a site to take advantage of ETICS services:

Physical interconnection of the site to the ETICS community 

The name of the PoI, and eventually the interface(s) on which the site is connected.

 

This interface should offer the following information to an ETICS customer: 

The regions that can be reached within the ETICS community together with the capabilities associated to 

these regions. The different region offers are described in Section 5.1.1.2. 

The points where it is possible to offer point to point (multipoint) network services such as business 

Optional: One can imagine a configuration in which the ETICS customers could as well have access to 

PoI ASQ path offers as described in Section 5.1.1.1 

An ETICS customer can have one of two actions: 

Request an ASQ path offer: In return, the ETICS interface returns an offer. 

Order an ASQ path offer: If the offer satisfies the customer, the latter can order it. 

IDENTIFICATION NEGOTIATION 

During the ordering phase, the ETICS customer and the ETICS community need to agree on the way 

customer traffic is identified at the entry of the ASQ path. This implies agreeing on the data packet headers 

at the entry of the ASQ path. 

The PoI from which the ASQ path starts contains multiple network interfaces. The first step is to agree on 

which interface the traffic will be coming from (in case the two actors are connected through more than 

. Then, a flow specification field must be agreed on. The flow specification field identifies 

which traffic should profit from the ASQ path. Traffic that does not correspond to this identification will not 

profit from the ASQ path. As a starting point, the fields that were used for matching in the openflow

specification 1.1 are enough for our needs. These fields are the following:  

The OpenFlow Switch Specification.Available at http://OpenFlowSwitch.org. 
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Therefore, prior to any use of the ETICS community ASQ paths, the sites need to be physically connected to 

of its points of interconnect (PoIs) (or PoEI for VPN 

. Also, the customer, and in particular the user of the ETICS service access point, 

must know the names (following the ETICS namespace convention) of the PoIs/PoEIs to which the “sites” 

As such the following steps are required in order for a site to take advantage of ETICS services: 

s connected. 

The regions that can be reached within the ETICS community together with the capabilities associated to 

The points where it is possible to offer point to point (multipoint) network services such as business 

Optional: One can imagine a configuration in which the ETICS customers could as well have access to 

 

During the ordering phase, the ETICS customer and the ETICS community need to agree on the way 

customer traffic is identified at the entry of the ASQ path. This implies agreeing on the data packet headers 

The PoI from which the ASQ path starts contains multiple network interfaces. The first step is to agree on 

which interface the traffic will be coming from (in case the two actors are connected through more than 

. Then, a flow specification field must be agreed on. The flow specification field identifies 

which traffic should profit from the ASQ path. Traffic that does not correspond to this identification will not 

fields that were used for matching in the openflow
3
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Ingress Port Ether source Ether dst 

TCP/ UDP 

Dst port  

MPLS label  MPLS traffic 

class 

TABLE 1 FIELDS ON WHICH THE 

The result of this step is an ingress interface and set of match rules that define the customer traffic that 

will profit from the ASQ path. We call this the 

5.3.5. VPN SERVICE SPECIFIC ISSUE

VPN service requests submitted by BCs follow a similar pattern. Namely, they are composed of the 

following information:  

(i) VPN sites 

This is a list of the public IP addresses of the VPN sites to be interconnected. Though these 

addresses are not used in the context of the VPN service they are used to provide an indication of 

the network location of the interconnected sites. This 

<List IP>: The list of CE IP addresses supported.

(ii) Guarantees 

This refers to the requested QoS for the VPN service. Namely: Bandwidth (Mbits/s), Delay (ms), 

Jitter (ms), Loss (percentage of lost packets), Availability (percenta

connectivity service), Establishment delay (ms) (similar to what has been earlier defined in the offer 

representation).  

(iii) Price  

This refers to a range of price values the BC is willing to pay for the requested service. This m

decomposed into two parts:  (a) Monthly flat rate, (b) Service initiation (activation) fee.

(iv) Primary Edge-NSP (optional)

This refers to the identity of the 

deployments. A list of Edge

centralized or distributed deployment scenarios, this information is implicitly available in the ETICS 

portal. 

5.4. SLA MANAGER 

Once Network Capabilities for the Pull Model or SLA Offers for the Pu

different ETICS systems of each NSPs (See Sec.

request through the service access point (See Sec.

to compute and possibly build the requested ASQ path. The following section specifies the algorithms 

developed within ETICS for the SLA manager. Note that the service composition operates on SLA Offers that 
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Ether type VLAN id VLAN priority IP src IP dst IP proto

FIELDS ON WHICH THE TRAFFIC CAN BE IDENTIFIED AT INGRESS POI

The result of this step is an ingress interface and set of match rules that define the customer traffic that 

ill profit from the ASQ path. We call this the ASQ traffic signature. 

SSUE:  REQUEST REPRESENTATION 

VPN service requests submitted by BCs follow a similar pattern. Namely, they are composed of the 

This is a list of the public IP addresses of the VPN sites to be interconnected. Though these 

addresses are not used in the context of the VPN service they are used to provide an indication of 

the network location of the interconnected sites. This is expressed as list of IP addresses:

<List IP>: The list of CE IP addresses supported. 

This refers to the requested QoS for the VPN service. Namely: Bandwidth (Mbits/s), Delay (ms), 

Jitter (ms), Loss (percentage of lost packets), Availability (percentage of availability time of the 

connectivity service), Establishment delay (ms) (similar to what has been earlier defined in the offer 

This refers to a range of price values the BC is willing to pay for the requested service. This m

decomposed into two parts:  (a) Monthly flat rate, (b) Service initiation (activation) fee.

(optional) 

This refers to the identity of the primary Edge-NSP of the BC and it is required in fully centralized 

deployments. A list of Edge-NSPs may be presented to the BC for this reason. In the Per

istributed deployment scenarios, this information is implicitly available in the ETICS 

Once Network Capabilities for the Pull Model or SLA Offers for the Push Model are exchanged between the 

of each NSPs (See Sec.5.1 and Sec.5.2) and upon the reception of an ASQ path 

request through the service access point (See Sec.5.3), the SLA Manager can start the service compo

to compute and possibly build the requested ASQ path. The following section specifies the algorithms 

developed within ETICS for the SLA manager. Note that the service composition operates on SLA Offers that 
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IP proto IP ToS 

bits 
TCP/ UDP 

Src port 

IFIED AT INGRESS POI 

The result of this step is an ingress interface and set of match rules that define the customer traffic that 

VPN service requests submitted by BCs follow a similar pattern. Namely, they are composed of the 

This is a list of the public IP addresses of the VPN sites to be interconnected. Though these 

addresses are not used in the context of the VPN service they are used to provide an indication of 

as list of IP addresses: 

This refers to the requested QoS for the VPN service. Namely: Bandwidth (Mbits/s), Delay (ms), 

ge of availability time of the 

connectivity service), Establishment delay (ms) (similar to what has been earlier defined in the offer 

This refers to a range of price values the BC is willing to pay for the requested service. This may be 

decomposed into two parts:  (a) Monthly flat rate, (b) Service initiation (activation) fee. 

of the BC and it is required in fully centralized 

NSPs may be presented to the BC for this reason. In the Per-NSP 

istributed deployment scenarios, this information is implicitly available in the ETICS 

sh Model are exchanged between the 

) and upon the reception of an ASQ path 

), the SLA Manager can start the service composition 

to compute and possibly build the requested ASQ path. The following section specifies the algorithms 

developed within ETICS for the SLA manager. Note that the service composition operates on SLA Offers that 
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is only i.e. for the push model. The servi

is done directly by the PCE (See section 

5.4.1. ALGORITHMS FOR OFFERS 

5.4.1.1. Inter-carrier ASQ 

Some of the algorithms presented in this section have been previously described in [Del3.3]. In this 

deliverable, we provide a specification of these algorithms for an implementation purpose. Hence, 

models have been refined and some choices have been made on the basis of the simulation results 

provided in [Del5.4]. 

5.4.1.1.1. Operational modes

In a centralized architecture the problem of negotiating occurs especially under the push option. In the pull 

option the central entity does not chooses the offers but the NSPs does. The problem is thus repeated at 

the NSP level. Hence, we rather focus on the centralized push and consider how a central entity can both 

optimize the NSPs revenues while satisfying custome

5.4.1.1.1.1. Centralized push operational mode

The Service Facilitator retrieves offers and associated prices from one or several repositories it can access 

to and which are fed by the NSPs. The Service Facilitator is the entry point for customer requests and treat

them according to their arrival time. The whole negotiation process can be summarized as follows:

1. A customer makes a request at time t which consists in the selection of a normalized QoS profile 

and a source/destination couple.

2. The Service Facilitator identifies the feasible offer chains and selects one following a criterion (e.g. 

the chain of maximal benefit).

3. The Service Facilitator negotiates each offer with each corresponding NSP: each NSP checks that its 

network is able to support the selected offe

4. All NSPs confirm or infirm their offer availability.

5. A commercial offer (e.g. a price) is made to the customer who decides to accept it or not. If yes, the 

offer chain is instantiated. 

This scenario describes the ideal sequence of events of a negotiatio

considered here. The problem faced by the Service Facilitator is to maximize the ETICS community revenues 

while making a proposal that fits the customer expectations.

5.4.1.1.1.2. Distributed operational mode

The problem for a NSP in a distributed architecture is very different than in a centralized one where only 

one entity centralized the choices with partial information (especially on NSP capacities) but also more 

complete ones (on the possible NSPs paths). In a distributed architectu

• To which neighbour NSP 

propagated? 
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is only i.e. for the push model. The service composition based on network capabilities i.e. in the pull model, 

is done directly by the PCE (See section 5.5.3 later). 

 COMPUTATION/NEGOTIATION 

carrier ASQ path computation/NSPs selection 

Some of the algorithms presented in this section have been previously described in [Del3.3]. In this 

deliverable, we provide a specification of these algorithms for an implementation purpose. Hence, 

models have been refined and some choices have been made on the basis of the simulation results 

Operational modes 

In a centralized architecture the problem of negotiating occurs especially under the push option. In the pull 

n the central entity does not chooses the offers but the NSPs does. The problem is thus repeated at 

the NSP level. Hence, we rather focus on the centralized push and consider how a central entity can both 

optimize the NSPs revenues while satisfying customers. 

Centralized push operational mode 

The Service Facilitator retrieves offers and associated prices from one or several repositories it can access 

to and which are fed by the NSPs. The Service Facilitator is the entry point for customer requests and treat

them according to their arrival time. The whole negotiation process can be summarized as follows:

A customer makes a request at time t which consists in the selection of a normalized QoS profile 

and a source/destination couple. 

identifies the feasible offer chains and selects one following a criterion (e.g. 

the chain of maximal benefit). 

The Service Facilitator negotiates each offer with each corresponding NSP: each NSP checks that its 

network is able to support the selected offer. 

All NSPs confirm or infirm their offer availability. 

A commercial offer (e.g. a price) is made to the customer who decides to accept it or not. If yes, the 

 

This scenario describes the ideal sequence of events of a negotiation; alternative scenarios are not 

considered here. The problem faced by the Service Facilitator is to maximize the ETICS community revenues 

while making a proposal that fits the customer expectations. 

Distributed operational mode 

distributed architecture is very different than in a centralized one where only 

one entity centralized the choices with partial information (especially on NSP capacities) but also more 

complete ones (on the possible NSPs paths). In a distributed architecture a NSP is facing two choices:

To which neighbour NSP - allowing reaching the target - should the remaining request be 
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ce composition based on network capabilities i.e. in the pull model, 

Some of the algorithms presented in this section have been previously described in [Del3.3]. In this 

deliverable, we provide a specification of these algorithms for an implementation purpose. Hence, some 

models have been refined and some choices have been made on the basis of the simulation results 

In a centralized architecture the problem of negotiating occurs especially under the push option. In the pull 

n the central entity does not chooses the offers but the NSPs does. The problem is thus repeated at 

the NSP level. Hence, we rather focus on the centralized push and consider how a central entity can both 

The Service Facilitator retrieves offers and associated prices from one or several repositories it can access 

to and which are fed by the NSPs. The Service Facilitator is the entry point for customer requests and treats 

them according to their arrival time. The whole negotiation process can be summarized as follows: 

A customer makes a request at time t which consists in the selection of a normalized QoS profile 

identifies the feasible offer chains and selects one following a criterion (e.g. 

The Service Facilitator negotiates each offer with each corresponding NSP: each NSP checks that its 

A commercial offer (e.g. a price) is made to the customer who decides to accept it or not. If yes, the 

n; alternative scenarios are not 

considered here. The problem faced by the Service Facilitator is to maximize the ETICS community revenues 

distributed architecture is very different than in a centralized one where only 

one entity centralized the choices with partial information (especially on NSP capacities) but also more 

re a NSP is facing two choices: 

should the remaining request be 
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• Which offer to select for the request 

highest revenue? 

For the first decision, the NSP knows, through the capability disclosure, its neighbours and which NSPs they 

are a gateway to. For the second question, the NSP must compute, for each identified next NSP, which of 

its available offers are suitable for the customer reques

Figure 28 describes the distributed process involving a learning algorithm in a 

process is composed of two phases: 

1. a choice phase, highlighted in yellow, 

2. an observation phase, highlighted in red, where the NSP observe the results of its choices. 

 

FIGURE 28: 

Figure 29 illustrates the process of a 

well as some indicators about the availability of offers. The NSP is thus facing

• Which published offers to aggregate to its own offers?

• Which request to satisfy and with which aggregated offer (assuming that an aggregation of QoS 

could actually lead to several aggregated offers)?
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Which offer to select for the request such that the remaining request succeeds and gives the 

decision, the NSP knows, through the capability disclosure, its neighbours and which NSPs they 

are a gateway to. For the second question, the NSP must compute, for each identified next NSP, which of 

its available offers are suitable for the customer request.  

describes the distributed process involving a learning algorithm in a distributed pull mode

process is composed of two phases:  

a choice phase, highlighted in yellow,  

an observation phase, highlighted in red, where the NSP observe the results of its choices. 

 DISTRIBUTED FRAMEWORK FOR ETICS PULL OPTION 

illustrates the process of a distributed negotiation in a push architecture: offers are disclosed as 

well as some indicators about the availability of offers. The NSP is thus facing two slightly different choices: 

Which published offers to aggregate to its own offers? 

Which request to satisfy and with which aggregated offer (assuming that an aggregation of QoS 

could actually lead to several aggregated offers)? 
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the remaining request succeeds and gives the 

decision, the NSP knows, through the capability disclosure, its neighbours and which NSPs they 

are a gateway to. For the second question, the NSP must compute, for each identified next NSP, which of 

distributed pull mode. This 

an observation phase, highlighted in red, where the NSP observe the results of its choices.  

 

 

architecture: offers are disclosed as 

two slightly different choices:  

Which request to satisfy and with which aggregated offer (assuming that an aggregation of QoS 
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FIGURE 29: DISTRIBUTED FRAMEWOR

5.4.1.1.2. Optimization 

In previous works, the problem of combining several QoS offers has often been studied as an optimization 

problem for one customer demand.

5.4.1.1.2.1. Model specification in 

In a centralized model, the problem can be formulated at a Multi

Problem (MMKP) for each NSP chain. Such chains are determined by the graph of NSPs. The MMKP can be 

built as follows: the NSPs being the classes of items and each item being a multi

In a distributed pull mode, the exploration is quite particular and described in Sec. 

In a distributed push mode, the optimization is quite limited and the function to optimize must endeavour 

to track both the economic and the technical interest of offers. For these reasons, we have not considered 

such an application. 

5.4.1.1.2.2. Optimization algorithms

The problem being NP-Complete due to the multi

worst case all NSP chains should be explored, different approaches have been considered by various 

authors: 

• Deterministic algorithms: enumeration, branc

benefits from some space reduction if the published offers are similar, graph

[XB05]. 
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DISTRIBUTED FRAMEWORK FOR ETICS PUSH OPTION 

Optimization algorithms 

In previous works, the problem of combining several QoS offers has often been studied as an optimization 

problem for one customer demand. 

Model specification in optimization approaches 

In a centralized model, the problem can be formulated at a Multi-Choice Multi

Problem (MMKP) for each NSP chain. Such chains are determined by the graph of NSPs. The MMKP can be 

the classes of items and each item being a multi-dimensional offer.

In a distributed pull mode, the exploration is quite particular and described in Sec. 5.5.1

a distributed push mode, the optimization is quite limited and the function to optimize must endeavour 

to track both the economic and the technical interest of offers. For these reasons, we have not considered 

Optimization algorithms 

Complete due to the multi-dimensionality of QoS [WC96] and to the fact that in the 

worst case all NSP chains should be explored, different approaches have been considered by various 

Deterministic algorithms: enumeration, branch-and-bound, dynamic programming  [DP09]  which 

benefits from some space reduction if the published offers are similar, graph
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In previous works, the problem of combining several QoS offers has often been studied as an optimization 

Choice Multi-Dimensional Knapsack 

Problem (MMKP) for each NSP chain. Such chains are determined by the graph of NSPs. The MMKP can be 

dimensional offer. 

5.5.1. 

a distributed push mode, the optimization is quite limited and the function to optimize must endeavour 

to track both the economic and the technical interest of offers. For these reasons, we have not considered 

dimensionality of QoS [WC96] and to the fact that in the 

worst case all NSP chains should be explored, different approaches have been considered by various 

bound, dynamic programming  [DP09]  which 

benefits from some space reduction if the published offers are similar, graph-based approaches 
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• Meta-heuristic algorithms: genetic programming [HG06], ant colony optimization [DP09].

We have implemented such algorithms in the platform for the centralized push mode. The whole process 

consists in 1) transforming the published into the solution space of an MMKP and 2) Applying one of these 

algorithms. 

5.4.1.1.2.3. Implementation 

Figure 31 illustrates the class diagram of the data model required to apply optimization algorithms in a 

centralized push operational mode as this mode has been chosen for the prototypes. This specification use 

the refinement of the SLA offer specifications provide

from [del5.2] is recalled to stress the importance of composition, decomposition and comparison 

operations over offers. As shown by 

multiple QoS parameters having different mathematical properties. The a

also associated to this class and their detailed specification provided in [Del5.2].

The various algorithms shown on Figure 

algorithms mentioned in the section 

operations over QoSVector objects of the class SLA Offer. 

mapping to be realized between the ETICS data model including NSP,

the MMKP object representing the Multi

FIGURE 30: CLASS DIAGRAM FOR OF
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heuristic algorithms: genetic programming [HG06], ant colony optimization [DP09].

d such algorithms in the platform for the centralized push mode. The whole process 

in 1) transforming the published into the solution space of an MMKP and 2) Applying one of these 

Implementation specification 

illustrates the class diagram of the data model required to apply optimization algorithms in a 

centralized push operational mode as this mode has been chosen for the prototypes. This specification use 

the refinement of the SLA offer specifications provided in [Del5.2] and recalled by Figure 

from [del5.2] is recalled to stress the importance of composition, decomposition and comparison 

r offers. As shown by Figure , a generic class called QoSVector allows instantiating objects of 

multiple QoS parameters having different mathematical properties. The aforementioned operations are 

also associated to this class and their detailed specification provided in [Del5.2]. 

Figure 31  inheriting from the abstract class Algorithm are inspired by the 

algorithms mentioned in the section 5.4.1.1.2.2 and use the composition, decomposition and comparison 

ons over QoSVector objects of the class SLA Offer. Figure 31 also illustrates the simplicity of the 

mapping to be realized between the ETICS data model including NSP, SLA Offer and QoSVector objects and 

the MMKP object representing the Multi-Choice Multi-Dimensional Knapsack Problem.

CLASS DIAGRAM FOR OFFER EXTRACTED FROM [DEL5.2]
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heuristic algorithms: genetic programming [HG06], ant colony optimization [DP09]. 

d such algorithms in the platform for the centralized push mode. The whole process 

in 1) transforming the published into the solution space of an MMKP and 2) Applying one of these 

illustrates the class diagram of the data model required to apply optimization algorithms in a 

centralized push operational mode as this mode has been chosen for the prototypes. This specification use 

Figure . The class diagram 

from [del5.2] is recalled to stress the importance of composition, decomposition and comparison 

, a generic class called QoSVector allows instantiating objects of 

forementioned operations are 

from the abstract class Algorithm are inspired by the 

and use the composition, decomposition and comparison 

also illustrates the simplicity of the 

SLA Offer and QoSVector objects and 

Dimensional Knapsack Problem. 

 

DEL5.2] 
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FIGURE 31: CLASS DIAGRAM OF OPTIMIZATION DATA

5.4.1.1.3. Learning 

Optimization approaches are adapted to treat one request. But extending them to treat several requests 

simultaneously would lead to very complex and un

queue requests until they are treated. This might be adequate for specific contexts, but with respect to the 

business and real-time context we consider, we opt for Reinforcement Learning (RL) techniques.

5.4.1.1.3.1. Model specification for reinforcement learning algorithms

Reinforcement Learning techniques are based on Markov Decision Processes whose description for the 

specific problem of NSP/offer selection have been described in [Del3.3]. In this section, we specify the 

application of these models to the different modes described in the previous section.

A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a tuple 

S is the set of states of the environment, 

function defining the gain the agent can have using an action 

function giving the probability to be in a state 

the Markov property. 

In the centralized push mode, the learning agent is the Service Facilitator. The corresponding MDP should 

be defined as: 

• Each state is couple (requested QoS, success/failure) where the requested QoS is the one of the 

request at decision epoch t 

at epoch t-1, 

• Each action is a combination of NSPs’ offers,

• The reward function is equivalent to the price of the combined offers if both the customer accepts 

and by the NSPs acknowledge the availability of their offers,

• The transition function is a combination of: the customer likeliness of acceptance, the customers’ 

request law of arrival and the NSPs acknowledgement probability.
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OF OPTIMIZATION DATA MODEL APPLIED IN A CENTRALIZED PUSH OPER

Learning algorithms 

Optimization approaches are adapted to treat one request. But extending them to treat several requests 

simultaneously would lead to very complex and un-adapted solutions. Furthermore, it would impose to 

queue requests until they are treated. This might be adequate for specific contexts, but with respect to the 

time context we consider, we opt for Reinforcement Learning (RL) techniques.

cification for reinforcement learning algorithms

Reinforcement Learning techniques are based on Markov Decision Processes whose description for the 

specific problem of NSP/offer selection have been described in [Del3.3]. In this section, we specify the 

lication of these models to the different modes described in the previous section.

A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a tuple (S,A,R,P) modelling the environment of a learning agent where 

is the set of states of the environment, A is the set of actions the agent can choose, 

function defining the gain the agent can have using an action a at a state s and P (s,a,s’)

function giving the probability to be in a state s’ when applying an action a at state s

, the learning agent is the Service Facilitator. The corresponding MDP should 

Each state is couple (requested QoS, success/failure) where the requested QoS is the one of the 

t and success/failure tracks the success of the proposed end

Each action is a combination of NSPs’ offers, 

The reward function is equivalent to the price of the combined offers if both the customer accepts 

by the NSPs acknowledge the availability of their offers, 

The transition function is a combination of: the customer likeliness of acceptance, the customers’ 

request law of arrival and the NSPs acknowledgement probability. 
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ENTRALIZED PUSH OPERATIONAL MODE 

Optimization approaches are adapted to treat one request. But extending them to treat several requests 

solutions. Furthermore, it would impose to 

queue requests until they are treated. This might be adequate for specific contexts, but with respect to the 

time context we consider, we opt for Reinforcement Learning (RL) techniques. 

cification for reinforcement learning algorithms 

Reinforcement Learning techniques are based on Markov Decision Processes whose description for the 

specific problem of NSP/offer selection have been described in [Del3.3]. In this section, we specify the 

lication of these models to the different modes described in the previous section. 

modelling the environment of a learning agent where 

he agent can choose, R (s,a)  is the reward 

P (s,a,s’) is the transition 

s. The function P verifies 

, the learning agent is the Service Facilitator. The corresponding MDP should 

Each state is couple (requested QoS, success/failure) where the requested QoS is the one of the 

and success/failure tracks the success of the proposed end-to-end offer 

The reward function is equivalent to the price of the combined offers if both the customer accepts 

The transition function is a combination of: the customer likeliness of acceptance, the customers’ 
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In the distributed pull mode, two

choices are realized jointly and in a second model, labelled Sep

exploration of several NSP paths. So, in the Comb

illustrated in [Del5.4], that the convergence of the algorithm does not suffer from this lack of exploration 

which is, on contrary, beneficial from a runtime point of view.  The corresponding MDP of this approach is 

defined as: 

• Each state is couple (next NSPs, locally chosen QoS, network availability) where the network 

availability is a discrete indicator of the network available resources (e.g. 0=congestioned, 1=80% 

used, 2=less than 80% used),

• Each action is a locally chosen QoS satis

• The reward function is equivalent to the price of the proposed QoS if the end

respects the requested QoS and the customer accepts the proposal,

• The transition function is a combinatio

request law of arrival and the next NSP capacity to succeed.

In the distributed push mode, we modelled only the choice of acceptance of a request and the selection of 

the adequate combination of offers. Hence the MDP is quite similar to the one of the distributed pull mode 

except that the locally chosen QoS is replaced by the aggregated offer and the network availability by the 

aggregated availability. 

In RL, when the transition function of an MDP 

preferred. 

5.4.1.1.3.2. Reinforcement Learning Algorithms

Even if they have different properties, RL algorithms have a common framework detailed by algorithm 1. 

The scheme has three main steps within a finite or i

highlighted using the same colours as on the previously commented figures.

Algorithm 1 Generic learning algorithm
Initialize learning parameters 

At each decision epoch t  

Select an action ta according to a formula

Observe reward tr  and new state 

Update decision data according to a formula

Update learning parameters

 

We focus on the Q-learning and Sarsa algorithms because of their "model

particularly adapted to the inter-NSP offer negotiation where much behaviour 
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, two models have been studied: in a first model, labelled Comb

choices are realized jointly and in a second model, labelled Sep-NC, choices are done separately to keep an 

. So, in the Comb-NC model only one path is expl

illustrated in [Del5.4], that the convergence of the algorithm does not suffer from this lack of exploration 

which is, on contrary, beneficial from a runtime point of view.  The corresponding MDP of this approach is 

ate is couple (next NSPs, locally chosen QoS, network availability) where the network 

availability is a discrete indicator of the network available resources (e.g. 0=congestioned, 1=80% 

used, 2=less than 80% used), 

Each action is a locally chosen QoS satisfying the requested QoS and the choice of the next NSP,

The reward function is equivalent to the price of the proposed QoS if the end

respects the requested QoS and the customer accepts the proposal, 

The transition function is a combination of: the customer likeliness of acceptance, the customers’ 

request law of arrival and the next NSP capacity to succeed. 

In the distributed push mode, we modelled only the choice of acceptance of a request and the selection of 

ffers. Hence the MDP is quite similar to the one of the distributed pull mode 

except that the locally chosen QoS is replaced by the aggregated offer and the network availability by the 

In RL, when the transition function of an MDP is unknown, so-called “model-free” algorithms should be 

Reinforcement Learning Algorithms 

Even if they have different properties, RL algorithms have a common framework detailed by algorithm 1. 

The scheme has three main steps within a finite or infinite loop. The choice and observation phases are 

highlighted using the same colours as on the previously commented figures. 

Generic learning algorithm 

according to a formula 

and new state ts  

Update decision data according to a formula 

Update learning parameters 

learning and Sarsa algorithms because of their "model-free" ability which make them 

NSP offer negotiation where much behaviour is un-
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models have been studied: in a first model, labelled Comb-NC, both 

NC, choices are done separately to keep an 

NC model only one path is explored. It appears, as 

illustrated in [Del5.4], that the convergence of the algorithm does not suffer from this lack of exploration 

which is, on contrary, beneficial from a runtime point of view.  The corresponding MDP of this approach is 

ate is couple (next NSPs, locally chosen QoS, network availability) where the network 

availability is a discrete indicator of the network available resources (e.g. 0=congestioned, 1=80% 

fying the requested QoS and the choice of the next NSP, 

The reward function is equivalent to the price of the proposed QoS if the end-to-end QoS offer 

n of: the customer likeliness of acceptance, the customers’ 

In the distributed push mode, we modelled only the choice of acceptance of a request and the selection of 

ffers. Hence the MDP is quite similar to the one of the distributed pull mode 

except that the locally chosen QoS is replaced by the aggregated offer and the network availability by the 

free” algorithms should be 

Even if they have different properties, RL algorithms have a common framework detailed by algorithm 1. 

nfinite loop. The choice and observation phases are 

free" ability which make them 

-tractable. 
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The Watkins' Q learning algorithm [WD92]to learn optimal Q

decision epoch t according to a “Q-based” policy

[Ε= tt
a sRasQ ),(π

This recursive definition of the function is 

without knowing the transition probabilities, but using the observed reward

)),(1(),(1 QasasQ ttt + −= α

whereα  is a learning rate determining the trade

evolves at each decision epoch and the way it is actualized particularly impacts the convergence property 

of the algorithm. 

Various kinds of "Q-based" policies explore the state/action space in orde

recursive equation allows the system to reach a deterministic optimal policy. So, by definition the Q

learning have to be modified to learn an optimal mixed policy, equivalent to the mixed NE.

The SARSA (State-Action-Reward-State

above. It differs from Q-Learning algorithm in the update of the Q

consideration of the future action. Q

),(),()),(1(),(1 asasQasasQ tttt αα +−=+

of the action maximizing the future reward but the one of the "real" next action. This suggests some 

smooth modifications in Algorithm 2 to keep in memory the past action and reward when the

performed. 

Convergence: The Q-Learning algorithm is proven to converge to optimal Q

as demonstrated in [WD92] all couples (state, action) must be visited infinitely, and 

This suggests that, in a finite-horizon MDP, the algorithm has been "trained" prior to its execution. The 

authors of [DM03] refined this proof demonstrating the existence of an upper bound according to how the 

learning rate α is updated: if it is updated using a polynomial function then the convergence time is 

polynomial, if it is updated using a linear function then the convergence time is exponential.

The authors of [SJLS00] provided a proof of convergence of the SARSA algorithm

assumptions: i) All couple (state, action) must be visited infinitely, and ii) the Q

actions is greedy at the limit (when 

5.4.1.1.3.3. Learning policies for NSP 

A Q-based policy is the way to select an action based on Q

the environment (trying several actions to learn Q

that maximize the expected reward). Initially, the agent has to learn,

convergence, Q-values are precise enough to be exploited, so exploitation has priority.
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The Watkins' Q learning algorithm [WD92]to learn optimal Q-values of each couple (state, action) at each 

based” policyπ . The Q-value function is defined as ensued:

] [∑
∈

⋅+===
Ss

tt QsasRsasPaas
'

)',,()',,(, πγ

This recursive definition of the function is exploited by the Q-learning algorithm [WD92] to build a Q

without knowing the transition probabilities, but using the observed reward

[ max),(),(),( '

1 asrasas Aa

tttt

∈
+ ++ γα

is a learning rate determining the trade-off between exploration and exploitation.

evolves at each decision epoch and the way it is actualized particularly impacts the convergence property 

based" policies explore the state/action space in order to learn the optimal policy. The 

recursive equation allows the system to reach a deterministic optimal policy. So, by definition the Q

learning have to be modified to learn an optimal mixed policy, equivalent to the mixed NE.

State-Action) algorithm also uses the state-action function described 

Learning algorithm in the update of the Q-values, and more specifically in the 

consideration of the future action. Q-values are updated as follows: 

[ ])','(),() 1 asQasr ttt γ++ . The value used for the actualization is not the one 

of the action maximizing the future reward but the one of the "real" next action. This suggests some 

smooth modifications in Algorithm 2 to keep in memory the past action and reward when the

Learning algorithm is proven to converge to optimal Q-values under two assumptions, 

as demonstrated in [WD92] all couples (state, action) must be visited infinitely, and 

horizon MDP, the algorithm has been "trained" prior to its execution. The 

authors of [DM03] refined this proof demonstrating the existence of an upper bound according to how the 

updated: if it is updated using a polynomial function then the convergence time is 

polynomial, if it is updated using a linear function then the convergence time is exponential.

The authors of [SJLS00] provided a proof of convergence of the SARSA algorithm

assumptions: i) All couple (state, action) must be visited infinitely, and ii) the Q-

actions is greedy at the limit (when +∞→t ). 

olicies for NSP choices 

select an action based on Q-values. Such policies must allow exploration of 

the environment (trying several actions to learn Q-values) but also exploitation (choosing frequently actions 

that maximize the expected reward). Initially, the agent has to learn, so the exploitation has priority. After 

values are precise enough to be exploited, so exploitation has priority.
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alues of each couple (state, action) at each 

value function is defined as ensued: 

]as )','(  

learning algorithm [WD92] to build a Q-table, 

without knowing the transition probabilities, but using the observed reward ),( asR t :

])','()'( asQ t

sA  

ff between exploration and exploitation. This latter also 

evolves at each decision epoch and the way it is actualized particularly impacts the convergence property 

r to learn the optimal policy. The 

recursive equation allows the system to reach a deterministic optimal policy. So, by definition the Q-

learning have to be modified to learn an optimal mixed policy, equivalent to the mixed NE. 

action function described 

values, and more specifically in the 

values are updated as follows: 

. The value used for the actualization is not the one 

of the action maximizing the future reward but the one of the "real" next action. This suggests some 

smooth modifications in Algorithm 2 to keep in memory the past action and reward when the update is 

values under two assumptions, 

as demonstrated in [WD92] all couples (state, action) must be visited infinitely, and ∑
∞

=

∞=
0t

tα , ∑
∞

=

∞<
0

2

t

tα . 

horizon MDP, the algorithm has been "trained" prior to its execution. The 

authors of [DM03] refined this proof demonstrating the existence of an upper bound according to how the 

updated: if it is updated using a polynomial function then the convergence time is 

polynomial, if it is updated using a linear function then the convergence time is exponential. 

The authors of [SJLS00] provided a proof of convergence of the SARSA algorithm under the following 

-based policy to choose 

values. Such policies must allow exploration of 

values) but also exploitation (choosing frequently actions 

so the exploitation has priority. After 

values are precise enough to be exploited, so exploitation has priority. 
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Greedy policy: The greedy policy selects always the action having the highest Q

),(maxarg asQa tsAat ∈= . 

ε -Greedy policy. This policy selects the action having the highest Q

random action with probability ε . 

decreases as Q-values become more precise. The policy is greedy at the limit.

Softmax policy: The softmax policy, defined as 

proportional probability to its Q-value. This policy is not necessarily greedy at the limit. 

Boltzmann policy: The Boltzmann policy selects an action using formula 

*

+ℜ∈τ governs the lag between action probabilities. When 

the policy is nearly random and uniform. When 

nearly greedy. Usually, τ is initialized to a high value to encourage exploration, then it is decreased to tend 

to a greedy policy. 

5.4.1.1.3.4. Implementation specification

This section provides a specification of the data model of the learning algorithm in order to be applicabl

either in centralized push or distributed push and pull. This specification illustrated by 

genericity paradigm of object-oriented programming rep

The implementation of specific classes for states and actions is illustrated by the class diagram of 

As shown by Figure 32 , only one type of learner can be implemented for both Q

algorithms as such algorithms use the same objects. The difference between both algorithms lies in the use 

of the updateQValue function.  With the parameters (S,

indicated by the parameters corresponding to the SARSA acronym State

reward being typed by a real value. And with the parame

Q-learning algorithm as it needs to browse all the potential next actions.

Figure 32 illustrates also that the pol

for updating the values of some learning rates (the class CoeffPolicy <S,A>) can also be quite generic.

The genericity is a choice driven by the lack of theoretical results assessi

policies, which can, however, be experimentally proven to perform better than the 

depending on the observed performance of the process, the use of a policy remains as a choice of 

execution. 
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The greedy policy selects always the action having the highest Q

This policy selects the action having the highest Q-value with a probability 1

. ε  is initialized to a high value in order to encourage exploration. It 

values become more precise. The policy is greedy at the limit. 

The softmax policy, defined as 
∑
∈

==

sAa
t

t
t asQ

asQ
aaP

),(

)',(
)'(  , selects an action with a 

value. This policy is not necessarily greedy at the limit. 

The Boltzmann policy selects an action using formula =taP(

lag between action probabilities. When ∞→τ lags between probabilities tend to 0 and 

the policy is nearly random and uniform. When 0→τ lags between probabilities increase and the policy is 

is initialized to a high value to encourage exploration, then it is decreased to tend 

Implementation specification 

This section provides a specification of the data model of the learning algorithm in order to be applicabl

either in centralized push or distributed push and pull. This specification illustrated by 

oriented programming representing the State class as “S” and Action as “A”’. 

The implementation of specific classes for states and actions is illustrated by the class diagram of 

, only one type of learner can be implemented for both Q

algorithms as such algorithms use the same objects. The difference between both algorithms lies in the use 

pdateQValue function.  With the parameters (S, A, double, S, A)  the function  holds for SARSA 

indicated by the parameters corresponding to the SARSA acronym State-Action-Reward

reward being typed by a real value. And with the parameters (S,A,double, S, A[]) the function holds for the 

learning algorithm as it needs to browse all the potential next actions. 

illustrates also that the policies used in the choice of actions (the class ExplorationPolicy <S,A> ) or 

for updating the values of some learning rates (the class CoeffPolicy <S,A>) can also be quite generic.

The genericity is a choice driven by the lack of theoretical results assessing the convergence of some 

policies, which can, however, be experimentally proven to perform better than the 

depending on the observed performance of the process, the use of a policy remains as a choice of 
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The greedy policy selects always the action having the highest Q-value, such as 

value with a probability 1-ε , and a 

to encourage exploration. It 

, selects an action with a 

value. This policy is not necessarily greedy at the limit.  

∑
∈

==

sAa

astQ

astQ

e

e
a τ

τ

/),(

/)',(

)' , where 

lags between probabilities tend to 0 and 

lags between probabilities increase and the policy is 

is initialized to a high value to encourage exploration, then it is decreased to tend 

This section provides a specification of the data model of the learning algorithm in order to be applicable 

either in centralized push or distributed push and pull. This specification illustrated by Figure 32 uses the 

resenting the State class as “S” and Action as “A”’. 

The implementation of specific classes for states and actions is illustrated by the class diagram of Figure 33. 

, only one type of learner can be implemented for both Q-learning and SARSA 

algorithms as such algorithms use the same objects. The difference between both algorithms lies in the use 

A, double, S, A)  the function  holds for SARSA – as 

Reward-State-Action, the 

ters (S,A,double, S, A[]) the function holds for the 

icies used in the choice of actions (the class ExplorationPolicy <S,A> ) or 

for updating the values of some learning rates (the class CoeffPolicy <S,A>) can also be quite generic. 

ng the convergence of some 

policies, which can, however, be experimentally proven to perform better than the ε -greedy policy. Hence, 

depending on the observed performance of the process, the use of a policy remains as a choice of 
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FIGURE 

Figure 33 provides a class diagram illustration of the specification given in Sec.

FIGURE 33: CLASSDIAGRAMFORSTATE

5.4.2. VPN SERVICE COMPOSITION

5.4.2.1. ASQ path discovery

The ETICS solution shall support mechanisms for matching incoming VPN requests to existing ASQ paths. 

This includes service footprint, QoS and pricing matching.

Initially a BC submits a VPN service request to the ETICS portal. The ETICS

search in the list of available VPN service offers to locate those that match the submitted request in terms 

of service footprint (i.e., all submitted VPN site IP addresses where located within the range of supported IP 

addresses of a single VPN service offer), QoS and price range. The search only refers to offers in which the 

Residual Bandwidth is larger or equal 

maintained in the ETICS portal repository, fo

If no matching offer is found, the ETICS portal may notify the 

depending on the Edge-NSP policies) the establishment of an aggregate ASQ path. In this event, t
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FIGURE 32: CLASS DIAGRAM FOR RL ALGORITHMS 

provides a class diagram illustration of the specification given in Sec.5.4.1.1.3.1

CLASSDIAGRAMFORSTATES AND ACTIONS IN DIFFERENT OPERATIONAL M

ERVICE COMPOSITION/OFFER COMPUTATION SPECIFIC ISSUES 

ASQ path discovery 

The ETICS solution shall support mechanisms for matching incoming VPN requests to existing ASQ paths. 

This includes service footprint, QoS and pricing matching. 

Initially a BC submits a VPN service request to the ETICS portal. The ETICS portal subsequently performs a 

search in the list of available VPN service offers to locate those that match the submitted request in terms 

of service footprint (i.e., all submitted VPN site IP addresses where located within the range of supported IP 

esses of a single VPN service offer), QoS and price range. The search only refers to offers in which the 

is larger or equal to the requested bandwidth. Offers with zero Residual Bandwidth are 

maintained in the ETICS portal repository, for the event of a future termination of a VPN service.

If no matching offer is found, the ETICS portal may notify the primer Edge-NSP so as to initiate (or not, 

NSP policies) the establishment of an aggregate ASQ path. In this event, t
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5.4.1.1.3.1. 

 

FERENT OPERATIONAL MODES 

The ETICS solution shall support mechanisms for matching incoming VPN requests to existing ASQ paths. 

portal subsequently performs a 

search in the list of available VPN service offers to locate those that match the submitted request in terms 

of service footprint (i.e., all submitted VPN site IP addresses where located within the range of supported IP 

esses of a single VPN service offer), QoS and price range. The search only refers to offers in which the 

the requested bandwidth. Offers with zero Residual Bandwidth are 

r the event of a future termination of a VPN service. 

NSP so as to initiate (or not, 

NSP policies) the establishment of an aggregate ASQ path. In this event, the 
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standard ETICS mechanisms shall be employed. The targeted set of Edge

an aggregate ASQ path are derived from the submitted 

footprints of the available offers (second t

5.4.2.2. Admission control

Having identified an ASQ path for the interconnection of the BC sites, the ETICS architecture should assure 

that there are enough resources to satisfy the QoS requirements for a specific VPN service instance. On a 

first level, regarding a potentially selected aggregate path, t

Facilitator (SF) based on the Residual Bandwidth information described above. However, this functionality 

only suffices to verify resource availability across a

aggregate ASQ paths whose ingress/egress points are located at ASBRs i.e., the availability of resources at 

the paths connecting PEs to ingress/egress ASBRs must be also verified. This can be illustr

of Figure 34 below. The SF maintains information about the Residual Bandwidth of the aggregate ASQ path 

with ingress and egress points, ASBR

FIGURE 34: EXAMPLE OF A VPN SER

However, the corresponding information is not maintained for the paths between PE

as ASBR
B

1and PE
B

1. This is due to the potentially large number of PEs in the entire network and the 

corresponding state and signalling overheads for keeping this state up to date at the SF. Therefore, we 

consider a second level admission control process aiming at exactly verifyin

requested bandwidth in these paths on demand

we utilize the signalling functionality provided by SEFA for the GDoS use case (cf.  D5.3) with the important 

distinction that in this context, it is applied on a per VPN service level and not on a per session level.

5.4.2.3. Actor roles 

• Business Customer 

o Submits VPN service request to SF (interface E0).

• Primary Edge NSP 

o The Edge NSP facing the BC’s headquarters. 

o Instructed by SF to ini

o In case of a Centralized deployment this procedure is carried out only locally i.e., within the 

primary Edge-NSP.  

Edge NSP A 

CE 
 

PoEI 

 PE
A

1
 

  

ASBR
A
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standard ETICS mechanisms shall be employed. The targeted set of Edge-NSPs to be interconnected by such 

an aggregate ASQ path are derived from the submitted VPN site information of the request and the service 

footprints of the available offers (second type of offers).  

Admission control 

Having identified an ASQ path for the interconnection of the BC sites, the ETICS architecture should assure 

that there are enough resources to satisfy the QoS requirements for a specific VPN service instance. On a 

evel, regarding a potentially selected aggregate path, this task is accomplished by the Service 

Facilitator (SF) based on the Residual Bandwidth information described above. However, this functionality 

only suffices to verify resource availability across an ASQ path. Therefore, it is not sufficient for cases of 

aggregate ASQ paths whose ingress/egress points are located at ASBRs i.e., the availability of resources at 

the paths connecting PEs to ingress/egress ASBRs must be also verified. This can be illustr

below. The SF maintains information about the Residual Bandwidth of the aggregate ASQ path 

with ingress and egress points, ASBR
A

1and ASBR
B

1 respectively.  

EXAMPLE OF A VPN SERVICE ON TOP OF AN AGGREGATE ASQ PATH

However, the corresponding information is not maintained for the paths between PE

is due to the potentially large number of PEs in the entire network and the 

corresponding state and signalling overheads for keeping this state up to date at the SF. Therefore, we 

consider a second level admission control process aiming at exactly verifying the availability of the 

requested bandwidth in these paths on demand, i.e upon submission of a VPN service request. To this end, 

we utilize the signalling functionality provided by SEFA for the GDoS use case (cf.  D5.3) with the important 

t in this context, it is applied on a per VPN service level and not on a per session level.

Submits VPN service request to SF (interface E0). 

The Edge NSP facing the BC’s headquarters.  

Instructed by SF to initiate the admission control procedure (interface E0). 

In case of a Centralized deployment this procedure is carried out only locally i.e., within the 

 

Transit NSP 

PE
 

PoI 

ASBR
T

ASBR
BA

ASBR
T

PoI 
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NSPs to be interconnected by such 

information of the request and the service 

Having identified an ASQ path for the interconnection of the BC sites, the ETICS architecture should assure 

that there are enough resources to satisfy the QoS requirements for a specific VPN service instance. On a 

his task is accomplished by the Service 

Facilitator (SF) based on the Residual Bandwidth information described above. However, this functionality 

n ASQ path. Therefore, it is not sufficient for cases of 

aggregate ASQ paths whose ingress/egress points are located at ASBRs i.e., the availability of resources at 

the paths connecting PEs to ingress/egress ASBRs must be also verified. This can be illustrated with the help 

below. The SF maintains information about the Residual Bandwidth of the aggregate ASQ path 

 

GREGATE ASQ PATH 

However, the corresponding information is not maintained for the paths between PE
A

1and ASBR
A

1, as well 

is due to the potentially large number of PEs in the entire network and the 

corresponding state and signalling overheads for keeping this state up to date at the SF. Therefore, we 

g the availability of the 

i.e upon submission of a VPN service request. To this end, 

we utilize the signalling functionality provided by SEFA for the GDoS use case (cf.  D5.3) with the important 

t in this context, it is applied on a per VPN service level and not on a per session level. 

tiate the admission control procedure (interface E0).  

In case of a Centralized deployment this procedure is carried out only locally i.e., within the 

Edge NSP B 

 PE
B

1
 

CE PoEI 
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o In case of a Per-NSP Centralized deployment, the procedure is further propagated to th

secondary Edge NSPs (through their E1’ interfaces).

• Secondary Edge NSPs 

o Edge NSPs facing the BC’s sites. 

o Instructed by SF to perform locally the admission control procedure, in case of a 

Centralized deployment (interface E0). 

o In case of a Per

neighbouring NSP in the NSP chain of the aggregate ASQ path (through E1’ interface). 

• ETICS Portal/Service Facilitator

o Interfaces with the BC (interface E0). 

o Initiates the admission control procedure 

identified (interface E0).

5.4.2.4. Flow diagram 

In an analogy to the SEFA GDoS case, we consider the following SEFA components for the case of a VPN 

admission control. 

• Service Profile Function (SPF): 

• Service Enhancement Function

• Connectivity Profile Function (CPF): 

• Service Enhancement Function

Each Edge-NSP operates an instance of the CPF and SEF

SPF and SEF-S components. 
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NSP Centralized deployment, the procedure is further propagated to th

secondary Edge NSPs (through their E1’ interfaces). 

Edge NSPs facing the BC’s sites.  

Instructed by SF to perform locally the admission control procedure, in case of a 

Centralized deployment (interface E0).  

In case of a Per-NSP Centralized deployment, the notification is received by the 

neighbouring NSP in the NSP chain of the aggregate ASQ path (through E1’ interface). 

ETICS Portal/Service Facilitator 

Interfaces with the BC (interface E0).  

Initiates the admission control procedure once a suitable aggregate ASQ path has been 

identified (interface E0). 

In an analogy to the SEFA GDoS case, we consider the following SEFA components for the case of a VPN 

Service Profile Function (SPF): stores service related information. 

Service Enhancement Function–Service (SEF-S): processes service related information.

Connectivity Profile Function (CPF): stores connectivity related information.

Service Enhancement Function–Connectivity (SEF-C): processes connectivity 

NSP operates an instance of the CPF and SEF-C components. The SF additionally operates the 
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NSP Centralized deployment, the procedure is further propagated to the 

Instructed by SF to perform locally the admission control procedure, in case of a 

alized deployment, the notification is received by the 

neighbouring NSP in the NSP chain of the aggregate ASQ path (through E1’ interface).  

once a suitable aggregate ASQ path has been 

In an analogy to the SEFA GDoS case, we consider the following SEFA components for the case of a VPN 

processes service related information. 

stores connectivity related information. 

processes connectivity related information. 

C components. The SF additionally operates the 
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Service Facilitator

N
etw

o
rk E

d
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e

1. VPN-SRV-REQ  
(bc_id, site_ip, 

qos, price, prm_ensp_id)

SEF-S SEF-C

7. E-NSP IP 
REQ

(srv_id)

3. VPN-OFFER-REQ
(bc_id, site_ip, qos

prm_ensp_id

4. VPN-OFFER-REP
(vpn_srv_offer _

2. New AC 
Context

new data :
bc_id, site_ip,qos , 
price, prm_ensp_id

8. E-NSP IP 
REP

(e-nsp_ip_list)

new data :
e-nsp_ip_list

(site

(site

VPN E-NSP IP

SEF-VPN-AC Init

(site

SEF-VPN -AC
Status

Deny

SEF-VPN -AC
Status

Local Accept
30. VPN Service Reply

23. VPN Service Reply

new data :
vpn_srv_offer _list

5. VPN-SRV-REP  
(vpm_srv_offer _list)

6. VPN -SRV-ORDER  
(srv_id)

new data :
srv_id

Business Customer

SEF -VPN-AC
Status

Deny
14. VPN Service Reply

The steps of this flow diagram are described in the following

1. VPN-SRV-REQ (bc_id, site_ip, qos, price, prm_ensp_id

2. The SF creates a new session keeping track of the provided VPN service request of the BC.

3. VPN-OFFER-REQ (bc_id, site_ip,

offers from the SPF. 

4. VPN-OFFER-REP (vpn_srv_offer_list

5. VPN-SRV-REP (vpn_srv_offer_list

                                                           

4
 Steps 1-8 take place prior to admission control and are presented here for completeness reasons.
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10. New AC 
Context

Service Facilitator Primary Edge -NSP

N
etw

o
rk E

d
g
e

Transit NSP

N
etw

o
rk E

d
g
e

9. SEF-VPN -AC-REQ
(bc_id, site_ip, srv_id,req_bw, 

credentials , e-nsp_ip_list)

17. SEF -VPN -AC -REQ
(bc_id, site_ip, srv_id,req_bw, 

credentials , e-nsp_ip_list)

28. SEF-AC-ACCEPT
(site_ip, srv_id, req_bw)

21. SEF-AC-DENY
(site_ip, srv_id, req_bw)

REQ
, price, 

id)

-REP
_list)

SEF-C

new data :
bc_id, site_ip,

srv_id, req_bw, 
e-nsp_ip_list

11. CPF-AC -REQ
(bc_id,site_ip, srv_id)

OR

13. SEF-AC-DENY
site_ip, srv_id, req_bw)

29. SEF -AC-ACCEPT
site_ip, srv_id, req_bw)

CPF-AC

SEF-VPN-AC
Status

Deny

SEF-VPN-AC
Status

Local Accept

22. SEF-AC-DENY
site_ip, srv_id, req_bw)

SEF-VPN-AC
Status

Deny

SEF-VPN-AC
Status

Local Accept

Forwarding... 

CPFSPF

12. CPF-AC-REP
(res_bw)

new data :
res_bw

15. CPF-RSV-REQ
(bc _id,site_ip,
srv_id,req_bw)

16. CPF-RSV-REP

24. CPF-RSV-
CANCEL-REQ
(bc_id,site_ip,
srv_id, req_bw)

25. CPF-RSV-
CANCEL-REP

FIGURE 35: VPN ADMISSION CONTROL 

flow diagram are described in the following
4
:  

bc_id, site_ip, qos, price, prm_ensp_id): The BC places a request to the SF

The SF creates a new session keeping track of the provided VPN service request of the BC.

bc_id, site_ip, qos, price, prm_ensp_id): The SF retrieves the matching VPN service 

vpn_srv_offer_list): The SPF returns a list of the matching VPN service offers.

vpn_srv_offer_list): The list of matching VPN service offers is presented to the BC.

prior to admission control and are presented here for completeness reasons. 
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Edge-NSP

OR

SEF-C

new data :
bc_id, site_ip,
srv_id, req_bw , 
e-nsp_ip_list

18. New AC 
Context

SEF -VPN-AC
Status

Local Accept

SEF -VPN-AC
Status

Local Deny

CPF

19. CPF-AC-REQ
(bc_id,site_ip, srv_id)

CPF-AC

20. CPF-AC-REP
(res_bw)

new data :
res_bw

26. CPF-RSV-REQ
(bc_id,site_ip,
srv_id, req_bw)

27. CPF-RSV-REP

 

): The BC places a request to the SF 

The SF creates a new session keeping track of the provided VPN service request of the BC. 

): The SF retrieves the matching VPN service 

): The SPF returns a list of the matching VPN service offers. 

rs is presented to the BC. 
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6. VPN-SRV-ORDER (srv_id): The BC selects one of the presented VPN service offers.

7. E-NSP IP REQ (srv_id): The SF retrieves the IP addresses of the SEF

E-NSPs. 

8. E-NSP IP REP (e-nsp_ip_list): The list of 

9. SEF-VPN-AC-REQ (bc_id, site_ip, srv_id,req_bw, credentials, e

control process.  

10. The Primary E-NSP SEF-C module creates a new session keeping track of the provided VPN ser

request of the BC 

11. CPF-AC-REQ (bc_id,site_ip, srv_id

information regarding the residual resources at the requested path i.e., the path connecting the PE 

serving the indicated site (site_ip

This information is available at Traffic Engineering Database (TED) (not shown here).

12. CPF-AC-REP (res_bw): The CPF module returns the value for the residual bandwidth at the indicated 

path (res_bw). 

13. SEF-AC-DENY(site_ip, srv_id, req_bw

component returns a denial message to the SF.

14. VPN Service Reply: The denial message if further propagated to the BC.

15. CPF-RSV-REQ (bc_id,site_ip,srv_id

C instructs the CPF to make a 

bandwidth is not allocated yet, as the service has not been instantiated, but it is ensured t

requested bandwidth will still be available when the admission control completes successfully.

16. CPF-RSV-REP: Reply message to verify success of pre

17. SEF-VPN-AC-REQ (bc_id, site_ip, srv_id,req_bw, credentials, e

process continues with the next E

18. The E-NSP SEF-C module creates a new session keeping track of the provided VPN service request of 

the BC 

19. CPF-AC-REQ (bc_id,site_ip, srv_id

20. CPF-AC-REP (res_bw): Same with step 12.

21. SEF-AC-DENY (site_ip, srv_id, req_bw

22. SEF-AC-DENY (site_ip, srv_id, req_bw

23. VPN Service Reply: Same with step 14.

24. CPF-RSV-CANCEL-REQ (bc_id,site_ip,srv_id,req_bw

the involved E-NSPs, then bandwidth pre

25. CPF-RSV-CANCEL-REP: Reply message to verify success of pre

26. CPF-RSV-REQ (bc_id,site_ip,srv_id,req_bw
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): The BC selects one of the presented VPN service offers.

): The SF retrieves the IP addresses of the SEF-VPN components of the involved 

): The list of IP addresses is return to the SEF-S component.

bc_id, site_ip, srv_id,req_bw, credentials, e-nsp_ip_list): Initiating the admission 

C module creates a new session keeping track of the provided VPN ser

bc_id,site_ip, srv_id): The SEF-C module sends a request to the CPF module for 

information regarding the residual resources at the requested path i.e., the path connecting the PE 

site_ip) with the local/ingress PoI of the indicated service offer (

This information is available at Traffic Engineering Database (TED) (not shown here).

): The CPF module returns the value for the residual bandwidth at the indicated 

site_ip, srv_id, req_bw): The res_bw is not enough for the requested service. The SEF

component returns a denial message to the SF. 

VPN Service Reply: The denial message if further propagated to the BC. 

bc_id,site_ip,srv_id,req_bw): The res_bwis enough for the requested service. The SEF

C instructs the CPF to make a pre-reservation of the requested bandwidth: the requested amount of 

bandwidth is not allocated yet, as the service has not been instantiated, but it is ensured t

requested bandwidth will still be available when the admission control completes successfully.

REP: Reply message to verify success of pre-reservation. 

_id, site_ip, srv_id,req_bw, credentials, e-nsp_ip_list):The admission

process continues with the next E-NSP. 

C module creates a new session keeping track of the provided VPN service request of 

bc_id,site_ip, srv_id): Same with step 11. 

): Same with step 12. 

site_ip, srv_id, req_bw):Same with step 13. 

site_ip, srv_id, req_bw):Same with step 13. 

VPN Service Reply: Same with step 14. 

bc_id,site_ip,srv_id,req_bw): If the requested bandwidth is not available at all 

NSPs, then bandwidth pre-reservations must be cancelled. 

REP: Reply message to verify success of pre-reservation cancellation.

bc_id,site_ip,srv_id,req_bw): Same with step 15. 
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): The BC selects one of the presented VPN service offers. 

VPN components of the involved 

S component. 

): Initiating the admission 

C module creates a new session keeping track of the provided VPN service 

C module sends a request to the CPF module for 

information regarding the residual resources at the requested path i.e., the path connecting the PE 

the local/ingress PoI of the indicated service offer (srv_id). 

This information is available at Traffic Engineering Database (TED) (not shown here). 

): The CPF module returns the value for the residual bandwidth at the indicated 

is not enough for the requested service. The SEF-C 

is enough for the requested service. The SEF-

of the requested bandwidth: the requested amount of 

bandwidth is not allocated yet, as the service has not been instantiated, but it is ensured that the 

requested bandwidth will still be available when the admission control completes successfully. 

):The admission control 

C module creates a new session keeping track of the provided VPN service request of 

): If the requested bandwidth is not available at all 

reservation cancellation. 
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27. CPF-RSV-REP: Same with step 16.

28. SEF-AC-ACCEPT (site_ip, srv_id, req_bw

signalled back. 

29. SEF-AC-ACCEPT (site_ip, srv_id, req_bw

signalled to the SF. It is noted that this action is performed only by the primary E

it has received a SEF-AC-ACCEPT from each one of the involved E

approaches can also be envisioned e.g., each E

30. VPN Service Reply: The BC is informed that the admission control was completed successfully.

5.5. PCE ALGORITHMS F

In the ETICS architecture, the PCE package is standard and respect the corresponding RFC (in particular the 

5440 for the PCEP protocol and the 5441 for the BRPC algorithm). This section deals with the network path 

computation problem: starting from an NSP chain or from a loose inter

a region), how to determine the exact path (router, interface etc) that the traffic needs to follow. In this 

context of service composition, new algorithms have been elaborated by the ETICS and presented below.

5.5.1. MULTI-PATH COMPUTATION

Computing inter-NSP Multiprotocol Label Switching Tra

through a pre-determined sequence of NSPs is quite straight as each Path Computation Element (PCE), 

using the Backward Recursive PCE-

order to continue the computation. The optimality of the MPLS

the choice of the pre-determined sequence of NSPs on which the calculation works. We propos

procedure allowing a forward discovery of multiple inter

MPLS-TE LSP inter- NSP path(s) over these NSPs sequences. The discovery operation and the constrained 

path computation phase are performed simul

Experimental evaluation shows that the proposed scheme is relevant in terms of Tra

solution and protocol efficiency. 

5.5.1.1. Problem definition

The multi-constrained inter-NSP path computation ov

finding paths that obey to the constraints vector C[j] (where C[0] is the bandwidth constraint and the other 

weight components are the QoS additive metrics) and respect the non

node s to the destination node t over a set of inter

optimization can be performed in order to identify the optimal path Ps,t . The selection of such path is done 

through an objective function Z(Ps,t ).

by participant NSPs (e.g. path cost, generated pro

Multi-Constrained Optimal Path problem (MCOP). In our inter

Multi-Constrained Optimal Path Over Multiple NSP Routes (ID

MCOP-MNR problem can be expressed as follow:
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REP: Same with step 16. 

site_ip, srv_id, req_bw): The availability of the requested amount of bandwidth is 

site_ip, srv_id, req_bw): The availability of the requested amount of bandwidth is 

signalled to the SF. It is noted that this action is performed only by the primary E

ACCEPT from each one of the involved E-NSPs. However, alternative 

aches can also be envisioned e.g., each E-NSP individually signals acceptance to the SF. 

VPN Service Reply: The BC is informed that the admission control was completed successfully.

FOR NETWORK PATH COMPUTATION 

e PCE package is standard and respect the corresponding RFC (in particular the 

5440 for the PCEP protocol and the 5441 for the BRPC algorithm). This section deals with the network path 

computation problem: starting from an NSP chain or from a loose inter-carrier ASQ path (A set of PoIs plus 

a region), how to determine the exact path (router, interface etc) that the traffic needs to follow. In this 

context of service composition, new algorithms have been elaborated by the ETICS and presented below.

OMPUTATION 

NSP Multiprotocol Label Switching Traffic Engineering Label Switched Path (MPLS

determined sequence of NSPs is quite straight as each Path Computation Element (PCE), 

- based Computation (BRPC), knows who is the next to be contacted in 

order to continue the computation. The optimality of the MPLS-TE LSP inter-NSP path depends strongly on 

determined sequence of NSPs on which the calculation works. We propos

procedure allowing a forward discovery of multiple inter-NSP sequences and the computation of optimal 

NSP path(s) over these NSPs sequences. The discovery operation and the constrained 

path computation phase are performed simultaneously starting from the source to the destination. 

Experimental evaluation shows that the proposed scheme is relevant in terms of Tra

Problem definition 

NSP path computation over multiple NSP routes problem can be de

paths that obey to the constraints vector C[j] (where C[0] is the bandwidth constraint and the other 

weight components are the QoS additive metrics) and respect the non-dominance rule, from the sourc

node s to the destination node t over a set of inter- NSP routes S. When an optimal path is required, an 

optimization can be performed in order to identify the optimal path Ps,t . The selection of such path is done 

through an objective function Z(Ps,t ).This function can take several forms according to the policy adopted 

by participant NSPs (e.g. path cost, generated profit, remainder bandwidth, etc.). This is known as the 

Constrained Optimal Path problem (MCOP). In our inter-NSP context we call thi

Constrained Optimal Path Over Multiple NSP Routes (ID-MCOP-MNR) problem. Consequently, the ID

MNR problem can be expressed as follow: 
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): The availability of the requested amount of bandwidth is 

The availability of the requested amount of bandwidth is 

signalled to the SF. It is noted that this action is performed only by the primary E-NSP and only when 

NSPs. However, alternative 

NSP individually signals acceptance to the SF.  

VPN Service Reply: The BC is informed that the admission control was completed successfully. 

e PCE package is standard and respect the corresponding RFC (in particular the 

5440 for the PCEP protocol and the 5441 for the BRPC algorithm). This section deals with the network path 

arrier ASQ path (A set of PoIs plus 

a region), how to determine the exact path (router, interface etc) that the traffic needs to follow. In this 

context of service composition, new algorithms have been elaborated by the ETICS and presented below. 

ffic Engineering Label Switched Path (MPLS-TE LSP) 

determined sequence of NSPs is quite straight as each Path Computation Element (PCE), 

Computation (BRPC), knows who is the next to be contacted in 

NSP path depends strongly on 

determined sequence of NSPs on which the calculation works. We propose a novel 

NSP sequences and the computation of optimal 

NSP path(s) over these NSPs sequences. The discovery operation and the constrained 

taneously starting from the source to the destination. 

Experimental evaluation shows that the proposed scheme is relevant in terms of Traffic Engineering 

er multiple NSP routes problem can be defined as 

paths that obey to the constraints vector C[j] (where C[0] is the bandwidth constraint and the other 

dominance rule, from the source 

NSP routes S. When an optimal path is required, an 

optimization can be performed in order to identify the optimal path Ps,t . The selection of such path is done 

This function can take several forms according to the policy adopted 

t, remainder bandwidth, etc.). This is known as the 

NSP context we call this problem, Inter-NSP 

MNR) problem. Consequently, the ID-
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The ID-MCOP-MNR problem is a MCOP problem which is classi

between our problem and the MCOP one is the context of solving the problem, i.e. constraints that force us 

to solve the problem by parts (per

restrictions between NSPs and if a cent

resources and their states) exists, it will be exactly the same as a MCOP problem in one NSP.

5.5.1.2. Algorithm 

In the following we detail the meta-

more paths from a source node s to a destination node t, subject to a constraint vector Cj , where j = 0, ..., 

m, that minimize a cost function Z(Ps,t ). Other input parameters are recovered locally, such as the network 

graph of the source NSP Ds and the set of neighbouring NSP’s path segments PathSegs

starts initializing previous path segments to φ and then calls the subroutine ID

Algorithm 1, to trigger the computation over di

of potential non-dominated paths through the di

subroutine Compute_GlobalOptimumPath 

minimization of Z(Ps,t )).  

The subroutine ID-MCOP-MNR (Algorithm 1

intermediate NSPs, another by the target NSP Dt. Intermediate NSP processing is exhibited by lines 1 to 7 of 

Algorithm 1. It begins with the concatenation o

network graph (line 2 of algorithm 1). Each path segment starts with the source node s and ends with a 

border node. The concatenation allows the computation of constrained segments, still, from the 

s to an ingress border node of a next NSP. Ingress border nodes are extracted by the function 

IngressNodesOfDownstreamDomains, that uses as an input (using the function Next(Di , Dt , t) in line 3) 

downstream NSPs, which are able to reach the tar

line 4 by subroutine Compute_Non

current NSP, which are transmitted to neighbour NSPs that could reach the destination, at lines 5

second part, illustrated between lines 8 and 13, di

next neighbour NSPs by the target node t (line 10) and by sending back the path segments to the source 

NSP (line 12) - instead of to neighbou
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MNR problem is a MCOP problem which is classified as NP-complete. The only d

between our problem and the MCOP one is the context of solving the problem, i.e. constraints that force us 

to solve the problem by parts (per-NSP); if there were no confidentiality constraints or management 

restrictions between NSPs and if a centralized entity (that would have a global vision of all networks 

resources and their states) exists, it will be exactly the same as a MCOP problem in one NSP.

-code of the ID-MCOP-MNR algorithm. The request is to

more paths from a source node s to a destination node t, subject to a constraint vector Cj , where j = 0, ..., 

m, that minimize a cost function Z(Ps,t ). Other input parameters are recovered locally, such as the network 

NSP Ds and the set of neighbouring NSP’s path segments PathSegs

starts initializing previous path segments to φ and then calls the subroutine ID-MCOP

Algorithm 1, to trigger the computation over different inter-NSP routes. A timer is activated until reception 

dominated paths through the different inter-NSP routes. Once the timer expires, 

subroutine Compute_GlobalOptimumPath (Algorithm 2) performs a global optimization (in our case, 

Algorithm 1) contains two different treatments: one is achieved by 

intermediate NSPs, another by the target NSP Dt. Intermediate NSP processing is exhibited by lines 1 to 7 of 

. It begins with the concatenation of previous path segments (initially empty) to the present 

network graph (line 2 of algorithm 1). Each path segment starts with the source node s and ends with a 

border node. The concatenation allows the computation of constrained segments, still, from the 

s to an ingress border node of a next NSP. Ingress border nodes are extracted by the function 

IngressNodesOfDownstreamDomains, that uses as an input (using the function Next(Di , Dt , t) in line 3) 

downstream NSPs, which are able to reach the target t. The set Ω of ingress border nodes, is then used at 

line 4 by subroutine Compute_Non-dominatedPaths to compute non-dominated path segments within the 

current NSP, which are transmitted to neighbour NSPs that could reach the destination, at lines 5

second part, illustrated between lines 8 and 13, differs from the first one by replacing the ingress nodes of 

next neighbour NSPs by the target node t (line 10) and by sending back the path segments to the source 

instead of to neighbours - in order to perform a global optimization. 
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complete. The only difference 

between our problem and the MCOP one is the context of solving the problem, i.e. constraints that force us 

dentiality constraints or management 

ralized entity (that would have a global vision of all networks 

resources and their states) exists, it will be exactly the same as a MCOP problem in one NSP. 

MNR algorithm. The request is to compute one or 

more paths from a source node s to a destination node t, subject to a constraint vector Cj , where j = 0, ..., 

m, that minimize a cost function Z(Ps,t ). Other input parameters are recovered locally, such as the network 

NSP Ds and the set of neighbouring NSP’s path segments PathSegsi−1. The procedure 

MCOP-MNR, described by 

s. A timer is activated until reception 

NSP routes. Once the timer expires, 

) performs a global optimization (in our case, 

erent treatments: one is achieved by 

intermediate NSPs, another by the target NSP Dt. Intermediate NSP processing is exhibited by lines 1 to 7 of 

f previous path segments (initially empty) to the present 

network graph (line 2 of algorithm 1). Each path segment starts with the source node s and ends with a 

border node. The concatenation allows the computation of constrained segments, still, from the same node 

s to an ingress border node of a next NSP. Ingress border nodes are extracted by the function 

IngressNodesOfDownstreamDomains, that uses as an input (using the function Next(Di , Dt , t) in line 3) 

Ω of ingress border nodes, is then used at 

dominated path segments within the 

current NSP, which are transmitted to neighbour NSPs that could reach the destination, at lines 5-7. The 

rst one by replacing the ingress nodes of 

next neighbour NSPs by the target node t (line 10) and by sending back the path segments to the source 
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ALGORITHM 

Algorithm 2

5.5.1.3. Specification of a 

In order to tackle some of the issues inherent to the BRPC procedure, we investigated another approach 

where several inter-NSP routes are explored and the pre

with BRPC) is avoided, in order to identify the e2e resources that would be meet customer QoS 

requirements. In this approach, each NSP’s PCE has to select one or more PCEs of neighbour NSPs, able to 

reach the destination, to transmit the path computation request accord

potentially other considerations: speci

revenue, etc. The selection of next PCEs has also the role of 

for each service requests. By this way, several sequences of NSPs are examined in parallel and paths results 

are compared between them. 

The basic idea of the FDPC procedure for computing constrained paths for an MPLS
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ALGORITHM 1 - ID-MCOP-MDR(GI , S, T, DT , CJ , P ATHSEGSI−1 ) 

2 - Compute_Non-dominatedPaths(Gi , s, t, Ω, Cj ) 

Specification of a multiple path exploration protocol 

In order to tackle some of the issues inherent to the BRPC procedure, we investigated another approach 

NSP routes are explored and the pre-computation of those inter

avoided, in order to identify the e2e resources that would be meet customer QoS 

requirements. In this approach, each NSP’s PCE has to select one or more PCEs of neighbour NSPs, able to 

reach the destination, to transmit the path computation request according to the QoS constraints and 

potentially other considerations: specific agreements, success rate of previous demands, expected QoS 

revenue, etc. The selection of next PCEs has also the role of filtering (to not flood all the neighbours PCE) 

ice requests. By this way, several sequences of NSPs are examined in parallel and paths results 

The basic idea of the FDPC procedure for computing constrained paths for an MPLS
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Ω, Cj )  

In order to tackle some of the issues inherent to the BRPC procedure, we investigated another approach 

computation of those inter-NSP routes (as is done 

avoided, in order to identify the e2e resources that would be meet customer QoS 

requirements. In this approach, each NSP’s PCE has to select one or more PCEs of neighbour NSPs, able to 

ing to the QoS constraints and 

c agreements, success rate of previous demands, expected QoS 

ood all the neighbours PCE) 

ice requests. By this way, several sequences of NSPs are examined in parallel and paths results 

The basic idea of the FDPC procedure for computing constrained paths for an MPLS-TE LSP over multiple 
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inter-NSP routes from a source node to a destination node comprises:

• A request for an inter-NSP MPLS

NSP, to trigger the exploration mechanism and to compute LSP(s) from a source node to a 

destination node. The PCC c

• A Session ID flag is added to the PCE request to identify the same path computation process with 

the same couple source/destination. In this speci

reuse the Request ID field used in the 

• We propose to add a PCE Path 

address or PCE id appending) during the message transmission. The role of the PCE Path could be 

twofold: 1) Optimization of loop detectio

detection algorithm when it 

message and 2) PCE path to the PCE source: in case of stateless PCEs, this allows the destination 

PCE to send the optimal path(s) back to the source PCE following the reverse path of the PCE Path.

• The source PCE identifies the next PCEs and computes the VSPT (a set of optimal path segments) 

from the source node to every entry border nodes of next PCE neighb

computation scheme.  

• A colouring mechanism is applied in order to distinguish between the sub

and the other sub-trees sent to other PCE neighbours. The white colour means that the node is 

under the scope of the PCEs which are in the PCE Path and the black one means that the mean. Let 

takes a focus on three PCE neighbours; PCEi, PCEi+1 and PCEi+1 as illustrated by 

computes the VSPT from s to concerned entry border nodes of the NSP’s PCEi+1 and NSP’s PCEi+1. 

Before sending the VSPT to PCEi+1, PCEi applies the colouring rule on this VSPT by stamping end 

nodes of the VSPT: 1) Nodes that corresponds to concerne

stamped with white colour, in order to indicate to PCEi+1 that this sub

nodes) corresponds to computed constrained path segments within NSP’s PCEi. This sub

should be merged with the

other nodes of the VSPT are stamped with black colour in order to inform PCEi+1 that there is 

another VSPT sent to a second PCE capable also to reach the same destination. This stamping 

operations lead to construct V SP Ti . Similarly, V SP Ti

• We propose to reuse the field Include Route Object (IRO) of PCE request message in the same way 

as the Explicit Route Object (ERO) is used in the PCE reply message 

BRPC procedure. 

• When one or more VSPTs are received by an intermediate PCE, this last one grafts the VSPT(s), 

according to the black and white nodes, to its graph that models the network topology of the NSP. 

Note that, links connecting the source node to black nodes are not concerned by the path 

computation. Once the merge is done, the PCE trigger the computation process within the new 

network graph (from the source node to entry border nodes of the involved downstream NSPs).

• When a PCE sees that a data path of the VSPT cannot further satisfy the QoS constraints, it should 

prune this data path (under its responsibility) without sending extra control messages to the 
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node to a destination node comprises: 

NSP MPLS-TE LSP is sent by a PCC to a particular PCE (called source PCE) of its 

NSP, to trigger the exploration mechanism and to compute LSP(s) from a source node to a 

destination node. The PCC can be the source node.  

ag is added to the PCE request to identify the same path computation process with 

the same couple source/destination. In this specific case (PCE-based computation) we propose to 

eld used in the PCEP standard protocol.  

We propose to add a PCE Path field, transmitted in the PCE request message and completed (PCE 

address or PCE id appending) during the message transmission. The role of the PCE Path could be 

twofold: 1) Optimization of loop detection mechanism (section 4.3): each PCE only enters the loop 

detection algorithm when it finds its address (or id) in the PCE Path of a received PCE request 

message and 2) PCE path to the PCE source: in case of stateless PCEs, this allows the destination 

o send the optimal path(s) back to the source PCE following the reverse path of the PCE Path.

es the next PCEs and computes the VSPT (a set of optimal path segments) 

from the source node to every entry border nodes of next PCE neighb

A colouring mechanism is applied in order to distinguish between the sub-tree for the receiver PCE, 

trees sent to other PCE neighbours. The white colour means that the node is 

the PCEs which are in the PCE Path and the black one means that the mean. Let 

takes a focus on three PCE neighbours; PCEi, PCEi+1 and PCEi+1 as illustrated by 

computes the VSPT from s to concerned entry border nodes of the NSP’s PCEi+1 and NSP’s PCEi+1. 

Before sending the VSPT to PCEi+1, PCEi applies the colouring rule on this VSPT by stamping end 

nodes of the VSPT: 1) Nodes that corresponds to concerned entry border nodes of NSP’s PCEi+1 are 

stamped with white colour, in order to indicate to PCEi+1 that this sub-tree (source node and white 

nodes) corresponds to computed constrained path segments within NSP’s PCEi. This sub

should be merged with the network graph of NSP’s PCEi+1 to continue the computations, 2) the 

other nodes of the VSPT are stamped with black colour in order to inform PCEi+1 that there is 

another VSPT sent to a second PCE capable also to reach the same destination. This stamping 

erations lead to construct V SP Ti . Similarly, V SP Ti∗ is constructed and sent to PCEi+1.

eld Include Route Object (IRO) of PCE request message in the same way 

the Explicit Route Object (ERO) is used in the PCE reply message to transport the VSPT for the 

When one or more VSPTs are received by an intermediate PCE, this last one grafts the VSPT(s), 

according to the black and white nodes, to its graph that models the network topology of the NSP. 

onnecting the source node to black nodes are not concerned by the path 

computation. Once the merge is done, the PCE trigger the computation process within the new 

network graph (from the source node to entry border nodes of the involved downstream NSPs).

hen a PCE sees that a data path of the VSPT cannot further satisfy the QoS constraints, it should 

prune this data path (under its responsibility) without sending extra control messages to the 
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TE LSP is sent by a PCC to a particular PCE (called source PCE) of its 

NSP, to trigger the exploration mechanism and to compute LSP(s) from a source node to a 

ag is added to the PCE request to identify the same path computation process with 

based computation) we propose to 

eld, transmitted in the PCE request message and completed (PCE 

address or PCE id appending) during the message transmission. The role of the PCE Path could be 

n mechanism (section 4.3): each PCE only enters the loop 

nds its address (or id) in the PCE Path of a received PCE request 

message and 2) PCE path to the PCE source: in case of stateless PCEs, this allows the destination 

o send the optimal path(s) back to the source PCE following the reverse path of the PCE Path. 

es the next PCEs and computes the VSPT (a set of optimal path segments) 

from the source node to every entry border nodes of next PCE neighbours, involved in the 

tree for the receiver PCE, 

trees sent to other PCE neighbours. The white colour means that the node is 

the PCEs which are in the PCE Path and the black one means that the mean. Let 

takes a focus on three PCE neighbours; PCEi, PCEi+1 and PCEi+1 as illustrated by Figure 36. PCEi 

computes the VSPT from s to concerned entry border nodes of the NSP’s PCEi+1 and NSP’s PCEi+1. 

Before sending the VSPT to PCEi+1, PCEi applies the colouring rule on this VSPT by stamping end 

d entry border nodes of NSP’s PCEi+1 are 

tree (source node and white 

nodes) corresponds to computed constrained path segments within NSP’s PCEi. This sub-tree 

network graph of NSP’s PCEi+1 to continue the computations, 2) the 

other nodes of the VSPT are stamped with black colour in order to inform PCEi+1 that there is 

another VSPT sent to a second PCE capable also to reach the same destination. This stamping 

is constructed and sent to PCEi+1. 

eld Include Route Object (IRO) of PCE request message in the same way 

to transport the VSPT for the 

When one or more VSPTs are received by an intermediate PCE, this last one grafts the VSPT(s), 

according to the black and white nodes, to its graph that models the network topology of the NSP. 

onnecting the source node to black nodes are not concerned by the path 

computation. Once the merge is done, the PCE trigger the computation process within the new 

network graph (from the source node to entry border nodes of the involved downstream NSPs). 

hen a PCE sees that a data path of the VSPT cannot further satisfy the QoS constraints, it should 

prune this data path (under its responsibility) without sending extra control messages to the 
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destination PCE. The latter will know that the data path is prun

is white in this case (uncompleted data path with white nodes means pruned data path and 

uncompleted data path with black nodes means actual enhanced PCE for Inter

Under Multiple QoS Constraints unco

allows for limiting the flooding of messages.

 

 

• At the level of the destination PCE, the colouring mechanism is used to synchronize the di

VSPTs. The first received VSPT indicates if more VSPTs could be received through alternative inter

NSP routes. This information is extracted from black/white nodes contained in the received VSPT. 

In this case the PCE destination must wait for the o

the infinite waiting time, a timer (Target PCE Waiting Timer or TPWT) is armed by the PCE 

destination once the PCE request message with a new Session ID (

is received. 

5.5.2. FROM AN INTER-CARRIER ASQ

In the push model (centralized and per

performed by the network service and business plane, is an inter

does not specify the network path

functionality described in this section is to determine this path. 

5.5.2.1. Contract identifier and PCE server address

As an outcome of the offer computation described in Sec.

the inter-carrier ASQ network path. This contract identifier represents an 

scope of a SLA.   
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destination PCE. The latter will know that the data path is pruned thanks to the node colour, which 

is white in this case (uncompleted data path with white nodes means pruned data path and 

uncompleted data path with black nodes means actual enhanced PCE for Inter

Under Multiple QoS Constraints uncompleted data path). Such a pruning in the forward direction 

ooding of messages. 

FIGURE 36: COLORING MECHANISM 

At the level of the destination PCE, the colouring mechanism is used to synchronize the di

rst received VSPT indicates if more VSPTs could be received through alternative inter

NSP routes. This information is extracted from black/white nodes contained in the received VSPT. 

In this case the PCE destination must wait for the other VSPTs before making a decision. To avoid 

nite waiting time, a timer (Target PCE Waiting Timer or TPWT) is armed by the PCE 

destination once the PCE request message with a new Session ID (first VSPT related to a Session ID) 

ASQ PATH OFFER TO AN INTER-CARRIER ASQ NETWORK PATH

In the push model (centralized and per-NSP centralized), the outcome of the service composition phase, 

service and business plane, is an inter-carrier ASQ path. Thi

network path: which exact router or exact interface will be used. The role of the 

functionality described in this section is to determine this path.  

dentifier and PCE server address 

e offer computation described in Sec.5.4.1, a contract identifier is provided to compute 

carrier ASQ network path. This contract identifier represents an instance of an offer within the 
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ed thanks to the node colour, which 

is white in this case (uncompleted data path with white nodes means pruned data path and 

uncompleted data path with black nodes means actual enhanced PCE for Inter-NSP Service Delivery 

mpleted data path). Such a pruning in the forward direction 

 

At the level of the destination PCE, the colouring mechanism is used to synchronize the different 

rst received VSPT indicates if more VSPTs could be received through alternative inter-

NSP routes. This information is extracted from black/white nodes contained in the received VSPT. 

ther VSPTs before making a decision. To avoid 

nite waiting time, a timer (Target PCE Waiting Timer or TPWT) is armed by the PCE 

rst VSPT related to a Session ID) 

NETWORK PATH 

NSP centralized), the outcome of the service composition phase, 

carrier ASQ path. This path is loose for it 

: which exact router or exact interface will be used. The role of the 

, a contract identifier is provided to compute 

instance of an offer within the 
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Although the contract identifier could be unique globally, it seems easier from an implementation point of 

view to have a less constrained approach and to have a unique value within the scope of an NSP.  Th

approach avoids the need to find an agreement between the NSPs to share the pool of the contract 

identifier values.  So an instance of an inter

contract identifiers.   

During the path offer composition, each NSP provides not only a contract identifier but also a PCE server 

address. The PCE server is responsible for the ASQ network path computation.

As introduced in [D4.2], in a multi

information on the network topology to compute the optimal end

PCEP requests between the NSPs is needful along with the “Backward

Procedure” (BRPC) [BRPC] to find this optimal path.

5.5.2.2. Overview of the solution

The contract identifier is used to retrieve different pieces of information needed to compute the end

end path (these pieces of information have been provisioned by the 

plane when building the inter-carrier ASQ path offer):

- acceptance criteria to check the validity of the path request. The policies can be different per NSP 

and are applied at the ingress NSP domain node.

- TE parameters: the traffic engineering parameters have to be taken into account 

computation to select a path compliant with these constraints. Such a parameter can be the 

required bandwidth for instance or the delay or the jitter or other QoS parameter. These TE 

parameters are the TE parameters declared when the NSP pu

receives a path request with TE

compatible with the ones associated with the offer.

- Autonomous System Boundary Routers (ASBRs) in the local domain:  an NSP 

ASBRs eligible for the inter-

and the egress ASBRs among these ASBRs only.

- Next PCE server: the address of the next PCE server to which the path computation requ

sent. 

- Next Autonomous System (AS): the number of the next AS in which a path computation has to be 

performed to provide the complementary part of the path. 

- Next contract id: the contract identifier value associated with the next NSP in the in

path offer. 

To compute the optimal end-to-end path, the “Backward

(BRPC) is selected. Once the PCE server associated with the ingress domain receives a network path 

computation requests, it extracts the contract identifier and queries a server to obtain the above 

mentioned information. If the request is accepted and if the PCE server is not able to compute the path to 

the destination it  sends the path computation request downstream to its next PCE 

next AS and the next contract identifier value. When the server is the last in the chain, it computes the 
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Although the contract identifier could be unique globally, it seems easier from an implementation point of 

view to have a less constrained approach and to have a unique value within the scope of an NSP.  Th

approach avoids the need to find an agreement between the NSPs to share the pool of the contract 

identifier values.  So an instance of an inter-carrier ASQ path offer composition is associated with a suite of 

r composition, each NSP provides not only a contract identifier but also a PCE server 

address. The PCE server is responsible for the ASQ network path computation. 

As introduced in [D4.2], in a multi-AS and multi-NSP environment a single PCE server has not 

information on the network topology to compute the optimal end-to-end network path. A sequence of 

PCEP requests between the NSPs is needful along with the “Backward-Recursive PCE

Procedure” (BRPC) [BRPC] to find this optimal path. 

Overview of the solution 

The contract identifier is used to retrieve different pieces of information needed to compute the end

end path (these pieces of information have been provisioned by the network service and management 

carrier ASQ path offer): 

acceptance criteria to check the validity of the path request. The policies can be different per NSP 

and are applied at the ingress NSP domain node. 

TE parameters: the traffic engineering parameters have to be taken into account 

computation to select a path compliant with these constraints. Such a parameter can be the 

required bandwidth for instance or the delay or the jitter or other QoS parameter. These TE 

parameters are the TE parameters declared when the NSP publishes its offers. When a PCE server 

receives a path request with TE-parameters it must checks that these latter TE

compatible with the ones associated with the offer. 

Autonomous System Boundary Routers (ASBRs) in the local domain:  an NSP 

-carrier ASQ path. The path computation process will select the ingress 

and the egress ASBRs among these ASBRs only. 

Next PCE server: the address of the next PCE server to which the path computation requ

Next Autonomous System (AS): the number of the next AS in which a path computation has to be 

performed to provide the complementary part of the path.  

Next contract id: the contract identifier value associated with the next NSP in the in

end path, the “Backward-Recursive PCE-based Computation Procedure” 

(BRPC) is selected. Once the PCE server associated with the ingress domain receives a network path 

s the contract identifier and queries a server to obtain the above 

mentioned information. If the request is accepted and if the PCE server is not able to compute the path to 

the destination it  sends the path computation request downstream to its next PCE 

next AS and the next contract identifier value. When the server is the last in the chain, it computes the 
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Although the contract identifier could be unique globally, it seems easier from an implementation point of 

view to have a less constrained approach and to have a unique value within the scope of an NSP.  This 

approach avoids the need to find an agreement between the NSPs to share the pool of the contract 

carrier ASQ path offer composition is associated with a suite of 

r composition, each NSP provides not only a contract identifier but also a PCE server 

NSP environment a single PCE server has not enough 

end network path. A sequence of 

Recursive PCE-based Computation 

The contract identifier is used to retrieve different pieces of information needed to compute the end-to-

service and management 

acceptance criteria to check the validity of the path request. The policies can be different per NSP 

TE parameters: the traffic engineering parameters have to be taken into account during the path 

computation to select a path compliant with these constraints. Such a parameter can be the 

required bandwidth for instance or the delay or the jitter or other QoS parameter. These TE 

blishes its offers. When a PCE server 

parameters it must checks that these latter TE-parameters are 

Autonomous System Boundary Routers (ASBRs) in the local domain:  an NSP can restrict the list of 

The path computation process will select the ingress 

Next PCE server: the address of the next PCE server to which the path computation request is to be 

Next Autonomous System (AS): the number of the next AS in which a path computation has to be 

Next contract id: the contract identifier value associated with the next NSP in the inter-carrier ASQ 

based Computation Procedure” 

(BRPC) is selected. Once the PCE server associated with the ingress domain receives a network path 

s the contract identifier and queries a server to obtain the above 

mentioned information. If the request is accepted and if the PCE server is not able to compute the path to 

the destination it  sends the path computation request downstream to its next PCE server mentioning the 

next AS and the next contract identifier value. When the server is the last in the chain, it computes the 
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different paths eligible according to the PCEP request TE parameters and sends back to its upstream PCE 

server these possible paths and this recursively up to the upstream PCE server.

In addition, in order to keep the domain topologies confidential, the Path Key Segment (PKS) procedure is 

activated to exchange keys representing path segments instead of the path segments themselves.

The PCE server can be implemented in many ways.  For the prototype 2, a RESTful architecture has been 

agreed to achieve the correlation between the contract id and PCEP parameters.

5.5.2.3. Sequence diagram

For the sake of simplicity, the diagram of 

computation between two NSPs only, 

The topology is as below: 

NSP 1 

PCC 

ASBR 11 

ASBR 1

FIGURE 37: AN INTER-CARRIER NET

The network Service and management plane has computed an inter

requests the computation of an inter path between ASBR11 and 

Cx1. 
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different paths eligible according to the PCEP request TE parameters and sends back to its upstream PCE 

ths and this recursively up to the upstream PCE server. 

In addition, in order to keep the domain topologies confidential, the Path Key Segment (PKS) procedure is 

activated to exchange keys representing path segments instead of the path segments themselves.

The PCE server can be implemented in many ways.  For the prototype 2, a RESTful architecture has been 

agreed to achieve the correlation between the contract id and PCEP parameters. 

Sequence diagram 

For the sake of simplicity, the diagram of Figure 37 below depicts an inter

computation between two NSPs only, each with a single AS. 

 

ASBR 22 

NSP 1 - AS 1 

PCE 1 

NSP2 - AS 2 

PCE 2 

ASBR 12 

ASBR 13 

ASBR 14 

ASBR 21 

ASBR 23 

ASBR 24 

ASBR 25 

CARRIER NETWORK PATH COMPUTATION BETWEEN TWO NSPS

Service and management plane has computed an inter-carrier ASQ path offer and it now 

requests the computation of an inter path between ASBR11 and ASBR25 for the contract id whose value is 
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different paths eligible according to the PCEP request TE parameters and sends back to its upstream PCE 

In addition, in order to keep the domain topologies confidential, the Path Key Segment (PKS) procedure is 

activated to exchange keys representing path segments instead of the path segments themselves. 

The PCE server can be implemented in many ways.  For the prototype 2, a RESTful architecture has been 

below depicts an inter-carrier network path 
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carrier ASQ path offer and it now 

ASBR25 for the contract id whose value is 
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FIGURE 38: MESSAGE FLOW FOR THE

5.5.2.4. PCEP extensions 

A way to carry out the contract identifier value in the path computation request has been specified in 

draft “draft-leroux-pce-contract-id-01.txt

The purpose of the draft is to describe the structure of a new optional object in the PCE request message so 

that to specify a contract identifier. For the time being the contract identifier value is a 128

encoded as a Universally Unique IDentifier (UUID).

 This draft could be enhanced after the outcome of the ETICS prototypes to get IETF standard status.

Another option is to encode the contract identifier as a proprietary constraint as per the IE

ietf-pce-vendor-constraints-05.txt.
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MESSAGE FLOW FOR THE INTER-CARRIER PATH COMPUTATION

 

A way to carry out the contract identifier value in the path computation request has been specified in 

01.txt ».  

The purpose of the draft is to describe the structure of a new optional object in the PCE request message so 

that to specify a contract identifier. For the time being the contract identifier value is a 128

encoded as a Universally Unique IDentifier (UUID). 

This draft could be enhanced after the outcome of the ETICS prototypes to get IETF standard status.

Another option is to encode the contract identifier as a proprietary constraint as per the IE

05.txt. 
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TION 

A way to carry out the contract identifier value in the path computation request has been specified in the 

The purpose of the draft is to describe the structure of a new optional object in the PCE request message so 

that to specify a contract identifier. For the time being the contract identifier value is a 128 bit field 

This draft could be enhanced after the outcome of the ETICS prototypes to get IETF standard status. 

Another option is to encode the contract identifier as a proprietary constraint as per the IETF draft draft-
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5.5.3. BUILDING NETWORK PATH WITH THE 

In the Pull Model, NSPs exchange network capabilities in the form of Traffic Engineering routing 

information. Thus, each ASVR is capable of reconstituting the whol

aggregated view) of the ETICS community formed by the different NSPs. Once this Hierarchical LSDB is built, 

it is easier to run on top of the topology a standard CSPF (Constraint Shortest Path First) algorithm to 

determine the optimal path based on the requested parameters. In this context, the SLA Manager just 

triggers the PCE for an ERO with a standard PCReq message. It only specifies the Ingress and Egress point

as well as the QoS parameters. The Service composition is do

CSPF on the hierarchical topology. 

5.5.3.1. PCE integration into the ASVR

In our implementation, we intend to complete the ASVR functions with the PCE ones. PCE is already 

listening to the IGP-TE to populate its Traffic En

quite simple. In fact, it more corresponds to an improvement of the existing PCE architecture with the H

principle rather than to add the PCE feature to the ASVR. This particular PCE, in addition

support, is based on two kinds of Traffic Engineering Databases (TED): 

• The standard TED is filled by learning the underlying network topology through the IGP

OSPF-TE), 

• The Hierarchical TED (H-TED) is fed by learning the inter

protocol. 

The figure below shows this integration. To the standard functions (TED “Traffic Engineering Database”, 

standard CSPF “Constrained Shortest Path First algorithm”, BRPC “Backward Recursive Path Computation” 

and PCEP protocol), we add an H-TED and a H

the abstraction of the topology and from the neighbours H

The learning phase corresponds to the steps 1 to 4 

In the pull model, the SLA Manager triggers the PCE without specifying the AS Path (step 5). When an inter

domain request is received, the PCE start

to know the next PCE in the chain to contact. To determine it, the PCE will use its H

on the hierarchical topology to determine the 

on the figure below). Once the AS path is computed, the first PCE will initiate the standard BRPC algorithm 

and forward the request to the next PCE (step 6 and 8). The request is processed Hop by Hop (i.e. PCE by 

PCE) until the destination.  
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ATH WITH THE PULL MODEL 

In the Pull Model, NSPs exchange network capabilities in the form of Traffic Engineering routing 

information. Thus, each ASVR is capable of reconstituting the whole topology (at the hierarchical 

view) of the ETICS community formed by the different NSPs. Once this Hierarchical LSDB is built, 

it is easier to run on top of the topology a standard CSPF (Constraint Shortest Path First) algorithm to 

he optimal path based on the requested parameters. In this context, the SLA Manager just 

triggers the PCE for an ERO with a standard PCReq message. It only specifies the Ingress and Egress point

as well as the QoS parameters. The Service composition is done entirely by the PCE through a dedicated 

 

PCE integration into the ASVR 

In our implementation, we intend to complete the ASVR functions with the PCE ones. PCE is already 

TE to populate its Traffic Engineering Database (TED). So, integrating ASVR and PCE is 

quite simple. In fact, it more corresponds to an improvement of the existing PCE architecture with the H

principle rather than to add the PCE feature to the ASVR. This particular PCE, in addition

two kinds of Traffic Engineering Databases (TED):  

The standard TED is filled by learning the underlying network topology through the IGP

TED) is fed by learning the inter-carrier topology through the OSPF

The figure below shows this integration. To the standard functions (TED “Traffic Engineering Database”, 

standard CSPF “Constrained Shortest Path First algorithm”, BRPC “Backward Recursive Path Computation” 

TED and a H-CSPF. H-TED is obtained both from the TED after performing 

the abstraction of the topology and from the neighbours H-TE which in turn sends their respective LSA

The learning phase corresponds to the steps 1 to 4 on the Figure 39. Its goal is to fill the H

In the pull model, the SLA Manager triggers the PCE without specifying the AS Path (step 5). When an inter

domain request is received, the PCE starts the BRPC algorithm (step 6). This step needs an AS Path in order 

to know the next PCE in the chain to contact. To determine it, the PCE will use its H-

on the hierarchical topology to determine the best AS path that satisfies the requested parameters (step 7 

). Once the AS path is computed, the first PCE will initiate the standard BRPC algorithm 

and forward the request to the next PCE (step 6 and 8). The request is processed Hop by Hop (i.e. PCE by 
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In the Pull Model, NSPs exchange network capabilities in the form of Traffic Engineering routing 

e topology (at the hierarchical 

view) of the ETICS community formed by the different NSPs. Once this Hierarchical LSDB is built, 

it is easier to run on top of the topology a standard CSPF (Constraint Shortest Path First) algorithm to 

he optimal path based on the requested parameters. In this context, the SLA Manager just 

triggers the PCE for an ERO with a standard PCReq message. It only specifies the Ingress and Egress points 

ne entirely by the PCE through a dedicated 

In our implementation, we intend to complete the ASVR functions with the PCE ones. PCE is already 

gineering Database (TED). So, integrating ASVR and PCE is 

quite simple. In fact, it more corresponds to an improvement of the existing PCE architecture with the H-TE 

principle rather than to add the PCE feature to the ASVR. This particular PCE, in addition to the BRPC 

The standard TED is filled by learning the underlying network topology through the IGP-TE (here, 

r topology through the OSPF-H-TE 

The figure below shows this integration. To the standard functions (TED “Traffic Engineering Database”, 

standard CSPF “Constrained Shortest Path First algorithm”, BRPC “Backward Recursive Path Computation” 

TED is obtained both from the TED after performing 

TE which in turn sends their respective LSAs. 

Its goal is to fill the H-TED of the PCE. 

In the pull model, the SLA Manager triggers the PCE without specifying the AS Path (step 5). When an inter-

s the BRPC algorithm (step 6). This step needs an AS Path in order 

-TED and execute a CSPF 

quested parameters (step 7 

). Once the AS path is computed, the first PCE will initiate the standard BRPC algorithm 

and forward the request to the next PCE (step 6 and 8). The request is processed Hop by Hop (i.e. PCE by 
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FIGURE 

5.5.3.2. AS path computation

When performing the Service Composition for the Pull Model, the PCE runs two different phases depending 

of the parameters sent by the Path Computation 

• If the AS path is explicitly mentioned in the request (under the form of an Include Route Object 

IRO), the PCE just executes the BRPC algorithm by following the AS path mentioned in the IRO. For 

that purpose, it sends the request to the PCE

each hop till the destination. The last PCE starts the path computation and sends its results to its 

predecessor. This process is iterated at each hop (PCE) till the result reaches the source. As such,

by AS, the path is computed and the first PCE provides the final answers. During the BRPC 

computation, each PCE could select precisely which BGP routers (ASBRs) will be used inside the PoI. 

It is also possible to precise the BGP routers used in PoI by 

the IRO. This corresponds to the case where the PCE is triggered by the Service Composition acting 

in Push mode. 

• If the AS path is not provided in the request, the PCE must first determine it. For that purpose, th

PCE will use its H-TED and execute a CSPF on the hierarchical topology to determine the optimal AS 

path regarding the requested parameters. Once the AS path is computed, the first PCE will run the 

standard BRPC as described previously. Again, depending o

the different NSPs, the AS path computation could result into a more or less detailed vectors. In its 

simplest form, it could be composed only by the AS numbers, letting each PCE choose

the BGP routers inside the PoI. 

CSPF algorithms have been extensively studied and numerous proposals are available today. However, the 

main principle consists in finding a 

purpose, the CSPF algorithm starts to determine where the beginning and the end (ingress and egress 
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FIGURE 39: PCE MODULES INSIDE THE ASVR 

omputation 

When performing the Service Composition for the Pull Model, the PCE runs two different phases depending 

of the parameters sent by the Path Computation Client (PCC): 

If the AS path is explicitly mentioned in the request (under the form of an Include Route Object 

IRO), the PCE just executes the BRPC algorithm by following the AS path mentioned in the IRO. For 

that purpose, it sends the request to the PCE in charge of the next AS. This process is iterated at 

each hop till the destination. The last PCE starts the path computation and sends its results to its 

predecessor. This process is iterated at each hop (PCE) till the result reaches the source. As such,

by AS, the path is computed and the first PCE provides the final answers. During the BRPC 

computation, each PCE could select precisely which BGP routers (ASBRs) will be used inside the PoI. 

It is also possible to precise the BGP routers used in PoI by providing their respective IP addresses in 

the IRO. This corresponds to the case where the PCE is triggered by the Service Composition acting 

If the AS path is not provided in the request, the PCE must first determine it. For that purpose, th

TED and execute a CSPF on the hierarchical topology to determine the optimal AS 

path regarding the requested parameters. Once the AS path is computed, the first PCE will run the 

standard BRPC as described previously. Again, depending on the network capabilities provided by 

the different NSPs, the AS path computation could result into a more or less detailed vectors. In its 

simplest form, it could be composed only by the AS numbers, letting each PCE choose

side the PoI.  

CSPF algorithms have been extensively studied and numerous proposals are available today. However, the 

in finding a path in a tree where arcs are normalized with TE parameters. For that 
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When performing the Service Composition for the Pull Model, the PCE runs two different phases depending 

If the AS path is explicitly mentioned in the request (under the form of an Include Route Object – 

IRO), the PCE just executes the BRPC algorithm by following the AS path mentioned in the IRO. For 

in charge of the next AS. This process is iterated at 

each hop till the destination. The last PCE starts the path computation and sends its results to its 

predecessor. This process is iterated at each hop (PCE) till the result reaches the source. As such, AS 

by AS, the path is computed and the first PCE provides the final answers. During the BRPC 

computation, each PCE could select precisely which BGP routers (ASBRs) will be used inside the PoI. 

providing their respective IP addresses in 

the IRO. This corresponds to the case where the PCE is triggered by the Service Composition acting 

If the AS path is not provided in the request, the PCE must first determine it. For that purpose, the 

TED and execute a CSPF on the hierarchical topology to determine the optimal AS 

path regarding the requested parameters. Once the AS path is computed, the first PCE will run the 

n the network capabilities provided by 

the different NSPs, the AS path computation could result into a more or less detailed vectors. In its 

simplest form, it could be composed only by the AS numbers, letting each PCE chooses the PoI and 

CSPF algorithms have been extensively studied and numerous proposals are available today. However, the 
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nodes) are. Then, the CSPF searches

the criteria and then on the remaining paths selects the best one. In the case

which criteria (e.g. bandwidth, delay, price …) must be optimized in the whole set of requested parameters 

through the PCEP protocol. This is possible for the PCC by setting the objective function in the PCEP 

request. 

As usual, each NSP is free to use / implement the CSPF that satisf

ones). Some CSPFs are more powerful tha

part of the PCE, the CSPF algorithm for the 

be implemented for the prototype. What must be taken into account for the CSPF selection is the number 

of constraints i.e. the number of TE parameters used for the selection 

influences the SPF computation. Again, by announcing several objective functions, the PCE provides a way 

for the PCC to choose which TE parameters is predominant in the path computation. 

Depending on the network capabilities provided by the 

result into a more or less detailed vector. In its simplest form, it could be composed only by the AS 

numbers, letting each PCE choose the PoI and the BGP routers inside the PoI. In 

BGP routers have been already selected inside each PoI. By adding new private Objective Function values 

we let the PCC choose how the BRPC runs 

PCC issuing a PCreq with the VSPT flag set will get i

ASQ depending of the following Objective Function value:

• Loose BRPC: 32769. Each PCE computes the AS Path but uses only the next AS in the computed 

chain to determine to which next PCE it must send t

(AS by AS). This algorithm is fully distributed but with the risk to compute a non optimal ASQ or 

run into some failure. Crank back is mandatory to improve the efficiency.

• Standard BRPC: 0 or 32770.

the AS path and completes

before sending the PCReq to the next PCE in the chain. This is the standard way a BRPC is triggered. 

ASBRs in the PoI are not selected during the AS path computation but during the BRPC step.

• Strict BRPC: 32771. The first PCE which receive

path and completes the PCReq with an IRO (Include Route Object) conta

ASBR IP address before sending the PCReq to the next PCE in the chain. The ASBR in the PoI are 

imposed by the AS Path computation letting no flexibility to the BRPC algorithm. This is the more 

efficient way to build an ASQ.

If from a business perspective, it could be preferable to completely distribute the AS path selection (loose 

BRPC), from a technical point of view, the 

done on a hop by hop basis with local criteria

In addition, AS Path computation only could be requested through a new private Objective Function value:

• AS Path only: 32768. A PCC issuing a PCreq with Objective Function equal to 32768 and VSPT 

unset will get in turn an AS path only in the form of: <PKS>[<IP address><PKS>]*. The PKS is here 

divert from its original purpose as the key convey the AS number and the IP address corresponds to 

the ASVR loopback address. The following IP address co
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es the optimal path on the tree by first pruning all paths that don’t match 

the criteria and then on the remaining paths selects the best one. In the case of PCE, it is possible to specify 

which criteria (e.g. bandwidth, delay, price …) must be optimized in the whole set of requested parameters 

through the PCEP protocol. This is possible for the PCC by setting the objective function in the PCEP 

usual, each NSP is free to use / implement the CSPF that satisfies its criteria (both technical and business 

ones). Some CSPFs are more powerful than other ones, often at the expense of performance. So, as it is 

part of the PCE, the CSPF algorithm for the AS path selection is not specified. A basic and standard CSPF will 

be implemented for the prototype. What must be taken into account for the CSPF selection is the number 

of constraints i.e. the number of TE parameters used for the selection of a path 

the SPF computation. Again, by announcing several objective functions, the PCE provides a way 

for the PCC to choose which TE parameters is predominant in the path computation. 

Depending on the network capabilities provided by the different NSPs, the AS path computation could 

result into a more or less detailed vector. In its simplest form, it could be composed only by the AS 

numbers, letting each PCE choose the PoI and the BGP routers inside the PoI. In a more 

routers have been already selected inside each PoI. By adding new private Objective Function values 

we let the PCC choose how the BRPC runs (on the basis of the AS Path computed on top of the H

PCC issuing a PCreq with the VSPT flag set will get in turn an end to end Explicit Route Object (ERO) for the 

ASQ depending of the following Objective Function value: 

Each PCE computes the AS Path but uses only the next AS in the computed 

chain to determine to which next PCE it must send the PCReq. The AS path is computed hop by hop 

(AS by AS). This algorithm is fully distributed but with the risk to compute a non optimal ASQ or 

run into some failure. Crank back is mandatory to improve the efficiency. 

Standard BRPC: 0 or 32770. The first PCE which receives the initial PCreq from the PCC computes 

s the PCReq with an IRO (Include Route Object) containing the AS chain 

before sending the PCReq to the next PCE in the chain. This is the standard way a BRPC is triggered. 

in the PoI are not selected during the AS path computation but during the BRPC step.

The first PCE which receives the initial PCreq from the PCC computes the AS 

the PCReq with an IRO (Include Route Object) containing the AS chain and the 

ASBR IP address before sending the PCReq to the next PCE in the chain. The ASBR in the PoI are 

imposed by the AS Path computation letting no flexibility to the BRPC algorithm. This is the more 

efficient way to build an ASQ. 

om a business perspective, it could be preferable to completely distribute the AS path selection (loose 

BRPC), from a technical point of view, the failure probability may increase when the AS path selection is 

done on a hop by hop basis with local criteria for the selection and without global objective of success.

In addition, AS Path computation only could be requested through a new private Objective Function value:

. A PCC issuing a PCreq with Objective Function equal to 32768 and VSPT 

unset will get in turn an AS path only in the form of: <PKS>[<IP address><PKS>]*. The PKS is here 

divert from its original purpose as the key convey the AS number and the IP address corresponds to 

the ASVR loopback address. The following IP address corresponds to the ASBR loopback address 
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the optimal path on the tree by first pruning all paths that don’t match 

of PCE, it is possible to specify 

which criteria (e.g. bandwidth, delay, price …) must be optimized in the whole set of requested parameters 

through the PCEP protocol. This is possible for the PCC by setting the objective function in the PCEP 

its criteria (both technical and business 

other ones, often at the expense of performance. So, as it is 

AS path selection is not specified. A basic and standard CSPF will 

be implemented for the prototype. What must be taken into account for the CSPF selection is the number 

path in the tree, which 

the SPF computation. Again, by announcing several objective functions, the PCE provides a way 

for the PCC to choose which TE parameters is predominant in the path computation.  

different NSPs, the AS path computation could 

result into a more or less detailed vector. In its simplest form, it could be composed only by the AS 

a more complex form, the 

routers have been already selected inside each PoI. By adding new private Objective Function values 

the AS Path computed on top of the H-TED). A 

n turn an end to end Explicit Route Object (ERO) for the 

Each PCE computes the AS Path but uses only the next AS in the computed 

he PCReq. The AS path is computed hop by hop 

(AS by AS). This algorithm is fully distributed but with the risk to compute a non optimal ASQ or to 

the initial PCreq from the PCC computes 

the PCReq with an IRO (Include Route Object) containing the AS chain 

before sending the PCReq to the next PCE in the chain. This is the standard way a BRPC is triggered. 

in the PoI are not selected during the AS path computation but during the BRPC step. 

the initial PCreq from the PCC computes the AS 

ining the AS chain and the 

ASBR IP address before sending the PCReq to the next PCE in the chain. The ASBR in the PoI are 

imposed by the AS Path computation letting no flexibility to the BRPC algorithm. This is the more 

om a business perspective, it could be preferable to completely distribute the AS path selection (loose 

probability may increase when the AS path selection is 

for the selection and without global objective of success. 

In addition, AS Path computation only could be requested through a new private Objective Function value: 

. A PCC issuing a PCreq with Objective Function equal to 32768 and VSPT flag 

unset will get in turn an AS path only in the form of: <PKS>[<IP address><PKS>]*. The PKS is here 

divert from its original purpose as the key convey the AS number and the IP address corresponds to 

rresponds to the ASBR loopback address 
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selected by the AS Path algorithm in the PoI that connects the two ASs. The PCC could then use 

only the AS number or in addition the ASBR IP address.

Additional Objective function value

constraint computation. For example, minimize delay, minimize price, maximize bandwidth

5.6. INTER-CARRIER ASQ 

The previously described blocks of the ETICS architecture r

customer. If the customer accepts the inter

means enforcing a traffic identification scheme at the border routers involved in the PoIs of an ASQ path. 

This is exactly the scope of this section. It corresponds to the Service Instance Manager class of the 

Network package in the UML schema (see 

A first input to this problem was first provided within [ETICS

D4.4 [ETICS-D4.4]. This section gives an overview of the problem and the approach recommended by ETICS.

The section is two-fold. First, it deal

deals with how such a traffic identification scheme can be enforced at the data plane level.

5.6.1. WHAT IS THE PROPER TRAFFIC IDENTIFICATION

5.6.1.1. Problem specificity for ETIC

We first start with briefly explaining why we need a traffic identification solution for ETICS. 

In today’s best effort Internet, traffic is identified and routed at AS Border Routers (ASBRs) based on the IP 

destination IP header field of packets. However, ETICS proposes a way to reach destinations according to 

specific needs. This proposed architectu

different paths, depending on the contracts that the owners of these flows bought for their traffic delivery. 

We illustrate this with the example of 

not follow the same path. As a consequence, the classical “simple” destination

identification scheme is no longer sufficient for the needs of ETICS.

FIGURE 40: FLOW DIFFERENTIATION
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selected by the AS Path algorithm in the PoI that connects the two ASs. The PCC could then use 

only the AS number or in addition the ASBR IP address. 

Additional Objective function values could be envisaged in order to prioritize parameters in the multi

constraint computation. For example, minimize delay, minimize price, maximize bandwidth

SQ PATH PROVISIONING 

The previously described blocks of the ETICS architecture return an inter-carrier ASQ path to the ETICS 

customer. If the customer accepts the inter-carrier ASQ path, it needs to be provisioned. Provisioning 

means enforcing a traffic identification scheme at the border routers involved in the PoIs of an ASQ path. 

his is exactly the scope of this section. It corresponds to the Service Instance Manager class of the 

Network package in the UML schema (see Figure 21). 

A first input to this problem was first provided within [ETICS-D5.6], and was further enhanced in Deliverable 

D4.4]. This section gives an overview of the problem and the approach recommended by ETICS.

fold. First, it deals with how the traffic must be identified at the border routers. It second 

deals with how such a traffic identification scheme can be enforced at the data plane level.

AFFIC IDENTIFICATION SCHEME FOR ETICS? 

Problem specificity for ETICS: destination-based routing is not sufficient

We first start with briefly explaining why we need a traffic identification solution for ETICS. 

In today’s best effort Internet, traffic is identified and routed at AS Border Routers (ASBRs) based on the IP 

destination IP header field of packets. However, ETICS proposes a way to reach destinations according to 

specific needs. This proposed architecture implies that several flows to the same destination may follow 

different paths, depending on the contracts that the owners of these flows bought for their traffic delivery. 

We illustrate this with the example of Figure 40. The red and blue flows have the same destination but do 

As a consequence, the classical “simple” destination

ger sufficient for the needs of ETICS. 

FLOW DIFFERENTIATION FOR A COMMON DESTINATION
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selected by the AS Path algorithm in the PoI that connects the two ASs. The PCC could then use 

could be envisaged in order to prioritize parameters in the multi-

constraint computation. For example, minimize delay, minimize price, maximize bandwidth, etc. 

carrier ASQ path to the ETICS 

carrier ASQ path, it needs to be provisioned. Provisioning 

means enforcing a traffic identification scheme at the border routers involved in the PoIs of an ASQ path. 

his is exactly the scope of this section. It corresponds to the Service Instance Manager class of the 

D5.6], and was further enhanced in Deliverable 

D4.4]. This section gives an overview of the problem and the approach recommended by ETICS. 

s with how the traffic must be identified at the border routers. It second 

deals with how such a traffic identification scheme can be enforced at the data plane level. 

based routing is not sufficient 

We first start with briefly explaining why we need a traffic identification solution for ETICS.  

In today’s best effort Internet, traffic is identified and routed at AS Border Routers (ASBRs) based on the IP 

destination IP header field of packets. However, ETICS proposes a way to reach destinations according to 

re implies that several flows to the same destination may follow 

different paths, depending on the contracts that the owners of these flows bought for their traffic delivery.  

flows have the same destination but do 

As a consequence, the classical “simple” destination-based routing 

 

TION 
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5.6.1.2. Requirements of the traffic identification solution:

We think that an efficient identification scheme needs to be insensitive to the 

• Forwarding scalability: The identification scheme must be scalable at the forwarding level. To give a 

figure about the current scale of Internet’s destination

Information Base (FIB) in the Internet DFZ 

• Policy compliancy: the identification scheme must not allow a domain to use a path that is not 

compliant with the path proposed by its neighbours or to steal (free ride) an ASQ path that is 

destined to another domain. We illustrate

not policy compliant. 

5.6.1.3. Recommended ETICS traffic identification approach

In order to choose the most appropriate traffic identification approach, we compare the different 

possibilities in terms of traffic identification. Before we present the different identification schemes, we 

remind the input to the traffic identification problem.

5.6.1.3.1. Input to the traffic identification problem: the ASQ traffic signature

The input to the traffic identification prob

access point. During this phase (See the Service access point in Sec.

ETICS customer and the ETICS interface agree on the way the traffic is identified at the first point of 

interconnect. This results in the ASQ traffic signatu

traffic that needs to flow within the ASQ path. An example of such a traffic signature is a set of source IP 

addresses belonging to the customer and a set of destination IP addresses that the inte

needs to reach, say S1..Sx and D1..Dx

This identification, based on the ASQ traffic signature, needs to be performed 

ASQ path in order to know which traffic exactly needs to follow the ASQ path.

We next deal with the different ways of identifying the traffic along the path from the entry point till the 

exit point of the ASQ path. 

5.6.1.3.2. Possible identification schemes

An inter-carrier ASQ path defines a network path through multiple NSP domains. The packets that were 

identified by the ASQ traffic signature at the entry of the ASQ path need to follow this network path. Any 

traffic identification scheme at the PoIs should ensure that these packets 

Different ways are possible to ensure this goal.

5.6.1.3.2.1. Re-identification at each intermediate PoI (using ASQ flow signature)

A naïve approach is to use the original headers and the ASQ traffic signature as traffic identifiers along the 

entire path. In this configuration, the routing decision is taken, at each PoI, based on the original header 

identification. We illustrate this through a simple example in 

scheme on top of the generic ETICS inter

identification negotiation concluded to the following ASQ traffic signature: (S1…Sx) as

(d1…dm) as destination IP addresses. 
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Requirements of the traffic identification solution: 

We think that an efficient identification scheme needs to be insensitive to the following issues:

Forwarding scalability: The identification scheme must be scalable at the forwarding level. To give a 

figure about the current scale of Internet’s destination-based routing, a typical Forwarding 

Information Base (FIB) in the Internet DFZ is about 450 000 lines.  

Policy compliancy: the identification scheme must not allow a domain to use a path that is not 

compliant with the path proposed by its neighbours or to steal (free ride) an ASQ path that is 

destined to another domain. We illustrate later in this section a global identification scheme that is 

Recommended ETICS traffic identification approach 

In order to choose the most appropriate traffic identification approach, we compare the different 

f traffic identification. Before we present the different identification schemes, we 

remind the input to the traffic identification problem. 

Input to the traffic identification problem: the ASQ traffic signature

The input to the traffic identification problem is given during the service ordering phase at the service 

access point. During this phase (See the Service access point in Sec.5.2 and in particular Sec. 

ETICS customer and the ETICS interface agree on the way the traffic is identified at the first point of 

interconnect. This results in the ASQ traffic signature, a set of traffic identifiers that uniquely identify the 

traffic that needs to flow within the ASQ path. An example of such a traffic signature is a set of source IP 

addresses belonging to the customer and a set of destination IP addresses that the inte

S1..Sx and D1..Dx (we use this toy example later in the figures to explain our solution). 

This identification, based on the ASQ traffic signature, needs to be performed at least

to know which traffic exactly needs to follow the ASQ path. 

We next deal with the different ways of identifying the traffic along the path from the entry point till the 

Possible identification schemes 

efines a network path through multiple NSP domains. The packets that were 

identified by the ASQ traffic signature at the entry of the ASQ path need to follow this network path. Any 

traffic identification scheme at the PoIs should ensure that these packets follow this network path. 

Different ways are possible to ensure this goal. 

identification at each intermediate PoI (using ASQ flow signature)

A naïve approach is to use the original headers and the ASQ traffic signature as traffic identifiers along the 

entire path. In this configuration, the routing decision is taken, at each PoI, based on the original header 

identification. We illustrate this through a simple example in Figure 41. The figure shows the identification 

scheme on top of the generic ETICS inter-carrier ASQ path. We assume in this figure that the traffic 

identification negotiation concluded to the following ASQ traffic signature: (S1…Sx) as

(d1…dm) as destination IP addresses.  
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following issues: 

Forwarding scalability: The identification scheme must be scalable at the forwarding level. To give a 

based routing, a typical Forwarding 

Policy compliancy: the identification scheme must not allow a domain to use a path that is not 

compliant with the path proposed by its neighbours or to steal (free ride) an ASQ path that is 

later in this section a global identification scheme that is 

In order to choose the most appropriate traffic identification approach, we compare the different 

f traffic identification. Before we present the different identification schemes, we 

Input to the traffic identification problem: the ASQ traffic signature 

lem is given during the service ordering phase at the service 

and in particular Sec. 5.3.4), the 

ETICS customer and the ETICS interface agree on the way the traffic is identified at the first point of 

re, a set of traffic identifiers that uniquely identify the 

traffic that needs to flow within the ASQ path. An example of such a traffic signature is a set of source IP 

addresses belonging to the customer and a set of destination IP addresses that the inter-carrier ASQ path 

(we use this toy example later in the figures to explain our solution).  

at least at the entry of the 

We next deal with the different ways of identifying the traffic along the path from the entry point till the 

efines a network path through multiple NSP domains. The packets that were 

identified by the ASQ traffic signature at the entry of the ASQ path need to follow this network path. Any 

follow this network path. 

identification at each intermediate PoI (using ASQ flow signature) 

A naïve approach is to use the original headers and the ASQ traffic signature as traffic identifiers along the 

entire path. In this configuration, the routing decision is taken, at each PoI, based on the original header 

The figure shows the identification 

carrier ASQ path. We assume in this figure that the traffic 

identification negotiation concluded to the following ASQ traffic signature: (S1…Sx) as source IP addresses 
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The naïve approach consists therefore in replicating this original identification header along the path at 

each PoI. As such, at each PoI, the router needs to match the packets against the ASQ traf

take the routing decision to enforce the route (and the QoS) accordingly.

FIGURE 41: IDENTIFICATION USING

5.6.1.3.2.2. Indirect identification: path identification

We use Figure 42 to illustrate through a simple example the indirect identification approach (taking the 

same assumptions as FIGURE 41 as far as the result of the traffic identification negotiation step is concerned). 

This procedure consists in using a path identifier (or a tunnel id) instead of routing based on the original 

headers. The original headers, result of the traffic identifica

the ASQ path (the first PoI). The traffic is then tunnelled (encapsulated) and is routed according to the 

tunnel/path identifiers.  

FIGURE 42: INDIRECT IDENTIFIC

S1..Sx and d1..dm 

then tunnel (Tunnel id)

S1..Sx and d1..dm 
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The naïve approach consists therefore in replicating this original identification header along the path at 

each PoI. As such, at each PoI, the router needs to match the packets against the ASQ traf

take the routing decision to enforce the route (and the QoS) accordingly. 

IDENTIFICATION USING ORIGINAL HEADERS AT EACH POI

Indirect identification: path identification 

to illustrate through a simple example the indirect identification approach (taking the 

as far as the result of the traffic identification negotiation step is concerned). 

This procedure consists in using a path identifier (or a tunnel id) instead of routing based on the original 

headers. The original headers, result of the traffic identification negotiation, are only used at the entry of 

the ASQ path (the first PoI). The traffic is then tunnelled (encapsulated) and is routed according to the 

: INDIRECT IDENTIFICATION/PATH IDENTIFICATION 

then tunnel (Tunnel id) 

Tunnel id 

original

S1..Sx and d1..dm 

S1..Sx and d1..dm
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The naïve approach consists therefore in replicating this original identification header along the path at 

each PoI. As such, at each PoI, the router needs to match the packets against the ASQ traffic signature and 

 

EACH POI 

to illustrate through a simple example the indirect identification approach (taking the 

as far as the result of the traffic identification negotiation step is concerned). 

This procedure consists in using a path identifier (or a tunnel id) instead of routing based on the original 

tion negotiation, are only used at the entry of 

the ASQ path (the first PoI). The traffic is then tunnelled (encapsulated) and is routed according to the 

 

riginal identification 

S1..Sx and d1..dm 
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Note that in both described scenarios (Section 

identification is reused at the last PoI before the traffic s

In the indirect identification scheme described hereby, we distinguish between two extreme cases: End

End flat labelling and source-label stacking. The first is the least scalable in terms of forwarding;

is the most scalable. However, it is not applicable in practice (for reasons that we will explain later). It has 

also severe policy compliance issues.

5.6.1.3.2.2.1. End-to-end flat labelling

In this case, the path from stub to stub is identified by the path 

We have evaluated the number of potential routes available towards all the domains in the Internet in the 

worst case. Addressing all the paths of Internet (toward all destination ASes) a domain can use, the number 

of paths is in the order of magnitude of 10^7. 

FIGURE 

 

5.6.1.3.2.2.2. Source identifier stacking

In such an identification scheme, each domain aggregates all the flows that need to be carried to a common 

next domain. We must highlight that thi

the ETICS context. Nevertheless it is a good way to underline issues that can be encountered.

Figure 44 presents an example of such a scheme. The source (or its provider) adds to the original packet a 

series of identifiers. Each identifier identifies one domain of the path. For instance, NSP

packets according to the external identifier (i.e. 

before forwarding the packet to the next AS (i.e. NSP

according to the external identifier (i.e. 

This process is very close to the source routing [RFC791] but applies at the AS level.
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Note that in both described scenarios (Section 5.6.1.3.2.1 and Section 5.6.1.3.2.2

identification is reused at the last PoI before the traffic splits to reach the different hosts in the region.

In the indirect identification scheme described hereby, we distinguish between two extreme cases: End

label stacking. The first is the least scalable in terms of forwarding;

is the most scalable. However, it is not applicable in practice (for reasons that we will explain later). It has 

also severe policy compliance issues. 

end flat labelling 

In this case, the path from stub to stub is identified by the path identifier. 

We have evaluated the number of potential routes available towards all the domains in the Internet in the 

worst case. Addressing all the paths of Internet (toward all destination ASes) a domain can use, the number 

gnitude of 10^7.  

FIGURE 43: END-TO-END FLAT LABELLING 

Source identifier stacking 

In such an identification scheme, each domain aggregates all the flows that need to be carried to a common 

next domain. We must highlight that this scheme is an example, which we consider not being applicable in 

the ETICS context. Nevertheless it is a good way to underline issues that can be encountered.

example of such a scheme. The source (or its provider) adds to the original packet a 

series of identifiers. Each identifier identifies one domain of the path. For instance, NSP

identifier (i.e. C) only and stripe off this identifier at its exit ASBR, just 

before forwarding the packet to the next AS (i.e. NSP-2). NSP-2 then receives the packets and forwards it 

according to the external identifier (i.e. B) only and so on. 

cess is very close to the source routing [RFC791] but applies at the AS level. 
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5.6.1.3.2.2), the original header 

plits to reach the different hosts in the region. 

In the indirect identification scheme described hereby, we distinguish between two extreme cases: End-to-

label stacking. The first is the least scalable in terms of forwarding; the second 

is the most scalable. However, it is not applicable in practice (for reasons that we will explain later). It has 

We have evaluated the number of potential routes available towards all the domains in the Internet in the 

worst case. Addressing all the paths of Internet (toward all destination ASes) a domain can use, the number 

 

In such an identification scheme, each domain aggregates all the flows that need to be carried to a common 

s scheme is an example, which we consider not being applicable in 

the ETICS context. Nevertheless it is a good way to underline issues that can be encountered. 

example of such a scheme. The source (or its provider) adds to the original packet a 

series of identifiers. Each identifier identifies one domain of the path. For instance, NSP-1 forwards the 

) only and stripe off this identifier at its exit ASBR, just 

2 then receives the packets and forwards it 
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FIGURE 

This type of scheme resolves the FIB scalability issue as each AS would only need the same number of 

routes than the number of its neighbours.

For instance, an AS having 1 000 neighbours would only need 1 000 entries in its FIB.

Despite the fact that it is insensitive to the FIB scalability issue, this type of schemes encounters non

negligible issues: 

• All the identifiers are inserted into encapsulation header(s) therefore increasing the payload of the 

packets. 

• If formats of identification were not the same among the crossed domains (e.g. NSP

based whereas NSP-2 is LISP based), the source domain w

formats. 

A domain may potentially use paths its neighbours did not advertise to him. An example of policy violation 

is shown in Figure 45. 

 

• By knowing the blue and the 

could either be the real source or a transit AS, is able to deduce the 

been advertised. In order to prevent such type 

label inspection is necessary. This type of filtering would need to be performed at the entrance of 

each domain and is very costly (in term of computational cost). 

usable. 
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FIGURE 44: EXAMPLE OF SOURCE IDENTIFIER STACKING 

This type of scheme resolves the FIB scalability issue as each AS would only need the same number of 

routes than the number of its neighbours. 

For instance, an AS having 1 000 neighbours would only need 1 000 entries in its FIB.

Despite the fact that it is insensitive to the FIB scalability issue, this type of schemes encounters non

the identifiers are inserted into encapsulation header(s) therefore increasing the payload of the 

If formats of identification were not the same among the crossed domains (e.g. NSP

2 is LISP based), the source domain would be obliged to deal with all these 

A domain may potentially use paths its neighbours did not advertise to him. An example of policy violation 

and the green path (and their associated identifiers), the source AS, which 

could either be the real source or a transit AS, is able to deduce the red 

been advertised. In order to prevent such type of violation, packet filtering associated to deep 

label inspection is necessary. This type of filtering would need to be performed at the entrance of 

each domain and is very costly (in term of computational cost). Therefore, this scheme is not 
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This type of scheme resolves the FIB scalability issue as each AS would only need the same number of 

For instance, an AS having 1 000 neighbours would only need 1 000 entries in its FIB. 

Despite the fact that it is insensitive to the FIB scalability issue, this type of schemes encounters non-

the identifiers are inserted into encapsulation header(s) therefore increasing the payload of the 

If formats of identification were not the same among the crossed domains (e.g. NSP-1 is MPLS 

ould be obliged to deal with all these 

A domain may potentially use paths its neighbours did not advertise to him. An example of policy violation 

path (and their associated identifiers), the source AS, which 

 path, even if it has not 

of violation, packet filtering associated to deep 

label inspection is necessary. This type of filtering would need to be performed at the entrance of 

Therefore, this scheme is not 
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FIGURE 

Note that for both indirect identification mechanisms, nearby the destination, at the exit of the aggregated 

part of the ASQ path, identification may be performed based on the original header of 

5.6.1.3.2.2.3. Hybrid stacking:

This approach lies in the middle of the design space between end

In the transit networks, where the scalability issue is most likely to take place, there is substantial potential 

for the aggregation of different paths in common path subsections. Such aggregation may be performed 

thanks to an extra header.  

In fact, several ASQ paths may be aggregated, into a single and bigger ASQ path, by intermediate ETICS 

partners. The Figure 46 illustrates such an aggregation. With an end

and red ASQ paths will need one path

need to keep a label. 
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FIGURE 45: POLICY VIOLATION EXAMPLE 

Note that for both indirect identification mechanisms, nearby the destination, at the exit of the aggregated 

part of the ASQ path, identification may be performed based on the original header of 

Hybrid stacking: 

This approach lies in the middle of the design space between end-to-end flat labelling and source stacking. 

In the transit networks, where the scalability issue is most likely to take place, there is substantial potential 

the aggregation of different paths in common path subsections. Such aggregation may be performed 

In fact, several ASQ paths may be aggregated, into a single and bigger ASQ path, by intermediate ETICS 

such an aggregation. With an end-to-end flat labelling, each of the blue 

and red ASQ paths will need one path-id or label at each PoI. This means that each of the points D, E and F 
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Note that for both indirect identification mechanisms, nearby the destination, at the exit of the aggregated 

part of the ASQ path, identification may be performed based on the original header of the packets. 

end flat labelling and source stacking. 

In the transit networks, where the scalability issue is most likely to take place, there is substantial potential 

the aggregation of different paths in common path subsections. Such aggregation may be performed 

In fact, several ASQ paths may be aggregated, into a single and bigger ASQ path, by intermediate ETICS 

end flat labelling, each of the blue 

ns that each of the points D, E and F 
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More traffic identification points are used to aggregate ASQ paths:

1. Point D: At the aggregation point of ASQ paths. This aggregate is ano

therefore identify the flows, which are to be forwarded into this aggregate, and deduce another 

outgoing path-ID (i.e., Path

Equivalence Class (FEC), which is comp

performed based on the already existing Path

original packet IP destination address. Taking into account the original IP destination address 

cannot be performed as it leads to scalability issues, as underlined earlier. We assume that all the 

flows following an ASQ path are aggregated in the same aggregate. Therefore it is possible to 

identify the corresponding ASQ paths by only taking into account

are then encapsulated another time and the Path

forward the packet till the exit of this ASQ path aggregate.

2. Point E: This point only has to forward the traffic to the nex

previously analyzed points C and G. It is therefore better to identify the path based on the external 

path-ID (i.e., Path-ID_ag) only, which is used for the aggregation.

Now that we have converged on a traffic ident

identification scheme could be enforced.

5.6.1.3.3. ETICS recommendation concerning traffic identification

Re-identifying the traffic using the original headers, as described in Sec.

This would in effect imply a high number of rules (policy based routing) that the border routers need to 

keep. Today’s core routers mainly perform “sim

Therefore, we recommend to focus on the indirect traffic identification scheme, thus restricting the original 

headers identification use only at the edge (at the entry of the ASQ and at the exit 

region). 

Therefore, the tempting approach for ETICS relies therefore on the following key points:
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FIGURE 46: ASQ PATH AGGREGATION 

More traffic identification points are used to aggregate ASQ paths: 

Point D: At the aggregation point of ASQ paths. This aggregate is another ETICS ASQ path. It must 

therefore identify the flows, which are to be forwarded into this aggregate, and deduce another 

ID (i.e., Path-ID_ag). This identification is performed thanks to a Forwarding 

Equivalence Class (FEC), which is comparable to the one at point B. This identification may be 

performed based on the already existing Path-ID (i.e., the one inserted by the PoI B) and/or on the 

original packet IP destination address. Taking into account the original IP destination address 

not be performed as it leads to scalability issues, as underlined earlier. We assume that all the 

flows following an ASQ path are aggregated in the same aggregate. Therefore it is possible to 

identify the corresponding ASQ paths by only taking into account the associated path

are then encapsulated another time and the Path-ID_ag is inserted into the extra header in order to 

forward the packet till the exit of this ASQ path aggregate. 

Point E: This point only has to forward the traffic to the next PoI and is therefore equivalent to the 

previously analyzed points C and G. It is therefore better to identify the path based on the external 

ID_ag) only, which is used for the aggregation. 

Now that we have converged on a traffic identification scheme, we next give an idea about how such an 

identification scheme could be enforced. 

ETICS recommendation concerning traffic identification

identifying the traffic using the original headers, as described in Sec.5.6.1.3.2.1, is not suitable for ETICS. 

This would in effect imply a high number of rules (policy based routing) that the border routers need to 

keep. Today’s core routers mainly perform “simpler” tasks as destination-based routing or label switching. 

Therefore, we recommend to focus on the indirect traffic identification scheme, thus restricting the original 

headers identification use only at the edge (at the entry of the ASQ and at the exit 

Therefore, the tempting approach for ETICS relies therefore on the following key points:
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ther ETICS ASQ path. It must 

therefore identify the flows, which are to be forwarded into this aggregate, and deduce another 

ID_ag). This identification is performed thanks to a Forwarding 

arable to the one at point B. This identification may be 

ID (i.e., the one inserted by the PoI B) and/or on the 

original packet IP destination address. Taking into account the original IP destination address 

not be performed as it leads to scalability issues, as underlined earlier. We assume that all the 

flows following an ASQ path are aggregated in the same aggregate. Therefore it is possible to 

the associated path-ID. Packets 

ID_ag is inserted into the extra header in order to 

t PoI and is therefore equivalent to the 

previously analyzed points C and G. It is therefore better to identify the path based on the external 

ification scheme, we next give an idea about how such an 

ETICS recommendation concerning traffic identification 

, is not suitable for ETICS. 

This would in effect imply a high number of rules (policy based routing) that the border routers need to 

based routing or label switching. 

Therefore, we recommend to focus on the indirect traffic identification scheme, thus restricting the original 

headers identification use only at the edge (at the entry of the ASQ and at the exit before terminating on a 

Therefore, the tempting approach for ETICS relies therefore on the following key points: 
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1. Original identification at the edge and packets encapsulation: packets are identified using the 

original headers (according to the tra

service access point) and are then encapsulated to enforce their path till the next intermediate PoI. 

2. Path identification: The intermediate PoIs do not look at the original packet headers and 

on the path identifier to take their routing and processing decision. Already existing labels or 

identifiers can be used as Path Identifiers. For instance, MPLS encapsulation path enforcement can 

use MPLS labels (20 bits per incoming/outgoing rou

imagine that the IPv6 Flow Label (20 bits) could be used in the future for such a goal. Another 

possibility could be the use of the 64 lowest

enforcement. All these possibilities must only impact the extra header and not modify the user 

packet (including the original header identification). However, for the short term, it is realistic to 

focus on the MPLS label as path or tunnel identifier for identification at inte

As a conclusion, the indirect traffic identification scheme is the one recommended by ETICS

three flavours of such a mechanism: the flat labelling, the source stacking and the hybrid approach. The flat 

labelling works fine except that it has scalability issues since routers need to keep a label for each ASQ path 

in the community. Source stacking, as we explained is not feasible because of policy compliance issues as 

well as because of the size of the headers (due to stacking). We think

to be considered and evaluated. We leave this evaluation for future work and only give an illustration of 

how the NSPs in the community can aggregate paths to reduce the state that needs to be kept in the 

different routers.  

5.6.2. THE TRAFFIC IDENTIFICATION SCHEME 

Following the recommendation of last section, we now summarize the traffic identification recommended 

by ETICS. The traffic identification intervenes at two different moments of the ETICS workflow

1- When ordering at the service access point: (1) 

2- After the network path computation: 

a. (2) The tunnel is established

router (at the egress PoI).

b. (3) A rule to match the ASQ traffic signature and put it in the tunnel is enforced

ingress router of the ingress PoI.

The following positions the path provisioning procedure (marked in yellow) within the workflow of ETICS 

after an ASQ path order. 

Procedure: Inter-carrier ASQ path provisioning
If order ASQ path: 

Get ASQ path traffic signature

If ASQ path not detailed:  

Compute network ASQ Path

Get network ASQ path 

Trigger Tunnel establishment 
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Original identification at the edge and packets encapsulation: packets are identified using the 

original headers (according to the traffic identification negotiation process that is decided at the 

service access point) and are then encapsulated to enforce their path till the next intermediate PoI. 

Path identification: The intermediate PoIs do not look at the original packet headers and 

on the path identifier to take their routing and processing decision. Already existing labels or 

identifiers can be used as Path Identifiers. For instance, MPLS encapsulation path enforcement can 

use MPLS labels (20 bits per incoming/outgoing router interface) as the path id. One could also 

imagine that the IPv6 Flow Label (20 bits) could be used in the future for such a goal. Another 

possibility could be the use of the 64 lowest-order bits of /64 IPv6 addresses and LISP path 

e possibilities must only impact the extra header and not modify the user 

packet (including the original header identification). However, for the short term, it is realistic to 

focus on the MPLS label as path or tunnel identifier for identification at inte

As a conclusion, the indirect traffic identification scheme is the one recommended by ETICS

three flavours of such a mechanism: the flat labelling, the source stacking and the hybrid approach. The flat 

it has scalability issues since routers need to keep a label for each ASQ path 

in the community. Source stacking, as we explained is not feasible because of policy compliance issues as 

well as because of the size of the headers (due to stacking). We think that the hybrid mode needs as such 

to be considered and evaluated. We leave this evaluation for future work and only give an illustration of 

how the NSPs in the community can aggregate paths to reduce the state that needs to be kept in the 

ATION SCHEME RECOMMENDED BY ETICS 

Following the recommendation of last section, we now summarize the traffic identification recommended 

by ETICS. The traffic identification intervenes at two different moments of the ETICS workflow

When ordering at the service access point: (1) the ASQ traffic signature is determined

After the network path computation:  

(2) The tunnel is established between the ingress router (at the ingress PoI) and the egress 

router (at the egress PoI). 

rule to match the ASQ traffic signature and put it in the tunnel is enforced

ingress router of the ingress PoI. 

The following positions the path provisioning procedure (marked in yellow) within the workflow of ETICS 

carrier ASQ path provisioning 

ASQ path traffic signature 

network ASQ Path 

establishment on network ASQ path 
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Original identification at the edge and packets encapsulation: packets are identified using the 

ffic identification negotiation process that is decided at the 

service access point) and are then encapsulated to enforce their path till the next intermediate PoI.  

Path identification: The intermediate PoIs do not look at the original packet headers and rely only 

on the path identifier to take their routing and processing decision. Already existing labels or 

identifiers can be used as Path Identifiers. For instance, MPLS encapsulation path enforcement can 

ter interface) as the path id. One could also 

imagine that the IPv6 Flow Label (20 bits) could be used in the future for such a goal. Another 

order bits of /64 IPv6 addresses and LISP path 

e possibilities must only impact the extra header and not modify the user 

packet (including the original header identification). However, for the short term, it is realistic to 

rmediate PoI. 

As a conclusion, the indirect traffic identification scheme is the one recommended by ETICS. We saw 

three flavours of such a mechanism: the flat labelling, the source stacking and the hybrid approach. The flat 

it has scalability issues since routers need to keep a label for each ASQ path 

in the community. Source stacking, as we explained is not feasible because of policy compliance issues as 

that the hybrid mode needs as such 

to be considered and evaluated. We leave this evaluation for future work and only give an illustration of 

how the NSPs in the community can aggregate paths to reduce the state that needs to be kept in the 

Following the recommendation of last section, we now summarize the traffic identification recommended 

by ETICS. The traffic identification intervenes at two different moments of the ETICS workflow: 

the ASQ traffic signature is determined. 

between the ingress router (at the ingress PoI) and the egress 

rule to match the ASQ traffic signature and put it in the tunnel is enforced at the 

The following positions the path provisioning procedure (marked in yellow) within the workflow of ETICS 
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Match rule: If traffic matches 

Enforce Match rule on ingress router of

Where: 

- The network ASQ path is a detailed network path that can be in the form of: Ingress interface, ingress 

router, list of routers till egress router etc.

- The ASQ path traffic signature is given by the customer when ordering

We next see how this traffic identification scheme can be enforced on the routers on the ASQ path.

5.6.3. ENFORCING THE TRAFFIC IDENTIFICATION SCHEM

This section deals about how the traffic identification scheme recommended by ETICS can be enforced on 

the network. It addresses the problem of setting up a traffic identification solution on the routers along the 

ASQ path. We saw in Sec.5.6.2 that the traffic identification solution recommended by ETICS comprises two 

steps (1) setting up a tunnel from an ingress PoI to the destination egress PoI/region and (2) Matching the 

traffic identified by the ASQ path traffic signature and putting it in 

Step(2) is somewhat an intra-domain issue which can be implemented by the domain owning the first PoI 

provided that (1) it has obtained the ASQ path traffic signature from the ASQ path and that (2) Step(1) has 

been performed. The solution recommended by ETICS needs therefore to focus mainly on step (1): the 

tunnel establishment across different networks administrated by different NSPs. 

trivial solution is to establish an inter

TE to establish tunnels that cross domain boundaries. However, this assumes that all the domains need to 

implement RSVP-TE at the network layer. This could be a possibility. However, this would mean that all the 

NSPs participating in the community would need to upgrade their networks to support MPLS

TE. Instead, we provide in this section an alternative that is (1) more transparent to the network since it 

relies instead on the network service and business p

tunnelling technique (and not necessarily only MPLS labels).

In this section, we first precisely define in Sec.

among different network domains administrated by different entities. We secondly show in Sec.

current protocols fail to address it. We then present in Sec.

a wide variety of traffic identification s

different network entities. We finally precise in Sec.

satisfy the traffic identification solution recommended by ETIC.

5.6.3.1. Problem definition

The problem we are trying to address is conceptually similar to the problem of establishing a path across 

different networks administrated by different software de

the network management systems of the NSP networks; they are responsible for triggering path set up 

within their domains. The approach we will propose is therefore applicable as well for SDNs

We use the simple example of Figure 

network domains D1, D2 and D3. Each of these domains contains a set of Network Ele
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: If traffic matches ASQ path traffic signature then put matched traffic in 

on ingress router of network ASQ path 

is a detailed network path that can be in the form of: Ingress interface, ingress 

egress router etc. 

is given by the customer when ordering 

We next see how this traffic identification scheme can be enforced on the routers on the ASQ path.

IDENTIFICATION SCHEME 

ut how the traffic identification scheme recommended by ETICS can be enforced on 

the network. It addresses the problem of setting up a traffic identification solution on the routers along the 

that the traffic identification solution recommended by ETICS comprises two 

steps (1) setting up a tunnel from an ingress PoI to the destination egress PoI/region and (2) Matching the 

traffic identified by the ASQ path traffic signature and putting it in the tunnel established by step (1).

domain issue which can be implemented by the domain owning the first PoI 

provided that (1) it has obtained the ASQ path traffic signature from the ASQ path and that (2) Step(1) has 

The solution recommended by ETICS needs therefore to focus mainly on step (1): the 

tunnel establishment across different networks administrated by different NSPs. 

trivial solution is to establish an inter-domain MPLS tunnel. The IETF RFC5151 provides extensions to RSVP

TE to establish tunnels that cross domain boundaries. However, this assumes that all the domains need to 

TE at the network layer. This could be a possibility. However, this would mean that all the 

participating in the community would need to upgrade their networks to support MPLS

TE. Instead, we provide in this section an alternative that is (1) more transparent to the network since it 

service and business plane, and that (2) is generic enough to be used for any 

tunnelling technique (and not necessarily only MPLS labels). 

In this section, we first precisely define in Sec.5.6.3.1 the problem of setting a traffic identification solution 

among different network domains administrated by different entities. We secondly show in Sec.

current protocols fail to address it. We then present in Sec.5.6.3.3 a generic protocol that is able to address 

a wide variety of traffic identification schemes (the ones explored in ETICS) across domains controlled by 

different network entities. We finally precise in Sec.5.6.3.4, which modes of this protocol must be

satisfy the traffic identification solution recommended by ETIC. 

Problem definition 

The problem we are trying to address is conceptually similar to the problem of establishing a path across 

different networks administrated by different software defined networks (SDNs). The SDN controllers are 

the network management systems of the NSP networks; they are responsible for triggering path set up 

The approach we will propose is therefore applicable as well for SDNs

Figure 47 to illustrate our problem. The figure shows 3 interconnected 

network domains D1, D2 and D3. Each of these domains contains a set of Network Ele
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then put matched traffic in Tunnel 

is a detailed network path that can be in the form of: Ingress interface, ingress 

We next see how this traffic identification scheme can be enforced on the routers on the ASQ path. 

ut how the traffic identification scheme recommended by ETICS can be enforced on 

the network. It addresses the problem of setting up a traffic identification solution on the routers along the 

that the traffic identification solution recommended by ETICS comprises two 

steps (1) setting up a tunnel from an ingress PoI to the destination egress PoI/region and (2) Matching the 

the tunnel established by step (1). 

domain issue which can be implemented by the domain owning the first PoI 

provided that (1) it has obtained the ASQ path traffic signature from the ASQ path and that (2) Step(1) has 

The solution recommended by ETICS needs therefore to focus mainly on step (1): the 

tunnel establishment across different networks administrated by different NSPs. Note that the most 

TF RFC5151 provides extensions to RSVP-

TE to establish tunnels that cross domain boundaries. However, this assumes that all the domains need to 

TE at the network layer. This could be a possibility. However, this would mean that all the 

participating in the community would need to upgrade their networks to support MPLS-TE and RSVP-

TE. Instead, we provide in this section an alternative that is (1) more transparent to the network since it 

lane, and that (2) is generic enough to be used for any 

the problem of setting a traffic identification solution 

among different network domains administrated by different entities. We secondly show in Sec.5.6.3.2 how 

a generic protocol that is able to address 

chemes (the ones explored in ETICS) across domains controlled by 

, which modes of this protocol must be used to 

The problem we are trying to address is conceptually similar to the problem of establishing a path across 

fined networks (SDNs). The SDN controllers are 

the network management systems of the NSP networks; they are responsible for triggering path set up 

The approach we will propose is therefore applicable as well for SDNs. 

to illustrate our problem. The figure shows 3 interconnected 

network domains D1, D2 and D3. Each of these domains contains a set of Network Elements (NE) (e.g. 
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routers). Each domain is controlled by a network controller. Controller C1 controls the NEs belonging to 

domain D1. Controller C2 controls the NEs of domain D2, and C3 those of D3. 

Hence, to set-up a path between “Src” and “Dst”, an end

that this has been done by another mean (in our case the service composition followed by the network 

path computation). Then, the appropriate “labels” or routes must be enforced at the Network Elements to 

implement the end-to-end path. The problem we are trying to solve is therefore the following:

Problem definition 
Given: 

1- A list of network domains composed of network elements and that are administrated by 

different controllers 

2- An already computed network path

domains 

And assuming that; 

No change is required on network elements (they do not need to implement a particular signaling 

protocol) 

How to: 

Enforce the appropriate labels at the network elements so as to es

 

FIGURE 

Terminology of our problem definition
Controller: the element that has control on the forwarding plane of various network elements

Network Element (NE): a router or a switch controlled by 1 or more controllers

Network Domain: the set of Network Elements that are controlled by a single administrative entity.

 

5.6.3.2. Why can’t we reuse existing protocols?

The trivial reaction towards this problem is to think of 

applying it between controllers. We show in this section why existing protocols are not adapted for our 

needs. 
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routers). Each domain is controlled by a network controller. Controller C1 controls the NEs belonging to 

domain D1. Controller C2 controls the NEs of domain D2, and C3 those of D3.  

up a path between “Src” and “Dst”, an end-to-end path must be first determined; we assume 

that this has been done by another mean (in our case the service composition followed by the network 

path computation). Then, the appropriate “labels” or routes must be enforced at the Network Elements to 

end path. The problem we are trying to solve is therefore the following:

A list of network domains composed of network elements and that are administrated by 

An already computed network path between a source and a destination across these 

No change is required on network elements (they do not need to implement a particular signaling 

Enforce the appropriate labels at the network elements so as to establish a label switched path.

FIGURE 47: A SIMPLE EXAMPLE WITH 3 DOMAINS 

Terminology of our problem definition 
Controller: the element that has control on the forwarding plane of various network elements

a router or a switch controlled by 1 or more controllers 

Network Domain: the set of Network Elements that are controlled by a single administrative entity.

Why can’t we reuse existing protocols? 

The trivial reaction towards this problem is to think of reusing one of the existing signalling protocols and 

applying it between controllers. We show in this section why existing protocols are not adapted for our 
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routers). Each domain is controlled by a network controller. Controller C1 controls the NEs belonging to 

end path must be first determined; we assume 

that this has been done by another mean (in our case the service composition followed by the network 

path computation). Then, the appropriate “labels” or routes must be enforced at the Network Elements to 

end path. The problem we are trying to solve is therefore the following: 

A list of network domains composed of network elements and that are administrated by 

between a source and a destination across these 

No change is required on network elements (they do not need to implement a particular signaling 

tablish a label switched path. 

 

Controller: the element that has control on the forwarding plane of various network elements 

Network Domain: the set of Network Elements that are controlled by a single administrative entity. 

reusing one of the existing signalling protocols and 

applying it between controllers. We show in this section why existing protocols are not adapted for our 
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In fact, in the case of classical networking problems (as opposed to SDNs), distributed sign

mechanisms are often used between network elements to enforce the routes or the labels. Examples of 

such protocols are BGP (to distribute IP prefixes for destination

distribute labels for label switched paths). I

involved in the interdomain signalling; they are “only” forwarding engines that are configured by the 

controllers (the network management system triggered by the 

such, in order to solve our problem, we need:

- A signalling protocol between controllers to convey path information.

- Procedures that define what each controller needs to do upon the reception of a signalling message. 

To the best of our knowledge, no s

software-defined controllers has been so far only used for intra

actually designed for). As such, the need to have a “standard” mechanism to estab

multiple controllers has not yet arisen. 

However, some protocols are close in their nature to the protocol that we need to address our problem. 

We show how these protocols cannot be adapted to the problem we want to solve.

5.6.3.2.1. The Border Ga

5.6.3.2.1.1. Presentation 

BGP, the border gateway protocol is the signalling mechanism that is used to establish routes in the 

Internet between domains that are administrated by different entities (Autonomous Systems or ASes). 

Figure 48 illustrates how BGP routes propagate in the Internet between different domains or ASes. The 

figure shows five domains, two sources Src1 and Src2 and one destination Dst. Routes 

propagate from the destination to the different sources in the Internet. In fact a BGP route is a message 

that signals how to reach a given destination. The BGP routes are flooded between domains from 

neighbour to neighbour. Network element

exchange of BGP routes between their respective domains. In order to do so they establish BGP sessions 

between each other. 

FIGURE 

A Network element that receives a BGP route uses it to update its routing table with the proper route to 

reach the signalled destination. In order to implement this process, a BGP route is a vector that contains 

the following information: 

- Destination IP prefix: The set of destination hosts that can be reachable with the route. 
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In fact, in the case of classical networking problems (as opposed to SDNs), distributed sign

mechanisms are often used between network elements to enforce the routes or the labels. Examples of 

such protocols are BGP (to distribute IP prefixes for destination-based routes) and RSVP

distribute labels for label switched paths). In our particular problem, the Network Elements are not 

involved in the interdomain signalling; they are “only” forwarding engines that are configured by the 

controllers (the network management system triggered by the network service and business plane). 

such, in order to solve our problem, we need: 

A signalling protocol between controllers to convey path information. 

Procedures that define what each controller needs to do upon the reception of a signalling message. 

To the best of our knowledge, no solution to this problem was provided in the literature, mainly because 

defined controllers has been so far only used for intra-domain purposes (that’s what they were 

actually designed for). As such, the need to have a “standard” mechanism to estab

multiple controllers has not yet arisen.  

However, some protocols are close in their nature to the protocol that we need to address our problem. 

We show how these protocols cannot be adapted to the problem we want to solve. 

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) 

 

BGP, the border gateway protocol is the signalling mechanism that is used to establish routes in the 

Internet between domains that are administrated by different entities (Autonomous Systems or ASes). 

illustrates how BGP routes propagate in the Internet between different domains or ASes. The 

figure shows five domains, two sources Src1 and Src2 and one destination Dst. Routes 

propagate from the destination to the different sources in the Internet. In fact a BGP route is a message 

that signals how to reach a given destination. The BGP routes are flooded between domains from 

neighbour to neighbour. Network elements that connect neighbouring domains are responsible of the 

exchange of BGP routes between their respective domains. In order to do so they establish BGP sessions 

FIGURE 48: PATH ESTABLISHMENT WITH BGP 

Network element that receives a BGP route uses it to update its routing table with the proper route to 

reach the signalled destination. In order to implement this process, a BGP route is a vector that contains 

efix: The set of destination hosts that can be reachable with the route. 
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In fact, in the case of classical networking problems (as opposed to SDNs), distributed signalling 

mechanisms are often used between network elements to enforce the routes or the labels. Examples of 

based routes) and RSVP-TE or LDP (to 

n our particular problem, the Network Elements are not 

involved in the interdomain signalling; they are “only” forwarding engines that are configured by the 

service and business plane). As 

Procedures that define what each controller needs to do upon the reception of a signalling message.  

olution to this problem was provided in the literature, mainly because 

domain purposes (that’s what they were 

actually designed for). As such, the need to have a “standard” mechanism to establish routes across 

However, some protocols are close in their nature to the protocol that we need to address our problem. 

 

BGP, the border gateway protocol is the signalling mechanism that is used to establish routes in the 

Internet between domains that are administrated by different entities (Autonomous Systems or ASes). 

illustrates how BGP routes propagate in the Internet between different domains or ASes. The 

figure shows five domains, two sources Src1 and Src2 and one destination Dst. Routes in the Internet 

propagate from the destination to the different sources in the Internet. In fact a BGP route is a message 

that signals how to reach a given destination. The BGP routes are flooded between domains from 

s that connect neighbouring domains are responsible of the 

exchange of BGP routes between their respective domains. In order to do so they establish BGP sessions 

 

Network element that receives a BGP route uses it to update its routing table with the proper route to 

reach the signalled destination. In order to implement this process, a BGP route is a vector that contains 

efix: The set of destination hosts that can be reachable with the route.  
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- Next Hop: Address of the next hop network element to which the data packets destined to “Destination IP 

prefix” should be forwarded. 

- AS path: List of the domains (in the form of 

- Other attributes used to compare routes to the same destination.

5.6.3.2.1.2. Limits when adopted for our problem

BGP could be adopted as a protocol between our SDN controllers (NMSs triggered by the 

and Business plane in our case). In order to do so, controllers need to implement BGP speakers and be able 

this way to interpret BGP routes, and use the information contained in these routes to populate their 

Network elements’ forwarding tables. This appr

- BGP routes can only implement destination

to route the packet depends only on the final destination address. As such BGP does not implement routing 

based on path identifiers (e.g. MPLS labels or VLAN tags) or based on flow identifiers (e.g. IP source, TCP 

port etc). 

- BGP routes cannot implement explicit paths set up. BGP was designed in such a way that its primary goal 

was to allow each domain to only cho

control on the end-to-end path. Therefore it is not possible with BGP to enforce an explicit end

path. RSVP, the protocol that we will see next has this explicit path feature.

For these reasons BGP cannot be a suitable solution for our aim: the protocol we need should allow for the 

establishment of an end-to-end explicit path that takes into consideration not only destination IP addresses 

but also other flow identifiers like MPLS labels

It is worth noting that, in order to “secure” the Internet, BGP was extended recently to carry not only 

destination IP addresses but also IP flow specifications. These extensions are known as BGP flowspec [BGP 

flowspec]. Their goal is to enable automatic cooperative filtering between different domains: automatically 

block Internet hosts that are identified as malicious. Yet, even with this extension, BGP flow spec cannot be 

tweaked to address our problem because (1) it still lack t

flow specification rules cover only the layer 3 (no MPLS; no Layer 2…)

5.6.3.2.2. The Resource reservation protocol extensions for LSP tunnels (RSVP

TE) 

5.6.3.2.2.1. Presentation 

RSVP is a protocol whose goal is the establishment and the reservation of a path across a set of 

interconnected network elements. It allows setting up (among others) an explicit path in terms of the hops 

that need to be crossed. Figure 49 illustrates how RSVP satisfies this goal. RSVP uses two types of messages. 

First, path messages, which may contain the explicit route (ERO), here 1,2,4,6, are sent hop by hop 

following the explicit route. Then, a series of RESV messages is sent back from the destination (here 6) to 

the source in order to reserve the path and set it up in terms of the forwarding plane. In the reverse (RESV) 

path, each network element generates an MPLS l

in the path to take it into account. If the operation is successful, then the forwarding of packets can begin. 

The labels that were distributed during the “RESV signalling part” will be used to for
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Next Hop: Address of the next hop network element to which the data packets destined to “Destination IP 

AS path: List of the domains (in the form of AS numbers) that are used to reach the destination.

Other attributes used to compare routes to the same destination. 

Limits when adopted for our problem 

BGP could be adopted as a protocol between our SDN controllers (NMSs triggered by the 

and Business plane in our case). In order to do so, controllers need to implement BGP speakers and be able 

this way to interpret BGP routes, and use the information contained in these routes to populate their 

Network elements’ forwarding tables. This approach has therefore the following limits:

BGP routes can only implement destination-based routes: at each network element the decision on where 

to route the packet depends only on the final destination address. As such BGP does not implement routing 

on path identifiers (e.g. MPLS labels or VLAN tags) or based on flow identifiers (e.g. IP source, TCP 

BGP routes cannot implement explicit paths set up. BGP was designed in such a way that its primary goal 

was to allow each domain to only choose how it routes the packets within its network, without having 

end path. Therefore it is not possible with BGP to enforce an explicit end

path. RSVP, the protocol that we will see next has this explicit path feature. 

e reasons BGP cannot be a suitable solution for our aim: the protocol we need should allow for the 

end explicit path that takes into consideration not only destination IP addresses 

but also other flow identifiers like MPLS labels and IP flow identifiers. 

It is worth noting that, in order to “secure” the Internet, BGP was extended recently to carry not only 

destination IP addresses but also IP flow specifications. These extensions are known as BGP flowspec [BGP 

l is to enable automatic cooperative filtering between different domains: automatically 

block Internet hosts that are identified as malicious. Yet, even with this extension, BGP flow spec cannot be 

tweaked to address our problem because (1) it still lack the possibility to establish explicit paths, and (2) the 

flow specification rules cover only the layer 3 (no MPLS; no Layer 2…) 

The Resource reservation protocol extensions for LSP tunnels (RSVP

 

 

RSVP is a protocol whose goal is the establishment and the reservation of a path across a set of 

interconnected network elements. It allows setting up (among others) an explicit path in terms of the hops 

illustrates how RSVP satisfies this goal. RSVP uses two types of messages. 

First, path messages, which may contain the explicit route (ERO), here 1,2,4,6, are sent hop by hop 

g the explicit route. Then, a series of RESV messages is sent back from the destination (here 6) to 

the source in order to reserve the path and set it up in terms of the forwarding plane. In the reverse (RESV) 

path, each network element generates an MPLS label for the path and sends it to the next network element 

in the path to take it into account. If the operation is successful, then the forwarding of packets can begin. 

The labels that were distributed during the “RESV signalling part” will be used to for
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Next Hop: Address of the next hop network element to which the data packets destined to “Destination IP 

AS numbers) that are used to reach the destination. 

BGP could be adopted as a protocol between our SDN controllers (NMSs triggered by the Network Service 

and Business plane in our case). In order to do so, controllers need to implement BGP speakers and be able 

this way to interpret BGP routes, and use the information contained in these routes to populate their 

oach has therefore the following limits: 

based routes: at each network element the decision on where 

to route the packet depends only on the final destination address. As such BGP does not implement routing 

on path identifiers (e.g. MPLS labels or VLAN tags) or based on flow identifiers (e.g. IP source, TCP 

BGP routes cannot implement explicit paths set up. BGP was designed in such a way that its primary goal 

ose how it routes the packets within its network, without having 

end path. Therefore it is not possible with BGP to enforce an explicit end-to-end 

e reasons BGP cannot be a suitable solution for our aim: the protocol we need should allow for the 

end explicit path that takes into consideration not only destination IP addresses 

It is worth noting that, in order to “secure” the Internet, BGP was extended recently to carry not only 

destination IP addresses but also IP flow specifications. These extensions are known as BGP flowspec [BGP 

l is to enable automatic cooperative filtering between different domains: automatically 

block Internet hosts that are identified as malicious. Yet, even with this extension, BGP flow spec cannot be 

he possibility to establish explicit paths, and (2) the 

The Resource reservation protocol extensions for LSP tunnels (RSVP-

RSVP is a protocol whose goal is the establishment and the reservation of a path across a set of 

interconnected network elements. It allows setting up (among others) an explicit path in terms of the hops 

illustrates how RSVP satisfies this goal. RSVP uses two types of messages. 

First, path messages, which may contain the explicit route (ERO), here 1,2,4,6, are sent hop by hop 

g the explicit route. Then, a series of RESV messages is sent back from the destination (here 6) to 

the source in order to reserve the path and set it up in terms of the forwarding plane. In the reverse (RESV) 

abel for the path and sends it to the next network element 

in the path to take it into account. If the operation is successful, then the forwarding of packets can begin. 

The labels that were distributed during the “RESV signalling part” will be used to forward the data packets: 
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each network element will inspect the incoming label of the data packets and use this information to take 

the decision so as to where to forward the packets, and which outgoing labels it assigns to the data packets 

it forwards. 

FIGURE 

 

5.6.3.2.2.2. Limits when adopted for our problem

RSVP could be also used as a protocol between ETICS network controllers (instead of operating between 

network elements). In order to do so, the controller

module to interpret the RSVP PATH and RESV signalling messages, and use the information contained in 

these signalling messages to configure the network elements accordingly.

However, this approach has at least the following two limits:

- RSVP-TE was designed to carry only one single explicit path. Using RSVP between SDN controllers would 

“spoil” the explicit path “placeholder” as it will be used to put the list of controllers. It is not therefore 

possible to precise the list of network elements through which the path needs to be established. Without 

modifications, RSVP-TE can only be used to signal a loose path that crosses a set of domains (without 

precising the ASQ network path containing the network eleme

where domains are connected using only a single couple of network elements. As such, this wouldn’t work 

for the toy example of Figure 47, where domains have two interconnection points. Matter of fact, the 

controllers wouldn’t be able to resolve which interconnection point to use for the path set

- The second important limitation is that RSVP

establish a route in which packets are forwarded based on other identifiers than MPLS labels.

Besides the fact of enabling missing functionalities from the above mentioned protocols, our contribution 

aims also at generalizing the inter

domains: A unique protocol that encompasses also both the capabilities of BGP and RSVP for both implicit 

or explicit path, and supporting both MPLS tunnels and other generic Flows.

5.6.3.3. A generic protocol for path establishment across controllers of different domains

Our solution is a new protocol that needs to be to run between different controllers, its role is to set up a 

path in a multi domain environment according to a given traffic i
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each network element will inspect the incoming label of the data packets and use this information to take 

the decision so as to where to forward the packets, and which outgoing labels it assigns to the data packets 

URE 49: PATH ESTABLISHMENT WITH RSVP-TE 

Limits when adopted for our problem 

RSVP could be also used as a protocol between ETICS network controllers (instead of operating between 

network elements). In order to do so, the controllers need “simply” to implement RSVP speakers, have a 

module to interpret the RSVP PATH and RESV signalling messages, and use the information contained in 

these signalling messages to configure the network elements accordingly. 

east the following two limits: 

TE was designed to carry only one single explicit path. Using RSVP between SDN controllers would 

“spoil” the explicit path “placeholder” as it will be used to put the list of controllers. It is not therefore 

o precise the list of network elements through which the path needs to be established. Without 

TE can only be used to signal a loose path that crosses a set of domains (without 

precising the ASQ network path containing the network elements). Besides, this could only work in the case 

where domains are connected using only a single couple of network elements. As such, this wouldn’t work 

, where domains have two interconnection points. Matter of fact, the 

controllers wouldn’t be able to resolve which interconnection point to use for the path set

The second important limitation is that RSVP-TE can only establish label switched paths. It cannot 

establish a route in which packets are forwarded based on other identifiers than MPLS labels.

Besides the fact of enabling missing functionalities from the above mentioned protocols, our contribution 

e inter-domain path signalling in the context of Software

domains: A unique protocol that encompasses also both the capabilities of BGP and RSVP for both implicit 

or explicit path, and supporting both MPLS tunnels and other generic Flows. 

generic protocol for path establishment across controllers of different domains

Our solution is a new protocol that needs to be to run between different controllers, its role is to set up a 

path in a multi domain environment according to a given traffic identification scheme. The protocol takes 
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each network element will inspect the incoming label of the data packets and use this information to take 

the decision so as to where to forward the packets, and which outgoing labels it assigns to the data packets 

 

RSVP could be also used as a protocol between ETICS network controllers (instead of operating between 

s need “simply” to implement RSVP speakers, have a 

module to interpret the RSVP PATH and RESV signalling messages, and use the information contained in 

TE was designed to carry only one single explicit path. Using RSVP between SDN controllers would 

“spoil” the explicit path “placeholder” as it will be used to put the list of controllers. It is not therefore 

o precise the list of network elements through which the path needs to be established. Without 

TE can only be used to signal a loose path that crosses a set of domains (without 

nts). Besides, this could only work in the case 

where domains are connected using only a single couple of network elements. As such, this wouldn’t work 

, where domains have two interconnection points. Matter of fact, the 

controllers wouldn’t be able to resolve which interconnection point to use for the path set-up. 

l switched paths. It cannot 

establish a route in which packets are forwarded based on other identifiers than MPLS labels. 

Besides the fact of enabling missing functionalities from the above mentioned protocols, our contribution 

domain path signalling in the context of Software-Defined Network 

domains: A unique protocol that encompasses also both the capabilities of BGP and RSVP for both implicit 

generic protocol for path establishment across controllers of different domains 

Our solution is a new protocol that needs to be to run between different controllers, its role is to set up a 

dentification scheme. The protocol takes 
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as an input a description of the forwarding path that needs to be established (the

mentioned earlier) and implements it on the network elements. The path can be a label switched path or 

any generic flow route. The protocol is also generic enough to encompass a wide variety of paths (both 

implicit and explicit paths).  

5.6.3.3.1. Information conveyed by the protocol

Our protocol carries the following information.

5.6.3.3.1.1. Forwarding Path information

The types of paths that the protocol can handle as an input:

1- Implicit: In this case, the destination NE is provided. The choice of the path is done independently 

by each controller. This mode is similar to the way BGP operates.

2- Explicit: 

a. Strict: the path specifies all the NEs 

b. Loose:  the path specifies for each domain only the ingress NE and the egress NE.

c. Very Loose: only the list of domains is provided

5.6.3.3.1.2. Control path information

In addition to the input forwarding path, the protocol needs to convey, especially for the cases 2.a, 2.b and 

2.c the control path, which is the list of the controllers that the path needs to cross. 

In the case 1- (implicit), this information is optional.

and domains are more suitable to reach the destination NE.

5.6.3.3.1.3. Data identification information

We distinguish between two modes.

1- Tunnel: In this case, the output of the path set up procedure is a tunne

and terminate at the last NE.

2- Flow route: In this case, a flow identified by a flow specification field is routed on the path that was 

specified by A. (Forwarding path information). This mode can be implemented in two ways: 

a. Flow re-identification: In this case, the flow (determined by the flow spec information) is 

identified at each NE (or at each domain)

b. Identify then tunnel: the flow is only identified at the first NE, it is then tunnelled till it 

reaches the destination.

In case the tunnel mode is used. Signalling messages need to convey in addition tunnel information 

according to the procedure that we expose later.

5.6.3.3.1.4. Summary of conveyed information

The following information is needed for our protocol:

- Forwarding path type (implicit or explicit)

- Destination NE field (in case of implicit path)

- Explicit forwarding path type (strict, loose or very loose)
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as an input a description of the forwarding path that needs to be established (the

) and implements it on the network elements. The path can be a label switched path or 

flow route. The protocol is also generic enough to encompass a wide variety of paths (both 

Information conveyed by the protocol 

Our protocol carries the following information. 

Forwarding Path information 

at the protocol can handle as an input: 

Implicit: In this case, the destination NE is provided. The choice of the path is done independently 

by each controller. This mode is similar to the way BGP operates. 

Strict: the path specifies all the NEs that the path needs to cross. 

Loose:  the path specifies for each domain only the ingress NE and the egress NE.

Very Loose: only the list of domains is provided 

Control path information 

In addition to the input forwarding path, the protocol needs to convey, especially for the cases 2.a, 2.b and 

2.c the control path, which is the list of the controllers that the path needs to cross. 

(implicit), this information is optional. Each controller can find by itself which next controllers 

and domains are more suitable to reach the destination NE. 

Data identification information 

We distinguish between two modes. 

Tunnel: In this case, the output of the path set up procedure is a tunnel that starts at the first NE 

and terminate at the last NE. 

Flow route: In this case, a flow identified by a flow specification field is routed on the path that was 

specified by A. (Forwarding path information). This mode can be implemented in two ways: 

identification: In this case, the flow (determined by the flow spec information) is 

identified at each NE (or at each domain) 

Identify then tunnel: the flow is only identified at the first NE, it is then tunnelled till it 

reaches the destination. 

case the tunnel mode is used. Signalling messages need to convey in addition tunnel information 

according to the procedure that we expose later. 

Summary of conveyed information 

The following information is needed for our protocol: 

implicit or explicit) 

Destination NE field (in case of implicit path) 

Explicit forwarding path type (strict, loose or very loose) 
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as an input a description of the forwarding path that needs to be established (the ASQ network path 

) and implements it on the network elements. The path can be a label switched path or 

flow route. The protocol is also generic enough to encompass a wide variety of paths (both 

Implicit: In this case, the destination NE is provided. The choice of the path is done independently 

Loose:  the path specifies for each domain only the ingress NE and the egress NE. 

In addition to the input forwarding path, the protocol needs to convey, especially for the cases 2.a, 2.b and 

2.c the control path, which is the list of the controllers that the path needs to cross.  

Each controller can find by itself which next controllers 

l that starts at the first NE 

Flow route: In this case, a flow identified by a flow specification field is routed on the path that was 

specified by A. (Forwarding path information). This mode can be implemented in two ways:  

identification: In this case, the flow (determined by the flow spec information) is 

Identify then tunnel: the flow is only identified at the first NE, it is then tunnelled till it 

case the tunnel mode is used. Signalling messages need to convey in addition tunnel information 
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- Forwarding path. This can be: 

- Size of NE list, NE list (strict) 

- Size of NE list, NE list where NE list contains in o

- Size of domain list, Domain list (contains the list of domains on which the path needs to be established) 

(very loose) 

- In this case, a next NE field is needed to precise to the next domain, wh

path setup. This is particularly needed when two domains interconnect at more than one single 

interconnection point (e.g Figure 47

- Controllers list: size of Controller list, Controller list

- Data identification mode (Tunnel, flow route with flow re

tunnel) 

- Data identification information:  

- Path Labels (e.g. MPLS labels): used to 

sends the data packets 

- Flow specification: the match rules that allow to identify a flow (e.g. IP source range, TCP port(s), etc) 

5.6.3.3.2. Procedure

We now show how the protocol works and how the 

in order to set up a path. 

The initiator of the path forms a signalling message that contains some of the above described information 

according to the type of path it aims to set up. We distinguish betwe

5.6.3.3.2.1. Implicit forwarding path

 

This mode assumes that each controller has a controller forwarding table that gives a mapping between 

destination NEs (routers) and the next controllers that are more likely to reach these NEs. We

between the case of tunnel path set up and the flow route set up. 

The following table recalls the value and their importance for each field of the protocol. The Data 

identification is ignored and described further.

FIELD Forwarding 

Path Type 

Required, 

Optional, 

NA 

Required 

Value Implicit 
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Size of NE list, NE list where NE list contains in order the different (ingress NE, egress NE) couples. (loose)

Size of domain list, Domain list (contains the list of domains on which the path needs to be established) 

In this case, a next NE field is needed to precise to the next domain, which NE should be in use for the 

path setup. This is particularly needed when two domains interconnect at more than one single 

47).  

Controllers list: size of Controller list, Controller list 

Data identification mode (Tunnel, flow route with flow re-identification, or flow route with identify then 

Path Labels (e.g. MPLS labels): used to signal to the upstream domain which label it should use when it 

Flow specification: the match rules that allow to identify a flow (e.g. IP source range, TCP port(s), etc) 

Procedure 

We now show how the protocol works and how the different messages are exchanged between controllers 

The initiator of the path forms a signalling message that contains some of the above described information 

according to the type of path it aims to set up. We distinguish between the following operating modes.

Implicit forwarding path 

This mode assumes that each controller has a controller forwarding table that gives a mapping between 

destination NEs (routers) and the next controllers that are more likely to reach these NEs. We

between the case of tunnel path set up and the flow route set up.  

The following table recalls the value and their importance for each field of the protocol. The Data 

identification is ignored and described further. 

Destination 

NE field 

Explicit 

forwarding 

path type 

Forwarding 

path 

Required NA NA 

IP   
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rder the different (ingress NE, egress NE) couples. (loose) 

Size of domain list, Domain list (contains the list of domains on which the path needs to be established) 

ich NE should be in use for the 

path setup. This is particularly needed when two domains interconnect at more than one single 

identification, or flow route with identify then 

signal to the upstream domain which label it should use when it 

Flow specification: the match rules that allow to identify a flow (e.g. IP source range, TCP port(s), etc)  

different messages are exchanged between controllers 

The initiator of the path forms a signalling message that contains some of the above described information 

en the following operating modes. 

This mode assumes that each controller has a controller forwarding table that gives a mapping between 

destination NEs (routers) and the next controllers that are more likely to reach these NEs. We distinguish 

The following table recalls the value and their importance for each field of the protocol. The Data 

Forwarding Controller list 

NA 
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In the flow route mode, the initiator of the path first forms a path set up message

controller forwarding table to determine to which next controller it sends the message. The next controller 

that receives the message uses the information that it contains to establish the flow route. This procedure 

is repeated at each controller until reaching the final controller that controls the destination NE.

Now, in the tunnel mode, we assume that the initiator of the path set up knows the last controller that 

controls the last destination NE. The initiator of the path will send th

controller. The latter is responsible of setting up the tunnel by going backward hop by hop to the initiating 

controller. Each controller in the list generates a path label for the path currently being set up, installs i

and sends the path label to its predecessor (The predecessor is determined by making a look up to the 

controller forwarding table) Thanks to the information contained in the path set up message, the 

predecessor knows that in order to use this path, it n

successor. This procedure is repeated so forth until the path is constructed.

5.6.3.3.2.2.  Explicit forwarding path

For each of the following operating modes; we distinguish between the case of tunnel path set up and the

flow route set up (see Sec. 5.6.3.3.1.3

5.6.3.3.2.2.1. Strict path

In this mode, the initiator of the path set up has the full list of NEs that the path needs to follow. In this 

operating mode, the input to the protocol is the following:

The forwarding path: an explicit list of NEs to be followed by the pa

The controller list: The list of the controllers that control the network elements of the path.

FIELD Forwarding 

Path Type 

Required, 

Optional, 

NA 

Required 

Value Explicit 

 

5.6.3.3.2.2.1.1. Tunnel mode

The outcome of the tunnel mode is a Tunnel that is established on the explicit path. In the tunnel mode, 

the data packets are forwarded on an explicit path based on path labels (e.g. MPLS labels) and not the 

original headers of the packets. 
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address/prefix 

, the initiator of the path first forms a path set up message

controller forwarding table to determine to which next controller it sends the message. The next controller 

that receives the message uses the information that it contains to establish the flow route. This procedure 

ontroller until reaching the final controller that controls the destination NE.

, we assume that the initiator of the path set up knows the last controller that 

controls the last destination NE. The initiator of the path will send this path set up message to this last 

controller. The latter is responsible of setting up the tunnel by going backward hop by hop to the initiating 

controller. Each controller in the list generates a path label for the path currently being set up, installs i

and sends the path label to its predecessor (The predecessor is determined by making a look up to the 

controller forwarding table) Thanks to the information contained in the path set up message, the 

predecessor knows that in order to use this path, it needs to use the label that was generated by its 

successor. This procedure is repeated so forth until the path is constructed. 

Explicit forwarding path 

For each of the following operating modes; we distinguish between the case of tunnel path set up and the

1.3(1) and Sec.5.6.3.3.1.3 (2) above) 

Strict path 

In this mode, the initiator of the path set up has the full list of NEs that the path needs to follow. In this 

operating mode, the input to the protocol is the following: 

The forwarding path: an explicit list of NEs to be followed by the path. 

The controller list: The list of the controllers that control the network elements of the path.

Destination 

NE field 

Explicit 

forwarding 

path type 

Forwarding 

path 

Optional Required Required 

IP 

address/prefix 

Strict Size of NE 

list, NE list  

Tunnel mode 

The outcome of the tunnel mode is a Tunnel that is established on the explicit path. In the tunnel mode, 

the data packets are forwarded on an explicit path based on path labels (e.g. MPLS labels) and not the 
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, the initiator of the path first forms a path set up message then consults its 

controller forwarding table to determine to which next controller it sends the message. The next controller 

that receives the message uses the information that it contains to establish the flow route. This procedure 

ontroller until reaching the final controller that controls the destination NE. 

, we assume that the initiator of the path set up knows the last controller that 

is path set up message to this last 

controller. The latter is responsible of setting up the tunnel by going backward hop by hop to the initiating 

controller. Each controller in the list generates a path label for the path currently being set up, installs it, 

and sends the path label to its predecessor (The predecessor is determined by making a look up to the 

controller forwarding table) Thanks to the information contained in the path set up message, the 

eeds to use the label that was generated by its 

For each of the following operating modes; we distinguish between the case of tunnel path set up and the 

In this mode, the initiator of the path set up has the full list of NEs that the path needs to follow. In this 

The controller list: The list of the controllers that control the network elements of the path. 

Controller list 

Required 

Size of NE Size of 

Controller list, 

Controller list 

The outcome of the tunnel mode is a Tunnel that is established on the explicit path. In the tunnel mode, 

the data packets are forwarded on an explicit path based on path labels (e.g. MPLS labels) and not the 
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The initiator of the path setup sends the path set up message to the last controller in the controller list. The 

latter is responsible of setting up the tunnel by going backward hop by hop to the source controller. Each 

controller in the list generates a path label for the path currently being set up and sends it to its 

predecessor. Thanks to this information, the predecess

use the label that was generated by its successor. 

Note that it is also possible for this tunnel mode to use an RSVP like approach in which we split the path set 

up procedure into two phases exactly lik

the appropriate tunnel path by generating the appropriate path labels.

5.6.3.3.2.2.1.2. Flow route mode

In this case the initiator forms a path set up message and sends it to the first controller on the lis

The controller, which receives this message will use its content, i.e. flow specification and list of NEs, to 

implement the flow route. It then sends the path set up message to the next controller in the list.

This procedure is repeated until the messag

the flow route in its domain. 

5.6.3.3.2.2.2. Loose path

This procedure is similar to the previous one. The only difference is how the controller is going to set up the 

path internally within its own domain. 

a full list of NEs that need to be followed by the path, in this loose path case, the controller has only a 

constraint on the ingress and the egress NE to be used in its network. This m

to choose any internal path between these two NEs.

FIELD Forwarding 

Path Type 

Required, 

Optional, 

NA 

Required 

Value Explicit 

5.6.3.3.2.2.3. Very loose path

In this mode, the initiator of the path set up has only the list of domains that the path needs to 

this operating mode, the initiator has as well the list of controllers that correspond to this domain list.

We distinguish like in the previous case between the tunnel mode and the flow route mode.

FIELD Forwarding 

Path Type 
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The initiator of the path setup sends the path set up message to the last controller in the controller list. The 

is responsible of setting up the tunnel by going backward hop by hop to the source controller. Each 

controller in the list generates a path label for the path currently being set up and sends it to its 

predecessor. Thanks to this information, the predecessor knows that in order to use this path, it needs to 

use the label that was generated by its successor.  

Note that it is also possible for this tunnel mode to use an RSVP like approach in which we split the path set 

up procedure into two phases exactly like with RSVP. In this case, it is up to the RESV messages to set up 

the appropriate tunnel path by generating the appropriate path labels. 

Flow route mode 

In this case the initiator forms a path set up message and sends it to the first controller on the lis

The controller, which receives this message will use its content, i.e. flow specification and list of NEs, to 

implement the flow route. It then sends the path set up message to the next controller in the list.

This procedure is repeated until the message reaches the last controller in the list, which will implement 

Loose path 

This procedure is similar to the previous one. The only difference is how the controller is going to set up the 

path internally within its own domain. While in the previous case, the controller had a constraint to respect 

a full list of NEs that need to be followed by the path, in this loose path case, the controller has only a 

constraint on the ingress and the egress NE to be used in its network. This means that the controller is free 

to choose any internal path between these two NEs. 

Destination 

NE field 

Explicit 

forwarding 

path type 

Forwarding 

path 

Optional Required Required 

IP 

address/prefix 

Loose Size of NE 

list, pairs of 

(ingress, 

egress) NE 

Very loose path 

In this mode, the initiator of the path set up has only the list of domains that the path needs to 

this operating mode, the initiator has as well the list of controllers that correspond to this domain list.

We distinguish like in the previous case between the tunnel mode and the flow route mode.

Destination 

NE field 

Explicit 

forwarding 

Forwarding 

path 
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The initiator of the path setup sends the path set up message to the last controller in the controller list. The 

is responsible of setting up the tunnel by going backward hop by hop to the source controller. Each 

controller in the list generates a path label for the path currently being set up and sends it to its 

or knows that in order to use this path, it needs to 

Note that it is also possible for this tunnel mode to use an RSVP like approach in which we split the path set 

e with RSVP. In this case, it is up to the RESV messages to set up 

In this case the initiator forms a path set up message and sends it to the first controller on the list. 

The controller, which receives this message will use its content, i.e. flow specification and list of NEs, to 

implement the flow route. It then sends the path set up message to the next controller in the list. 

e reaches the last controller in the list, which will implement 

This procedure is similar to the previous one. The only difference is how the controller is going to set up the 

While in the previous case, the controller had a constraint to respect 

a full list of NEs that need to be followed by the path, in this loose path case, the controller has only a 

eans that the controller is free 

Controller list 

Required 

Size of NE 

list, pairs of 

Size of 

Controller list, 

Controller list 

In this mode, the initiator of the path set up has only the list of domains that the path needs to follow. In 

this operating mode, the initiator has as well the list of controllers that correspond to this domain list. 

We distinguish like in the previous case between the tunnel mode and the flow route mode. 

Controller list 
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Required, 

Optional, 

NA 

Required 

Value Explicit 

 

5.6.3.3.2.2.3.1. Tunnel mode

The outcome of the tunnel mode is a Tunnel that is established on the list of domains. The initiator of the 

path set up sends the path set up message to the last controller in the controller list. The latter is 

responsible of enforcing the tunnel by going backward hop by hop to the source controller. Each controller 

in the list generates a path label for the path currently being set up and sends it to its predecessor. Thanks 

to this path label information, the predecessor knows that in or

label that was generated by its successor. Note that in this case, the next NE is needed. This field is useful in 

the case where two domains interconnect at different points. The next NE field specifies on which of

interconnections the path needs to be set up.

Note also here that it is possible for this tunnel mode to use an RSVP like approach in which we split the 

path set up procedure into two phases exactly like with RSVP. In this case, it is up to the RESV

set up the appropriate tunnel path by generating the appropriate path labels.

5.6.3.3.2.2.3.2. Flow route mode

In this case the initiator forms a path set up message and sends it to the first controller on the list.

The controller, which receives this message 

flow route. The controller is free to choose a path within its domain given that this path will reach the next 

domain in the domain list. This step determines the next NE in the next domain to 

be sent. This next NE is then added by the controller to the path set up message and then it sends it to the 

next controller in the controller list.

The controller that receives such a message uses its content (flow specification a

a flow route within its domain. This route must start at the NE contained in the next NE field. The controller 

is free to choose a path within its domain given that the latter will reach the next domain.

This procedure (read message, install flow route, rewrite new next NE, send message) is repeated until it 

reaches the last controller in the list, which will implement the flow route in its domain.

5.6.3.4. Adapting the protocol to the traffic identification solution retained by ETICS

The protocol defined in the previous section is suitable to implement the traffic identification schemes 

explored by ETICS in Sec.5.6.1.3.2. For instance, the flow
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path type 

Optional Required Required 

IP 

address/prefix 

Very Loose Size of 

domain list, 

Domain list, 

next NE 

Tunnel mode 

The outcome of the tunnel mode is a Tunnel that is established on the list of domains. The initiator of the 

path set up sends the path set up message to the last controller in the controller list. The latter is 

he tunnel by going backward hop by hop to the source controller. Each controller 

in the list generates a path label for the path currently being set up and sends it to its predecessor. Thanks 

to this path label information, the predecessor knows that in order to use this path, it needs to use the 

label that was generated by its successor. Note that in this case, the next NE is needed. This field is useful in 

the case where two domains interconnect at different points. The next NE field specifies on which of

interconnections the path needs to be set up. 

Note also here that it is possible for this tunnel mode to use an RSVP like approach in which we split the 

path set up procedure into two phases exactly like with RSVP. In this case, it is up to the RESV

set up the appropriate tunnel path by generating the appropriate path labels. 

Flow route mode 

In this case the initiator forms a path set up message and sends it to the first controller on the list.

The controller, which receives this message will use its content (the flow specification) to implement the 

flow route. The controller is free to choose a path within its domain given that this path will reach the next 

domain in the domain list. This step determines the next NE in the next domain to 

be sent. This next NE is then added by the controller to the path set up message and then it sends it to the 

next controller in the controller list. 

The controller that receives such a message uses its content (flow specification and next NE field) to install 

a flow route within its domain. This route must start at the NE contained in the next NE field. The controller 

is free to choose a path within its domain given that the latter will reach the next domain.

message, install flow route, rewrite new next NE, send message) is repeated until it 

reaches the last controller in the list, which will implement the flow route in its domain.

Adapting the protocol to the traffic identification solution retained by ETICS

The protocol defined in the previous section is suitable to implement the traffic identification schemes 

. For instance, the flow route mode is adapted to implement the traffic 
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Required 

Size of 

domain list, 

Domain list, 

Size of 

Controller list, 

Controller list 

The outcome of the tunnel mode is a Tunnel that is established on the list of domains. The initiator of the 

path set up sends the path set up message to the last controller in the controller list. The latter is 

he tunnel by going backward hop by hop to the source controller. Each controller 

in the list generates a path label for the path currently being set up and sends it to its predecessor. Thanks 

der to use this path, it needs to use the 

label that was generated by its successor. Note that in this case, the next NE is needed. This field is useful in 

the case where two domains interconnect at different points. The next NE field specifies on which of these 

Note also here that it is possible for this tunnel mode to use an RSVP like approach in which we split the 

path set up procedure into two phases exactly like with RSVP. In this case, it is up to the RESV messages to 

In this case the initiator forms a path set up message and sends it to the first controller on the list. 

will use its content (the flow specification) to implement the 

flow route. The controller is free to choose a path within its domain given that this path will reach the next 

domain in the domain list. This step determines the next NE in the next domain to which the traffic should 

be sent. This next NE is then added by the controller to the path set up message and then it sends it to the 

nd next NE field) to install 

a flow route within its domain. This route must start at the NE contained in the next NE field. The controller 

is free to choose a path within its domain given that the latter will reach the next domain. 

message, install flow route, rewrite new next NE, send message) is repeated until it 

reaches the last controller in the list, which will implement the flow route in its domain. 

Adapting the protocol to the traffic identification solution retained by ETICS 

The protocol defined in the previous section is suitable to implement the traffic identification schemes 

route mode is adapted to implement the traffic 
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identification scheme described in Sec

solution described in Sec. 5.6.1.3.2.2

Applying it to the solution retained by ETICS corresponds to using it with the following modes:

- Explicit forwarding path mode

o Strict or loose path (depending on the outcome of the ASQ 

step) 

- Tunnel mode 

In this context: 

- The initiator of the path set up th

service and business plane 

- The controller is either an ASVR (in the case of the distributed pull scenario) or the NMS triggered 

by the network service and business plane facilitator for the centralized push approaches.

The procedure of the path set up is the following.

1) The initiator will first form a message of our protocol that contains the following information:

- The forwarding path information:

o Forwarding path type: explicit

o Destination NE: N/A

o Explicit forwarding path type (strict or loose depending on the network path computation)

o Forwarding path (can be list of routers, or list of ingress egress routers of each NSP)

� Size of NE_list, NE_list

- Control path information 

o Size of controller list, list of controllers (contains the list of ASVRs or 

business plane entities to whom communicate the signalling messages)

- Data identification information

o Data identification mode: Tunnel

o Path labels (empty the first time: means that we need to start setting up the path)

2) This message is sent to the last controller in the list

3) The controller, which receives the message sets up a tunnel on its domain based on the NE_list that it 

received. 

4) The controller generates a path label that needs to be sent to its predecessor (the predecessor must use 

this label to set up the current path)

5) The controller puts this path label in the path labels field inside a signalling message (as explained in

(1)) and sends the message to its predecessor in the controller list.

6) Repeat steps (3) to (5) until the message reaches the first controller in the controller list. 

7) The first controller uses the information in the signalling protocol to config

path from its ingress router till the egress router (with an output label that was given by the signalling 

message). 
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identification scheme described in Sec5.6.1.3.2.1., while the tunnel mode is adapted to implement the 

5.6.1.3.2.2 and that was retained by ETICS. 

tion retained by ETICS corresponds to using it with the following modes:

Explicit forwarding path mode 

Strict or loose path (depending on the outcome of the ASQ network path computation

of the path set up that we talked about in the previous section is the 

 upon the reception of an order by a customer. 

is either an ASVR (in the case of the distributed pull scenario) or the NMS triggered 

vice and business plane facilitator for the centralized push approaches.

The procedure of the path set up is the following. 

1) The initiator will first form a message of our protocol that contains the following information:

The forwarding path information: 

Forwarding path type: explicit 

Destination NE: N/A 

Explicit forwarding path type (strict or loose depending on the network path computation)

Forwarding path (can be list of routers, or list of ingress egress routers of each NSP)

Size of NE_list, NE_list 

Size of controller list, list of controllers (contains the list of ASVRs or 

business plane entities to whom communicate the signalling messages)

Data identification information 

Data identification mode: Tunnel 

th labels (empty the first time: means that we need to start setting up the path)

2) This message is sent to the last controller in the list 

3) The controller, which receives the message sets up a tunnel on its domain based on the NE_list that it 

4) The controller generates a path label that needs to be sent to its predecessor (the predecessor must use 

this label to set up the current path) 

5) The controller puts this path label in the path labels field inside a signalling message (as explained in

(1)) and sends the message to its predecessor in the controller list. 

6) Repeat steps (3) to (5) until the message reaches the first controller in the controller list. 

7) The first controller uses the information in the signalling protocol to configure its network by setting up a 

path from its ingress router till the egress router (with an output label that was given by the signalling 
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., while the tunnel mode is adapted to implement the 

tion retained by ETICS corresponds to using it with the following modes: 

network path computation 

at we talked about in the previous section is the ETICS network 

is either an ASVR (in the case of the distributed pull scenario) or the NMS triggered 

vice and business plane facilitator for the centralized push approaches. 

1) The initiator will first form a message of our protocol that contains the following information: 

Explicit forwarding path type (strict or loose depending on the network path computation) 

Forwarding path (can be list of routers, or list of ingress egress routers of each NSP) 

Size of controller list, list of controllers (contains the list of ASVRs or network service and 

business plane entities to whom communicate the signalling messages) 

th labels (empty the first time: means that we need to start setting up the path) 

3) The controller, which receives the message sets up a tunnel on its domain based on the NE_list that it 

4) The controller generates a path label that needs to be sent to its predecessor (the predecessor must use 

5) The controller puts this path label in the path labels field inside a signalling message (as explained in step 

6) Repeat steps (3) to (5) until the message reaches the first controller in the controller list.  

ure its network by setting up a 

path from its ingress router till the egress router (with an output label that was given by the signalling 
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The tunnel path is then set up and is ready to be used. The network controller of the first NSP needs only 

enforce the matching rule on the ingress router to map the customer traffic (ASQ traffic signature) to the 

proper tunnel. 

5.6.4. HIERARCHICAL RSVP-TE TO ENFORCE THE 

Once the ASQ has been computed, the SLA Manager gets in turn an Explicit Rou

describes the end-to-end path over the different NSP networks. This ERO could be directly used by the 

RSVP-TE signalling to setup an MPLS

ASQ as they impose constraints to neighbour NSPs and lack of security

tunnels are preferred. Nevertheless, today, and mostly for security reasons, only the BGP protocol is 

allowed to run at the Peering Points. It is thus not possible to use other sig

that enforce the traffic identification scheme on the border routers. RSVP

used at the Peering Point to stitch or nest the tunnels. To overcome this limitation, one might think 

up IPsec tunnels between BGP routers in order to let RSVP

Unfortunately, this only could work if all NSPs are homogenous: this does not work if at least one NSP is not 

supporting MPLS or MPLS-TE. 

So, exactly as we proposed to use an IGP

After endowing the ASVR with the PCE functionality, we need 

the ASVR is more or less a complete MPLS

PCE. Like other RSVP-TE routers, the ASVR could be triggered to setup a TE tunnel. But, this time, instead of 

creating the TE tunnels into the real network, the TE tunnels will be setup between the ASVRs. In a 

standard router, the RSVP-TE path message determines the route of the tunnel, or simply follows the 

provided in the Explicit Route Object (ERO)

receives the path message checks if resources are available an

forwarding the path message to the next router. Once the egress router

receives it, it sends back the revs message to confirm the resource reservation and indicate which label the 

previous router must use. Hence, hop

inner label. It finishes configuring it’s routing LSP table and confirming the resources reservation. In case of 

failure, the router that does not have suf

this point, the source sends periodically RSVP 
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The tunnel path is then set up and is ready to be used. The network controller of the first NSP needs only 

enforce the matching rule on the ingress router to map the customer traffic (ASQ traffic signature) to the 

TO ENFORCE THE QOS TO SUPPORT ASQ 

Once the ASQ has been computed, the SLA Manager gets in turn an Explicit Rou

end path over the different NSP networks. This ERO could be directly used by the 

TE signalling to setup an MPLS-TE tunnel. Using contiguous tunnels is not the good solution to enforce 

aints to neighbour NSPs and lack of security. Therefore, s

tunnels are preferred. Nevertheless, today, and mostly for security reasons, only the BGP protocol is 

allowed to run at the Peering Points. It is thus not possible to use other signalling protocols to set up routes 

that enforce the traffic identification scheme on the border routers. RSVP-TE, for instance, could not be 

used at the Peering Point to stitch or nest the tunnels. To overcome this limitation, one might think 

ec tunnels between BGP routers in order to let RSVP-TE cross inter

Unfortunately, this only could work if all NSPs are homogenous: this does not work if at least one NSP is not 

e an IGP-TE in overlay mode, we propose to use RSVP

After endowing the ASVR with the PCE functionality, we need also to augment it with RSVP

the ASVR is more or less a complete MPLS-TE router with all the TE features: IGP-TE, MPLS

TE routers, the ASVR could be triggered to setup a TE tunnel. But, this time, instead of 

creating the TE tunnels into the real network, the TE tunnels will be setup between the ASVRs. In a 

message determines the route of the tunnel, or simply follows the 

provided in the Explicit Route Object (ERO), e.g. the one computed previously by the PCE. Each router that 

message checks if resources are available and marks them as pre

h message to the next router. Once the egress router, i.e. the tail end of the TE tunnel, 

message to confirm the resource reservation and indicate which label the 

vious router must use. Hence, hop-by-hop, every router receives the reservation confirmation and the 

inner label. It finishes configuring it’s routing LSP table and confirming the resources reservation. In case of 

failure, the router that does not have sufficient resources available sends back a path error

this point, the source sends periodically RSVP path messages to maintain the TE tunnel up.
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The tunnel path is then set up and is ready to be used. The network controller of the first NSP needs only to 

enforce the matching rule on the ingress router to map the customer traffic (ASQ traffic signature) to the 

Once the ASQ has been computed, the SLA Manager gets in turn an Explicit Route Object (ERO) that 

end path over the different NSP networks. This ERO could be directly used by the 

not the good solution to enforce 

. Therefore, stitched or nested 

tunnels are preferred. Nevertheless, today, and mostly for security reasons, only the BGP protocol is 

nalling protocols to set up routes 

TE, for instance, could not be 

used at the Peering Point to stitch or nest the tunnels. To overcome this limitation, one might think to set 

TE cross inter-domain boundaries. 

Unfortunately, this only could work if all NSPs are homogenous: this does not work if at least one NSP is not 

TE in overlay mode, we propose to use RSVP-TE in the same way. 

to augment it with RSVP-TE. As a result, 

TE, MPLS-TE, RSVP-TE and 

TE routers, the ASVR could be triggered to setup a TE tunnel. But, this time, instead of 

creating the TE tunnels into the real network, the TE tunnels will be setup between the ASVRs. In a 

message determines the route of the tunnel, or simply follows the path 

e.g. the one computed previously by the PCE. Each router that 

d marks them as pre-reserved before 

i.e. the tail end of the TE tunnel, 

message to confirm the resource reservation and indicate which label the 

hop, every router receives the reservation confirmation and the 

inner label. It finishes configuring it’s routing LSP table and confirming the resources reservation. In case of 

path error message. From 

messages to maintain the TE tunnel up. 
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FIGURE 

In the particular case of the end-to-

sense as it has no data plane), the ASVR will trigger its part of the ASQ enforcement into the underlying 

network. This configuration depends on the underlying technolog

TE tunnel, MPLS-TE, MPLS, MPLS-BGP

intra-NSP technology in use for ASQ path enforcement, the ASVR will forward the initial RSVP

message to its neighbour NSP (ASVR) only once the part of the ASQ path is correctly configured into the 

network it controls. So, from the H-

as in a standard network. The modification is purely in

internal resources, the ASVR will trigger the underlying network to check resources availability and enforce 

the QoS. Again, standard mechanisms are available for that purpose like Netconf or proprietary proto

could be used like OSS/BSS of the equipment providers. In case of failure, a path error message is sent back 

advertising the problem to the previous ASVR

success, the last ASVR sends a resv 

at the PoI between the BGP routers. Several cases could occur:

• MPLS continuity: Disregarding if tunnels are TE or DS

between two BGP routers (more precisely between the interfaces of the two BGP routers) to 

identify the traffic at the PoI. So, the ASVR could transmit this label avoiding an end

message that performs the stitching or nesting of the different MPLS tunnels. We so

problem mentioned previously and also save one step (i.e. the stitching or nesting is done after all 

sub MPLS tunnels are setup without another particular RSVP

• Non-MPLS to MPLS domain

send back a label that will not be usable by the non

must be considered as the Ingress Label Edge Router (LER) for the TE tunnel. So, it must be 

configured with a Forwarding Equivalent Class 

label the correct IP packets i.e. the ones which must follow the ASQ path. To avoid 

performance, we recommended using only the DiffServ Code Point (DSCP) as traffic identifier in 

conjunction to IP address prefix (source and/or destination). In all cases, the ASVR of the MPLS 

AS1

MPLS-TE

IGP-TE

Trig ASQ setup
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FIGURE 50: RSVP-TE IN OVERLAY MODE THROUGH ASVR 

-end enforcement, instead of looking to its local resources (which has no 

sense as it has no data plane), the ASVR will trigger its part of the ASQ enforcement into the underlying 

network. This configuration depends on the underlying technology used by the Operator. It could be a DS

BGP-VPN, LISP, simple DiffServ router configuration etc. Regardless of the 

NSP technology in use for ASQ path enforcement, the ASVR will forward the initial RSVP

to its neighbour NSP (ASVR) only once the part of the ASQ path is correctly configured into the 

-TE overlay network perspective, we would use RSVP

as in a standard network. The modification is purely internal to the ASVR: instead of looking to some 

internal resources, the ASVR will trigger the underlying network to check resources availability and enforce 

the QoS. Again, standard mechanisms are available for that purpose like Netconf or proprietary proto

could be used like OSS/BSS of the equipment providers. In case of failure, a path error message is sent back 

advertising the problem to the previous ASVRs that could release their respective configurations. In case of 

 message to its predecessor with the Traffic Identifier that must be used 

at the PoI between the BGP routers. Several cases could occur: 

: Disregarding if tunnels are TE or DS-TE aware or not, we could use an MPLS label 

ers (more precisely between the interfaces of the two BGP routers) to 

identify the traffic at the PoI. So, the ASVR could transmit this label avoiding an end

message that performs the stitching or nesting of the different MPLS tunnels. We so

problem mentioned previously and also save one step (i.e. the stitching or nesting is done after all 

sub MPLS tunnels are setup without another particular RSVP-TE message). 

MPLS to MPLS domain: In this particular case, the ASVR that controls t

send back a label that will not be usable by the non-MPLS domain. In fact, the ingress BGP router 

must be considered as the Ingress Label Edge Router (LER) for the TE tunnel. So, it must be 

configured with a Forwarding Equivalent Class (FEC) that identifies the incoming traffic in order to 

label the correct IP packets i.e. the ones which must follow the ASQ path. To avoid 

performance, we recommended using only the DiffServ Code Point (DSCP) as traffic identifier in 

on to IP address prefix (source and/or destination). In all cases, the ASVR of the MPLS 

AS2

LISP

H-TE Area/Region

IGP-TE

BGP
BGP

BGP

ASVR

AS3 -
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end enforcement, instead of looking to its local resources (which has no 

sense as it has no data plane), the ASVR will trigger its part of the ASQ enforcement into the underlying 

y used by the Operator. It could be a DS-

VPN, LISP, simple DiffServ router configuration etc. Regardless of the 

NSP technology in use for ASQ path enforcement, the ASVR will forward the initial RSVP-TE path 

to its neighbour NSP (ASVR) only once the part of the ASQ path is correctly configured into the 

TE overlay network perspective, we would use RSVP-TE in the same way 

ternal to the ASVR: instead of looking to some 

internal resources, the ASVR will trigger the underlying network to check resources availability and enforce 

the QoS. Again, standard mechanisms are available for that purpose like Netconf or proprietary protocol 

could be used like OSS/BSS of the equipment providers. In case of failure, a path error message is sent back 

that could release their respective configurations. In case of 

message to its predecessor with the Traffic Identifier that must be used 

TE aware or not, we could use an MPLS label 

ers (more precisely between the interfaces of the two BGP routers) to 

identify the traffic at the PoI. So, the ASVR could transmit this label avoiding an end-to-end RSVP-TE 

message that performs the stitching or nesting of the different MPLS tunnels. We solved the 

problem mentioned previously and also save one step (i.e. the stitching or nesting is done after all 

 

: In this particular case, the ASVR that controls the MPLS domain will 

MPLS domain. In fact, the ingress BGP router 

must be considered as the Ingress Label Edge Router (LER) for the TE tunnel. So, it must be 

(FEC) that identifies the incoming traffic in order to 

label the correct IP packets i.e. the ones which must follow the ASQ path. To avoid an impact on 

performance, we recommended using only the DiffServ Code Point (DSCP) as traffic identifier in 

on to IP address prefix (source and/or destination). In all cases, the ASVR of the MPLS 

- MPLS

ASQ
Config
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domain must be aware that the previous domain is not MPLS aware and so, could not provide 

traffic identified by a label. A Router Information LSA could be used to adver

the underlying network is supporting.

• MPLS to non-MPLS domain: This time, the ASVR has no label to propagate to the previous one. So, 

it is easier for the previous ASVR to understand that the next domain is not MPLS aware, and so, 

that the BGP router is the LER of the TE tunnel. The configuration consists simply for the Egress LER 

to pop up the label and deliver a standard IP traffic. Again, to increase performance of traffic 

identification, we recommend that the Egress BGP router set t

packets output the tunnel before deliver

the DSCP value instead the label.

To allow an easy communication between the ASVR

level, we need to modify the standard ERO. Indeed, the ERO is only composed by the IP address of the 

routers of the real underlying network. So, when an ASVR look at the ERO, it could not determine where its 

tunnel part starts and ends as well as t

issues, we adopt the Path Key Sub-

convey the IP address of the PCE and a key to retrieve the whole detail of the tunnel

used in BRPC to protect and keep confidential the tunnel detail of the foreign domains. For our purpose, 

the ASVR PCE will use PKS in the ERO 

• Insert PKS as a delimiter in the ERO. The ASVR search PKS, which 

where its tunnel starts, i.e. the next IP address following the PKS. The next PKS will indicate the end 

of the tunnel, i.e. the previous IP address before the PKS and the IP address of the next ASVR. In 

this case, the key field of the PKS is not used and must be set to 0.

• Used PKS in BRPC. During the ASQ computation, each ASVR keep confidential the detail of the 

tunnel of its underlying network through PKS. It sends to its previous ASVR an ERO composed by 

the IP address of the BGP router (necessary for the BRPC process) and a PKS that corresponds to 

the detailed tunnel between the ingress and egress BGP routers. At the end, the SLA manager 

received an ERO in the form of: [<IP address><PKS><IP address>]*. ASVRs could now directly 

the ERO. Each ASVR know

contained in the ERO. They retrieve directly the detail

PKS (the one that matches 

next PKS will give the IP address of the next ASVR to forward to RSPV

Of course the second method is preferred as it keeps the ASQ details confidential regarding the foreign 

NSP. It is also completely standard and natively supported by recent PCE implementation

A final issue remains concerning the bandwidth management at the PoI i.e. on the link between the BGP 

routers. Indeed, as there is no RSVP

bandwidth availability and consequently no reservation. This impacts directly bandwidth announced by the 

BGP routers (through standard RFC3630 or with Inter

reserved any resource on inter-as links,

For the PCE, this is a major drawback as it could not take into account previous ASQ in the new 

computations. To avoid this problem, we use the ASVR to manage the resources at the inter AS l
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domain must be aware that the previous domain is not MPLS aware and so, could not provide 

traffic identified by a label. A Router Information LSA could be used to adver

the underlying network is supporting. 

: This time, the ASVR has no label to propagate to the previous one. So, 

it is easier for the previous ASVR to understand that the next domain is not MPLS aware, and so, 

the BGP router is the LER of the TE tunnel. The configuration consists simply for the Egress LER 

to pop up the label and deliver a standard IP traffic. Again, to increase performance of traffic 

identification, we recommend that the Egress BGP router set the DiffServ Code Point of the IP 

packets output the tunnel before delivering them to the next domain. Then, ASVR could exchange 

the DSCP value instead the label. 

To allow an easy communication between the ASVRs to convey the RSVP-TE signalling at the hiera

level, we need to modify the standard ERO. Indeed, the ERO is only composed by the IP address of the 

routers of the real underlying network. So, when an ASVR look at the ERO, it could not determine where its 

as well as the IP address of the next ASVR on the ASQ path. To solve these two 

-object (PKS) feature of the ERO (RFC5520). Path Key sub

convey the IP address of the PCE and a key to retrieve the whole detail of the tunnel

used in BRPC to protect and keep confidential the tunnel detail of the foreign domains. For our purpose, 

the ASVR PCE will use PKS in the ERO in the following two ways: 

delimiter in the ERO. The ASVR search PKS, which embed its IP address to know 

i.e. the next IP address following the PKS. The next PKS will indicate the end 

i.e. the previous IP address before the PKS and the IP address of the next ASVR. In 

of the PKS is not used and must be set to 0. 

Used PKS in BRPC. During the ASQ computation, each ASVR keep confidential the detail of the 

tunnel of its underlying network through PKS. It sends to its previous ASVR an ERO composed by 

GP router (necessary for the BRPC process) and a PKS that corresponds to 

tunnel between the ingress and egress BGP routers. At the end, the SLA manager 

received an ERO in the form of: [<IP address><PKS><IP address>]*. ASVRs could now directly 

the ERO. Each ASVR knows exactly where the tunnel starts and ends 

contained in the ERO. They retrieve directly the details of the tunnel with the key contained in their 

 their IP address) necessary to enforce their part of the ASQ. Finally, the 

next PKS will give the IP address of the next ASVR to forward to RSPV-TE message.

Of course the second method is preferred as it keeps the ASQ details confidential regarding the foreign 

ndard and natively supported by recent PCE implementation

A final issue remains concerning the bandwidth management at the PoI i.e. on the link between the BGP 

routers. Indeed, as there is no RSVP-TE signalling between the BGP routers, there is no verifi

bandwidth availability and consequently no reservation. This impacts directly bandwidth announced by the 

BGP routers (through standard RFC3630 or with Inter-As v2 RFC 5392 support). Because RSVP

as links, BGP routers does not update available resources through new LSA. 

For the PCE, this is a major drawback as it could not take into account previous ASQ in the new 

computations. To avoid this problem, we use the ASVR to manage the resources at the inter AS l
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domain must be aware that the previous domain is not MPLS aware and so, could not provide 

traffic identified by a label. A Router Information LSA could be used to advertise what technology 

: This time, the ASVR has no label to propagate to the previous one. So, 

it is easier for the previous ASVR to understand that the next domain is not MPLS aware, and so, 

the BGP router is the LER of the TE tunnel. The configuration consists simply for the Egress LER 

to pop up the label and deliver a standard IP traffic. Again, to increase performance of traffic 

he DiffServ Code Point of the IP 

them to the next domain. Then, ASVR could exchange 

TE signalling at the hierarchical 

level, we need to modify the standard ERO. Indeed, the ERO is only composed by the IP address of the 

routers of the real underlying network. So, when an ASVR look at the ERO, it could not determine where its 

he IP address of the next ASVR on the ASQ path. To solve these two 

object (PKS) feature of the ERO (RFC5520). Path Key sub-objects could 

convey the IP address of the PCE and a key to retrieve the whole detail of the tunnel from the PCE. PKS is 

used in BRPC to protect and keep confidential the tunnel detail of the foreign domains. For our purpose, 

embed its IP address to know 

i.e. the next IP address following the PKS. The next PKS will indicate the end 

i.e. the previous IP address before the PKS and the IP address of the next ASVR. In 

Used PKS in BRPC. During the ASQ computation, each ASVR keep confidential the detail of the 

tunnel of its underlying network through PKS. It sends to its previous ASVR an ERO composed by 

GP router (necessary for the BRPC process) and a PKS that corresponds to 

tunnel between the ingress and egress BGP routers. At the end, the SLA manager 

received an ERO in the form of: [<IP address><PKS><IP address>]*. ASVRs could now directly use 

 with the IP addresses 

of the tunnel with the key contained in their 

rce their part of the ASQ. Finally, the 

TE message. 

Of course the second method is preferred as it keeps the ASQ details confidential regarding the foreign 

ndard and natively supported by recent PCE implementations. 

A final issue remains concerning the bandwidth management at the PoI i.e. on the link between the BGP 

TE signalling between the BGP routers, there is no verification on 

bandwidth availability and consequently no reservation. This impacts directly bandwidth announced by the 

As v2 RFC 5392 support). Because RSVP-TE has not 

BGP routers does not update available resources through new LSA. 

For the PCE, this is a major drawback as it could not take into account previous ASQ in the new 

computations. To avoid this problem, we use the ASVR to manage the resources at the inter AS links 
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because it has the perfect knowledge of these inter AS link through the OSPF

tunnel setup at the hierarchy level, once the tunnel is enforced in the underlying network, the ASVR could 

check and reserved bandwidth on the inter

In addition, the ASVR could update the inter AS v2 LSA announce in the H

update their respective H-TED and use the new resources for subsequent path computati

So, by using RSVP-TE between ASVR

inter-domain and support of connection

to-end session coherence between the differe

course, RSVP-TE timers could be largely increased at the ASVR level. We also inherit all MPLS

management features like:  

• Protection and Fast-Reroute: it becomes easier to coordinate Fast

NSPs e.g. add a backup BGP router in the PoI, a backup PoI for the ASQ …

• Management of the ASQ path: Removal, modification will be easier,

• Path Key Sequence (PKS) could be used to protect privacy of NSP,

• Use MPLS OAM to monitor t

5.6.5. VPN SERVICE PROVISIONING 

The previous section dealt with the ASQ path provisioning that is more related to the 

services. This section discusses VPN service specificities in terms of provisioning.

5.6.5.1. Traffic identification 

Once the availability of resources has been verified, both on an aggregate ASQ path and an E

Section5.4.2.2), the next step is to enable the identification of VPN traffic so as to allow its aggregation on 

an ASQ path level. This is related to the overall path provisioning and traffic id

supported by the ETICS solution. D5.6 proposed the use of RSVP

System Virtual Routers (ASVRs), in an effort to provide a homogeneous solution on top of possibly 

heterogeneous underlying technologies. However, targeting at the provisioning of BGP/MPLS L3VPNs, we 

consider here the cases of MPLS-enabled E

NSPs can be MPLS enabled or not. Moreover, we note that our target here is n

across the aggregate ASQ path, but to rather enable tunnelling of VPN traffic through established ASQ 

path(s).  

As indicated in D4.4, traffic identification and aggregation for VPN services can be accomplished through 

LSP aggregation [RFC 4206, 4804]. This translates to an RSVP

communicating PEs. An ingress PE (e.g., PE

message which includes the aggregate ASQ path to be followed in the ERO field, destined to the IP address 

of the egress PE (e.g., PE
B

1 in the example of 

(ASBR
A

1 in the example of Figure 34

34) and send the message directly there i.e., the message is not processed by intermediate nodes. The 

                                                           

5
This value is available since we assume the existence of an aggregate ASQ path at this point. 
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because it has the perfect knowledge of these inter AS link through the OSPF-H-TE. When performing the 

unnel setup at the hierarchy level, once the tunnel is enforced in the underlying network, the ASVR could 

check and reserved bandwidth on the inter AS link before forward the RSVP-TE signalling to the next ASVR. 

In addition, the ASVR could update the inter AS v2 LSA announce in the H-TE area in order for the PCEs to 

TED and use the new resources for subsequent path computati

TE between ASVRs we solve two problems: Stitching and Nesting of TE tunnels at the 

domain and support of connection-less technologies. This gives us the possibility to maintain an end

between the different operators as well as refreshing regularly the ASQ path. Of 

TE timers could be largely increased at the ASVR level. We also inherit all MPLS

Reroute: it becomes easier to coordinate Fast-Reroute and protection between 

NSPs e.g. add a backup BGP router in the PoI, a backup PoI for the ASQ … 

Management of the ASQ path: Removal, modification will be easier, 

Path Key Sequence (PKS) could be used to protect privacy of NSP, 

Use MPLS OAM to monitor the ASQ even if it not completely composed by MPLS tunnels

ERVICE PROVISIONING SPECIFIC ISSUES 

The previous section dealt with the ASQ path provisioning that is more related to the 

services. This section discusses VPN service specificities in terms of provisioning. 

Once the availability of resources has been verified, both on an aggregate ASQ path and an E

), the next step is to enable the identification of VPN traffic so as to allow its aggregation on 

an ASQ path level. This is related to the overall path provisioning and traffic identification mechanisms 

supported by the ETICS solution. D5.6 proposed the use of RSVP-TE in an overlay mode across Autonomous 

System Virtual Routers (ASVRs), in an effort to provide a homogeneous solution on top of possibly 

logies. However, targeting at the provisioning of BGP/MPLS L3VPNs, we 

enabled E-NSPs. It is noted that this only applies to Edge

NSPs can be MPLS enabled or not. Moreover, we note that our target here is n

across the aggregate ASQ path, but to rather enable tunnelling of VPN traffic through established ASQ 

As indicated in D4.4, traffic identification and aggregation for VPN services can be accomplished through 

n [RFC 4206, 4804]. This translates to an RSVP-TE signalling sequence between the 

communicating PEs. An ingress PE (e.g., PE
A

1 in the example of Figure 34) initiates this sequence with a Path 

message which includes the aggregate ASQ path to be followed in the ERO field, destined to the IP address 

in the example of Figure 34). The ERO value
5
 is used by the head

34) to identify the tail-end of the tunnel (ASBR
B

1 in the example of 

tly there i.e., the message is not processed by intermediate nodes. The 

This value is available since we assume the existence of an aggregate ASQ path at this point.  
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TE. When performing the 

unnel setup at the hierarchy level, once the tunnel is enforced in the underlying network, the ASVR could 

TE signalling to the next ASVR. 

TE area in order for the PCEs to 

TED and use the new resources for subsequent path computation. 

we solve two problems: Stitching and Nesting of TE tunnels at the 

less technologies. This gives us the possibility to maintain an end-

nt operators as well as refreshing regularly the ASQ path. Of 

TE timers could be largely increased at the ASVR level. We also inherit all MPLS-TE 

ute and protection between 

he ASQ even if it not completely composed by MPLS tunnels 

The previous section dealt with the ASQ path provisioning that is more related to the PoI-to-Region types of 

Once the availability of resources has been verified, both on an aggregate ASQ path and an E-NSP level (cf. 

), the next step is to enable the identification of VPN traffic so as to allow its aggregation on 

entification mechanisms 

TE in an overlay mode across Autonomous 

System Virtual Routers (ASVRs), in an effort to provide a homogeneous solution on top of possibly 

logies. However, targeting at the provisioning of BGP/MPLS L3VPNs, we 

NSPs. It is noted that this only applies to Edge-NSPs i.e., transit 

NSPs can be MPLS enabled or not. Moreover, we note that our target here is not to reserve resources 

across the aggregate ASQ path, but to rather enable tunnelling of VPN traffic through established ASQ 

As indicated in D4.4, traffic identification and aggregation for VPN services can be accomplished through 

TE signalling sequence between the 

) initiates this sequence with a Path 

message which includes the aggregate ASQ path to be followed in the ERO field, destined to the IP address 

is used by the head-end node 

in the example of Figure 

tly there i.e., the message is not processed by intermediate nodes. The 
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message finally reaches the egress PE triggering the return of a corresponding RESV message (towards the 

head-end node) that distributes label information for the forwarding of traffic

5.6.5.2. Traffic policing 

As already noted, a two level admission control mechanism is employed to verify that the requested 

bandwidth is available. At the same time, there is also the need to apply traffic policing at the PEs so as to 

ensure that no more than the requested bandwidth is consumed by a BC. To this end, ETICS utilizes the 

SEFA-based admission control mechanism described in Section 

policing at the PEs i.e., the already available information on the amount of requested bandwidth can be 

utilized by each E-NSP to locally configure its PEs.

5.6.5.3. VPN Routing 

In order to proceed with the establishment of the VPN

BGP sessions are established between the PEs and/or potentially between PEs and RRs.  The exact set of 

interconnected nodes is determined by the existing infrastructure of the involved E

not to disrupt existing practices in the field. The required connectivity information (PE and potentially RR IP 

addresses) for this task is contained in the VPN service offer description. The BGP sessions will be used to 

convey the VPN routing information between the interconnected sites as described in [RFC 4364] i.e., for a 

given private destination IP address a BGP Update message is used, with the next hop set to the address of 

the corresponding PE (a Route Distinguisher is used to distinguis

corresponding VPN routing entry is flooded across the set of interconnected PEs/RRs along with an export 

Route Target (RT) value. Only PEs configured with the same (import) RT value store the routing information.

As discussed in [Houidi], (i) the number of the established BGP sessions, (ii) the size of the routing state that 

may possibly be maintained in RRs and (iii) the number of Update messages exchanged constitute the 

major dimensions affecting the scalability and complexi

overhead across dimension (iii), the ETICS solution can assist by providing information regarding the VPN 

topology. The target is to allow each PE to establish a BGP session and exchange Update messages only 

with the required PEs i.e., avoid the flooding of Update messages to PEs that will discard them. This can be 

accomplished by building a VPN adjacency table

topology information provided during the se

for a suitable VPN service offer, the set of suitable PEs is computed based on the addressing information of 

both the VPN service offers and the VPN service requests (cf. Sec.

to each of the involved PEs or a per

information can be used then to indicat

RT values in this case are computed by the SF.

5.7. MONITORING 

5.7.1. EMONIT (M1, M5) PROTOCOL 

In [D4.4] (and its predecessors D4.3[D4.3] and D4.2[D4.2]), a comprehensive monitoring archit

active and passive Network Monitoring (ETICS NMON) has been developed as depicted in 

further details, please refer to D4.3, section 4.1.4).
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message finally reaches the egress PE triggering the return of a corresponding RESV message (towards the 

end node) that distributes label information for the forwarding of traffic.  

As already noted, a two level admission control mechanism is employed to verify that the requested 

bandwidth is available. At the same time, there is also the need to apply traffic policing at the PEs so as to 

he requested bandwidth is consumed by a BC. To this end, ETICS utilizes the 

based admission control mechanism described in Section 5.4.2.2 for the configuration of traffic 

policing at the PEs i.e., the already available information on the amount of requested bandwidth can be 

NSP to locally configure its PEs. 

In order to proceed with the establishment of the VPN routing state across the participating PEs, a series of 

BGP sessions are established between the PEs and/or potentially between PEs and RRs.  The exact set of 

interconnected nodes is determined by the existing infrastructure of the involved E

not to disrupt existing practices in the field. The required connectivity information (PE and potentially RR IP 

addresses) for this task is contained in the VPN service offer description. The BGP sessions will be used to 

information between the interconnected sites as described in [RFC 4364] i.e., for a 

given private destination IP address a BGP Update message is used, with the next hop set to the address of 

the corresponding PE (a Route Distinguisher is used to distinguish between different VPNs). The 

corresponding VPN routing entry is flooded across the set of interconnected PEs/RRs along with an export 

Route Target (RT) value. Only PEs configured with the same (import) RT value store the routing information.

in [Houidi], (i) the number of the established BGP sessions, (ii) the size of the routing state that 

may possibly be maintained in RRs and (iii) the number of Update messages exchanged constitute the 

major dimensions affecting the scalability and complexity of the entire system. In order to reduce the 

overhead across dimension (iii), the ETICS solution can assist by providing information regarding the VPN 

topology. The target is to allow each PE to establish a BGP session and exchange Update messages only 

with the required PEs i.e., avoid the flooding of Update messages to PEs that will discard them. This can be 

VPN adjacency table for each VPN interface of a PE [Houidi] based on the VPN 

topology information provided during the service level interaction of a BC with the SF i.e., during the search 

for a suitable VPN service offer, the set of suitable PEs is computed based on the addressing information of 

both the VPN service offers and the VPN service requests (cf. Sec.5.3.5). The SF can communicate this table 

to each of the involved PEs or a per-NSP overlay component, such as the SEF

information can be used then to indicate the exact target PEs of a BGP Update message. The corresponding 

RT values in this case are computed by the SF. 

ROTOCOL SPECIFICATION 

In [D4.4] (and its predecessors D4.3[D4.3] and D4.2[D4.2]), a comprehensive monitoring archit

active and passive Network Monitoring (ETICS NMON) has been developed as depicted in 

further details, please refer to D4.3, section 4.1.4). 
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message finally reaches the egress PE triggering the return of a corresponding RESV message (towards the 

As already noted, a two level admission control mechanism is employed to verify that the requested 

bandwidth is available. At the same time, there is also the need to apply traffic policing at the PEs so as to 

he requested bandwidth is consumed by a BC. To this end, ETICS utilizes the 

for the configuration of traffic 

policing at the PEs i.e., the already available information on the amount of requested bandwidth can be 

routing state across the participating PEs, a series of 

BGP sessions are established between the PEs and/or potentially between PEs and RRs.  The exact set of 

interconnected nodes is determined by the existing infrastructure of the involved E-NSPs; ETICS’ purpose is 

not to disrupt existing practices in the field. The required connectivity information (PE and potentially RR IP 

addresses) for this task is contained in the VPN service offer description. The BGP sessions will be used to 

information between the interconnected sites as described in [RFC 4364] i.e., for a 

given private destination IP address a BGP Update message is used, with the next hop set to the address of 

h between different VPNs). The 

corresponding VPN routing entry is flooded across the set of interconnected PEs/RRs along with an export 

Route Target (RT) value. Only PEs configured with the same (import) RT value store the routing information. 

in [Houidi], (i) the number of the established BGP sessions, (ii) the size of the routing state that 

may possibly be maintained in RRs and (iii) the number of Update messages exchanged constitute the 

ty of the entire system. In order to reduce the 

overhead across dimension (iii), the ETICS solution can assist by providing information regarding the VPN 

topology. The target is to allow each PE to establish a BGP session and exchange Update messages only 

with the required PEs i.e., avoid the flooding of Update messages to PEs that will discard them. This can be 

for each VPN interface of a PE [Houidi] based on the VPN 

rvice level interaction of a BC with the SF i.e., during the search 

for a suitable VPN service offer, the set of suitable PEs is computed based on the addressing information of 

). The SF can communicate this table 

NSP overlay component, such as the SEF-C. The communicated 

e the exact target PEs of a BGP Update message. The corresponding 

In [D4.4] (and its predecessors D4.3[D4.3] and D4.2[D4.2]), a comprehensive monitoring architecture for 

active and passive Network Monitoring (ETICS NMON) has been developed as depicted in Figure 51 (for 
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FIGURE 

In this section, a basic version of the protocol between the Collector and the M

Proxy and the Probe is specified. As shown, M1 will be used in an intra

operator case. In the latter case, the protocol needs to support authentication and encryption and is 

denoted M1’.  

The communication between two endpoints is accomplished by means of a proprietary, optimized, binary 

protocol named EMONIT (Etics MONitoring Information Transfer) which is defined here. The need for 

defining an optimized protocol emerges from the goal to assess feasibility and resource consumption in 

terms of CPU utilization, memory and storage consumption, and network 

the prototype implementation must be optimized to some extend in order to be able to estimate at least 

the order of magnitude of resource consumption of the developed monitoring solution.

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQU

"RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC

2119]. 

5.7.1.1. General 

• The protocol uses binary representation of data in order to avoid computational effort of 

converting information elements to string and back and to save network bandwidth

• The protocol is defined by means of Augmented Backus

5.7.1.11 

• The protocol is extensible, both in terms of message types and also in terms of information 

elements per message 

• The protocol MUST be used over reliable transport such as TCP. It is RECOMMENDED to use TCP

• For authentication, HTTP Digest as defined in [RFC

is used, the client MUST provide a CNONCE. Further authentication mechanisms can be defined
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FIGURE 51: NMON MONITORING ARCHITECTURE 

In this section, a basic version of the protocol between the Collector and the M-Proxy and between the M

Proxy and the Probe is specified. As shown, M1 will be used in an intra-operator case

operator case. In the latter case, the protocol needs to support authentication and encryption and is 

The communication between two endpoints is accomplished by means of a proprietary, optimized, binary 

EMONIT (Etics MONitoring Information Transfer) which is defined here. The need for 

defining an optimized protocol emerges from the goal to assess feasibility and resource consumption in 

terms of CPU utilization, memory and storage consumption, and network bandwidth demand. Therefore, 

the prototype implementation must be optimized to some extend in order to be able to estimate at least 

the order of magnitude of resource consumption of the developed monitoring solution.

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", 

"RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC

The protocol uses binary representation of data in order to avoid computational effort of 

converting information elements to string and back and to save network bandwidth

The protocol is defined by means of Augmented Backus-Naur Form (ABNF) [cf. RFC

The protocol is extensible, both in terms of message types and also in terms of information 

The protocol MUST be used over reliable transport such as TCP. It is RECOMMENDED to use TCP

Digest as defined in [RFC-2617] MAY be used. However, if authentication 

is used, the client MUST provide a CNONCE. Further authentication mechanisms can be defined
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Proxy and between the M-

operator case as well as in an inter-

operator case. In the latter case, the protocol needs to support authentication and encryption and is 

The communication between two endpoints is accomplished by means of a proprietary, optimized, binary 

EMONIT (Etics MONitoring Information Transfer) which is defined here. The need for 

defining an optimized protocol emerges from the goal to assess feasibility and resource consumption in 

bandwidth demand. Therefore, 

the prototype implementation must be optimized to some extend in order to be able to estimate at least 

the order of magnitude of resource consumption of the developed monitoring solution. 

IRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", 

"RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC-

The protocol uses binary representation of data in order to avoid computational effort of 

converting information elements to string and back and to save network bandwidth 

Naur Form (ABNF) [cf. RFC-2234] in section 

The protocol is extensible, both in terms of message types and also in terms of information 

The protocol MUST be used over reliable transport such as TCP. It is RECOMMENDED to use TCP 

2617] MAY be used. However, if authentication 

is used, the client MUST provide a CNONCE. Further authentication mechanisms can be defined 
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• All binary data is transferred in little endian format (i.e. the lowest byte of a multi

transmitted first on the line)

• The protocol version defined here is: VerMajor=1, VerMinor=0

5.7.1.2. Behaviour 

The basic protocol behaviour is shown in 

Request messages can be issued by the Collector as shown. In a real

also need to be configured beforehand, but dynamic probe configuration is out of scope of this project. 

Instead, static configuration of the probes is assumed.

Initially, the probe accepts connections from potential collectors, but the probe answers only, if the HELLO 

message is well formed and the protocol version is acceptable. Otherwise, the probe shall no

anything. This is a simple, yet effective first protection against scanning attacks: if the server (probe) does 

not reply, the attacker cannot free the resources used for the attack (TCP connection, states) until a certain 

time-out has elapsed thus making the attack more difficult and resource consuming.

After successful authentication, the actual monitoring data can be requested and transferred. If the MDA 

message indicates a failure (occurred in the MDR message), no more data is sent by the pr

if the MDA message indicates success, one or more MDACHUNK messages are sent back to the collector 

until all data is transferred. The end of the transfer is indicated by a special MDACHFIN message.

After reception of a MDACHFIN message, the

The TCP connection can be re-used without a new authentication cycle; however, if a new TCP connection 

shall be set-up, the collector MUST start with a new authentication cycle (i.e sending a HELLO message).
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All binary data is transferred in little endian format (i.e. the lowest byte of a multi

transmitted first on the line) 

The protocol version defined here is: VerMajor=1, VerMinor=0 

The basic protocol behaviour is shown in Figure 52: after a successful authentication, Monitoring Data 

Request messages can be issued by the Collector as shown. In a real-world deployment, the probe would 

also need to be configured beforehand, but dynamic probe configuration is out of scope of this project. 

nstead, static configuration of the probes is assumed. 

Initially, the probe accepts connections from potential collectors, but the probe answers only, if the HELLO 

message is well formed and the protocol version is acceptable. Otherwise, the probe shall no

anything. This is a simple, yet effective first protection against scanning attacks: if the server (probe) does 

not reply, the attacker cannot free the resources used for the attack (TCP connection, states) until a certain 

thus making the attack more difficult and resource consuming.

After successful authentication, the actual monitoring data can be requested and transferred. If the MDA 

message indicates a failure (occurred in the MDR message), no more data is sent by the pr

if the MDA message indicates success, one or more MDACHUNK messages are sent back to the collector 

until all data is transferred. The end of the transfer is indicated by a special MDACHFIN message.

After reception of a MDACHFIN message, the collector could send the next MDR message.

used without a new authentication cycle; however, if a new TCP connection 

up, the collector MUST start with a new authentication cycle (i.e sending a HELLO message).
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All binary data is transferred in little endian format (i.e. the lowest byte of a multi-byte value is 

ter a successful authentication, Monitoring Data 

world deployment, the probe would 

also need to be configured beforehand, but dynamic probe configuration is out of scope of this project. 

Initially, the probe accepts connections from potential collectors, but the probe answers only, if the HELLO 

message is well formed and the protocol version is acceptable. Otherwise, the probe shall not send back 

anything. This is a simple, yet effective first protection against scanning attacks: if the server (probe) does 

not reply, the attacker cannot free the resources used for the attack (TCP connection, states) until a certain 

thus making the attack more difficult and resource consuming. 

After successful authentication, the actual monitoring data can be requested and transferred. If the MDA 

message indicates a failure (occurred in the MDR message), no more data is sent by the probe. Otherwise, 

if the MDA message indicates success, one or more MDACHUNK messages are sent back to the collector 

until all data is transferred. The end of the transfer is indicated by a special MDACHFIN message. 

collector could send the next MDR message. 

used without a new authentication cycle; however, if a new TCP connection 

up, the collector MUST start with a new authentication cycle (i.e sending a HELLO message). 
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Note: For the sake of simplicity, only communication between a probe and a collector is shown here. 

However, in a real-world deployment, the communication should be between collector and M

M1’) and between M-Proxy and the probe (M5, cf. 

with the exception that authentication is mandatory between the coll

located in different domains. Encryption is optional on all sections.

5.7.1.3. Constants 

5.7.1.4. Message identifier (MsgId

Msg_HELLO= 1 ...Hello (CLI-->SRV) 

Msg_AUTHR= 2 ... Authentication Request (SRV 

Msg_AUTHA= 3 ... Authentication Answer (CLI 

Msg_AUTHX= 4 ... Authentication Result (SRV 

Msg_MDR= 5 ... Monitoring Data Request (CLI

Msg_MDA= 6 ... Monitoring Data Answer (SRV

Msg_MDACHUNK= 8 ... Monitoring Data Chunk (SRV

Msg_MDACHFIN= 10 ... Monitoring Data Chunk FIN (SRV

Msg_PINGR= 11 ... Ping Request (CLI
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FIGURE 52: BASIC MESSAGE FLOW 

For the sake of simplicity, only communication between a probe and a collector is shown here. 

world deployment, the communication should be between collector and M

Proxy and the probe (M5, cf. Figure 51). However, the protocol is nearly the same 

with the exception that authentication is mandatory between the collector and the M

located in different domains. Encryption is optional on all sections. 

MsgId – INT16) 

 

Msg_AUTHR= 2 ... Authentication Request (SRV --> CLI) 

uthentication Answer (CLI --> SRV) 

Msg_AUTHX= 4 ... Authentication Result (SRV --> CLI) 

Msg_MDR= 5 ... Monitoring Data Request (CLI-->SRV) 

Msg_MDA= 6 ... Monitoring Data Answer (SRV-->CLI) 

Msg_MDACHUNK= 8 ... Monitoring Data Chunk (SRV-->CLI) 

10 ... Monitoring Data Chunk FIN (SRV-->CLI) 

Msg_PINGR= 11 ... Ping Request (CLI-->SRV) 
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For the sake of simplicity, only communication between a probe and a collector is shown here. 

world deployment, the communication should be between collector and M-Proxy (M1, 

). However, the protocol is nearly the same 

ector and the M-Proxy, if they are 
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Msg_PINGA= 12 ... Ping Answer (SRV

... 

5.7.1.5. Authentication method (

Auth_Name= 1 ... provide name only

Auth_DigestMD5= 2 ... authenticate via HTTP D

... 

5.7.1.6. Rule identifier (RuleId

Rule_Ip4src= 1 

Rule_Ip4dst= 2 

Rule_L3proto= 3 

Rule_L4proto= 4 

Rule_PortSrc= 5 

Rule_PortDst= 6 

Rule_MplsLabel= 7 

... 

5.7.1.7. Layer 3 protocol identifier (

L3P_IP4= 1 

L3P_IP6= 2 

... 

5.7.1.8. Layer 4 protocol identifier (

L4P_UDP= 1 

L4P_TCP= 2 

L4P_unspec= 3  ; unspecified / unknown (or “raw”)

... 

5.7.1.9. Information element identifier (

InfoEl_FIN= 0 

InfoEl_L3L4proto= 1  ; invalid as optional data in MDR (implicit in InfoEl_Ip*)

InfoEl_Ip4= 2 

InfoEl_Ip6= 3 

InfoEl_Mpls= 4 

InfoEl_Port= 5  ; invalid as optional data in MDR (implicit in InfoEl_Ip*)

... 
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Msg_PINGA= 12 ... Ping Answer (SRV-->CLI) 

ethod (AuthMeth – INT16) 

Auth_Name= 1 ... provide name only 

Auth_DigestMD5= 2 ... authenticate via HTTP Digest (MD5) 

RuleId – INT32) 

dentifier (L3protoId – INT16) 

dentifier (L4protoId – INT16) 

L4P_unspec= 3  ; unspecified / unknown (or “raw”) 

dentifier (InfoElId – INT16) 

InfoEl_L3L4proto= 1  ; invalid as optional data in MDR (implicit in InfoEl_Ip*) 

InfoEl_Port= 5  ; invalid as optional data in MDR (implicit in InfoEl_Ip*) 
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5.7.1.10. Error codes (ErrorCode

Err_NONE= 0 ... no error at all 

Err_unspec= 1 ... unspecified error 

Err_auth= 2 ... generic authentication 

... 

5.7.1.11. ABNF of a message

Note: For better readability, alternatives here are denoted by the pipe “|” character (instead of the slash 

“/” character as specified in RFC-2234).

 

OCTET= %x00-ff 

CR= %x0d  ; ??? 

LF= %x0a  ; ??? 

INT16= 2OCTET 

INT32= 4OCTET 

INT64= 8OCTET 

VINT= INT16 | 2INT16  ; Note1

STRG= VINT *OCTET  ; (result of VINT) (OCTET)s

; ----- generic information elements

MsgId= INT16  ; see constant definitions

AuthMeth= INT16  ; see constant definitions

RuleId= INT32  ; see constant definitions

L3protoId= INT16  ; see constant definitions

L4protoId= INT16  ; see constant definitions

InfoElId= INT16  ; see constant definitions

ErrorCode= INT32  ; see constant definitions

Ip4addr= 4OCTET 

Ip6addr= 16OCTET 

Mask= OCTET  ; “/” notation of network mask

Port= INT16 

Len= VINT 

Len32= INT32 

OPAQUE= STRG  ; same coding as STRG, but content ha s no semantics

OpaqueAlign8= Len32 “xxxx” *OCTET  ; (Len32 * 8) (O CTET)s

TimeSecEpoch= INT64 
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ErrorCode – INT32) 

 

Err_auth= 2 ... generic authentication error 

essage 

: For better readability, alternatives here are denoted by the pipe “|” character (instead of the slash 

2234). 

VINT= INT16 | 2INT16  ; Note1  

STRG= VINT *OCTET  ; (result of VINT) (OCTET)s  

generic information elements  

MsgId= INT16  ; see constant definitions  

AuthMeth= INT16  ; see constant definitions  

RuleId= INT32  ; see constant definitions  

L3protoId= INT16  ; see constant definitions  

L4protoId= INT16  ; see constant definitions  

InfoElId= INT16  ; see constant definitions  

ErrorCode= INT32  ; see constant definitions  

Mask= OCTET  ; “/” notation of network mask  

OPAQUE= STRG  ; same coding as STRG, but content ha s no semantics

OpaqueAlign8= Len32 “xxxx” *OCTET  ; (Len32 * 8) (O CTET)s  
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TimeFracNs= INT32 

AbsTime= TimeSecEpoch TimeFracNs

ErrorText= STRG 

Interface= STRG 

Hash= 16OCTET 

Neg= OCTET  ; zero -- > don’t negate the rule, non

; ----- filter 

Ip4prefix= Ip4addr Mask 

Ip6prefix= Ip6addr Mask 

RuleIp4src= Rule_Ip4src Neg Ip4prefix

RuleIp4dst= Rule_Ip4dst Neg Ip4prefix

RuleL3proto= Rule_L3pr oto Neg L3protoId

RuleL4proto= Rule_L4proto Neg L4protoId

RulePortSrc= Rule_PortSrc Neg Port

RulePortDst= Rule_PortDst Neg Port

MplsLevel= OCTET 

MplsLabel= INT32 

RuleMplsLabel= Rule_MplsLabel Neg MplsLevel MplsLab el

Rule= RuleIp4src | RuleIp4dst | RuleL3pr

RulePortDst | RuleMplsLabel  ; <=== add rules here

NumRule= INT16 

Clause= NumRule *Rule  ; “NumRule” (Rule)s

NumClause= INT16 

Filter= NumClause *Clause  ; “NumClause” (Clause)s;  filter 

normal form 

; ----- messages 

VerMinor= INT32  ; protocol version minor

VerMajor= INT32  ; protocol version major

HelloParams= “ EMONIT ” VerMinor VerMajor

AuthrParamName= Auth_Name 

AuthrParamDigestMD5= Auth_DigestMD5  ; add Digest

AuthrParams= AuthrParamName | AuthrParamDigestMD5  ; <=== add auth. req. method 

parameters here. 

AccountName= STRG 

AuthaParamName= Auth_Name AccountName

AuthaParamDigestMD5= Auth_DigestMD5  ; add Digest
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AbsTime= TimeSecEpoch TimeFracNs  

> don’t negate the rule, non -zero -- > negate the rule

RuleIp4src= Rule_Ip4src Neg Ip4prefix  

RuleIp4dst= Rule_Ip4dst Neg Ip4prefix  

oto Neg L3protoId  

RuleL4proto= Rule_L4proto Neg L4protoId  

RulePortSrc= Rule_PortSrc Neg Port  

RulePortDst= Rule_PortDst Neg Port  

RuleMplsLabel= Rule_MplsLabel Neg MplsLevel MplsLab el  

Rule= RuleIp4src | RuleIp4dst | RuleL3pr oto | RuleL4proto | RulePortSrc | 

RulePortDst | RuleMplsLabel  ; <=== add rules here  

Clause= NumRule *Rule  ; “NumRule” (Rule)s  

Filter= NumClause *Clause  ; “NumClause” (Clause)s;  filter -- > conjunctive 

VerMinor= INT32  ; protocol version minor  

VerMajor= INT32  ; protocol version major  

= “ EMONIT ” VerMinor VerMajor  

AuthrParamDigestMD5= Auth_DigestMD5  ; add Digest - MD5 req. parameters here!

= AuthrParamName | AuthrParamDigestMD5  ; <=== add auth. req. method 

AuthaParamName= Auth_Name AccountName  

AuthaParamDigestMD5= Auth_DigestMD5  ; add Digest - MD5 answ. Parameters here!
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> negate the rule  

oto | RuleL4proto | RulePortSrc | 

> conjunctive 

MD5 req. parameters here!  

= AuthrParamName | AuthrParamDigestMD5  ; <=== add auth. req. method 

MD5 answ. Parameters here!  
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AuthaParams= AuthaParamName | AuthaPa

parameters here 

AuthxParams= ErrorCode ErrorText

TimeStart= AbsTime 

TimeEnd= AbsTime 

NumOptDataReq= INT16 

OptDataReq= NumOptDataReq *InfoElId  ; “NumOptDataR eq” (InfoElId)s

MdrParams= TimeStart TimeEnd Interface 

MdaParams= ErrorCode “xxxx” OpaqueAlign8

PacketSize= INT16 

PacketDataFIN= InfoEl_FIN PacketSize  ; (4B)

PacketDataIp4= InfoEl_Ip4 L4protoId 2Ip4addr 2Port  ; (2Ip4addr, 2Port) 

source/dest (16B) 

PacketDataIp6= InfoEl_Ip6 L4proto

source/dest (40B) 

;### InfoEl_*=2B L4protoId=2B Ip4addr=4B Ip6addr=16 B Port=2B

NumMplsLabels= INT16 

PacketDataMpls= InfoEl_Mpls NumMplsLabels *MplsLabe l *1“xxxx”  ; “NumMplsLabels” 

(MplsLabel)s; (0|1) times “xxxx”

;### InfoEl_*=2B NumMplsLabels=2B MplsLabel=4B

OptPacketData= PacketDataFIN | PacketDataIp4 | Pack etDataIp6 | PacketDataMpls  ; 

<=== add opt. Packet data elements here

PacketData= Hash TimeFracNs 1*OptPacketData  ;

;### Hash=16B TimeFracNs=4B 

NumPacketData= INT32 

MdaChunkParams= NumPacketData “xxxx” TimeSecEpoch OpaqueAlign8 *P acketData  ; 

“NumPacketData” (PacketData)s

;### Len32= 4B, NumPacketData=4B, TimeSecEpoch=8B

MdaNullParams=  ; empty rule!

MsgParam= HelloParams | AuthrParams | AuthaParams |  AuthxParams | MdrParams | 

MdaParams | MdaChunkParams | MdaNullParams  ; <=== add further valid MSG

params here 

MESSAGE= MsgId “xx” Len32 MsgParam  ; Len32 == size  of MESSAGE (bytes)

;### MsgId= 2B, Len32= 4B 

 

Note1: If the lowest bit of INT16 (i1) is not set, the result is i1>>1; if the lowest bit of the first INT16 (i1) is 

set, then a second INT16 (i2) follows and the result is: i2<<15 | i1>>1
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= AuthaParamName | AuthaPa ramDigestMD5  ; <=== add auth. answ. method 

= ErrorCode ErrorText  

OptDataReq= NumOptDataReq *InfoElId  ; “NumOptDataR eq” (InfoElId)s

= TimeStart TimeEnd Interface Filter OptDataReq OPAQUE

= ErrorCode “xxxx” OpaqueAlign8  

PacketDataFIN= InfoEl_FIN PacketSize  ; (4B)  

PacketDataIp4= InfoEl_Ip4 L4protoId 2Ip4addr 2Port  ; (2Ip4addr, 2Port) 

PacketDataIp6= InfoEl_Ip6 L4proto Id 2Ip6addr 2Port  ; (2Ip6addr, 2Port) 

;### InfoEl_*=2B L4protoId=2B Ip4addr=4B Ip6addr=16 B Port=2B  

PacketDataMpls= InfoEl_Mpls NumMplsLabels *MplsLabe l *1“xxxx”  ; “NumMplsLabels” 

(MplsLabel)s; (0|1) times “xxxx”  (pad to 8-byte-boundary)  

;### InfoEl_*=2B NumMplsLabels=2B MplsLabel=4B  

OptPacketData= PacketDataFIN | PacketDataIp4 | Pack etDataIp6 | PacketDataMpls  ; 

Packet data elements here  

PacketData= Hash TimeFracNs 1*OptPacketData  ;  list ends with “PacketDataFIN”

;### Hash=16B TimeFracNs=4B  

= NumPacketData “xxxx” TimeSecEpoch OpaqueAlign8 *P acketData  ; 

“NumPacketData” (PacketData)s  

;### Len32= 4B, NumPacketData=4B, TimeSecEpoch=8B  

; empty rule!  

MsgParam= HelloParams | AuthrParams | AuthaParams |  AuthxParams | MdrParams | 

MdaParams | MdaChunkParams | MdaNullParams  ; <=== add further valid MSG

MESSAGE= MsgId “xx” Len32 MsgParam  ; Len32 == size  of MESSAGE (bytes)

: If the lowest bit of INT16 (i1) is not set, the result is i1>>1; if the lowest bit of the first INT16 (i1) is 

set, then a second INT16 (i2) follows and the result is: i2<<15 | i1>>1 
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ramDigestMD5  ; <=== add auth. answ. method 

OptDataReq= NumOptDataReq *InfoElId  ; “NumOptDataR eq” (InfoElId)s  

Filter OptDataReq OPAQUE  

PacketDataIp4= InfoEl_Ip4 L4protoId 2Ip4addr 2Port  ; (2Ip4addr, 2Port) --> 

Id 2Ip6addr 2Port  ; (2Ip6addr, 2Port) --> 

PacketDataMpls= InfoEl_Mpls NumMplsLabels *MplsLabe l *1“xxxx”  ; “NumMplsLabels” 

 

OptPacketData= PacketDataFIN | PacketDataIp4 | Pack etDataIp6 | PacketDataMpls  ; 

list ends with “PacketDataFIN”  

= NumPacketData “xxxx” TimeSecEpoch OpaqueAlign8 *P acketData  ; 

MsgParam= HelloParams | AuthrParams | AuthaParams |  AuthxParams | MdrParams | 

MdaParams | MdaChunkParams | MdaNullParams  ; <=== add further valid MSG -

MESSAGE= MsgId “xx” Len32 MsgParam  ; Len32 == size  of MESSAGE (bytes)  

: If the lowest bit of INT16 (i1) is not set, the result is i1>>1; if the lowest bit of the first INT16 (i1) is 
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... 

5.7.1.12. Messages 

5.7.1.13. Hello (HELLO) 

The hello message is sent as first message to the probe (server) by the collector (client). It contains a magic 

string to recognize the protocol, the protocol version supported, and authentication capabilities.

5.7.1.14. Authentication Request (AUTHR)

The request message is sent from th

the authentication parameters (e.g. a challenge, if Digest Authentication were used).

5.7.1.15. Authentication Answer (AUTHA)

The authentication answer message is sent from the collector to the p

and contains the authentication answer (e.g. challenge response, if Digest Authentication were used)

5.7.1.16. Authentication Result (AUTHX)

The authentication result message is sent from the probe to the collector indicating th

authentication cycle (success or error code in the case of failure). 

5.7.1.17. Monitoring Data Request (MDR)

The MDR message is sent from the collector to the probe to request measurement data. This message 

contains the time-span and a filter to sel

5.7.1.18. Monitoring Data Answer (MDA)

The MDA message is sent from the probe to the collector as answer to the MDR message and indicates, if 

the request is well formed and acceptable.

5.7.1.19. Monitoring Data Chunk (MDACHUNK)

As monitoring data can become considerably large, data is sent from the probe to the collector in 

reasonably sized chunks. One of such chunks is contained within one MDA message. When all data has 

been transferred, an MDACHFIN message is sent.

5.7.1.20. Monitoring Data Chunk FIN (MDACHFIN)

This message is sent when all monitoring data has been transferred.

5.7.1.21. Message composition

An NMON message is generally composed by following the production rules of the ABNF in 

However, in some situations, more specifically when alternatives or repetitions need to be encoded, the 

ABNF might be ambiguous. This section seeks to disambiguate those spots in the ABNF:

(Rule)s in Clause: 

The “Clause” rule encodes a certain number of (Rule)s; thereby, the element “Rule” (with an arbitrary 

count number in the grammar) is repeated exactly “NumRule” times.

(Clause)s in Filter: 
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sent as first message to the probe (server) by the collector (client). It contains a magic 

string to recognize the protocol, the protocol version supported, and authentication capabilities.

Authentication Request (AUTHR) 

The request message is sent from the probe to the collector during the authentication cycle, and contains 

the authentication parameters (e.g. a challenge, if Digest Authentication were used).

Authentication Answer (AUTHA) 

The authentication answer message is sent from the collector to the probe during the authentication cycle, 

and contains the authentication answer (e.g. challenge response, if Digest Authentication were used)

Authentication Result (AUTHX) 

The authentication result message is sent from the probe to the collector indicating th

authentication cycle (success or error code in the case of failure).  

Monitoring Data Request (MDR) 

The MDR message is sent from the collector to the probe to request measurement data. This message 

span and a filter to select the packets for which data shall be returned

Monitoring Data Answer (MDA) 

The MDA message is sent from the probe to the collector as answer to the MDR message and indicates, if 

the request is well formed and acceptable. 

Monitoring Data Chunk (MDACHUNK) 

As monitoring data can become considerably large, data is sent from the probe to the collector in 

reasonably sized chunks. One of such chunks is contained within one MDA message. When all data has 

been transferred, an MDACHFIN message is sent. 

Data Chunk FIN (MDACHFIN) 

This message is sent when all monitoring data has been transferred. 

omposition 

An NMON message is generally composed by following the production rules of the ABNF in 

However, in some situations, more specifically when alternatives or repetitions need to be encoded, the 

ABNF might be ambiguous. This section seeks to disambiguate those spots in the ABNF:

The “Clause” rule encodes a certain number of (Rule)s; thereby, the element “Rule” (with an arbitrary 

count number in the grammar) is repeated exactly “NumRule” times. 
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sent as first message to the probe (server) by the collector (client). It contains a magic 

string to recognize the protocol, the protocol version supported, and authentication capabilities. 

e probe to the collector during the authentication cycle, and contains 

the authentication parameters (e.g. a challenge, if Digest Authentication were used). 

robe during the authentication cycle, 

and contains the authentication answer (e.g. challenge response, if Digest Authentication were used) 

The authentication result message is sent from the probe to the collector indicating the result of the 

The MDR message is sent from the collector to the probe to request measurement data. This message 

ect the packets for which data shall be returned 

The MDA message is sent from the probe to the collector as answer to the MDR message and indicates, if 

As monitoring data can become considerably large, data is sent from the probe to the collector in 

reasonably sized chunks. One of such chunks is contained within one MDA message. When all data has 

An NMON message is generally composed by following the production rules of the ABNF in Sec. 5.7.1.11. 

However, in some situations, more specifically when alternatives or repetitions need to be encoded, the 

ABNF might be ambiguous. This section seeks to disambiguate those spots in the ABNF: 

The “Clause” rule encodes a certain number of (Rule)s; thereby, the element “Rule” (with an arbitrary 
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Analogously, the numerical value of “NumClause” indicates, how 

Alternatives in AuthrParams: 

Alternatives are identified by the first element of the respective alternative, which MUST always be of type 

AuthMeth. This means that lookahead/back

parser used. Note: this is actually no ambiguity in the grammar but is mentioned for clarification only.

(InfoElId)s in OptDataReq: 

The numerical value of “NumOptDataReq” of the same rule indicates, how often exactly “InfoElId”

encoded in OptDataReq. 

(OptPacketData)s in PacketData: 

“PacketData” elements contain the actual information of the captured packet. In order to dynamically add 

(or not) certain information of the packet 

dynamically implemented here in the following way:

Variants of “OptPacketData” can be added one after each other, but a certain type SHOULD only be added 

at most once. At the end of the list, the “PacketDataFin” Element MUST be added, whi

more OptPacketData variants will follow.

The decoder MUST be prepared to receive more than one instance of an OptPacketData variant, in which 

case it SHALL use the information of last submitted element of this type. An implementation M

flag a message where more than one instances of the same OptPacketData variant is present as invalid.

Alternatives of MsgParam: 

The alternative corresponding to the “MsgId” element in the same rule MUST be encoded (i.e. there is one 

MsgId value for each alternative of MsgParam).

5.7.2. PROPERTY FILTER 

5.7.2.1. General 

The property filter is the one used by a collector to fetch only a sub

the properties of the packets (e.g. which source or destination IP addresses, source o

This filter is applied on the probe to select the packets it sends back to the collector, thus avoiding 

unnecessary data transfer. 

A grammar for the property filter has been defined in HWBNF, which is a modified version of ABNF [RFC

2234]. Originally, HWBNF has been created to implement a formal parser for the SIP protocol [RFC

HWBNF differs from standard ABNF in the following points:

• There are no grouping parenthesis

• There are no forward declarations (all rules must have been 

usage) 

• Alternatives are given as different expression values of the same rules

• “=” is replaced by “:=” 
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Analogously, the numerical value of “NumClause” indicates, how often exactly “Clause” is encoded in Filter.

Alternatives are identified by the first element of the respective alternative, which MUST always be of type 

AuthMeth. This means that lookahead/back-tracking by this one element must be possible in the grammar 

: this is actually no ambiguity in the grammar but is mentioned for clarification only.

The numerical value of “NumOptDataReq” of the same rule indicates, how often exactly “InfoElId”

“PacketData” elements contain the actual information of the captured packet. In order to dynamically add 

(or not) certain information of the packet – basically on a packet by packet basis –

dynamically implemented here in the following way: 

Variants of “OptPacketData” can be added one after each other, but a certain type SHOULD only be added 

at most once. At the end of the list, the “PacketDataFin” Element MUST be added, whi

more OptPacketData variants will follow. 

The decoder MUST be prepared to receive more than one instance of an OptPacketData variant, in which 

case it SHALL use the information of last submitted element of this type. An implementation M

flag a message where more than one instances of the same OptPacketData variant is present as invalid.

The alternative corresponding to the “MsgId” element in the same rule MUST be encoded (i.e. there is one 

e for each alternative of MsgParam). 

The property filter is the one used by a collector to fetch only a sub-set of packets from a probe, based on 

the properties of the packets (e.g. which source or destination IP addresses, source o

This filter is applied on the probe to select the packets it sends back to the collector, thus avoiding 

A grammar for the property filter has been defined in HWBNF, which is a modified version of ABNF [RFC

2234]. Originally, HWBNF has been created to implement a formal parser for the SIP protocol [RFC

HWBNF differs from standard ABNF in the following points: 

There are no grouping parenthesis 

There are no forward declarations (all rules must have been defined in a previous line before 

Alternatives are given as different expression values of the same rules 
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often exactly “Clause” is encoded in Filter. 

Alternatives are identified by the first element of the respective alternative, which MUST always be of type 

t be possible in the grammar 

: this is actually no ambiguity in the grammar but is mentioned for clarification only. 

The numerical value of “NumOptDataReq” of the same rule indicates, how often exactly “InfoElId” is 

“PacketData” elements contain the actual information of the captured packet. In order to dynamically add 

– to the protocol, this is 

Variants of “OptPacketData” can be added one after each other, but a certain type SHOULD only be added 

at most once. At the end of the list, the “PacketDataFin” Element MUST be added, which indicates that no 

The decoder MUST be prepared to receive more than one instance of an OptPacketData variant, in which 

case it SHALL use the information of last submitted element of this type. An implementation MAY decide to 

flag a message where more than one instances of the same OptPacketData variant is present as invalid. 

The alternative corresponding to the “MsgId” element in the same rule MUST be encoded (i.e. there is one 

set of packets from a probe, based on 

the properties of the packets (e.g. which source or destination IP addresses, source or destination port …). 

This filter is applied on the probe to select the packets it sends back to the collector, thus avoiding 

A grammar for the property filter has been defined in HWBNF, which is a modified version of ABNF [RFC-

2234]. Originally, HWBNF has been created to implement a formal parser for the SIP protocol [RFC-3261]. 

defined in a previous line before 
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• Leaves of the grammar: “C:” or “c:” represents a set of characters, “B:” or “b:” a specific character 

(ASCII) and “S:” or “s:” a string. The upper case variant means the object is case

lower-case means it is case-

5.7.2.2. Representation 

A property filter is represented as a conjunctive normal form (CNF) in Boolean logic. That is to say a filter is 

written the following way: 

(Rule 

where a part of the form (Rule v Rule 

properties of the packet (e.g. source IP address, destination port, value of a protocol …).

As we can see a clause is a disjunction of rules (which are called literals in the CNF) and a 

conjunction of clauses. As a rule only consists of an (in

5.7.2.3. HWBNF of a filter

DIGIT:= C:0123456789 

HEX:= C:0123456789ABCDEFabcdef

WSP:= C:\20\ 09  ; SPC or HTAB ("white

IPv4address:= 1*3DIGIT B:\ 2E 1*3DIGIT B:

IPv6address:= 1*4HEX B:\ 3A 1*4HEX B:

1*4HEX B:\ 3A 1*4HEX B:

Rel:= s:eq  ; case insensitive here

:= s:ne  ; --- " --- 

IPv4_Help:= 1*WSP Rel 1*WSP IPv4address 

RuleIPv4_dst:= s:ipv4_dst IPv4_Help

RuleIPv4_src:= s:ipv4_src IPv4_Help

Ipv6_Help:= 1*WSP Rel 1*WSP IPv6address ; don't for get about white

RuleIPv6_dst:= s:ipv6_dst Ipv6_Help

RuleIPv6_src:= s:ipv6_src Ipv6_Help

PortVal:= 1*5DIGIT 

Port_Help:= 1*WSP Rel 1*WSP PortVal ; don't forget about white

RulePortSrc:= s:port_src Port_Help

RulePortDst:= s:port_dst Port_Help

L4Type:= s:udp 

      := s:tcp 

RuleL4Type:= s:l4_type 1*WSP Rel 1*WSP L4Type ; don 't forget about 

Rule:= RuleIPv4_src 

    := RuleIPv4_dst 
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Leaves of the grammar: “C:” or “c:” represents a set of characters, “B:” or “b:” a specific character 

or “s:” a string. The upper case variant means the object is case

-insensitive. 

A property filter is represented as a conjunctive normal form (CNF) in Boolean logic. That is to say a filter is 

(Rule v Rule v …..) ^ (Rule v Rule v …..) ^ …., 

Rule v …..) is called a clause and a rule is an (in-)equality of one of the 

properties of the packet (e.g. source IP address, destination port, value of a protocol …).

As we can see a clause is a disjunction of rules (which are called literals in the CNF) and a 

conjunction of clauses. As a rule only consists of an (in-)equality, the negation of a rule is possible. 

 

HEX:= C:0123456789ABCDEFabcdef  

09  ; SPC or HTAB ("white -spaces") 

2E 1*3DIGIT B: \2E 1*3DIGIT B:\ 2E 1*3DIGIT

3A 1*4HEX B: \3A 1*4HEX B:\3A 1*4HEX B: \

3A 1*4HEX B: \3A 1*4HEX 

Rel:= s:eq  ; case insensitive here  

IPv4_Help:= 1*WSP Rel 1*WSP IPv4address ; don't forget about white

RuleIPv4_dst:= s:ipv4_dst IPv4_Help  

RuleIPv4_src:= s:ipv4_src IPv4_Help  

Ipv6_Help:= 1*WSP Rel 1*WSP IPv6address ; don't for get about white

RuleIPv6_dst:= s:ipv6_dst Ipv6_Help  

RuleIPv6_src:= s:ipv6_src Ipv6_Help  

Port_Help:= 1*WSP Rel 1*WSP PortVal ; don't forget about white -

RulePortSrc:= s:port_src Port_Help  

RulePortDst:= s:port_dst Port_Help  

RuleL4Type:= s:l4_type 1*WSP Rel 1*WSP L4Type ; don 't forget about 
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Leaves of the grammar: “C:” or “c:” represents a set of characters, “B:” or “b:” a specific character 

or “s:” a string. The upper case variant means the object is case-sensitive, while the 

A property filter is represented as a conjunctive normal form (CNF) in Boolean logic. That is to say a filter is 

)equality of one of the 

properties of the packet (e.g. source IP address, destination port, value of a protocol …). 

As we can see a clause is a disjunction of rules (which are called literals in the CNF) and a filter is a 

)equality, the negation of a rule is possible.  

2E 1*3DIGIT  

\ 3A 1*4HEX B:\3A 

; don't forget about white -spaces 

Ipv6_Help:= 1*WSP Rel 1*WSP IPv6address ; don't for get about white -spaces 

- spaces 

RuleL4Type:= s:l4_type 1*WSP Rel 1*WSP L4Type ; don 't forget about white-spaces 
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    := RuleIPv6_src 

    := RuleIPv6_dst 

    := RulePortSrc 

    := RulePortDst 

    := RuleL4Type 

Clause1:= 1*WSP B:\ 2B 1*WSP Rule  ; don't forget about white

Clause:= B:\ 28 *WSP Rule *Clause1 *W

additional rules 

Filter1:= 1*WSP B:\ 2A 1*WSP Clause

Filter:= Clause *Filter1 

5.7.2.4. Examples of valid filters

• Filter to select packets whose layer 4 protocol is TCP and destination port is 342

(port_dst eq 342) * (l4_type eq tcp

• Filter to select packets whose IPv4 source address is either 192.168.0.140 or 192.168.0.141 and 

whose IPv4 destination address is 10.20.30.40

(ipv4_src eq 192.168.0.140 + ipv4_src eq 192.168.0. 141) 

The logical OR is written + and the logical AND is written * in our filter syntax.

5.8. END-USER SESSION 

This section details two aspects of the user session issues that were developed within ETICS, the SEF 

graceful denial of service, and the SEF capacity sharing using congest

once the ASQ has been enforced in the different underlying networks. The objective is to help the client of 

the ASQ to manage efficiently its new connectivity. Note that the corresponding blocks don’t appear in the 

architecture diagram and UML schema of section 4.

5.8.1. NON-INTEGRATED SEFA SERVICE 

The non-integrated SEFA service 

the SEF-GDoS implementation description 

non-integrated SEFA service which means that this SEFA service needs not to interact with ASQ 

path related issues of ETICS. However, an interaction of SEF

could be useful in some cases. In the following the integration of SEF

system is described. For that purpose relevant parts of SEF

are recapped. 

 

The use case graceful denial of service enables an engaged signa

available resources in the user access network. The engaged signal has to be understood as an 
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2B 1*WSP Rule  ; don't forget about white - spaces!!!

28 *WSP Rule *Clause1 *W SP B:\ 29 ; one Rule and optionally 

2A 1*WSP Clause  

Examples of valid filters 

Filter to select packets whose layer 4 protocol is TCP and destination port is 342

(port_dst eq 342) * (l4_type eq tcp ) 

Filter to select packets whose IPv4 source address is either 192.168.0.140 or 192.168.0.141 and 

whose IPv4 destination address is 10.20.30.40 

(ipv4_src eq 192.168.0.140 + ipv4_src eq 192.168.0. 141) 

* (ipv4_dst eq 10.20.30.40)  

and the logical AND is written * in our filter syntax. 

ESSION MANAGEMENT 

This section details two aspects of the user session issues that were developed within ETICS, the SEF 

graceful denial of service, and the SEF capacity sharing using congestion policing. These functions take place 

once the ASQ has been enforced in the different underlying networks. The objective is to help the client of 

the ASQ to manage efficiently its new connectivity. Note that the corresponding blocks don’t appear in the 

architecture diagram and UML schema of section 4. 

SERVICE – “GRACEFUL DENIAL OF SERVICE (GDOS)” 

integrated SEFA service - Graceful Denial of Service (GDoS) is described in D4.4 [D4.4] and 

GDoS implementation description can be found in D5.3 [D5.3]. In general SEF

integrated SEFA service which means that this SEFA service needs not to interact with ASQ 

path related issues of ETICS. However, an interaction of SEF-GDoS with the ETICS core system 

in some cases. In the following the integration of SEF-GDoS with the ETICS core 

system is described. For that purpose relevant parts of SEF-GDoS of D4.4 [D4.4] and D5.3 [D5.3] 

The use case graceful denial of service enables an engaged signal for IP services considering 

available resources in the user access network. The engaged signal has to be understood as an 
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spaces!!!  

29 ; one Rule and optionally 

Filter to select packets whose layer 4 protocol is TCP and destination port is 342 

Filter to select packets whose IPv4 source address is either 192.168.0.140 or 192.168.0.141 and 

(ipv4_src eq 192.168.0.140 + ipv4_src eq 192.168.0. 141)  

This section details two aspects of the user session issues that were developed within ETICS, the SEF 

These functions take place 

once the ASQ has been enforced in the different underlying networks. The objective is to help the client of 

the ASQ to manage efficiently its new connectivity. Note that the corresponding blocks don’t appear in the 

Graceful Denial of Service (GDoS) is described in D4.4 [D4.4] and 

can be found in D5.3 [D5.3]. In general SEF-GDoS is a 

integrated SEFA service which means that this SEFA service needs not to interact with ASQ 

GDoS with the ETICS core system 

GDoS with the ETICS core 

GDoS of D4.4 [D4.4] and D5.3 [D5.3] 

l for IP services considering 

available resources in the user access network. The engaged signal has to be understood as an 
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indication provided to the user in order to inform him about the delivered application quality to be 

expected. The intention of the GDoS is not to restrict the freedom of decision of the user. In the 

case the GDoS feedback to the user is that it is assumable that the requested application service 

quality will be decreased, the user is able to start the service anyway. The GDoS has the 

to inform the user about the application service quality to be expected. Moreover, in the case that 

the requested application quality is expected not to be provideable, the intention is to inform the 

user on the reason for degradation of the qual

selected in order to receive the service in another quality. The opportunities offered to the user 

could have influence on the possible additional control mechanisms which has to be developed as 

a separate functionality located in SEFA in order to realize this specific opportunity

presents the high level view on the SEFA added value service “Graceful Denial of Service”,

enabled by means of considering the available network capabilities of the mass market custo

and the application service requirements on the network performance in the mass market 

customer access network. 

 

FIGURE 53: HIGH LEVEL VIEW ON A

 

The high level description of the “GDoS” added value service is given as follows: 

1. Customer requests application service, such as IPTV, in high quality from communication 

service provider (CmSP). 

2. CmSP sends required amount of quality units needed for providing requested application 

quality to the network service provider (NSP). (Instead of quality units also a parameter 

which represents the needed network access bandwidth may be used for this added value 

service.) 
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indication provided to the user in order to inform him about the delivered application quality to be 

GDoS is not to restrict the freedom of decision of the user. In the 

case the GDoS feedback to the user is that it is assumable that the requested application service 

quality will be decreased, the user is able to start the service anyway. The GDoS has the 

to inform the user about the application service quality to be expected. Moreover, in the case that 

the requested application quality is expected not to be provideable, the intention is to inform the 

user on the reason for degradation of the quality and to show him opportunities that can be 

selected in order to receive the service in another quality. The opportunities offered to the user 

could have influence on the possible additional control mechanisms which has to be developed as 

tionality located in SEFA in order to realize this specific opportunity

presents the high level view on the SEFA added value service “Graceful Denial of Service”,

enabled by means of considering the available network capabilities of the mass market custo

and the application service requirements on the network performance in the mass market 

HIGH LEVEL VIEW ON ADDED VALUE SERVICE “GRACEFUL DENIAL OF S

e “GDoS” added value service is given as follows: 

Customer requests application service, such as IPTV, in high quality from communication 

 

CmSP sends required amount of quality units needed for providing requested application 

ty to the network service provider (NSP). (Instead of quality units also a parameter 

which represents the needed network access bandwidth may be used for this added value 

1
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4

5

6
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indication provided to the user in order to inform him about the delivered application quality to be 

GDoS is not to restrict the freedom of decision of the user. In the 

case the GDoS feedback to the user is that it is assumable that the requested application service 

quality will be decreased, the user is able to start the service anyway. The GDoS has the intention 

to inform the user about the application service quality to be expected. Moreover, in the case that 

the requested application quality is expected not to be provideable, the intention is to inform the 

ity and to show him opportunities that can be 

selected in order to receive the service in another quality. The opportunities offered to the user 

could have influence on the possible additional control mechanisms which has to be developed as 

tionality located in SEFA in order to realize this specific opportunity. Figure 53 

presents the high level view on the SEFA added value service “Graceful Denial of Service”, which is 

enabled by means of considering the available network capabilities of the mass market customer 

and the application service requirements on the network performance in the mass market 

 

GRACEFUL DENIAL OF SERVICE” 

e “GDoS” added value service is given as follows:  

Customer requests application service, such as IPTV, in high quality from communication 

CmSP sends required amount of quality units needed for providing requested application 

ty to the network service provider (NSP). (Instead of quality units also a parameter 

which represents the needed network access bandwidth may be used for this added value 
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3. Service Enhancement Function (SEF) requests available quality units (or acc

parameters) from customer profile.

4. SEF - Graceful Denial of Service evaluates capabilities of the customer profile, such as 

available quality units and provides feedback to the CmSP.

5. CmSP informs customer about the state of service provisioni

requested service is provideable with the requested quality or not.

6. CmSP carries out resource ordering from the NSP in the case of user confirms start of 

application service. 

 

ETICS actors in the SEF-GDoS scenario:

The realization of the SEF-GDoS added value service in a multi

Figure 54Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.

integrated SEF-GDoS modules and actors in the ETICS architecture.

 

FIGURE 54: ACTORS AND INSTANCES OF THE

The Service Enhancement Function 

within InfSP, Edge NSP 1 and Edge NSP 2, as shown in

information of the SEF-GDoS are stored within the Service Profile Function (SPF) and is processed 

by the SEF-GDoS (III), while  connectivity related information are stored within the Connectivity 

Profile Function (CPF) and is processed by the SEF

the InfSP a SPF. The SEF-GDoS (III) of InfSP communicates via interface E7’ with the SEF

of Edge NSP 2. The communication between SEF

NSP 2 is provided via interface E1’

 

Description of SEF-GDoS instances (high

In order to realise this SEF-GDoS added value service the different actors have to implement specific SEF

GDoS instances in their network. These actor role specific SEF
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Service Enhancement Function (SEF) requests available quality units (or acc

parameters) from customer profile. 

Graceful Denial of Service evaluates capabilities of the customer profile, such as 

available quality units and provides feedback to the CmSP. 

CmSP informs customer about the state of service provisioning capabilities, such as the 

requested service is provideable with the requested quality or not. 

CmSP carries out resource ordering from the NSP in the case of user confirms start of 

GDoS scenario: 

GDoS added value service in a multi-operator scenario is presented 

! Source du renvoi introuvable., which presents the high level view on the 

GDoS modules and actors in the ETICS architecture. 

AND INSTANCES OF THE GRACEFUL DENIAL OF SERVICE SEF USE CASE

The Service Enhancement Function – Graceful Denial of Service (SEF-GDoS) elements are located 

within InfSP, Edge NSP 1 and Edge NSP 2, as shown in the figure. Application service related 

GDoS are stored within the Service Profile Function (SPF) and is processed 

GDoS (III), while  connectivity related information are stored within the Connectivity 

Profile Function (CPF) and is processed by the SEF-GDoS (I and II). Each NSP comprises a CPF and 

GDoS (III) of InfSP communicates via interface E7’ with the SEF

of Edge NSP 2. The communication between SEF-GDoS (I) of Edge NSP1 and SEF

NSP 2 is provided via interface E1’. 

GDoS instances (high-level): 

GDoS added value service the different actors have to implement specific SEF

GDoS instances in their network. These actor role specific SEF-GDoS instances are depicted 
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Service Enhancement Function (SEF) requests available quality units (or access bandwidth 

Graceful Denial of Service evaluates capabilities of the customer profile, such as 

ng capabilities, such as the 

CmSP carries out resource ordering from the NSP in the case of user confirms start of 

operator scenario is presented in 

which presents the high level view on the 

 

ERVICE SEF USE CASE 

GDoS) elements are located 

. Application service related 

GDoS are stored within the Service Profile Function (SPF) and is processed 

GDoS (III), while  connectivity related information are stored within the Connectivity 

Each NSP comprises a CPF and 

GDoS (III) of InfSP communicates via interface E7’ with the SEF-GDoS (II) 

GDoS (I) of Edge NSP1 and SEF-GDoS (II) of Edge 

GDoS added value service the different actors have to implement specific SEF-

GDoS instances are depicted in Figure 54 by 
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means of numbering I, II and III. The functionality of these instances depends on the role of the actor, which 

is described in the following with focus on the high

a.) SEF-GDoS (I) – Mass market customer Edge NSP:

• The high-level functionality of SEF

bandwidth within the mass market customer access network.

b.) SEF-GDoS (III) – Information service provider:

• The high-level functionality of SEF

network capabilities for the application (e.g. video service) the customer wants to use and also the 

information that a certain customer has requested this application service. With this trigger 

information towards SEF-GDoS (II) the overall added value service creation for GDoS is initiated. 

SEF-GDoS (II) will provide SEF

forwarded to the customer in order to signal the expected application service quality to the 

customer. 

c.) SEF-GDoS (II) – Information service provider Edge NSP:

• The high-level functionality of SEF

bandwidth to the information service provider network. Besides that, SEF

orchestrating SEF for the added value GDoS service and provides the “engaged signal” towards the 

information service provider, who “forw

the GDoS added value service, SEF

specific interfaces (e.g. SOAP), gathers all information and derives the “engaged signal” feedback 

according to the SEF-GDoS internal logic.

Figure 55 provides a high-level view of SEF

network elements. Moreover, the ETICS interfaces E1’ and E7’ illustrate the interaction between SEF

instances (I), (II) and (III). 
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means of numbering I, II and III. The functionality of these instances depends on the role of the actor, which 

ith focus on the high-level functional elements: 

Mass market customer Edge NSP: 

level functionality of SEF-GDoS (I) consists in providing information about the available 

bandwidth within the mass market customer access network. 

Information service provider: 

level functionality of SEF-GDoS (III) consists in providing information about the required 

network capabilities for the application (e.g. video service) the customer wants to use and also the 

rmation that a certain customer has requested this application service. With this trigger 

GDoS (II) the overall added value service creation for GDoS is initiated. 

GDoS (II) will provide SEF-GDoS (III) with “engaged signal” information which has to be 

forwarded to the customer in order to signal the expected application service quality to the 

Information service provider Edge NSP: 

level functionality of SEF-GDoS (II) consists in providing information about the available 

bandwidth to the information service provider network. Besides that, SEF

orchestrating SEF for the added value GDoS service and provides the “engaged signal” towards the 

information service provider, who “forwards” this information to the customer. In order to provide 

the GDoS added value service, SEF-GDoS (II) interacts with SEF-GDoS (I) and (III) over SEF

specific interfaces (e.g. SOAP), gathers all information and derives the “engaged signal” feedback 

GDoS internal logic. 

level view of SEF-GDoS functionalities and ETICS actors as well as the involved

work elements. Moreover, the ETICS interfaces E1’ and E7’ illustrate the interaction between SEF
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means of numbering I, II and III. The functionality of these instances depends on the role of the actor, which 

GDoS (I) consists in providing information about the available 

GDoS (III) consists in providing information about the required 

network capabilities for the application (e.g. video service) the customer wants to use and also the 

rmation that a certain customer has requested this application service. With this trigger 

GDoS (II) the overall added value service creation for GDoS is initiated. 

rmation which has to be 

forwarded to the customer in order to signal the expected application service quality to the 

formation about the available 

bandwidth to the information service provider network. Besides that, SEF-GDoS (II) is the 

orchestrating SEF for the added value GDoS service and provides the “engaged signal” towards the 

ards” this information to the customer. In order to provide 

GDoS (I) and (III) over SEF-GDoS 

specific interfaces (e.g. SOAP), gathers all information and derives the “engaged signal” feedback 

GDoS functionalities and ETICS actors as well as the involved 

work elements. Moreover, the ETICS interfaces E1’ and E7’ illustrate the interaction between SEF-GDoS 
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FIGURE 55: HIGH-LEVEL VIEW OF INVOLV

Description of SEF-GDoS instances and the location in the network architecture:

In the following the high-level functional elements are mapped to the network architecture (base

order to specify in more details the needed functionalities of the specific 

elements: 

a.) SEF-GDoS (I) –customer Edge NSP:

• In order to get the information about available bandwidth within the customer access network, 

SEF-GDoS (I) interacts with the Connectivity Profile Function of the mass market Edge

requests the needed parameters:

o User access network profile information (e.g. IP address, quality units, etc).

o Customer access line parameters (e.g. used bandwidth, available bandwidth etc.)

• The Connectivity Profile Function is some kind of meta database for the SEF

information that has been provided from different entities of the Edge NSP as for instance 

o Edge NSP customer data base, 

o System that provides information abo

network. (The RACS could be a candidate for such a system.)

o Point of attachment, etc. 

using own service provider specific interfaces and data base requests (e.g. SOAP, mySQL ).

b.) SEF-GDoS (III) – Information service provider:
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LEVEL VIEW OF INVOLVED NETWORK ELEMENTS IN THE SEF-GDOS USE CASE

GDoS instances and the location in the network architecture:

level functional elements are mapped to the network architecture (base

order to specify in more details the needed functionalities of the specific SEF-GDoS instance and network 

customer Edge NSP: 

In order to get the information about available bandwidth within the customer access network, 

GDoS (I) interacts with the Connectivity Profile Function of the mass market Edge

requests the needed parameters: 

User access network profile information (e.g. IP address, quality units, etc).

Customer access line parameters (e.g. used bandwidth, available bandwidth etc.)

The Connectivity Profile Function is some kind of meta database for the SEF

information that has been provided from different entities of the Edge NSP as for instance 

Edge NSP customer data base,  

System that provides information about the network capabilities in the customer access 

network. (The RACS could be a candidate for such a system.) 

Point of attachment, etc.  

using own service provider specific interfaces and data base requests (e.g. SOAP, mySQL ).

ation service provider: 
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GDOS USE CASE 

GDoS instances and the location in the network architecture: 

level functional elements are mapped to the network architecture (base-layer) in 

GDoS instance and network 

In order to get the information about available bandwidth within the customer access network, 

GDoS (I) interacts with the Connectivity Profile Function of the mass market Edge NSP and 

User access network profile information (e.g. IP address, quality units, etc). 

Customer access line parameters (e.g. used bandwidth, available bandwidth etc.) 

The Connectivity Profile Function is some kind of meta database for the SEF-GDoS and contains all 

information that has been provided from different entities of the Edge NSP as for instance  

ut the network capabilities in the customer access 

using own service provider specific interfaces and data base requests (e.g. SOAP, mySQL ). 
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• In order to gather the network capability requirements specified by the application service, SEF

GDoS (III) interacts with the Service Profile Function of the information service provider and 

requests the SEF-GDoS related parameters

o Information about the application the customer has requested (e.g. video ID, service ID, 

etc.). 

o Related network capabilities requirements of this application (e.g. bandwidth).

• The Service Profile Function can be understood as a pre

service provider related application service and customer data.

• SEF-GDoS (III) “forwards” the “engaged signal” information to the customer.

c.) SEF-GDoS (II) – Information service provider Edge NSP:

• In order to get the information about av

access network, SEF-GDoS (II) interacts with the Connectivity Profile Function of the Information 

Service Provider Edge NSP and requests the network access characteristics towards the Information 

Service Provider. 

• The Connectivity Profile Function in SEF

SEF-GDoS and contains all information that has been provided from different entities of the 

Information SP Edge NSP as for instance 

o Edge NSP information provider data base (containing for example used address ranges, 

agreements regarding bandwidth, SLAs and number of allowed flows etc.)

o System that provides information about the network capabilities in the information 

provider access network. 

o Point of attachment, etc. 

using own service provider specific interfaces and data base requests (e.g. SOAP, mySQL ).

• SEF-GDoS (II) is the orchestrating SEF for the added value GDoS service and provides th

signal” towards the information service provider.

 

Description of SEF-GDoS interfaces:

A refinement of Figure 55 containing

interaction with SEF-GDoS is illustrated in Figure.
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In order to gather the network capability requirements specified by the application service, SEF

GDoS (III) interacts with the Service Profile Function of the information service provider and 

GDoS related parameters: 

Information about the application the customer has requested (e.g. video ID, service ID, 

Related network capabilities requirements of this application (e.g. bandwidth).

The Service Profile Function can be understood as a pre-filled database contai

service provider related application service and customer data. 

GDoS (III) “forwards” the “engaged signal” information to the customer.

Information service provider Edge NSP: 

In order to get the information about available bandwidth within the information service provider 

GDoS (II) interacts with the Connectivity Profile Function of the Information 

Service Provider Edge NSP and requests the network access characteristics towards the Information 

The Connectivity Profile Function in SEF-GDoS (II) is once more some kind of meta database for the 

GDoS and contains all information that has been provided from different entities of the 

Information SP Edge NSP as for instance  

information provider data base (containing for example used address ranges, 

agreements regarding bandwidth, SLAs and number of allowed flows etc.)

System that provides information about the network capabilities in the information 

provider access network. (The RACS could be a candidate for such a system.)

Point of attachment, etc.  

using own service provider specific interfaces and data base requests (e.g. SOAP, mySQL ).

GDoS (II) is the orchestrating SEF for the added value GDoS service and provides th

signal” towards the information service provider. 

GDoS interfaces: 

containing the different planes of the ETICS architecture and their 

GDoS is illustrated in Figure. 
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In order to gather the network capability requirements specified by the application service, SEF-

GDoS (III) interacts with the Service Profile Function of the information service provider and 

Information about the application the customer has requested (e.g. video ID, service ID, 

Related network capabilities requirements of this application (e.g. bandwidth). 

filled database containing information 

GDoS (III) “forwards” the “engaged signal” information to the customer. 

ailable bandwidth within the information service provider 

GDoS (II) interacts with the Connectivity Profile Function of the Information 

Service Provider Edge NSP and requests the network access characteristics towards the Information 

GDoS (II) is once more some kind of meta database for the 

GDoS and contains all information that has been provided from different entities of the 

information provider data base (containing for example used address ranges, 

agreements regarding bandwidth, SLAs and number of allowed flows etc.) 

System that provides information about the network capabilities in the information 

(The RACS could be a candidate for such a system.) 

using own service provider specific interfaces and data base requests (e.g. SOAP, mySQL ). 

GDoS (II) is the orchestrating SEF for the added value GDoS service and provides the “engaged 

anes of the ETICS architecture and their 
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FIGURE 56: GDOS USE CASE SPECIF

The interface E1’ of edge NSP 2 is used to 

NSP1 comprises the following parameters:

• user_IP 

The interface E1’ of edge NSP 1 is used to reply access network capabilities of the customer to edge NSP 2 

comprises the following parameters:

• user_IP, available_bandwidth, used_bandwidth, level_best_effort, ASQ_info

The interface E7’ of information service provider is used to transmit network capability requirements of the 

application service to edge NSP 2 comprises the following parameters:

• user_IP, user_nsp_ID, required_bandwidth, InfSP_IP, InfSP_passphrase

The interface E7’ of edge NSP 2 is used to provide the Graceful Denial of Service information to the 

information service provider comprises the following parameters:

• user_IP, service_possible,

 

Sequence diagram of SEF-GDoS: 

The interaction of the involved SEF

denial of service use case scenario in 

Figure 57 in more detail. The sequence diagram depicts the actor roles involved in the GDoS 

scenarios. Moreover, the sequential steps needed to derive the engaged signal for the IP service is 

presented. 
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GDOS USE CASE SPECIFIC SEFS IN THE ETICS REFERENCE MODEL AND REFERENCE POINTS

The interface E1’ of edge NSP 2 is used to request access network capabilities of the customer from edge 

NSP1 comprises the following parameters: 

The interface E1’ of edge NSP 1 is used to reply access network capabilities of the customer to edge NSP 2 

comprises the following parameters: 

er_IP, available_bandwidth, used_bandwidth, level_best_effort, ASQ_info

The interface E7’ of information service provider is used to transmit network capability requirements of the 

application service to edge NSP 2 comprises the following parameters: 

IP, user_nsp_ID, required_bandwidth, InfSP_IP, InfSP_passphrase 

The interface E7’ of edge NSP 2 is used to provide the Graceful Denial of Service information to the 

information service provider comprises the following parameters: 

user_IP, service_possible, ASQ_info 

 

The interaction of the involved SEF-GDoS modules presented in the high level view on the graceful 

service use case scenario in Figure 55 is described by means of the sequence diagram of 

in more detail. The sequence diagram depicts the actor roles involved in the GDoS 

scenarios. Moreover, the sequential steps needed to derive the engaged signal for the IP service is 
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REFERENCE POINTS 

request access network capabilities of the customer from edge 

The interface E1’ of edge NSP 1 is used to reply access network capabilities of the customer to edge NSP 2 

er_IP, available_bandwidth, used_bandwidth, level_best_effort, ASQ_info 

The interface E7’ of information service provider is used to transmit network capability requirements of the 

The interface E7’ of edge NSP 2 is used to provide the Graceful Denial of Service information to the 

GDoS modules presented in the high level view on the graceful 

is described by means of the sequence diagram of 

in more detail. The sequence diagram depicts the actor roles involved in the GDoS 

scenarios. Moreover, the sequential steps needed to derive the engaged signal for the IP service is 
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FIGURE 

The sequential steps of the sequence diagram are presented in the following:

1. Customer◊Information Service Provider (InfSP): <APPLICATION SERVICE REQUEST> device 

requests high quality (ASQ b

2. InfSP: <Receive trigger for application start> application controller (AC) recognizes service 

request of device/customer.

3. InfSP: <SEF INITIATION REQUEST 

graceful denial” to start the evaluation process of available resources in customer access 

network. 

(sent data: user_ID, user_IP, service_ID)

4. InfSP: <GRACEFUL DENIAL PREPARATION> Service Enhancement Function 

initiates “GRACEFUL DENIAL PREPA

and service related information.

(received data: user_ID, user_IP, service_ID)

5. InfSP: <SPF REQUEST - user >

means of “SPF REQUEST 

Service Profile Function (SPF). 

(sent data: user_ID) 

6. InfSP: <SPF REPLY - user> SPF provides by means of “SPF RE

information, such Edge NSP2 to SEF
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FIGURE 57:  SEF-GDOS SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 

The sequential steps of the sequence diagram are presented in the following:

Information Service Provider (InfSP): <APPLICATION SERVICE REQUEST> device 

requests high quality (ASQ based) application service, e.g. video service.

InfSP: <Receive trigger for application start> application controller (AC) recognizes service 

request of device/customer. 

InfSP: <SEF INITIATION REQUEST - graceful denial> AC sends “SEF INITIATION REQUEST 

aceful denial” to start the evaluation process of available resources in customer access 

(sent data: user_ID, user_IP, service_ID) 

InfSP: <GRACEFUL DENIAL PREPARATION> Service Enhancement Function 

initiates “GRACEFUL DENIAL PREPARATION” with the aim to request user network access 

and service related information. 

(received data: user_ID, user_IP, service_ID) 

user > Service Enhancement Function – Service (SEF

means of “SPF REQUEST – user” user related point of attachment information from the 

Service Profile Function (SPF).  

user> SPF provides by means of “SPF REPLY – user” point of attachment 

information, such Edge NSP2 to SEF-S.  
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The sequential steps of the sequence diagram are presented in the following: 

Information Service Provider (InfSP): <APPLICATION SERVICE REQUEST> device 

ased) application service, e.g. video service. 

InfSP: <Receive trigger for application start> application controller (AC) recognizes service 

graceful denial> AC sends “SEF INITIATION REQUEST – 

aceful denial” to start the evaluation process of available resources in customer access 

InfSP: <GRACEFUL DENIAL PREPARATION> Service Enhancement Function – Service (SEF-S) 

RATION” with the aim to request user network access 

Service (SEF-S) requests by 

user” user related point of attachment information from the 

user” point of attachment 
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(sent data: user_nsp_ID) 

7. InfSP: <SPF REQUEST - service> SEF

service related information from the Service Profile Function (SPF).

(sent data: service_ID) 

8. InfSP: <SPF REPLY - service> SPF provides by means of “SPF REPLY 

requirements, such as required bandwidth to SEF

(sent data: required_bandwidth)

9. InfSP: <INTRA-SEF REQUEST 

“GRACEFUL DENIAL – NSP internal” process by means of “INTRA

denial” to Service Enhancement Function 

(sent data: user_IP, user_nsp_ID, required_bandwidth, InfSP_IP, InfSP_passphrase)

10. InfSP ◊ NSP1: <SEF EVALUATION REQUEST 

“SEF EVALUATION REQUEST 

NSP1. 

(sent data: user_IP, user_nsp_ID, required_bandwidth, InfSP_IP, InfSP_passphrase)

11. NSP1: <GRACEFUL DENIAL 

external” investigating NSP2 connected users network access capabilities.

12. NSP1: <CPF REQUEST – access network characteristic> SEF

REQUEST – access network characteris

CPF. 

(sent data: InfSP_IP) 

13. NSP1: <CPF REPLY – access network characteristic> CPF provides by means of “CPF REPLY 

access network characteristic” InfSP network access information to the SEF

(sent data: available_bandwidth, InfSP_IP, used_bandwidth, level_best_effort, ASQ_info)

14. NSP1◊NSP2: <Inter-NSP-SEF REQUEST 

NSP-SEF REQUEST – graceful denial” available network access resources of user connected 

to NSP2.

(sent data: user_IP) 

15. NSP2: <CPF REQUEST – access network characteristic> SEF

REQUEST – access network characteristic” available network access resources of user from 

CPF. 

(sent data: user_IP) 

16. NSP2: <CPF REPLY – access n

access network characteristics” user network access information to the SEF

(sent data: available_bandwidth, user_IP, used_bandwidth, level_best_effort, ASQ_info)

17. NSP2◊NSP1: <Inter-NSP-SEF RE

NSP-SEF REPLY – graceful denial” available network access resources of NSP2 connected 

user to “GRACEFUL DENIAL 

(sent data: available_bandwidth, user_IP, used_bandwidth, leve
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service> SEF-S requests by means of “SPF REQUEST 

service related information from the Service Profile Function (SPF). 

service> SPF provides by means of “SPF REPLY – service” service 

requirements, such as required bandwidth to SEF-S. 

(sent data: required_bandwidth) 

SEF REQUEST – graceful denial> SEF-S transmits parameters ne

NSP internal” process by means of “INTRA-SEF REQUEST 

denial” to Service Enhancement Function – Connectivity (SEF-C). 

(sent data: user_IP, user_nsp_ID, required_bandwidth, InfSP_IP, InfSP_passphrase)

EVALUATION REQUEST – graceful denial> SEF-C initiates by means of 

“SEF EVALUATION REQUEST – graceful denial” the graceful denial of service process at 

(sent data: user_IP, user_nsp_ID, required_bandwidth, InfSP_IP, InfSP_passphrase)

DENIAL - NSP external> SEF-C initiates “GRACEFUL DENIAL 

external” investigating NSP2 connected users network access capabilities.

access network characteristic> SEF-C requests by means of “CPF 

access network characteristic” available network access resources of InfSP from 

access network characteristic> CPF provides by means of “CPF REPLY 

access network characteristic” InfSP network access information to the SEF

ata: available_bandwidth, InfSP_IP, used_bandwidth, level_best_effort, ASQ_info)

SEF REQUEST – graceful denial> SEF-C requests by means of “Inter

graceful denial” available network access resources of user connected 

to NSP2.

access network characteristic> SEF-C requests by means of “CPF 

access network characteristic” available network access resources of user from 

access network characteristic> CPF provides by means of “CPF REPLY 

access network characteristics” user network access information to the SEF

(sent data: available_bandwidth, user_IP, used_bandwidth, level_best_effort, ASQ_info)

SEF REPLY – graceful denial> SEF-C provides by means of “Inter

graceful denial” available network access resources of NSP2 connected 

user to “GRACEFUL DENIAL - NSP external” at NSP1.  

(sent data: available_bandwidth, user_IP, used_bandwidth, level_best_effort, ASQ_info)
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S requests by means of “SPF REQUEST – service” 

service” service 

S transmits parameters needed for 

SEF REQUEST – graceful 

(sent data: user_IP, user_nsp_ID, required_bandwidth, InfSP_IP, InfSP_passphrase) 

C initiates by means of 

graceful denial” the graceful denial of service process at 

(sent data: user_IP, user_nsp_ID, required_bandwidth, InfSP_IP, InfSP_passphrase) 

C initiates “GRACEFUL DENIAL – NSP 

external” investigating NSP2 connected users network access capabilities. 

C requests by means of “CPF 

tic” available network access resources of InfSP from 

access network characteristic> CPF provides by means of “CPF REPLY – 

access network characteristic” InfSP network access information to the SEF-C.   

ata: available_bandwidth, InfSP_IP, used_bandwidth, level_best_effort, ASQ_info) 

C requests by means of “Inter-

graceful denial” available network access resources of user connected 

to NSP2. 

C requests by means of “CPF 

access network characteristic” available network access resources of user from 

etwork characteristic> CPF provides by means of “CPF REPLY – 

access network characteristics” user network access information to the SEF-C.   

(sent data: available_bandwidth, user_IP, used_bandwidth, level_best_effort, ASQ_info) 

C provides by means of “Inter-

graceful denial” available network access resources of NSP2 connected 

l_best_effort, ASQ_info) 
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18. NSP1: <ASQ Path Request> In the case of non established ASQ path (ASQ_info=0) from 

InfSP to customer the “ASQ path request” is used to initiate ASQ path establishment 

process in ETICS community.

(sent data: InfSP_IP, user_IP, requi

19. NSP1◊InfSP: <SEF EVALUATION REPLY 

“GRACEFUL DENIAL – NSP external” by means of “SEF EVALUATION REPLY 

denial” to SEF-C of InfSP if user network access resources are sufficient enough to 

service in required quality.

(sent data: user_IP, service_possible, ASQ_info)

20. InfSP: <INTRA-SEF REPLY 

NSP external” by means of “INTRA

(sent data: user_IP, service_possible, ASQ_info)

21. InfSP: <SEF INITIATION REPLY 

NSP external” result (if user network access resources are sufficient enough to provide 

service in required quality) by means of 

application controller.

(sent data: user_ID, user_IP, service_possible)

22. InfSP: <APPLICATION SERVICE RESPONSE> Application controller uses “GRACEFUL DENIAL 

NSP external” result to start service and/or to pro

 

The assumption in D5.3 was that step 18 of the sequence diagram will trigger the ASQ path 

establishment process in the case that the ASQ path does not exists. However, ETICS focuses on 

aggregates which mean that an ASQ path 

services. This is the reason to change step 18 to the following:

 

18. NSP1: <ASQ Path Check>The existence of the ASQ path from ingress PoI to egress PoI will 

be checked by requesting the building block “S

D4.4. … 

(data: Ingress PoI of ASQ path, egress PoI of ASQ path, 

 

In Figure 58 the UML diagram of the SEF graceful denial of service use scenario is presented
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NSP1: <ASQ Path Request> In the case of non established ASQ path (ASQ_info=0) from 

InfSP to customer the “ASQ path request” is used to initiate ASQ path establishment 

process in ETICS community.

(sent data: InfSP_IP, user_IP, required_bandwidth) 

InfSP: <SEF EVALUATION REPLY – graceful denial> SEF-C provides results of 

NSP external” by means of “SEF EVALUATION REPLY 

C of InfSP if user network access resources are sufficient enough to 

service in required quality.

(sent data: user_IP, service_possible, ASQ_info) 

SEF REPLY – graceful denial> SEF-C transmits results of “GRACEFUL DENIAL 

NSP external” by means of “INTRA-SEF REPLY – graceful denial” to SEF

a: user_IP, service_possible, ASQ_info) 

InfSP: <SEF INITIATION REPLY – graceful denial> SEF-S transfers the “GRACEFUL DENIAL 

NSP external” result (if user network access resources are sufficient enough to provide 

service in required quality) by means of “SEF INITIATION REPLY – graceful denial” to the 

application controller.

(sent data: user_ID, user_IP, service_possible) 

InfSP: <APPLICATION SERVICE RESPONSE> Application controller uses “GRACEFUL DENIAL 

NSP external” result to start service and/or to provide feedback to the customer.

The assumption in D5.3 was that step 18 of the sequence diagram will trigger the ASQ path 

establishment process in the case that the ASQ path does not exists. However, ETICS focuses on 

aggregates which mean that an ASQ path should not be initiated by individual on demand session 

services. This is the reason to change step 18 to the following: 

NSP1: <ASQ Path Check>The existence of the ASQ path from ingress PoI to egress PoI will 

be checked by requesting the building block “SLA Manager” described in section 5.2 in 

Ingress PoI of ASQ path, egress PoI of ASQ path, InfSP_IP, user_IP

the UML diagram of the SEF graceful denial of service use scenario is presented
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NSP1: <ASQ Path Request> In the case of non established ASQ path (ASQ_info=0) from 

InfSP to customer the “ASQ path request” is used to initiate ASQ path establishment 

process in ETICS community. 

C provides results of 

NSP external” by means of “SEF EVALUATION REPLY – graceful 

C of InfSP if user network access resources are sufficient enough to provide 

service in required quality. 

C transmits results of “GRACEFUL DENIAL - 

graceful denial” to SEF-S. 

S transfers the “GRACEFUL DENIAL – 

NSP external” result (if user network access resources are sufficient enough to provide 

graceful denial” to the 

application controller. 

InfSP: <APPLICATION SERVICE RESPONSE> Application controller uses “GRACEFUL DENIAL – 

vide feedback to the customer. 

The assumption in D5.3 was that step 18 of the sequence diagram will trigger the ASQ path 

establishment process in the case that the ASQ path does not exists. However, ETICS focuses on 

should not be initiated by individual on demand session 

NSP1: <ASQ Path Check>The existence of the ASQ path from ingress PoI to egress PoI will 

LA Manager” described in section 5.2 in 

InfSP_IP, user_IP) 

the UML diagram of the SEF graceful denial of service use scenario is presented. 
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5.8.2. CAPACITY SHARING USING 

Congestion Exposure (ConEx) [IETF

standardization by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). With ConEx, information on the congestion 

level of an end-to-end network path is provided by t

information can be used for e.g. traffic management, accounting or enforcing resource sharing policies. In 

ETICS, ConEx is used as a SEF for capacity sharing and provides an additional control structure with

ASQ traffic service as illustrated in Section 6.2 of deliverable D4.4. To achieve capacity sharing between 

different costumers which are using a common ASQ path, e.g. residential end users in the same region, a 

per-user congestion policing based on 

is congested. The congestion information is provided by the ConEx protocol. 

The ConEx protocol is based on either Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) or loss information. This 

information is already available at the sender when using the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). For each 

ECN marking or loss the sender will re

the same packet size than the lost or marked p

called credits covering the expected congestion beforehand depending on the aggressiveness of the used 

congestion control algorithm.  

The following section will describe the design and implementatio

First evaluation results showing the ability to impose a better capacity sharing are given in Sec.

5.8.2.1. Design of a per-user, 

Based on ConEx, a traffic management can be implemented at the network ingress to control congestion 

later on the network path. Therefore a policer is installed close to the user and before any constraining 

bottleneck. Each user will signal the congestion previously experienced on the network path implicitly due 

to a certain marking in the ConEx Destination Option in the IPv6 header 
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FIGURE 58: UML Diagram of SEF-GDoS 

SING CONGESTION POLICING 

[IETF-DR-1]is an Internet Protocol (IP) extension that is currently under 

standardization by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). With ConEx, information on the congestion 

end network path is provided by the sender for further usage in the network. This 

information can be used for e.g. traffic management, accounting or enforcing resource sharing policies. In 

ETICS, ConEx is used as a SEF for capacity sharing and provides an additional control structure with

ASQ traffic service as illustrated in Section 6.2 of deliverable D4.4. To achieve capacity sharing between 

different costumers which are using a common ASQ path, e.g. residential end users in the same region, a 

user congestion policing based on ConEx is proposed. Such a policer will only take action if the network 

is congested. The congestion information is provided by the ConEx protocol.  

The ConEx protocol is based on either Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) or loss information. This 

mation is already available at the sender when using the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). For each 

ECN marking or loss the sender will re-insert a ConEx marking into the network carried by packets covering 

the same packet size than the lost or marked packet. Furthermore, a ConEx sender is expected to send so

called credits covering the expected congestion beforehand depending on the aggressiveness of the used 

The following section will describe the design and implementation of a ConEx-based congestion policer. 

First evaluation results showing the ability to impose a better capacity sharing are given in Sec.

ser, ConEx-based policer  

Based on ConEx, a traffic management can be implemented at the network ingress to control congestion 

later on the network path. Therefore a policer is installed close to the user and before any constraining 

ignal the congestion previously experienced on the network path implicitly due 

to a certain marking in the ConEx Destination Option in the IPv6 header [IETF-DR
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is an Internet Protocol (IP) extension that is currently under 

standardization by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). With ConEx, information on the congestion 

he sender for further usage in the network. This 

information can be used for e.g. traffic management, accounting or enforcing resource sharing policies. In 

ETICS, ConEx is used as a SEF for capacity sharing and provides an additional control structure within one 

ASQ traffic service as illustrated in Section 6.2 of deliverable D4.4. To achieve capacity sharing between 

different costumers which are using a common ASQ path, e.g. residential end users in the same region, a 

ConEx is proposed. Such a policer will only take action if the network 

The ConEx protocol is based on either Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) or loss information. This 

mation is already available at the sender when using the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). For each 

insert a ConEx marking into the network carried by packets covering 

acket. Furthermore, a ConEx sender is expected to send so-

called credits covering the expected congestion beforehand depending on the aggressiveness of the used 

based congestion policer. 

First evaluation results showing the ability to impose a better capacity sharing are given in Sec.7.2. 

Based on ConEx, a traffic management can be implemented at the network ingress to control congestion 

later on the network path. Therefore a policer is installed close to the user and before any constraining 

ignal the congestion previously experienced on the network path implicitly due 

DR-3] of each packet. The 
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ConEx-based policer will limit the number of observed ConEx markings per 

incentive to avoid congestion if possible. E.g. background transmissions can easily decrease its sending rate 

or even stop sending and resume at later point of time in case of congestion. The advantage of such a 

ConEx-based congestion policer is that limitations are only applied if congestion occurs and thus some kind 

of policing is needed, while other policers, e.g. rate limiters, enforce restrictions even if the network is not 

fully utilized. 

To limit the per-user congestion, a to

certain size c is filled with tokens with a certain rate 

maximum allowed congestion level, the bucket size allows congestion bursts as con

equally distributed over time and as such also limits the maximum congestion burst size. Whenever a ConEx 

marked packet is observed by the policer, the bucket fill level will be checked. If sufficient tokens are 

available to cover the length of the observed IP packet, the bucket fill level will be reduced by the IP packet 

length. If the fill level is too low, the next arriving packet will be discarded and the buckets are increased by 

the IP packet length of the dropped packet. This in

sender for this drop as the sender is not be able to distinguish a policing drop from a actually congestion 

loss and thus has to send sufficient ConEx marking for all loss packets.  However, this pena

one packet to converse the ConEx

information further down the network path. Note, to ensure that the sender declares the congestion level 

honestly an auditor close to the rec

observed on the path to the ConEx signal from the sender. If the sender does not send sufficient ConEx 

markings, the auditor will penalize the respective flow. It is also assumed that th

policing drop, similar to any other loss, with (further) reduction of his sending rate. This is to be expected 

since the congestion control algorithm, as already mentioned above, cannot distinguish policing loss form 

network congestion loss. If the sender is not responsive, the policer might actually take further action and 

discard additional packets with a certain probability. This case is not regarded in our investigation so far 

and left for future work. 

Based on the evaluation of congestion/loss characteristics [KNT12] it could be shown that in different 

Internet usage scenarios very different congestion/loss patterns occur depending on the application 

behaviour and the used congestion control algorithm. In standard TCP congestion

increase its sending rate exponentially in Slow

phase. To cope with the different behaviour during connection start and the remaining transmission, a 

policer with two token-buckets is used. Both buckets are drained if a ConEx marking is observed and a 

packet gets discarded if one of the bucket runs empty as shown in 

the overshoot in the start-up phase can be limited as the bucket size limits the number of credits that can 

be sent. The larger bucket needs to cover the start

Congestion Avoidance. Thus after Slow Start, when all congestion volume of slow start is consumed, it 

should have a maximum fill level of 

Congestion Avoidance. While the larger bucket is filled w

frequency of a loss-based congestion control algorithm, the smaller bucket should be filled with a larger 

rate k*w; k>1. 
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based policer will limit the number of observed ConEx markings per user and thus provide an 

incentive to avoid congestion if possible. E.g. background transmissions can easily decrease its sending rate 

or even stop sending and resume at later point of time in case of congestion. The advantage of such a 

ion policer is that limitations are only applied if congestion occurs and thus some kind 

of policing is needed, while other policers, e.g. rate limiters, enforce restrictions even if the network is not 

user congestion, a token-bucket policer has been proposed [IETF-DR

is filled with tokens with a certain rate w. While a certain filling

maximum allowed congestion level, the bucket size allows congestion bursts as con

equally distributed over time and as such also limits the maximum congestion burst size. Whenever a ConEx 

marked packet is observed by the policer, the bucket fill level will be checked. If sufficient tokens are 

e length of the observed IP packet, the bucket fill level will be reduced by the IP packet 

length. If the fill level is too low, the next arriving packet will be discarded and the buckets are increased by 

the IP packet length of the dropped packet. This increase will cover the ConEx marking later needed by the 

sender for this drop as the sender is not be able to distinguish a policing drop from a actually congestion 

loss and thus has to send sufficient ConEx marking for all loss packets.  However, this pena

one packet to converse the ConEx-marking of the current packet as this signal can provide useful 

information further down the network path. Note, to ensure that the sender declares the congestion level 

honestly an auditor close to the receiver side can be deployed which will compare the congestion actually 

observed on the path to the ConEx signal from the sender. If the sender does not send sufficient ConEx 

markings, the auditor will penalize the respective flow. It is also assumed that the sender will react on a 

policing drop, similar to any other loss, with (further) reduction of his sending rate. This is to be expected 

since the congestion control algorithm, as already mentioned above, cannot distinguish policing loss form 

tion loss. If the sender is not responsive, the policer might actually take further action and 

discard additional packets with a certain probability. This case is not regarded in our investigation so far 

congestion/loss characteristics [KNT12] it could be shown that in different 

Internet usage scenarios very different congestion/loss patterns occur depending on the application 

behaviour and the used congestion control algorithm. In standard TCP congestion

increase its sending rate exponentially in Slow-Start phase and, later on, linearly in Congestion Avoidance 

phase. To cope with the different behaviour during connection start and the remaining transmission, a 

buckets is used. Both buckets are drained if a ConEx marking is observed and a 

discarded if one of the bucket runs empty as shown in Figure 59. With

up phase can be limited as the bucket size limits the number of credits that can 

be sent. The larger bucket needs to cover the start-up phase plus the probing of TCP congestion control in 

gestion Avoidance. Thus after Slow Start, when all congestion volume of slow start is consumed, it 

should have a maximum fill level of r which is used to allow a maximum congestion burst size during 

Congestion Avoidance. While the larger bucket is filled with a rate w that determines the maximum probing 

based congestion control algorithm, the smaller bucket should be filled with a larger 
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user and thus provide an 

incentive to avoid congestion if possible. E.g. background transmissions can easily decrease its sending rate 

or even stop sending and resume at later point of time in case of congestion. The advantage of such a 

ion policer is that limitations are only applied if congestion occurs and thus some kind 

of policing is needed, while other policers, e.g. rate limiters, enforce restrictions even if the network is not 

DR-4] where a bucket of a 

ing rate corresponds to a 

maximum allowed congestion level, the bucket size allows congestion bursts as congestion is usually not 

equally distributed over time and as such also limits the maximum congestion burst size. Whenever a ConEx 

marked packet is observed by the policer, the bucket fill level will be checked. If sufficient tokens are 

e length of the observed IP packet, the bucket fill level will be reduced by the IP packet 

length. If the fill level is too low, the next arriving packet will be discarded and the buckets are increased by 

crease will cover the ConEx marking later needed by the 

sender for this drop as the sender is not be able to distinguish a policing drop from a actually congestion 

loss and thus has to send sufficient ConEx marking for all loss packets.  However, this penalty is delayed by 

marking of the current packet as this signal can provide useful 

information further down the network path. Note, to ensure that the sender declares the congestion level 

eiver side can be deployed which will compare the congestion actually 

observed on the path to the ConEx signal from the sender. If the sender does not send sufficient ConEx 

e sender will react on a 

policing drop, similar to any other loss, with (further) reduction of his sending rate. This is to be expected 

since the congestion control algorithm, as already mentioned above, cannot distinguish policing loss form 

tion loss. If the sender is not responsive, the policer might actually take further action and 

discard additional packets with a certain probability. This case is not regarded in our investigation so far 

congestion/loss characteristics [KNT12] it could be shown that in different 

Internet usage scenarios very different congestion/loss patterns occur depending on the application 

behaviour and the used congestion control algorithm. In standard TCP congestion control the sender will 

Start phase and, later on, linearly in Congestion Avoidance 

phase. To cope with the different behaviour during connection start and the remaining transmission, a 

buckets is used. Both buckets are drained if a ConEx marking is observed and a 

. With the first smaller bucket 

up phase can be limited as the bucket size limits the number of credits that can 

up phase plus the probing of TCP congestion control in 

gestion Avoidance. Thus after Slow Start, when all congestion volume of slow start is consumed, it 

which is used to allow a maximum congestion burst size during 

that determines the maximum probing 

based congestion control algorithm, the smaller bucket should be filled with a larger 
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FIGURE 59
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59: LEVEL TOKEN-BUCKET CONGESTION POLICER 
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6. SPECIFICATION OF SEL

We end this deliverable by showing how the above mentioned functionalities can be mixed together to 

form a working ETICS solution. From the global process picture presented in section §2.2, we remind two of 

the ETICS deployment scenarios that will be subject to prototyping within ETICS. 

6.1. CENTRALIZED (AND 

FIGURE 60: 

Figure 60 reminds the different steps involved in the centralized push deployment scenario. The figure

shows how some of the functionalities that we described in this deliverable can be used together

steps have been described in prior deliverables (e.g. deliverable D1.6 [D1.6]).

As we described in 5.1.3, we provide an implementation specification based o

architecture for the Push model at the Network Service and Business plane. We recommend the 

implementation of the solution for the Network Service and Business plane in two independent software 

pieces representing two functional 

of SLA offers and their publication to a single entity, receives orderings and manage local contract/SLA

triggers PCE path computation demands and triggers, through an intermediari

System, Information System, OSS etc), tunnels (establishment, stitching and other control/data plane 

configurations). The second functional entity, called “

from “NSP Service Servers”, receives customer requests, makes service compositions, orders instance of 

offers to “NSP Service Servers” under global and local contracts. According to the different process phases 

these two entities act either as a client or as a server.

NSP1

Inter-carrier service request

1 Offers publication

2

2

3 Offer computation

4

4 Propose offer to customer

5
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SPECIFICATION OF SELECTED SCENARIOS 

We end this deliverable by showing how the above mentioned functionalities can be mixed together to 

form a working ETICS solution. From the global process picture presented in section §2.2, we remind two of 

loyment scenarios that will be subject to prototyping within ETICS.  

ND PER-NSP CENTRALIZED) DEPLOYMENT 

 FULLY CENTRALIZED PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO 

reminds the different steps involved in the centralized push deployment scenario. The figure

shows how some of the functionalities that we described in this deliverable can be used together

steps have been described in prior deliverables (e.g. deliverable D1.6 [D1.6]). 

, we provide an implementation specification based on a HTTP web

architecture for the Push model at the Network Service and Business plane. We recommend the 

implementation of the solution for the Network Service and Business plane in two independent software 

pieces representing two functional entities. The first one, called “NSP Service Server

of SLA offers and their publication to a single entity, receives orderings and manage local contract/SLA

triggers PCE path computation demands and triggers, through an intermediaries (Network Management 

System, Information System, OSS etc), tunnels (establishment, stitching and other control/data plane 

configurations). The second functional entity, called “Facilitator Server”, receives and stores offers received 

rvers”, receives customer requests, makes service compositions, orders instance of 

” under global and local contracts. According to the different process phases 

either as a client or as a server. 

NSP4

NSP2

NSP3

Facilitator

carrier service request

1

Trigger network path computation

5 Customer orders ASQ path

6

7 Trigger inter-carrier ASQ path provisioning 

8 Monitor/Maintain/Terminate

3

111
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We end this deliverable by showing how the above mentioned functionalities can be mixed together to 

form a working ETICS solution. From the global process picture presented in section §2.2, we remind two of 

EPLOYMENT SCENARIO 

 

 

reminds the different steps involved in the centralized push deployment scenario. The figure 

shows how some of the functionalities that we described in this deliverable can be used together. These 

n a HTTP web-based RESTful 

architecture for the Push model at the Network Service and Business plane. We recommend the 

implementation of the solution for the Network Service and Business plane in two independent software 

NSP Service Server”, allows the creation 

of SLA offers and their publication to a single entity, receives orderings and manage local contract/SLAs, 

es (Network Management 

System, Information System, OSS etc), tunnels (establishment, stitching and other control/data plane 

”, receives and stores offers received 

rvers”, receives customer requests, makes service compositions, orders instance of 

” under global and local contracts. According to the different process phases 

Trigger network path computation

Customer orders ASQ path

carrier ASQ path provisioning 

Monitor/Maintain/Terminate

Destination

If offer is 

not enough 

detailed
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Based on these two functional entities we can deploy all the different scenarios:

- In the case of a fully centralised push deployment scenario, a single “Facilitator Server” functional 

entity (often named Fully Centralised Facilitator in this case) is active for 

community and all “NSP Service Server” functional entities of each NSP have a relation with this 

unique “Facilitator Server”, as illustrated

FIGURE 61: EXAMPLE OF A 3-NSP COMMUNITY GOVERN

- In the case of a Per-NSP centralised push deployment scenario, each NSP has its own “Facilitator 

Server” functional entity and a

“Facilitator Servers”, as depicted in the following 

FIGURE 62: EXAMPLE OF A 3-NSP COMMUNITY IN A P

Whether an NSP has one NSP Service Server dedicated to relations with a single other NSP, or whether the 

NSP groups all NSP Service Server

implementation depicted on Figure 

possible publication of different offers to different NSPs of the community. However

implementing all NSP Service Servers would 
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on these two functional entities we can deploy all the different scenarios: 

In the case of a fully centralised push deployment scenario, a single “Facilitator Server” functional 

entity (often named Fully Centralised Facilitator in this case) is active for 

community and all “NSP Service Server” functional entities of each NSP have a relation with this 

, as illustrated on the above figure in the case of a community of 3 NSPs. 

 

NSP COMMUNITY GOVERNED BY A SINGLE FACILITATOR SERVER (

PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO) 

NSP centralised push deployment scenario, each NSP has its own “Facilitator 

Server” functional entity and at least one “NSP Service Server” connected other NSPs through their 

as depicted in the following figure. 

NSP COMMUNITY IN A PER-NSP CENTRALIZED PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO

NSP Service Server dedicated to relations with a single other NSP, or whether the 

NSP groups all NSP Service Server entities in single software, is an implementation choice. Our 

Figure 73 allows better explaining the different features and eases the 

possible publication of different offers to different NSPs of the community. However

implementing all NSP Service Servers would be able to manage the publication of offers to different 
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In the case of a fully centralised push deployment scenario, a single “Facilitator Server” functional 

entity (often named Fully Centralised Facilitator in this case) is active for all the NSPs of the 

community and all “NSP Service Server” functional entities of each NSP have a relation with this 

in the case of a community of 3 NSPs.  

 

ITATOR SERVER (FULLY CENTRALIZED 

NSP centralised push deployment scenario, each NSP has its own “Facilitator 

other NSPs through their 

 

LOYMENT SCENARIO 

NSP Service Server dedicated to relations with a single other NSP, or whether the 

, is an implementation choice. Our 

allows better explaining the different features and eases the 

possible publication of different offers to different NSPs of the community. However, single software 

able to manage the publication of offers to different 
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“Facilitator Server” according to specific 

Servers” and “Facilitator Servers” in single software. 

Note that in the case of the Per-NSP

“NSP Service Server” in NSPx that has a relation with its own “Facilitator Server” functional entity.  This 

internal relation allows the publication of its own offers in order to compose 

its network part. 

In all centralized deployment scenarios, all the different servers having a relation have to be reachable 

from other servers using either public IP addresses or a dedicated private IP address space for the Ne

Service and Business Plane. The IP addresses

exchanged between NSPs of the community and configured in different servers. An automation of the 

address discovery can be used relying for example o

and deliver the addresses in a fully centralized scenario, or in the same way using “F

Reflectors” as explained in section 5.1.3

In the following, we describe the different steps from the Service offer request from an ETICS client 

(customer) to the provisioning of the end

specified in the document, in a fully

The first figure below shows “NSP service servers” that publish their offers (from O1 to O8) to a “Facilitator 

Service Server”, which also receives a service offe

be: I would like an On-Demand connectivity service of a minimum of 1Gbit/s from my datacenter 

(providing an IP address) connected in NSP1 to reach a region of a minimum of 100000 residential end

users in France which are eligible to on

with a maximum end-to-end delay of 30ms.

 

FIGURE 63: CENTRALIZED PUSH DEP
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specific policies.  Similarly implementations could regroup “NSP Service 

Servers” and “Facilitator Servers” in single software.  

NSP centralised push deployment scenario, we 

“NSP Service Server” in NSPx that has a relation with its own “Facilitator Server” functional entity.  This 

internal relation allows the publication of its own offers in order to compose end-to

In all centralized deployment scenarios, all the different servers having a relation have to be reachable 

from other servers using either public IP addresses or a dedicated private IP address space for the Ne

Service and Business Plane. The IP addresses as well as the used HTTP/TCP port of servers have to be 

exchanged between NSPs of the community and configured in different servers. An automation of the 

address discovery can be used relying for example on the presence of a unique facilitator able to collect 

and deliver the addresses in a fully centralized scenario, or in the same way using “F

5.1.3 in a per-NSP centralized scenario.  

In the following, we describe the different steps from the Service offer request from an ETICS client 

(customer) to the provisioning of the end-to-end connectivity service relying on 

, in a fully-centralized manner for clarity. 

shows “NSP service servers” that publish their offers (from O1 to O8) to a “Facilitator 

receives a service offer request from a customer. An example of request could 

Demand connectivity service of a minimum of 1Gbit/s from my datacenter 

(providing an IP address) connected in NSP1 to reach a region of a minimum of 100000 residential end

in France which are eligible to on-demand individual connectivity session of a minimum of 4Mbit/s 

end delay of 30ms. 

CENTRALIZED PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO, STEP 1 – OFFER PUBLICATION
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policies.  Similarly implementations could regroup “NSP Service 

centralised push deployment scenario, we included in the figure a 

“NSP Service Server” in NSPx that has a relation with its own “Facilitator Server” functional entity.  This 

to-end services including 

In all centralized deployment scenarios, all the different servers having a relation have to be reachable 

from other servers using either public IP addresses or a dedicated private IP address space for the Network 

used HTTP/TCP port of servers have to be 

exchanged between NSPs of the community and configured in different servers. An automation of the 

n the presence of a unique facilitator able to collect 

and deliver the addresses in a fully centralized scenario, or in the same way using “Facilitator Offer 

In the following, we describe the different steps from the Service offer request from an ETICS client 

end connectivity service relying on all functional entities 

shows “NSP service servers” that publish their offers (from O1 to O8) to a “Facilitator 

r request from a customer. An example of request could 

Demand connectivity service of a minimum of 1Gbit/s from my datacenter 

(providing an IP address) connected in NSP1 to reach a region of a minimum of 100000 residential end-

demand individual connectivity session of a minimum of 4Mbit/s 

 

OFFER PUBLICATION 
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In the following step, illustrated by the 

3 (normally an UUID value for the global contract with the custo

policy) composition of services and proposes it to the customer into a single aggregated offer (the 

individual NSPs’ offers are not visible to the customer). The offer can precise some details such the delay to 

establish the service after the order, the expiration date of the offer, or the establishment delay of on

demand individual sessions and of course the applied 

FIGURE 64: CENTRALIZED PUSH DEP

As showed by the following illustration, if the customer accepts the offer

Server” orders for each concerned NSP in the composition the selected local offer(s

the Global Service Identifier (GSID).

FIGURE 65: CENTRALIZED PUSH DEP

The different “NSP service servers” receive the ordering 

instance of the requested offers as it is showed on the above figure. In the same time, the “NSP service 

servers” provide to the “Facilitator service server” the Local Service Identifier
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owing step, illustrated by the Figure 64, the facilitator, under the Global Service Identifier (GSID) 

3 (normally an UUID value for the global contract with the customer), realizes the best (according to its 

policy) composition of services and proposes it to the customer into a single aggregated offer (the 

are not visible to the customer). The offer can precise some details such the delay to 

ablish the service after the order, the expiration date of the offer, or the establishment delay of on

demand individual sessions and of course the applied pricing model for this offer. 

 

CENTRALIZED PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO, STEP 2 – OFFER COMPOSITION

 

As showed by the following illustration, if the customer accepts the offer, then the “Facilitator Service 

Server” orders for each concerned NSP in the composition the selected local offer(s

the Global Service Identifier (GSID). 

CENTRALIZED PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO, STEP 3 – OFFER ORDERING WITH 

IDENTIFIER 

 

The different “NSP service servers” receive the ordering and confirm (or infirm) the ability to provide one 

instance of the requested offers as it is showed on the above figure. In the same time, the “NSP service 

servers” provide to the “Facilitator service server” the Local Service Identifiers (LSID that is als
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, the facilitator, under the Global Service Identifier (GSID) 

the best (according to its 

policy) composition of services and proposes it to the customer into a single aggregated offer (the 

are not visible to the customer). The offer can precise some details such the delay to 

ablish the service after the order, the expiration date of the offer, or the establishment delay of on-

OFFER COMPOSITION 

then the “Facilitator Service 

Server” orders for each concerned NSP in the composition the selected local offer(s) with the indication of 

 

OFFER ORDERING WITH A GLOBAL SERVICE 

and confirm (or infirm) the ability to provide one 

instance of the requested offers as it is showed on the above figure. In the same time, the “NSP service 

(LSID that is also an UUID 
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value) to link the local SLA (contract) attached to the offer instances with the Global Service Identifier. In 

addition they transmit the IP address of the Inter

process to refine the ASQ path. In parallel the “NSP service servers” advertise 

relative to future path computation

(maximum delay, PoIs…), etc. In addition, 

names and local Router interfaces has to be provided to the IC

FIGURE 66: CENTRALIZED PUSH DEP

IDENTIFIERS, AND IDE

The “Facilitator service server” communicates the IC

neighbour NSPs as shown in the next figure. The “NSP service servers” receiving this information populate 

their IC-PCE. 
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value) to link the local SLA (contract) attached to the offer instances with the Global Service Identifier. In 

addition they transmit the IP address of the Inter-Carrier PCE (IC-PCE) that will be used in the following 

. In parallel the “NSP service servers” advertise in their IC

future path computations, such as the local offer instances, the characteristics of

, etc. In addition, if not already done, the translation information between PoI 

has to be provided to the IC-PCE. 

CENTRALIZED PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO, STEP 4 – OFFER CONFIRMATION W

IDENTIFIERS, AND IDENTIFIED INTER-CARRIER PCE TO CONTACT. 

The “Facilitator service server” communicates the IC-PCE addresses and local service identifiers to the 

neighbour NSPs as shown in the next figure. The “NSP service servers” receiving this information populate 
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value) to link the local SLA (contract) attached to the offer instances with the Global Service Identifier. In 

PCE) that will be used in the following 

their IC-PCE, information 

the characteristics of the offer 

anslation information between PoI 

 

OFFER CONFIRMATION WITH LOCAL SERVICE 

 

PCE addresses and local service identifiers to the 

neighbour NSPs as shown in the next figure. The “NSP service servers” receiving this information populate 
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FIGURE 67: CENTRALIZED PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO

In the next step, in order to be able to provision the service, the “Facilitator service server” has to refine 

the path followed by the connectivity service. 

PoI names provided by the offers.

server” of the first NSP (not shown in the following figure) a PCEP request message which includes the local 

service identifier (LSID) of this first NSP. A classical BRPC process is 

value between two interconnected

offer (maximum delay for example). An Inter

several compatible paths with the request. The 

of NSPs and expresses a global interest between all the NSP

realize some load balancing). It is important to note t

constituted of an ID and the address of the PCE 

the service) are used to guaranty confidentiality of inner NSP’s network topology. Only ASBR int

addresses, used as Traffic Delivery Points (TDP), are visible in the returned Explicit Route Object (ERO) of 

the PCEP response message to the “Facilitator service server”.  
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LOYMENT SCENARIO, STEP 5 – PROPAGATION OF LOCAL

IDENTIFIERS. 

In the next step, in order to be able to provision the service, the “Facilitator service server” has to refine 

the path followed by the connectivity service. Indeed, at this step, the path is still coarse and includes only 

PoI names provided by the offers. Thus the “Facilitator service server” triggers through the “NSP service 

server” of the first NSP (not shown in the following figure) a PCEP request message which includes the local 

service identifier (LSID) of this first NSP. A classical BRPC process is launched with the swapping of the LSID 

between two interconnected NSPs. Each NSP has to respect the parameters/constraints of its own 

offer (maximum delay for example). An Inter-Carrier additive cost metric can be used to tiebreak between 

atible paths with the request. The meaning of this metric has to be defined by the community 

of NSPs and expresses a global interest between all the NSPs (for example the least loaded 

). It is important to note that Path Key Segment objects (PK in the figure, 

constituted of an ID and the address of the PCE that is able to translate it for the effective establishment of 

the service) are used to guaranty confidentiality of inner NSP’s network topology. Only ASBR int

addresses, used as Traffic Delivery Points (TDP), are visible in the returned Explicit Route Object (ERO) of 

the PCEP response message to the “Facilitator service server”.   
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PROPAGATION OF LOCAL SERVICE AND IC-PCE 

In the next step, in order to be able to provision the service, the “Facilitator service server” has to refine 

coarse and includes only 

Thus the “Facilitator service server” triggers through the “NSP service 

server” of the first NSP (not shown in the following figure) a PCEP request message which includes the local 

with the swapping of the LSID 

. Each NSP has to respect the parameters/constraints of its own 

Carrier additive cost metric can be used to tiebreak between 

of this metric has to be defined by the community 

(for example the least loaded path in order to 

hat Path Key Segment objects (PK in the figure, 

able to translate it for the effective establishment of 

the service) are used to guaranty confidentiality of inner NSP’s network topology. Only ASBR interfaces IP 

addresses, used as Traffic Delivery Points (TDP), are visible in the returned Explicit Route Object (ERO) of 
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FIGURE 68: CENTRALIZED PUSH DEP

Next, the “Facilitator service server” requests the provisioning of each segment of the connectivity service 

to each NSP through their “NSP service servers”. It provides them at least the portion of 

covered their part of the contract according to their LSIDs. “NSP service servers” trigger the establishment 

of their instance of the offer. This part can be specific to each NSP, 

Management System (NMS) (for exa

indirectly through OSS or Operator Information Systems, by

automated EXPECT (CLI) script building sent to their routers or more advanced Software Defined 

(SDN) solutions. It is also important to note that each NSP can use different solution

tunnels (MPLS-TE, GRE, PseudoWire, connection

obvious that interconnected neighbour N
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CENTRALIZED PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO, STEP 6 – CONSTRAINED PATH COM

Next, the “Facilitator service server” requests the provisioning of each segment of the connectivity service 

to each NSP through their “NSP service servers”. It provides them at least the portion of 

covered their part of the contract according to their LSIDs. “NSP service servers” trigger the establishment 

. This part can be specific to each NSP, using either directly 

Management System (NMS) (for example using a north interface compatible with MTOSI standard), 

indirectly through OSS or Operator Information Systems, by-passing service or management planes by 

automated EXPECT (CLI) script building sent to their routers or more advanced Software Defined 

(SDN) solutions. It is also important to note that each NSP can use different solution

TE, GRE, PseudoWire, connection-less MPLS relying on existing LSP setup by LDP…). It is 

obvious that interconnected neighbour NSPs have means to stitch their instances of offers.
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CONSTRAINED PATH COMPUTATION (BRPC) 

Next, the “Facilitator service server” requests the provisioning of each segment of the connectivity service 

to each NSP through their “NSP service servers”. It provides them at least the portion of the ERO which 

covered their part of the contract according to their LSIDs. “NSP service servers” trigger the establishment 

using either directly with a Network 

north interface compatible with MTOSI standard), 

passing service or management planes by 

automated EXPECT (CLI) script building sent to their routers or more advanced Software Defined Network 

(SDN) solutions. It is also important to note that each NSP can use different solutions to establish their 

less MPLS relying on existing LSP setup by LDP…). It is 

SPs have means to stitch their instances of offers. 
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FIGURE 69: CENTRALIZED PUSH DEP

To enable the stitching of instances of offers between NSPs, all “NSP service servers” pr

“Facilitator service server”, at the end of their own establishment of 

service, the information required to identify the concerned traffic at TDPs 

FIGURE 70: CENTRALIZED PUSH DEP

The “Facilitator service server” transmits this information to neighbour NSP through their “NSP service 

servers”. The “NSP service servers” finish the configuration of their net

of the different segments and allow the 

service.  
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CENTRALIZED PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO, STEP 7 – PER-NSP ASQ PATH PROVISI

To enable the stitching of instances of offers between NSPs, all “NSP service servers” pr

“Facilitator service server”, at the end of their own establishment of the segment of 

service, the information required to identify the concerned traffic at TDPs with neighbour NSPs.

CENTRALIZED PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO, STEP 8 – PER-NSP TRAFFIC IDENTIFI

The “Facilitator service server” transmits this information to neighbour NSP through their “NSP service 

servers”. The “NSP service servers” finish the configuration of their network resource

allow the finalization of the establishment of the end
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NSP ASQ PATH PROVISIONING 

To enable the stitching of instances of offers between NSPs, all “NSP service servers” provides to the 

segment of the connectivity 

neighbour NSPs. 

 

NSP TRAFFIC IDENTIFICATION 

The “Facilitator service server” transmits this information to neighbour NSP through their “NSP service 

work resources to able the stitching 

the establishment of the end-to-end connectivity 
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FIGURE 71: CENTRALIZED PUSH DEP

As we showed, the Network Service and Business Plane (NSBP) communicate

through interfaces between “NSP Service Server” functional entities deployed in each NSP at the NSBP 

and IC-PCE functional entity also deployed in each NSP at the Control Plane. An extended PCEP is used 

communication protocol to request an Inter

interface IP addresses), realized through a standard

This protocol will allow PCEP to include 

(contract identifier) built at the NSBP 

PoIs that have to be used). Another new communication protocol is also used to provide detailed 

information to the IC-PCE according to the received contract ID (LSID) from PCEP

PoI names to a list of ASBRs IP addresses, th

this NSP. Finally, this protocol also allows the advertisement of

NSP domain.  

6.2. ASVR (PULL MODEL) 

As seen in section 5.2, the IC Routing package based on the Hierarchical TE concept has been instantiate 

through the AS Virtual Router (ASVR). In complement, PCE functionalities as w

have been added to the OSPF-H-TE protocol. This section presents a deployment scenario of the ASVR to 

achieve a runnable ETICS system. First of all an update

ETICS system is rendered through the installation of 

Community. 

6.2.1. UML DESIGN OF H-TE 

Figure 72Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.

UML design is derived from the general

packages are rigorously the same as in the general UML model. The main differences come from the 
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CENTRALIZED PUSH DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO, STEP 9 – PER-NSP ASQ PATH ST

As we showed, the Network Service and Business Plane (NSBP) communicates with the Control Plane (CP) 

through interfaces between “NSP Service Server” functional entities deployed in each NSP at the NSBP 

PCE functional entity also deployed in each NSP at the Control Plane. An extended PCEP is used 

to request an Inter-Carrier path refinement (from PoI identifiers to router 

interface IP addresses), realized through a standard distributed path computation using 

This protocol will allow PCEP to include additional information concerning the specific concerned LSID 

(contract identifier) built at the NSBP and that will constrain the path computation (QoS parameter

Another new communication protocol is also used to provide detailed 

PCE according to the received contract ID (LSID) from PCEP, such as the translation of 

to a list of ASBRs IP addresses, the translation of a QoS parameter in a specific TE metric used by 

. Finally, this protocol also allows the advertisement of characteristics of the local offer inside each 

ODEL) DEPLOYMENT SCENARIO 

, the IC Routing package based on the Hierarchical TE concept has been instantiate 

through the AS Virtual Router (ASVR). In complement, PCE functionalities as well as RSVP

TE protocol. This section presents a deployment scenario of the ASVR to 

achieve a runnable ETICS system. First of all an updated UML schema is shown before expos

through the installation of an ASVR in each NSP participating to the ETICS 

! Source du renvoi introuvable. below shows the UML model of the H

UML design is derived from the general UML design described in section 4.3. So, ETICS UI, Business & Policy 

packages are rigorously the same as in the general UML model. The main differences come from the 
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NSP ASQ PATH STITCHING 

with the Control Plane (CP) 

through interfaces between “NSP Service Server” functional entities deployed in each NSP at the NSBP level 

PCE functional entity also deployed in each NSP at the Control Plane. An extended PCEP is used as 

Carrier path refinement (from PoI identifiers to router 

distributed path computation using the BRPC process. 

information concerning the specific concerned LSID 

that will constrain the path computation (QoS parameters and 

Another new communication protocol is also used to provide detailed 

such as the translation of 

e translation of a QoS parameter in a specific TE metric used by 

characteristics of the local offer inside each 

, the IC Routing package based on the Hierarchical TE concept has been instantiate 

ell as RSVP-H-TE signalling 

TE protocol. This section presents a deployment scenario of the ASVR to 

before exposing how the 

ASVR in each NSP participating to the ETICS 

below shows the UML model of the H-TE concept. The 

. So, ETICS UI, Business & Policy 

packages are rigorously the same as in the general UML model. The main differences come from the 
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absence of SLA Offers package, which applies in the push model, and the refinement of Network, SLA 

Manager and IC routing packages.  

 

The Network packages have been slightly updated by specifying the p

For providing Network Capabilities information, we have chosen OSPF

Indeed, our implementation is based on 
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absence of SLA Offers package, which applies in the push model, and the refinement of Network, SLA 

 

FIGURE 72: H-TE UML DESIGN 

 

The Network packages have been slightly updated by specifying the protocols used between some classes. 

For providing Network Capabilities information, we have chosen OSPF-TE as the IGP

Indeed, our implementation is based on an open source Quagga routing protocol suite that provide
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absence of SLA Offers package, which applies in the push model, and the refinement of Network, SLA 

 

rotocols used between some classes. 

TE as the IGP-TE routing protocol. 

open source Quagga routing protocol suite that provides a 
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deeper support of OSPF-TE rather than for IS

LSDB). Note that the UML model would remain the same if we replace OSPF

instantiation will use RSVP-TE to setup the different tunnels. Of co

triggered from the service instantiation class to the Ingress router for that purpose. But, by identifying the 

RSVP-TE protocol on the UML design, we want to fix how we intend to setup the ASQ. The second 

difference comes from the fact that we have move

it is part of the ASVR.  

Concerning the SLA Manager, we have fixed the protocol to request the SLA: we intend to use the PCEP 

protocol, and so, the SLA Controller wi

The IC Routing package has been transferred into the H

purpose. We have first introduced two new classes to model the PCE component inside the H

The first class represents the PCE itself, i.e. the algorithms that compute both the AS path and the tunnel 

placement as well as performing BRPC. The second one is the interface between the PCE and the others 

classes i.e. the PCEP protocol itself. From the IC routin

to the OSPF-H-TE version: one for the protocol itself and one that groups the abstraction algorithm, H

topology acquisition and flooding mechanisms.

6.2.2. INTEGRATION OF H-TE INTO 

As seen in the UML schema, The H

Service Instance Manager is also part of the ASVR through the RSVP

In term of deployment, each NSP must setup at least one ASVR in addition to the SLA 

the ETICS web portal. Several ASVR

First of all, dedicated tunnels are necessary to link the ASVR in overlay mode. IP GRE, GRE TAP or IPsec 

could be used; the latter is preferred for security purpose. Then, it is important to pay a particular attention 

to the ASVR configuration as for a BGP router. Indeed, as the different ASVRs cooperate with each together, 

their respective configuration must follow carefully the ETICS re

running hierarchical routing protocol (OSPF

topologies discovery is done automatically. PCE also automatically discovered each other through the 

exchange of Router Information (RFC 5088) in the H

neighbours. RSVP-H-TE does not need any particular configuration as Inter

OSPF-H-TE protocol. Only NetConf needs local setup depending on th

configuration by each NSP, but without any coordination and disclosure to their neighbours NSPs.

Figure 73 below shows the deployment of ASVR and ETICS SLA Manager in a Community formed by 5 NSPs,

2 edges and 3 transits. Once ASVRs are

of the ASVR PCE part (step 0). Then, requesting an ASQ IC is done 

interface to its PCE (step 1). The ASVR 

it must first determine the AS Path in order to know which neighbour ASVR 

the role of the H-CSPF algorithm (step 2) to compute the AS path based on the H

previously. Once the AS path is known, the PCE could start the BRPC algorithm as usual (step 3) and 

compute its own part of the tunnel using its CSPF algorithm 
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TE rather than for IS-IS (in particular Quagga offers an API to access to the OSPF

LSDB). Note that the UML model would remain the same if we replace OSPF

TE to setup the different tunnels. Of course, the RSVP

triggered from the service instantiation class to the Ingress router for that purpose. But, by identifying the 

TE protocol on the UML design, we want to fix how we intend to setup the ASQ. The second 

from the fact that we have moved the Service Instantiation Class into the H

Concerning the SLA Manager, we have fixed the protocol to request the SLA: we intend to use the PCEP 

protocol, and so, the SLA Controller will embed a PCC (PCE Client) function. 

The IC Routing package has been transferred into the H-TE package and classes have been detailed for this 

purpose. We have first introduced two new classes to model the PCE component inside the H

class represents the PCE itself, i.e. the algorithms that compute both the AS path and the tunnel 

placement as well as performing BRPC. The second one is the interface between the PCE and the others 

classes i.e. the PCEP protocol itself. From the IC routing package, we have instantiated the generic classes 

TE version: one for the protocol itself and one that groups the abstraction algorithm, H

topology acquisition and flooding mechanisms. 

INTO ETICS SYSTEM 

he UML schema, The H-TE package is completely supported by the ASVR. In complement, the 

Service Instance Manager is also part of the ASVR through the RSVP-H-TE signalling. 

In term of deployment, each NSP must setup at least one ASVR in addition to the SLA 

the ETICS web portal. Several ASVRs could also be deployed for redundancy and load balancing purpose. 

First of all, dedicated tunnels are necessary to link the ASVR in overlay mode. IP GRE, GRE TAP or IPsec 

referred for security purpose. Then, it is important to pay a particular attention 

for a BGP router. Indeed, as the different ASVRs cooperate with each together, 

their respective configuration must follow carefully the ETICS recommendations in order to achieve a 

running hierarchical routing protocol (OSPF-H-TE). Once OSPF-H-TE adjacency is up and running, all 

topologies discovery is done automatically. PCE also automatically discovered each other through the 

nformation (RFC 5088) in the H-TE area and setup PCEP session with their respective 

TE does not need any particular configuration as Inter-AS links are learnt through the 

TE protocol. Only NetConf needs local setup depending on the underlying technology and network 

configuration by each NSP, but without any coordination and disclosure to their neighbours NSPs.

hows the deployment of ASVR and ETICS SLA Manager in a Community formed by 5 NSPs,

s are configured and running, the OSPF-H-TE will fulfil the H

of the ASVR PCE part (step 0). Then, requesting an ASQ IC is done by the SLA Manager using its PCC 

interface to its PCE (step 1). The ASVR – PCE recognizes that the request scope extends its own domain. So, 

it must first determine the AS Path in order to know which neighbour ASVR – PCE it must contact. This is 

CSPF algorithm (step 2) to compute the AS path based on the H-TED information collected 

previously. Once the AS path is known, the PCE could start the BRPC algorithm as usual (step 3) and 

compute its own part of the tunnel using its CSPF algorithm (step 4). At the end, it returns an Explicit Route 
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IS (in particular Quagga offers an API to access to the OSPF-TE 

LSDB). Note that the UML model would remain the same if we replace OSPF-TE by IS-IS-TE. Service 

urse, the RSVP-TE protocol will be 

triggered from the service instantiation class to the Ingress router for that purpose. But, by identifying the 

TE protocol on the UML design, we want to fix how we intend to setup the ASQ. The second 

the Service Instantiation Class into the H-TE package as 

Concerning the SLA Manager, we have fixed the protocol to request the SLA: we intend to use the PCEP 

TE package and classes have been detailed for this 

purpose. We have first introduced two new classes to model the PCE component inside the H-TE package: 

class represents the PCE itself, i.e. the algorithms that compute both the AS path and the tunnel 

placement as well as performing BRPC. The second one is the interface between the PCE and the others 

g package, we have instantiated the generic classes 

TE version: one for the protocol itself and one that groups the abstraction algorithm, H-TED, 

TE package is completely supported by the ASVR. In complement, the 

 

In term of deployment, each NSP must setup at least one ASVR in addition to the SLA manager server and 

could also be deployed for redundancy and load balancing purpose. 

First of all, dedicated tunnels are necessary to link the ASVR in overlay mode. IP GRE, GRE TAP or IPsec 

referred for security purpose. Then, it is important to pay a particular attention 

for a BGP router. Indeed, as the different ASVRs cooperate with each together, 

commendations in order to achieve a 

TE adjacency is up and running, all 

topologies discovery is done automatically. PCE also automatically discovered each other through the 

TE area and setup PCEP session with their respective 

AS links are learnt through the 

e underlying technology and network 

configuration by each NSP, but without any coordination and disclosure to their neighbours NSPs. 

hows the deployment of ASVR and ETICS SLA Manager in a Community formed by 5 NSPs, 

TE will fulfil the H-TED and TED 

by the SLA Manager using its PCC 

PCE recognizes that the request scope extends its own domain. So, 

PCE it must contact. This is 

TED information collected 

previously. Once the AS path is known, the PCE could start the BRPC algorithm as usual (step 3) and 

(step 4). At the end, it returns an Explicit Route 
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Object (ERO) to the SLA manager (step 5), which could present the result to the requester. By modifying the 

Objective Function value, the SLA Manager could trigger the ASVR to obtain different proposals (e

that maximizes the bandwidth, one that minimizes the delay, another one that minimizes the price …). 

Once the requester selects an offer and buys it, the SLA Manager triggers the setup of the tunnel (step 6). 

Then, the ASVR requests the tunnel conf

which in turn starts the RSVP-TE signalling (step 8) in case of Connection Oriented technology. In 

Connection-Less, the ASVR must issue several configurations to the different routers on the A

least the Ingress and Egress). Once the MPLS

reserves the resource on the Inter-AS link and start

path (step 9). Hop by hop, ASVRs esta

the LSP path update remaining resources (in particular bandwidth) by sending LSA update messages within 

the OSPF-TE domain (step 10). So, the PCE in each NSP network, keep

the remaining resources in their network. Similarly, ASVR

 

FIGURE 

In this scenario, the AS Path could be computed on a Per

section 5.5.3.2) depending on which objective function value the SLA manager uses for the PCE Request. 

However, it is also possible to deploy the Pull model in a Fully Centralized scenario. In this particular case, 

an additional ASVR is deployed by the facilitator, but only the PCE function is used. Indeed, the facilitator 

owns any network and so, the ASVR will not summarize any net

H-TE area from the other ASVRs. Once the hierarchical topology is known, the facilitator ASVR is able to 

compute the AS-Path and then trigger the different PCEs in a Hierarchical PCE mode (see RFC 6805). 

Another usage could be to compute the AS

PCE Request to the Facilitator PCE to obtain the AS Path and then starts a standard BRPC computation. 
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Object (ERO) to the SLA manager (step 5), which could present the result to the requester. By modifying the 

Objective Function value, the SLA Manager could trigger the ASVR to obtain different proposals (e

that maximizes the bandwidth, one that minimizes the delay, another one that minimizes the price …). 

Once the requester selects an offer and buys it, the SLA Manager triggers the setup of the tunnel (step 6). 

the tunnel configuration to the Ingress LER of its underlying network (step 7) 

TE signalling (step 8) in case of Connection Oriented technology. In 

Less, the ASVR must issue several configurations to the different routers on the A

least the Ingress and Egress). Once the MPLS-TE tunnel is setup in its underlying network, the ASVR 

AS link and starts the RSVP-H-TE signalling to the next ASVR on the ASQ 

establish their respective part of the ASQ path. In each NSP, routers along 

the LSP path update remaining resources (in particular bandwidth) by sending LSA update messages within 

TE domain (step 10). So, the PCE in each NSP network, keeps up to date (through the TED) with 

the remaining resources in their network. Similarly, ASVRs update their H-TED. 

FIGURE 73: H-TE INTEGRATION IN ETICS SYSTEM 

In this scenario, the AS Path could be computed on a Per-NSP centralized mode or a distributed mode (See 

) depending on which objective function value the SLA manager uses for the PCE Request. 

le to deploy the Pull model in a Fully Centralized scenario. In this particular case, 

an additional ASVR is deployed by the facilitator, but only the PCE function is used. Indeed, the facilitator 

owns any network and so, the ASVR will not summarize any network. It will just learn the AS topology in the 

TE area from the other ASVRs. Once the hierarchical topology is known, the facilitator ASVR is able to 

Path and then trigger the different PCEs in a Hierarchical PCE mode (see RFC 6805). 

her usage could be to compute the AS-Path. In this case, a standard PCE in an NSP network sends a 

PCE Request to the Facilitator PCE to obtain the AS Path and then starts a standard BRPC computation. 
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Object (ERO) to the SLA manager (step 5), which could present the result to the requester. By modifying the 

Objective Function value, the SLA Manager could trigger the ASVR to obtain different proposals (e.g. one 

that maximizes the bandwidth, one that minimizes the delay, another one that minimizes the price …). 

Once the requester selects an offer and buys it, the SLA Manager triggers the setup of the tunnel (step 6). 

iguration to the Ingress LER of its underlying network (step 7) 

TE signalling (step 8) in case of Connection Oriented technology. In 

Less, the ASVR must issue several configurations to the different routers on the ASQ path (at 

TE tunnel is setup in its underlying network, the ASVR 

TE signalling to the next ASVR on the ASQ 

blish their respective part of the ASQ path. In each NSP, routers along 

the LSP path update remaining resources (in particular bandwidth) by sending LSA update messages within 

up to date (through the TED) with 

 

ed mode or a distributed mode (See 

) depending on which objective function value the SLA manager uses for the PCE Request. 

le to deploy the Pull model in a Fully Centralized scenario. In this particular case, 

an additional ASVR is deployed by the facilitator, but only the PCE function is used. Indeed, the facilitator 

work. It will just learn the AS topology in the 

TE area from the other ASVRs. Once the hierarchical topology is known, the facilitator ASVR is able to 

Path and then trigger the different PCEs in a Hierarchical PCE mode (see RFC 6805). 

Path. In this case, a standard PCE in an NSP network sends a 

PCE Request to the Facilitator PCE to obtain the AS Path and then starts a standard BRPC computation.  
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6.2.3. FROM PULL TO PUSH 

Hierarchical Traffic Engineering may

Push model in case of a migration scenario and/or in mix models, depending on how the ASQ, or more 

generally connectivity, is enforced in the underlying network. In opposite to connecti

TE provides simplified and standard means to re

routing protocol. When the information related to these tunnels is in turn re

network capabilities are becoming Offers. Therefore, with a simple standard function, the H

support the PUSH model when MPLS

The proposed migration scenario consists in monitoring ASQ requests for a given NSP, in partic

Transit NSP. When an NSP determines that a certain number of ASQ paths, in the form of MPLS

with similar QoS parameters cross its network entering at the same PoI and outgoing at the same PoI, it 

could decide to group these MPLS-TE t

But, instead of create a tunnel with bandwidth equal to the sum of nested individual tunnels bandwidth; it 

could decide to allocate more bandwidth for this tunnel with the intention to sal

When the upper level tunnel is announced in the IGP

pass or a shortcut between two PoIs (see section 

Note that adding protection and Fast

improve resilience and reliability of all instances of offers (all nested

compatible with the OSPF-H-TE implementation. The ASVR of an NSP announces a direct link between two 

ASBRs with the MPLS-TE characteristics automatically discovered when learning the OSPF

the underlying real network. 

In complement or as an alternative approach to the migration scenario, an NSP could also decide to pre

establish some MPLS-TE tunnels between PoIs and announce these tunnels in the IGP

announced them in the H-TE area. Thus, in add

announces these MPLS-TE tunnels as Offers. 

Through these two scenarios, we see that Pull and Push models could co

H-TE approach. In addition, label stacking mechani

number of MPLS-TE tunnels that intra

shows a MPLS-TE tunnels stacking that illustrates the Push and Pull models through the H
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Hierarchical Traffic Engineering may not only support the Pull model. It could also be accommodated to the 

Push model in case of a migration scenario and/or in mix models, depending on how the ASQ, or more 

generally connectivity, is enforced in the underlying network. In opposite to connecti

TE provides simplified and standard means to re-announce newly established TE tunnels in the IGP

routing protocol. When the information related to these tunnels is in turn re-announced in the H

ming Offers. Therefore, with a simple standard function, the H

support the PUSH model when MPLS-TE is used as underlying ASQ path enforcement mechanism.

The proposed migration scenario consists in monitoring ASQ requests for a given NSP, in partic

Transit NSP. When an NSP determines that a certain number of ASQ paths, in the form of MPLS

with similar QoS parameters cross its network entering at the same PoI and outgoing at the same PoI, it 

TE tunnels under an upper level tunnel by means of MPLS label stacking. 

But, instead of create a tunnel with bandwidth equal to the sum of nested individual tunnels bandwidth; it 

could decide to allocate more bandwidth for this tunnel with the intention to sal

When the upper level tunnel is announced in the IGP-TE and then re-announced in the H

pass or a shortcut between two PoIs (see section 5.2.3), it becomes an offer with strict QoS guarantees. 

Note that adding protection and Fast-ReRoute mechanisms to this upper level tunnel will allow the NSP to 

improve resilience and reliability of all instances of offers (all nested tunnels). The shortcut approach is fully 

TE implementation. The ASVR of an NSP announces a direct link between two 

TE characteristics automatically discovered when learning the OSPF

In complement or as an alternative approach to the migration scenario, an NSP could also decide to pre

TE tunnels between PoIs and announce these tunnels in the IGP

TE area. Thus, in addition to the Pull capabilities announcement, the NSP also 

TE tunnels as Offers.  

Through these two scenarios, we see that Pull and Push models could co-exist and evolve inside the same 

TE approach. In addition, label stacking mechanism drastically improves the scalability by reducing the 

TE tunnels that intra-domain routers manage inside their network. The figure below 

TE tunnels stacking that illustrates the Push and Pull models through the H
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not only support the Pull model. It could also be accommodated to the 

Push model in case of a migration scenario and/or in mix models, depending on how the ASQ, or more 

generally connectivity, is enforced in the underlying network. In opposite to connectionless network, MPLS-

announce newly established TE tunnels in the IGP-TE 

announced in the H-TE area, 

ming Offers. Therefore, with a simple standard function, the H-TE could 

TE is used as underlying ASQ path enforcement mechanism. 

The proposed migration scenario consists in monitoring ASQ requests for a given NSP, in particular for a 

Transit NSP. When an NSP determines that a certain number of ASQ paths, in the form of MPLS-TE tunnels, 

with similar QoS parameters cross its network entering at the same PoI and outgoing at the same PoI, it 

unnels under an upper level tunnel by means of MPLS label stacking. 

But, instead of create a tunnel with bandwidth equal to the sum of nested individual tunnels bandwidth; it 

could decide to allocate more bandwidth for this tunnel with the intention to sale the extra resources. 

announced in the H-TE area as a by-

), it becomes an offer with strict QoS guarantees. 

ReRoute mechanisms to this upper level tunnel will allow the NSP to 

The shortcut approach is fully 

TE implementation. The ASVR of an NSP announces a direct link between two 

TE characteristics automatically discovered when learning the OSPF-TE information in 

In complement or as an alternative approach to the migration scenario, an NSP could also decide to pre-

TE tunnels between PoIs and announce these tunnels in the IGP-TE, and then re-

ition to the Pull capabilities announcement, the NSP also 

exist and evolve inside the same 

sm drastically improves the scalability by reducing the 

domain routers manage inside their network. The figure below 

TE tunnels stacking that illustrates the Push and Pull models through the H-TE mechanism.  
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FIGURE 74: FROM PULL TO PUSH 
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7. ASSESMENT OF SELECTE

This section reports further assessment studies of the ETICS solution (and that could not be assessed in 

prior deliverables). 

7.1. TRAFFIC IDENTIFICATION 

This section provides a preliminary quantified assessment of traffic identification (inter

provisioning) which is a crucial part in the ETICS architecture. ETICS changes the way routers deal with 

packets. Instead of performing routing base

“switch” packets based on path identifiers.

7.1.1. METHODOLOGY 

In this work, we use real data inferred by the Internet tomography study performed in D4.4 to estimate the 

total number of ASQs that the ETICS community has to handle if it scales to the Internet.

We derive different estimations of this number, following different assumptions to provide figures about 

the number of ASQs that will need to be handled by the ETICS community.

7.1.2. IMPACTING PARAMETERS 

We list the parameters that impact the traffic identification scalability in a given ETICS community.

- The number of regions R: the number of (source or destination) regions in the ETICS community. A 

region is a set of destination hosts at an edge NSP connect

or more PoIs 

- The number of PoIs through which a region i is connected P

one single PoI through which they interconnect, while multi

- The number of transit ASes T

- The number of Content Providers C

paths towards regions (will be used in Estimations 3 and 4)

7.1.3. ESTIMATING THE TOTAL NUMBER OF 

We denote by �	the total number of ASQs

to estimate such a number as a first step towards estimating the traffic identification solution. In order to 

do it, we “design” four different estimations that correspond to different assumptions. 

7.1.3.1. Estimation1: a full mesh of region to region ASQ paths

Estimation 1 is a “pessimistic” case scenario in which:

- The ETICS community can potentially scale to the Internet, meaning that all the Internet communications 

could become ASQ enabled and all the ASes could become part of the ETICS community. 
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ASSESMENT OF SELECTED COMPONENTS 

This section reports further assessment studies of the ETICS solution (and that could not be assessed in 

DENTIFICATION SCALABILITY 

This section provides a preliminary quantified assessment of traffic identification (inter

provisioning) which is a crucial part in the ETICS architecture. ETICS changes the way routers deal with 

packets. Instead of performing routing based on destination IP addresses, ETICS routers would need to 

“switch” packets based on path identifiers. 

In this work, we use real data inferred by the Internet tomography study performed in D4.4 to estimate the 

S community has to handle if it scales to the Internet.

We derive different estimations of this number, following different assumptions to provide figures about 

the number of ASQs that will need to be handled by the ETICS community. 

 

list the parameters that impact the traffic identification scalability in a given ETICS community.

the number of (source or destination) regions in the ETICS community. A 

region is a set of destination hosts at an edge NSP connected to the ETICS community through one 

The number of PoIs through which a region i is connected Pi: Single homed ASes for instance have 

one single PoI through which they interconnect, while multi-homed ASes have more etc,

ASes T: the number of ASes who participate in offering 

The number of Content Providers C: the number of content providers that are willing to buy ASQ 

paths towards regions (will be used in Estimations 3 and 4) 

NUMBER OF ASQS 

the total number of ASQs that need to be handled by the ETICS community. We propose 

to estimate such a number as a first step towards estimating the traffic identification solution. In order to 

nt estimations that correspond to different assumptions. 

Estimation1: a full mesh of region to region ASQ paths 

Estimation 1 is a “pessimistic” case scenario in which: 

The ETICS community can potentially scale to the Internet, meaning that all the Internet communications 

could become ASQ enabled and all the ASes could become part of the ETICS community. 
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This section reports further assessment studies of the ETICS solution (and that could not be assessed in 

This section provides a preliminary quantified assessment of traffic identification (inter-carrier ASQ path 

provisioning) which is a crucial part in the ETICS architecture. ETICS changes the way routers deal with 

d on destination IP addresses, ETICS routers would need to 

In this work, we use real data inferred by the Internet tomography study performed in D4.4 to estimate the 

S community has to handle if it scales to the Internet. 

We derive different estimations of this number, following different assumptions to provide figures about 

list the parameters that impact the traffic identification scalability in a given ETICS community. 

the number of (source or destination) regions in the ETICS community. A 

ed to the ETICS community through one 

: Single homed ASes for instance have 

homed ASes have more etc, 

: the number of ASes who participate in offering PoI-to-PoI ASQ paths. 

: the number of content providers that are willing to buy ASQ 

that need to be handled by the ETICS community. We propose 

to estimate such a number as a first step towards estimating the traffic identification solution. In order to 

nt estimations that correspond to different assumptions.  

The ETICS community can potentially scale to the Internet, meaning that all the Internet communications 

could become ASQ enabled and all the ASes could become part of the ETICS community.  
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- Each region in the community needs to have at least one ASQ pat

community. 

7.1.3.1.1. Computing the value of N:

In this estimation, the total number of PoIs connecting a region is given by:

It is important to note that P does not represent the number of distinct PoIs but rathe

(PoI,region) couples within ETICS. You can see section 

PoIs within the ETICS community. 

All the possible combinations between region/PoIs are given by:

This means that C ASQ paths are needed if we want to set up 2 ASQ paths (both ways) between any pairs of 

PoIs connecting regions. 

However, this is not plausible in practice. A Re

ASQ path to reach itself through a different PoI, this gives that:

 

- Assuming now that each region in the community needs to have at

reach each other region in the community. This means that, the number of ASQ paths, N, within the 

community given this assumption is:

7.1.3.1.2. Approximating N:

We now try to use data to give an estimation of the number N of ASQ paths that need to be handled by 

the ETICS community under some assumptions. In order to estimate N, we need to estimate the 

number of regions as well as the number of PoIs to which they connect. We reuse the Inte

tomography data-based study that was performed within D4.4

these numbers. We reuse the table below to show the different types of ASes that can be found in the 

Internet. 

Type Total North 

America 
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Each region in the community needs to have at least one ASQ path to reach each other region in the 

Computing the value of N: 

In this estimation, the total number of PoIs connecting a region is given by: 

� � � ���∈�	..��  

It is important to note that P does not represent the number of distinct PoIs but rathe

(PoI,region) couples within ETICS. You can see section 7.1.3.5 for a discussion about the number of distinct 

All the possible combinations between region/PoIs are given by: 

 � ��� � 1� 
This means that C ASQ paths are needed if we want to set up 2 ASQ paths (both ways) between any pairs of 

However, this is not plausible in practice. A Region connected through multiple PoIs will not likely buy an 

ASQ path to reach itself through a different PoI, this gives that: 

�′ �  � � ���∈�	..�� ��� � 1� 
�� � � �� � ���∈�	..������∈�	..��

�1� 

Assuming now that each region in the community needs to have at least, not one but 

reach each other region in the community. This means that, the number of ASQ paths, N, within the 

community given this assumption is: 

� � ��� � � � �� � ���∈�	..������∈�	..��
�2� 

Approximating N: 

give an estimation of the number N of ASQ paths that need to be handled by 

the ETICS community under some assumptions. In order to estimate N, we need to estimate the 

number of regions as well as the number of PoIs to which they connect. We reuse the Inte

based study that was performed within D4.4 [D4.4] in order to have estimates of 

these numbers. We reuse the table below to show the different types of ASes that can be found in the 

Europe South 

America 

Oceania Africa Asia 
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h to reach each other region in the 

It is important to note that P does not represent the number of distinct PoIs but rather the number of unique 

for a discussion about the number of distinct 

This means that C ASQ paths are needed if we want to set up 2 ASQ paths (both ways) between any pairs of 

gion connected through multiple PoIs will not likely buy an 

least, not one but α  ASQ paths to 

reach each other region in the community. This means that, the number of ASQ paths, N, within the 

give an estimation of the number N of ASQ paths that need to be handled by 

the ETICS community under some assumptions. In order to estimate N, we need to estimate the 

number of regions as well as the number of PoIs to which they connect. We reuse the Internet 

[D4.4] in order to have estimates of 

these numbers. We reuse the table below to show the different types of ASes that can be found in the 

Antartica unkown 
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Single-homed AS 13942 4876 

Multi-homed Non 

Transit AS 

18945 7921 

Multi-homed Transit 

AS 

3401 1014 

Multi-homed Transit 

Transit AS 

3058 925 

Total 39346 14736 

TABLE 

 

The different categories of ASes in the table are the following: 

1) Single-homed AS: The AS which 

2) Multi-homed Non Transit AS: The AS which has many neighbours and these neighbours are all 

providers. 

3) Multi-homed Transit AS: The AS which has many neighbours and is at least provider of one of them 

which is a single homed AS or a multi

4) Multi-homed Transit AS: The AS which has many neighbours and is at least provider of one of them 

which is a multi-homed transit AS.

From this table, we can infer T, the number of transit NSPs. This 

categories 3) and 4). Therefore: 

Estimating the number of regions R and their corresponding number of points of interconnect is a bit 

trickier. We take the following assumptions:

Category 1) contains 13942 single

connected through a single PoI. Therefore:

Category 2) contains 184945 multi

connected through strictly more than one single PoI. It was not possible for us however to get the exact 

number of PoIs through which each region connects. We therefore introduce a multi homing coefficient 

β=2 means that all these ASes are dual

���
The tricky part comes for categories 3) and 4) which count 

for the rest of the ASes, they most probably also connect regions of end users. We do not see however how 

to estimate the number of regio
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4269 233 459 240 1291 

5975 374 382 186 1875 

1508 74 92 72 382 

1274 102 97 68 428 

13026 783 1030 566 3976 

2AS REPARTITION BY NATURE AND CONTINENT 

The different categories of ASes in the table are the following:  

homed AS: The AS which only one neighbour and this neighbour is a provider.

homed Non Transit AS: The AS which has many neighbours and these neighbours are all 

homed Transit AS: The AS which has many neighbours and is at least provider of one of them 

is a single homed AS or a multi-homed non transit AS. 

homed Transit AS: The AS which has many neighbours and is at least provider of one of them 

homed transit AS. 

From this table, we can infer T, the number of transit NSPs. This number corresponds to the sum of 

� � 6459 

Estimating the number of regions R and their corresponding number of points of interconnect is a bit 

trickier. We take the following assumptions: 

Category 1) contains 13942 single-homed ASes. We assume that they correspond each to one region 

connected through a single PoI. Therefore: 

���	!	 ∈ �1. .13942�, �� � 1 

Category 2) contains 184945 multi-homed ASes. We assume that they correspond each to a region 

e than one single PoI. It was not possible for us however to get the exact 

number of PoIs through which each region connects. We therefore introduce a multi homing coefficient 

β=2 means that all these ASes are dual-homed. Therefore: 

���	!	 ∈ �13943. .32887�, �� � & 

The tricky part comes for categories 3) and 4) which count � � 6459 ASes. Although these ASes do transit 

for the rest of the ASes, they most probably also connect regions of end users. We do not see however how 

to estimate the number of regions a transit AS connects. These ASes most probably have wider 
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13 2561 

14 2218 

0 259 

0 164 

27 5202 

only one neighbour and this neighbour is a provider. 

homed Non Transit AS: The AS which has many neighbours and these neighbours are all 

homed Transit AS: The AS which has many neighbours and is at least provider of one of them 

homed Transit AS: The AS which has many neighbours and is at least provider of one of them 

number corresponds to the sum of 

Estimating the number of regions R and their corresponding number of points of interconnect is a bit 

med ASes. We assume that they correspond each to one region 

homed ASes. We assume that they correspond each to a region 

e than one single PoI. It was not possible for us however to get the exact 

number of PoIs through which each region connects. We therefore introduce a multi homing coefficient β;  

ASes. Although these ASes do transit 

for the rest of the ASes, they most probably also connect regions of end users. We do not see however how 

ns a transit AS connects. These ASes most probably have wider 
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geographical presence, we assume therefore that each of these ASes hosts 

through & PoIs. Therefore: 

���
This gives: 

A total number of Regions of: 

  ' � 32888
A total number of PoIs of: 

� �
 � �13942 (

And finally: 

� �
� � �)�13942 ( 18945& (

Developing N yields the following approximation:

� * ��5,28. 10,& ( 3,5. 10
In the “best” case where�, &	-./	0
number of ASQ paths within the ETICS community under the assumptions of estimation 1.

To better illustrate this number, we provide in Table different values of N for different values of

We remind that 

- �: is the number of different ASQ paths between two PoIs connecting two regions. In fact, an ETICS 

customer could for example buy two different ASQs to connect the same points, one which is delay 

sensitive and the other to respect cert

- 	&:  is the multihoming coefficient. 

- 	0: is the number of regions connected directly through one of the T transit ASes.

 

Α β Γ 

1 1 

2 2 

2 3 

2 4 
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geographical presence, we assume therefore that each of these ASes hosts γ regions connected each 

���	!	 ∈ �32888. .32888 ( 0��, �� � & 

32888 ( 0�. 

� � ���∈�	..�� � 13942 ( 18945& ( 0�& 

( 18945& ( 0�&��13942 ( 18945& ( 0�& � 1
�� �  � � ���∈�	..�� ��� � 1� 
�  � � &�& � 1��∈�	2342..��  

�′ �  � �18945 ( 0��&�& � 1� 

� ��� � �) � �18945 ( 0��&�& � 1�5 

( 0�&��13942 ( 18945& ( 0�& � 1� � �18945
Developing N yields the following approximation: 

10,&6 ( 1,8. 10,	0& ( 2,44	. 10,	0&6 ( 0,4. 10,06
� 1 , then � is in the order of 10,. This gives a minimum bound for the 

number of ASQ paths within the ETICS community under the assumptions of estimation 1.

To better illustrate this number, we provide in Table different values of N for different values of

: is the number of different ASQ paths between two PoIs connecting two regions. In fact, an ETICS 

customer could for example buy two different ASQs to connect the same points, one which is delay 

sensitive and the other to respect certain policies for instance (not crossing a given country etc)

is the multihoming coefficient. & � 2 means that the region is dual homed.

: is the number of regions connected directly through one of the T transit ASes.

 Regions R (PoI,region)s N' 
1 39347 39346 1,54. 10

9
 

1 39347 64750 4,19. 10
9
 

2 45806 109531 1,19. 10
10

 

4 58724 193066 3,72. 10
10
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regions connected each 

1� 

18945 ( 0��&�& � 1�5 

6&6 ( 1,90. 10,� 
. This gives a minimum bound for the 

number of ASQ paths within the ETICS community under the assumptions of estimation 1. 

To better illustrate this number, we provide in Table different values of N for different values of�, & and γ. 

: is the number of different ASQ paths between two PoIs connecting two regions. In fact, an ETICS 

customer could for example buy two different ASQs to connect the same points, one which is delay 

ain policies for instance (not crossing a given country etc) 

means that the region is dual homed. 

: is the number of regions connected directly through one of the T transit ASes. 

N 
1,54. 10

9 

8,38. 10
9
 

2,39. 10
10

 

7,45. 10
10
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2 5 

2 6 

2 7 

2 8 

2 9 

2 10 

3 2 

3 3 

3 4 

3 5 

3 6 

3 7 

3 8 

3 9 

3 10 

TABLE 3 NUMBER OF ASQ PATHS 

 

7.1.3.2. Estimation 2: region is ISP

Estimation 2 is a bit more optimistic estimation in which we use a different logic to estimate 

regions (ISP-based instead of AS based).In this estimation computing N is done in the same way as in 

Sec.7.1.3.1.1. The only thing that changes is the

not relying on ASes is that many of the ASes are not regions of residential end users in the sense of ETICS. 

Instead many ASes correspond to business corporations or universities and not to ISPs. T

transit providers, and in case an ETICS like solution is deployed, these ASes will be part of a region that the 

transit ISP will announce to the community.

We use an estimation derived from the CIA world factbook of 2003 [Nation

of the number of ISPs per country (an ISP is a provider that provides Internet access). This inventory 

reported around 12773 ISPs around the world. We assume that each of these ISPs represent a region that is 

connected through β PoIs. We also consider α which is the number of ASQs between a couple of PoIs, and 

assume for simplicity that α does not depend on the considered pair of PoIs (any pair of PoIs will have α 

ASQ paths established between them). The results of the estimation are repres

α β Regions 

1 1 12773 

2 2 12773 

2 3 12773 

2 4 12773 

2 5 12773 

2 6 12773 

2 7 12773 

2 8 12773 

2 9 12773 
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5 65183 270142 7,29. 10
10

 

6 71642 360136 1,29. 10
11

 

8 84560 508261 2,58. 10
11

 

9 91019 630550 3,97. 10
11

 

11 103937 823888 6,78. 10
11

 

12 110396 978472 9,57. 10
11

 

1 39347 64750 4,19. 10
9
 

2 45806 109531 1,19. 10
10

 

4 58724 193066 3,72. 10
10

 

5 65183 270142 7,29. 10
10

 

6 71642 360136 1,29. 10
11

 

8 84560 508261 2,58. 10
11

 

9 91019 630550 3,97. 10
11

 

11 103937 823888 6,78. 10
11

 

12 110396 978472 9,57. 10
11

 

NUMBER OF ASQ PATHS DEPENDING ON IMPACTING PARAMETERS

Estimation 2: region is ISP-based 

Estimation 2 is a bit more optimistic estimation in which we use a different logic to estimate 

based instead of AS based).In this estimation computing N is done in the same way as in 

. The only thing that changes is the estimation of the number of regions. The rationale behind 

not relying on ASes is that many of the ASes are not regions of residential end users in the sense of ETICS. 

Instead many ASes correspond to business corporations or universities and not to ISPs. T

transit providers, and in case an ETICS like solution is deployed, these ASes will be part of a region that the 

transit ISP will announce to the community. 

We use an estimation derived from the CIA world factbook of 2003 [Nation-master] maki

of the number of ISPs per country (an ISP is a provider that provides Internet access). This inventory 

reported around 12773 ISPs around the world. We assume that each of these ISPs represent a region that is 

lso consider α which is the number of ASQs between a couple of PoIs, and 

assume for simplicity that α does not depend on the considered pair of PoIs (any pair of PoIs will have α 

ASQ paths established between them). The results of the estimation are represented in Table 

(PoI,region)s N' N 

12773 1,63. 10
8
 1,63. 10

8
 

25546 6,52. 10
8
 1,30. 10

9
 

38319 1,46. 10
9
 2,93. 10

9
 

51092 2,61. 10
9
 5,22. 10

9
 

63865 4,07. 10
9
 8,15. 10

9
 

76638 5,87. 10
9
 1,1746. 10

10
 

89411 7,993. 10
9
 1,5987. 10

10
 

102184 1,0441. 10
10

 2,0882. 10
10

 

114957 1,3214. 10
10

 2,6428. 10
10
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1,45. 10
11

 

2,59. 10
11

 

5,16. 10
11

 

7,95. 10
11

 

1,35. 10
12

 

1,91. 10
12

 

1,25. 10
10

 

3,59. 10
10

 

1,11. 10
11

 

2,18. 10
11

 

3,89. 10
11

 

7,74. 10
11

 

1,19. 10
12

 

2,03. 10
12

 

2,87. 10
12

 

NG PARAMETERS 

Estimation 2 is a bit more optimistic estimation in which we use a different logic to estimate the number of 

based instead of AS based).In this estimation computing N is done in the same way as in 

estimation of the number of regions. The rationale behind 

not relying on ASes is that many of the ASes are not regions of residential end users in the sense of ETICS. 

Instead many ASes correspond to business corporations or universities and not to ISPs. These ASes have 

transit providers, and in case an ETICS like solution is deployed, these ASes will be part of a region that the 

master] making the inventory 

of the number of ISPs per country (an ISP is a provider that provides Internet access). This inventory 

reported around 12773 ISPs around the world. We assume that each of these ISPs represent a region that is 

lso consider α which is the number of ASQs between a couple of PoIs, and 

assume for simplicity that α does not depend on the considered pair of PoIs (any pair of PoIs will have α 

ented in Table 4. 
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2 10 12773 

3 1 12773 

3 2 12773 

3 3 12773 

3 4 12773 

3 5 12773 

3 6 12773 

3 7 12773 

3 8 12773 

3 9 12773 

3 10 12773 

TABLE 

 

7.1.3.3. Estimation 3: Only content delivery as source, region is AS

Estimation 3 is an optimistic estimation, and a particular case of estimation 1, in which we assume that not 

all the Internet content will be delivered using ASQ paths. Instead only a portion of big Content providers 

will buy ASQ paths to reach regions. In

web[TMA-big] states that the top 10 organizations handle alone 65% of the total web traffic. Estimation 3 

will only focus on these top players.

7.1.3.3.1. Computing the value of N:

In this estimation, the total number of PoIs (each of them connecting a region of end users) is also given by:

However, we make the distinction between Points that connect regions of end users 

that connect content providers (�7
providers (C content providers) and these regions (R regions). Therefore:

Where ��� and �7� represent the number of PoIs connecting respectively 

the ETICS community. N is therefore given by:

 

Where � is the number of ASQ paths between a content provider point of interconnect and region point of 

interconnect (Assuming here too that 
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127730 1,6314. 10
10

 3,2627. 10
10

 

12773 1,63. 10
8
 4,894. 10

8
 

25546 6,525. 10
8
 1,957. 10

9
 

38319 1,468. 10
9
 4,404. 10

9
 

51092 2,610. 10
9
 7,830. 10

9
 

63865 4,078. 10
9
 1,2235. 10

10
 

76638 5,872. 10
9
 1,7619. 10

10
 

89411 7,993. 10
9
 2,3981. 10

10
 

102184 1,0441. 10
10

 3,1322. 10
10

 

114957 1,3214. 10
10

 3,9642. 10
10

 

127730 1,6314. 10
10

 4,8941. 10
10

 

TABLE 4 NUMBER OF ASQ PATHS (ISP-BASED) 

Estimation 3: Only content delivery as source, region is AS-based

Estimation 3 is an optimistic estimation, and a particular case of estimation 1, in which we assume that not 

all the Internet content will be delivered using ASQ paths. Instead only a portion of big Content providers 

will buy ASQ paths to reach regions. In fact, a recent study trying to uncover the big players of the 

big] states that the top 10 organizations handle alone 65% of the total web traffic. Estimation 3 

will only focus on these top players. 

Computing the value of N: 

total number of PoIs (each of them connecting a region of end users) is also given by:

� � � ��
�∈�	..��

 

However, we make the distinction between Points that connect regions of end users �7). ASQ paths will be established only between a selected set of content 

providers (C content providers) and these regions (R regions). Therefore: 

�� � � ���
�∈�	..��

 

�7 � � �7�
�∈�	..8�

 

represent the number of PoIs connecting respectively region i and content provider i to 

the ETICS community. N is therefore given by: 

� � � � �7� � ����∈�	..��
�-�

�∈�	..8�
 

is the number of ASQ paths between a content provider point of interconnect and region point of 

that � is the same for all content providers). 
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based 

Estimation 3 is an optimistic estimation, and a particular case of estimation 1, in which we assume that not 

all the Internet content will be delivered using ASQ paths. Instead only a portion of big Content providers 

fact, a recent study trying to uncover the big players of the 

big] states that the top 10 organizations handle alone 65% of the total web traffic. Estimation 3 

total number of PoIs (each of them connecting a region of end users) is also given by: 

However, we make the distinction between Points that connect regions of end users ��� �and the points 

s will be established only between a selected set of content 

region i and content provider i to 

is the number of ASQ paths between a content provider point of interconnect and region point of 
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However, estimation (a) considers that a given content provider at a given PoI in the Internet will buy ASQ 

paths to all the regions in the Internet, which is not realistic. In fact, big content providers de

centers at different locations to get closer to users. Therefore, we assume that each PoI will reach only the 

regions that are close to it. This gives:

 

(Note here that we assumed that the regions are equally distributed across the PoIs of the content 

provider. If a content provider has 100 PoIs, each of these PoIs will serve the Nr/100 regions (that are 

closest to it) 

7.1.3.3.2. Approximating N:

We consider two cases: 

(1) The top 10 organizations buy ASQ paths (C=10)(This captures already 65% of Internet traffic)

(2) The top 100 organizations (C=100) buy ASQ paths. 

(3) The top 1000 organizations (C=1000) buy ASQ paths. 

For the number of (Pr) regions connecting end users, we take the same assump

which gives: 

�� �
As a result, in case (1): 

And in case (2): 

�
And in case (3): 

�
To give an intuition of what this means in practice, we propose the next table that draws different values of 

N. 

 

α β γ 

1 1 

2 2 

2 3 

2 4 
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However, estimation (a) considers that a given content provider at a given PoI in the Internet will buy ASQ 

paths to all the regions in the Internet, which is not realistic. In fact, big content providers de

centers at different locations to get closer to users. Therefore, we assume that each PoI will reach only the 

regions that are close to it. This gives: 

� � � � �7� ∑ ����∈�	..���7� �:�
�∈�	..8�

 

� � � � ���
�∈�	..��

	�:� 

assumed that the regions are equally distributed across the PoIs of the content 

provider. If a content provider has 100 PoIs, each of these PoIs will serve the Nr/100 regions (that are 

Approximating N: 

nizations buy ASQ paths (C=10)(This captures already 65% of Internet traffic)

The top 100 organizations (C=100) buy ASQ paths.  

The top 1000 organizations (C=1000) buy ASQ paths.  

For the number of (Pr) regions connecting end users, we take the same assumptions as in Estimation 1, 

� � ����∈�	..�� � 13942 ( 18945& ( 0�& 

� � 10��13942 ( 18945& ( 0�&� 
� � ��13942 ( 18945& ( 0�&�. 106 

� � ��13942 ( 18945& ( 0�&�. 102 

of what this means in practice, we propose the next table that draws different values of 

 case 1 case 2 Case 3 

1 3,9346. 10
5
 3,9346. 10

6
 3,9346. 10

7
 

1 1,295. 10
6
 1,295. 10

7
 1,295. 10

8
 

2 2,1906. 10
6
 2,1906. 10

7
 2,1906. 10

8
 

4 3,8613. 10
6
 3,8613. 10

7
 3,8613. 10

8
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However, estimation (a) considers that a given content provider at a given PoI in the Internet will buy ASQ 

paths to all the regions in the Internet, which is not realistic. In fact, big content providers deploy their data 

centers at different locations to get closer to users. Therefore, we assume that each PoI will reach only the 

assumed that the regions are equally distributed across the PoIs of the content 

provider. If a content provider has 100 PoIs, each of these PoIs will serve the Nr/100 regions (that are 

nizations buy ASQ paths (C=10)(This captures already 65% of Internet traffic) 

tions as in Estimation 1, 

of what this means in practice, we propose the next table that draws different values of 
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2 5 

2 6 

2 7 

2 8 

2 9 

2 10 

3 1 

3 2 
TABLE 5 NUMBER OF ASQ PATHS 

7.1.3.4. Estimation 4: Only content delivery as 

This estimation is similar to estimation 3 except that we take the number of ISPs to estimate the number of 

regions. Computing N is done exactly in the same manner as in estimation 3:

Estimating the number of regions and their associated PoIs is done in the same manner as in estimation 2.

α β Case 1

1 1 1,2773. 10

2 2 5,1092. 10

2 3 7,6638. 10

2 4 1,0218. 10

2 5 1,2773. 10

2 6 1,5328. 10

2 7 1,7882. 10

2 8 2,0437. 10

2 9 2,2991. 10

2 10 2,5546. 10

3 1 3,8319. 10

3 2 7,6638. 10

3 3 1,1496. 10

3 4 1,5328. 10

3 5 1,916. 10

3 6 2,2991. 10

3 7 2,6823. 10

3 8 3,0655. 10

3 9 3,4487. 10

3 10 3,8319. 10

TABLE 6 NUMBER OF ASQ PATHS 

7.1.3.5. On the overlap of PoIs and regions: The number of distinct PoIs

In all the previous estimations, we counted P as the total number of (PoI,region) couples. It is important to 

notice that P does not represent the number of PoIs but rather the numb
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5 5,4028. 10
6
 5,4028. 10

7
 5,4028. 10

8
 

6 7,2027. 10
6
 7,2027. 10

7
 7,2027. 10

8
 

8 1,0165. 10
7
 1,0165. 10

8
 1,0165.10

9
 

9 1,2611. 10
7
 1,2611. 10

8
 1,2611.10

9
 

11 1,6478. 10
7
 1,6478. 10

8
 1,6478.10

9
 

12 1,9569. 10
7
 1,9569. 10

8
 1,9569.10

9
 

1 1,1804. 10
6
 1,1804. 10

7
 1,1804. 10

8
 

2 2,33. 10
6
 2,33. 10

7
 2,33. 10

8
 

NUMBER OF ASQ PATHS (SOURCE IS CONTENT, REGION IS AS-BASED)

Estimation 4: Only content delivery as source, region is ISP-based

This estimation is similar to estimation 3 except that we take the number of ISPs to estimate the number of 

regions. Computing N is done exactly in the same manner as in estimation 3: 

� � � � ���
�∈�	..��

 

of regions and their associated PoIs is done in the same manner as in estimation 2.

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 

1,2773. 10
5
 1,2773. 10

6
 1,2773. 10

7
 

5,1092. 10
5
 5,1092. 10

6
 5,1092. 10

7
 

7,6638. 10
5
 7,6638. 10

6
 7,6638. 10

7
 

1,0218. 10
6
 1,0218. 10

7
 1,0218. 10

8
 

1,2773. 10
6
 1,2773. 10

7
 1,2773. 10

8
 

1,5328. 10
6
 1,5328. 10

7
 1,5328. 10

8
 

1,7882. 10
6
 1,7882. 10

7
 1,7882. 10

8
 

2,0437. 10
6
 2,0437. 10

7
 2,0437. 10

8
 

2,2991. 10
6
 2,2991. 10

7
 2,2991. 10

8
 

2,5546. 10
6
 2,5546. 10

7
 2,5546. 10

8
 

3,8319. 10
5
 3,8319. 10

6
 3,8319. 10

7
 

7,6638. 10
5
 7,6638. 10

6
 7,6638. 10

7
 

1,1496. 10
8
 1,1496. 10

7
 1,1496. 10

8
 

1,5328. 10
8
 1,5328. 10

7
 1,5328. 10

8
 

1,916. 10
8
 1,916. 10

7
 1,916. 10

8
 

2,2991. 10
8
 2,2991. 10

7
 2,2991. 10

8
 

2,6823. 10
8
 2,6823. 10

7
 2,6823. 10

8
 

3,0655. 10
8
 3,0655. 10

7
 3,0655. 10

8
 

3,4487. 10
8
 3,4487. 10

7
 3,4487. 10

8
 

3,8319. 10
8
 3,8319. 10

7
 3,8319. 10

8
 

NUMBER OF ASQ PATHS (SOURCE IS CONTENT, REGION IS ISP-BASED)

On the overlap of PoIs and regions: The number of distinct PoIs

In all the previous estimations, we counted P as the total number of (PoI,region) couples. It is important to 

notice that P does not represent the number of PoIs but rather the number of (PoI,region) couples within 
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BASED) 

based 

This estimation is similar to estimation 3 except that we take the number of ISPs to estimate the number of 

of regions and their associated PoIs is done in the same manner as in estimation 2. 

BASED) 

On the overlap of PoIs and regions: The number of distinct PoIs 

In all the previous estimations, we counted P as the total number of (PoI,region) couples. It is important to 

er of (PoI,region) couples within 
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the ETICS community. This is what helps us to estimate the number N of ASQ paths since we assume that 

there are 2 times �ASQ paths between a source (PoI, region) and a destination (PoI, region). 

Therefore, if we want to estimate the real number of PoIs, P is not what we need. In fact, two different 

regions can connect through the same PoI, it is not therefore realistic to assume that a PoI connects a 

unique region. Let’s call �′ the number of distinct PoIs in the communi

follows: 

Where ; < 1 is a coefficient that expresses the overlap between PoIs and 

To give an intuition about ;, ; � 	
=>

the case where �� � 1	?��	! ∈ �1. .��) 
For the rest of the study, let’s denote

7.1.4. FROM THE NUMBER OF ASQ

Now that we have different estimations of N, we see how it relates to the traffic identification scalability.

Two factors impact the scalability of the traffic ide

necessary at the ingress PoI to match the ASQ traffic signature and put it in the right tunnel. Second, the 

number of labels (tunnel identifiers or path identifiers) that need to be handled by routers 

part of the ASQ paths. 

7.1.4.1. The number of rules at the entry of the ASQ path

The first impacting factor on the traffic identification solution is the number of rules against which the 

traffic should be matched at the entry of the ASQ path.

Each PoI will have to handle one rule per ASQ path that crosses it. This means that a given PoI i will have to 

handle �@ABCD_�, given by: 

To have an estimate on the number of rules per router i 

among the routers connecting the '
The estimations 1 and 2 earlier provided figures for what could be such a number under certain 

assumptions. These numbers can be found in 

- In estimation 1, P ranges from 39346

through one single PoI) to 978472 (multihomed ASes have 10 points of interconnect, Transit ASes have 12 

regions each and 10 PoIs for each region)

- In estimation 2, P ranges from 12773

connects to). 
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the ETICS community. This is what helps us to estimate the number N of ASQ paths since we assume that 

ASQ paths between a source (PoI, region) and a destination (PoI, region). 

estimate the real number of PoIs, P is not what we need. In fact, two different 

regions can connect through the same PoI, it is not therefore realistic to assume that a PoI connects a 

the number of distinct PoIs in the community. Then P’ could be estimated as 

�′ � F; � ���∈�	..�� G 
is a coefficient that expresses the overlap between PoIs and HIJ is the floor of 

	=> means roughly that PoIs will connect a mean number of 50 regions in '� (It would connect more depending on the multi

For the rest of the study, let’s denote'� , ! ∈ �1. . �′� be the number of regions connected to PoI 

ASQS N TO TRAFFIC IDENTIFICATION SCALABILITY 

Now that we have different estimations of N, we see how it relates to the traffic identification scalability.

Two factors impact the scalability of the traffic identification solution. The first is the number of rules 

necessary at the ingress PoI to match the ASQ traffic signature and put it in the right tunnel. Second, the 

number of labels (tunnel identifiers or path identifiers) that need to be handled by routers 

The number of rules at the entry of the ASQ path 

The first impacting factor on the traffic identification solution is the number of rules against which the 

traffic should be matched at the entry of the ASQ path. 

Each PoI will have to handle one rule per ASQ path that crosses it. This means that a given PoI i will have to 

�@ABCD_� � �'��� � '�� 
To have an estimate on the number of rules per router i �@ABCD_@K@_�, this number has to be distributed '� regions. 

The estimations 1 and 2 earlier provided figures for what could be such a number under certain 

These numbers can be found in Table 3 and Table 4: 

39346 (all ASes are monohomed, Transit ASes have each one s

(multihomed ASes have 10 points of interconnect, Transit ASes have 12 

regions each and 10 PoIs for each region) 

12773 to 127730 (depending on how many PoIs each region of an IS
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the ETICS community. This is what helps us to estimate the number N of ASQ paths since we assume that 

ASQ paths between a source (PoI, region) and a destination (PoI, region).  

estimate the real number of PoIs, P is not what we need. In fact, two different 

regions can connect through the same PoI, it is not therefore realistic to assume that a PoI connects a 

ty. Then P’ could be estimated as 

is the floor of I. 

means roughly that PoIs will connect a mean number of 50 regions in 

(It would connect more depending on the multi-homing coefficients 

regions connected to PoI !. 

Now that we have different estimations of N, we see how it relates to the traffic identification scalability. 

ntification solution. The first is the number of rules 

necessary at the ingress PoI to match the ASQ traffic signature and put it in the right tunnel. Second, the 

number of labels (tunnel identifiers or path identifiers) that need to be handled by routers in the PoI-to-PoI 

The first impacting factor on the traffic identification solution is the number of rules against which the 

Each PoI will have to handle one rule per ASQ path that crosses it. This means that a given PoI i will have to 

this number has to be distributed 

The estimations 1 and 2 earlier provided figures for what could be such a number under certain 

(all ASes are monohomed, Transit ASes have each one single region 

(multihomed ASes have 10 points of interconnect, Transit ASes have 12 

(depending on how many PoIs each region of an ISP 
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We vary '� and � to have some concrete figures about the number of rules each PoI will have to handle 

under estimations 1 and 2. 

α Ri # rules (AS based)

1 5 63840 

2 10 255260 

2 15 382740 

2 20 510120 

2 25 637400 

2 30 764580 

2 35 891660 

2 40 1018640

2 45 1145520

2 50 1272300

3 55 2098470

3 60 2288340

3 65 2478060

3 70 2667630

3 75 2857050

3 80 3046320

3 85 3235440

3 90 3424410

3 95 3613230

TABLE 7 NUMBER OF ASQ PATHS 

The number of rules presented in the table are

form the PoI depending on the regions they connect

7.1.4.1. The number of labels/path

The number of labels a router must handle depends 

in the traffic identification section three ways of doing it: source stacking, end

hybrid stacking. Source stacking was discarded although it was obviously scalable for policy 

issues. We next analyze the end-to-

7.1.4.1.1. Using end to end flat labelling
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to have some concrete figures about the number of rules each PoI will have to handle 

# rules (AS based) # rules (ISP-based) 

196705 

 1294800 

 3285480 

 7721840 

 13505850 

 21606360 

 35575820 

1018640 50440800 

1145520 74145870 

1272300 97842200 

2098470 10674675 

2288340 19704780 

2478060 37635195 

2667630 56715120 

2857050 81013725 

3046320 121963440 

3235440 160768575 

3424410 222425460 

3613230 278837445 

NUMBER OF ASQ PATHS (SOURCE IS CONTENT, REGION IS ISP-BASED)

The number of rules presented in the table are per PoI. They should be distributed among the routers that 

form the PoI depending on the regions they connect to get a hint on the number of rules per router. 

The number of labels/path-ids in the transit 

The number of labels a router must handle depends on the tunnelling technique that is used. We reported 

in the traffic identification section three ways of doing it: source stacking, end-to

hybrid stacking. Source stacking was discarded although it was obviously scalable for policy 

-end flat labelling and discuss the hybrid stacking approach.

Using end to end flat labelling 
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to have some concrete figures about the number of rules each PoI will have to handle 

BASED) 

per PoI. They should be distributed among the routers that 

to get a hint on the number of rules per router.  

on the tunnelling technique that is used. We reported 

to-end flat labelling and 

hybrid stacking. Source stacking was discarded although it was obviously scalable for policy compliance 

end flat labelling and discuss the hybrid stacking approach. 
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The flat labelling is the worst case in terms of scalability. In this case, each router will have one label (or 

path-id) per ASQ path that traverses it. We need therefore to estimate 

router	����  to estimate the number of labels each router needs to handle.

7.1.4.1.1.1. Estimating	��
An upper bound of this number is 

the most loaded router will have to forward traffic for all the ASQs that traverse the AS (

try next to estimate this number. 

LetL be an estimate of the number of ASQs per transit AS:

Where T is the number of transit ASes, and 

The number of ASQs per transit AS (and therefore 

or ASes after the service composition:

Where M is the (T-by-N) ASQ paths Matrix over ASes:

And I � N1⋮1P (because we only count the numbers of ASQ, regardless of their volume) 

7.1.4.1.1.2. Worst case estimation of

The maximum number of ASQs �-Q
(this typically means that there exists an AS that all the ASQs in the community cross) Therefore:

Where �-Q� is the number of ASQ paths flowing through 

In this worst case, the number of labels per router would be N

(Table 3,Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6

is in the order of  10
5
, this number went up to10, -./	0 � 12� and AS based region estimation.

Conclusion 1 (worst case) 

A first conclusion that could be drawn from this is that using end

enough to cover the number of ASQ paths needed for an ETICS community 

estimations 1 through 4. Matter of fact, the MPLS label is limited to 20 bits (which can in terms of already 

only addressing address around 1,048. 

7.1.4.1.1.3. Optimistic estimation of

However, assumption A is not realistic because having an NSP that would carry all the ASQ traffic is like 

having today an ISP that makes transit for all the Internet traffic. In fact, today, the most loaded ISP has 
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The flat labelling is the worst case in terms of scalability. In this case, each router will have one label (or 

id) per ASQ path that traverses it. We need therefore to estimate the number of ASQs per 

to estimate the number of labels each router needs to handle. 

�� 

upper bound of this number is the number of ASQs per AS, �RS	��T	 U 	�RS�
the most loaded router will have to forward traffic for all the ASQs that traverse the AS (

be an estimate of the number of ASQs per transit AS: 

L � ��-Q	…�-QW� 
Where T is the number of transit ASes, and �-Q� is the number of ASQ paths traversing 

The number of ASQs per transit AS (and therefore L) depends on how the ASQs are distributed among NSPs

or ASes after the service composition: 

L � MI 

N) ASQ paths Matrix over ASes: 

M�� � 1	!?	MXY�	Z�-[\�Q\Q	MX�  
(because we only count the numbers of ASQ, regardless of their volume) 

Worst case estimation of	�� 

�-Q�an AS i has to handle corresponds to the case where 

(this typically means that there exists an AS that all the ASQs in the community cross) Therefore:

max�∈�	..W��-Q� � �		�MQQ`abZ!�.	M� 
ASQ paths flowing through MX�. 

In this worst case, the number of labels per router would be N. We gave four different estimations of N 

6), and the most optimistic case of these estimations reports an N which 

, this number went up to 10
12

under some assumptions (e.g. for 

and AS based region estimation. 

A first conclusion that could be drawn from this is that using end-to-end flat labelling with MPLS labels is not 

enough to cover the number of ASQ paths needed for an ETICS community under assumption A and 

Matter of fact, the MPLS label is limited to 20 bits (which can in terms of already 

only addressing address around 1,048. 10
6 

labels per router interface). 

Optimistic estimation of	�� 

However, assumption A is not realistic because having an NSP that would carry all the ASQ traffic is like 

having today an ISP that makes transit for all the Internet traffic. In fact, today, the most loaded ISP has 
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The flat labelling is the worst case in terms of scalability. In this case, each router will have one label (or 

the number of ASQs per 

�since in the worst case, 

the most loaded router will have to forward traffic for all the ASQs that traverse the AS (�T � 	�RS). We 

is the number of ASQ paths traversing MX�. 
how the ASQs are distributed among NSPs 

(because we only count the numbers of ASQ, regardless of their volume)  

an AS i has to handle corresponds to the case where M�� � 1 for any j 

(this typically means that there exists an AS that all the ASQs in the community cross) Therefore: 

. We gave four different estimations of N 

), and the most optimistic case of these estimations reports an N which 

under some assumptions (e.g. for � � 3, & �

end flat labelling with MPLS labels is not 

under assumption A and 

Matter of fact, the MPLS label is limited to 20 bits (which can in terms of already 

However, assumption A is not realistic because having an NSP that would carry all the ASQ traffic is like 

having today an ISP that makes transit for all the Internet traffic. In fact, today, the most loaded ISP has 
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9.41 of the total Internet traffic accord

Assumption A by the following: 

(meaning that the most loaded NSP will have 10% of the ASQs)

Also in the previous case, we assumed that 

would work on distributing the ASQs among its routers, and on reducing the load of the “heaviest” router 

by adding additional routers to share its load. Therefore, the 

would be: 

Where ��Z� is a coefficient that expresses the load reduction that is performed by distributing ASQs among 

routers and by adding additional routers.

Conclusion 2 (optimistic case) 

We remind that estimations given in Tables 2 to6 gave an N that ranged between 

can be reduced by an order of 10��Z�
loaded AS has an Nrtr coefficient of 100, then 

locally ASQ paths) to 10
9 

(full mesh of AS

7.1.4.1.1. Using label aggregation

The end-to-end flat labelling assumes one label per path. This means that two ASQ paths, for instance, 

sharing the same network path would

stacking can reduce as we explained earlier the traffic identification requirements on the ASQ path.

With label aggregation, ASQ paths sharing the same “link” can be aggregated into one single la

of using one specific label for each of these ASQ paths. Estimating the number of labels per router using 

label aggregation is a bit trickier because:

(1) It depends on the results of the ETICS service composition (the ASQ traffic matrix)

(2) It depends on the number of NSPs that will take part of the label aggregation.

In fact, concerning (2): 

The case where all the NSPs apply label aggregation is equivalent to applying source stacking.

In fact, let L′ be an estimate of the number of ASQs per link:

Where K is the number of network links, and 

The number of ASQs per link (and therefore 

network paths after the service composition and the path provisioning:

Where M’ is the (K-by-N) ASQ paths Matrix over network links:
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9.41 of the total Internet traffic according to Labovitz et al.[Interdomain-traffic]. We replace therefore 

max�∈�	..W� �-Q� � �10 		�MQQ`abZ!�.	c� 
(meaning that the most loaded NSP will have 10% of the ASQs)

 

Also in the previous case, we assumed that �-Q � ��, which is as well very pessimistic. In fact, an NSP 

would work on distributing the ASQs among its routers, and on reducing the load of the “heaviest” router 

by adding additional routers to share its load. Therefore, the maximum number of ASQs pe

�� � �10��Z�  

is a coefficient that expresses the load reduction that is performed by distributing ASQs among 

routers and by adding additional routers. 

iven in Tables 2 to6 gave an N that ranged between 10��Z� to obtain the number of labels per router. For example, if the most 

loaded AS has an Nrtr coefficient of 100, then �� would range from 10
2
(only few content providers buy 

(full mesh of AS-based regions). 

Using label aggregation 

end flat labelling assumes one label per path. This means that two ASQ paths, for instance, 

sharing the same network path would consume each one label. Using label aggregation by means of 

stacking can reduce as we explained earlier the traffic identification requirements on the ASQ path.

With label aggregation, ASQ paths sharing the same “link” can be aggregated into one single la

of using one specific label for each of these ASQ paths. Estimating the number of labels per router using 

label aggregation is a bit trickier because: 

It depends on the results of the ETICS service composition (the ASQ traffic matrix)

s on the number of NSPs that will take part of the label aggregation.

The case where all the NSPs apply label aggregation is equivalent to applying source stacking.

be an estimate of the number of ASQs per link: 

L � ��d!.e	…�d!.ef� 
Where K is the number of network links, and �d!.e� is the number of ASQ paths traversing 

The number of ASQs per link (and therefore L′) depends on how the ASQs are distributed among NSPs

network paths after the service composition and the path provisioning: 

L′ � M′I 

N) ASQ paths Matrix over network links: 
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traffic]. We replace therefore 

, which is as well very pessimistic. In fact, an NSP 

would work on distributing the ASQs among its routers, and on reducing the load of the “heaviest” router 

maximum number of ASQs per router, ��, 

is a coefficient that expresses the load reduction that is performed by distributing ASQs among 

10
5
and 10

12
. These figures 

to obtain the number of labels per router. For example, if the most 

(only few content providers buy 

end flat labelling assumes one label per path. This means that two ASQ paths, for instance, 

consume each one label. Using label aggregation by means of 

stacking can reduce as we explained earlier the traffic identification requirements on the ASQ path. 

With label aggregation, ASQ paths sharing the same “link” can be aggregated into one single label instead 

of using one specific label for each of these ASQ paths. Estimating the number of labels per router using 

It depends on the results of the ETICS service composition (the ASQ traffic matrix) 

s on the number of NSPs that will take part of the label aggregation. 

The case where all the NSPs apply label aggregation is equivalent to applying source stacking. 

is the number of ASQ paths traversing d!.e�. 
how the ASQs are distributed among NSPs and 
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And I � N1⋮1P (again, because we only count the numbers 

M′ has N columns corresponding each of them to an ASQ, and K rows corresponding each to a link.

In the example of A’: 

d!.e	 is only traversed by MXY		-./
Without label aggregation, the ingress router of 

each ASQ. With label aggregation, this ingress router takes decisions based only on one label

make this happen, upstream routers perform label stacking)

In general, applying label aggregation on

label will be used by the ingress router for routing decisions (and t

by an upstream router). 

Making this procedure for all the links in the ETICS community will result in one label per link for each 

router, which is in the end to do the source stacking. Therefore, one must find the r

not performing source stacking which is subject to policy violations (and results in very large headers) and 

doing the aggregation.  

An intermediate solution in which label aggregation is applied is that each ISP applies the stacking w

own domain. This means that border routers will perform swapping for all the ASQ paths that cross them 

while core routers will only keep a label per link. 

 

7.2. INITIAL EVALUATION 

Per-user, ConEx-based policing aims to share the available capacity in case of congestion equally over time 

between different users. In contrast TCP congestion control will distribute resources equally between flows 

instantaneous at a given point of time. Thus using more paralle

resources more often will give that user an advance over another user as illustrated in the example in

Figure 75. In the shown case a heavy user (light gray) uses the resources permanently, e.g. by downloading 

a file with multiple parallel connections. Then a second user (dark gray) starts short

from time to time, e.g. web-browsing, but gets

short-term flows could get the whole capacity when active without any negative effects on total 

transmission time of the heavy user. Thus the capacity sharing shown in the lower diagram results in 

improved user experience. In our initial policer evaluation it will be shown that this behaviour can be 

supported by policing only, without changing the congestion control behaviour of the end

costumer side. In the long run it is envisioned t
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M′�� � 1	!?	MXY�	Z�-[\�Q\Q	d!.e� 
(again, because we only count the numbers of ASQs, regardless of their volume) 

has N columns corresponding each of them to an ASQ, and K rows corresponding each to a link.

M′ � N1⋮1
1⋮1
0⋮1
0⋮1
0⋮1
0⋮1
0⋮1
0⋮1
0⋮0P 

-./	MXY6, whiled!.eg is traversed by all the ASQs except 

Without label aggregation, the ingress router of d!.e	would need to handle two labels (or path

each ASQ. With label aggregation, this ingress router takes decisions based only on one label

make this happen, upstream routers perform label stacking) 

In general, applying label aggregation ond!.e� means that instead of having  ∑�∈�
label will be used by the ingress router for routing decisions (and the ∑ M′���∈�	..h�

Making this procedure for all the links in the ETICS community will result in one label per link for each 

router, which is in the end to do the source stacking. Therefore, one must find the r

not performing source stacking which is subject to policy violations (and results in very large headers) and 

An intermediate solution in which label aggregation is applied is that each ISP applies the stacking w

own domain. This means that border routers will perform swapping for all the ASQ paths that cross them 

while core routers will only keep a label per link.  

VALUATION OF CAPACITY SHARING USING CONEX

olicing aims to share the available capacity in case of congestion equally over time 

between different users. In contrast TCP congestion control will distribute resources equally between flows 

instantaneous at a given point of time. Thus using more parallel TCP congestions controlled flows or using 

resources more often will give that user an advance over another user as illustrated in the example in

wn case a heavy user (light gray) uses the resources permanently, e.g. by downloading 

a file with multiple parallel connections. Then a second user (dark gray) starts short

browsing, but gets only a small share of the resources. In this scenario the 

term flows could get the whole capacity when active without any negative effects on total 

transmission time of the heavy user. Thus the capacity sharing shown in the lower diagram results in 

improved user experience. In our initial policer evaluation it will be shown that this behaviour can be 

supported by policing only, without changing the congestion control behaviour of the end

costumer side. In the long run it is envisioned that congestion control will get smarter and thus support per
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of ASQs, regardless of their volume)  

has N columns corresponding each of them to an ASQ, and K rows corresponding each to a link. 

is traversed by all the ASQs except MXYh. 

would need to handle two labels (or path-ids), one for 

each ASQ. With label aggregation, this ingress router takes decisions based only on one label (In order to 

M′���	..h� labels, only one 

are stacked beforehand 

Making this procedure for all the links in the ETICS community will result in one label per link for each 

router, which is in the end to do the source stacking. Therefore, one must find the right balance between 

not performing source stacking which is subject to policy violations (and results in very large headers) and 

An intermediate solution in which label aggregation is applied is that each ISP applies the stacking within its 

own domain. This means that border routers will perform swapping for all the ASQ paths that cross them 

CONEX-BASED POLICING 

olicing aims to share the available capacity in case of congestion equally over time 

between different users. In contrast TCP congestion control will distribute resources equally between flows 

l TCP congestions controlled flows or using 

resources more often will give that user an advance over another user as illustrated in the example in 

wn case a heavy user (light gray) uses the resources permanently, e.g. by downloading 

a file with multiple parallel connections. Then a second user (dark gray) starts short-term transmissions 

only a small share of the resources. In this scenario the 

term flows could get the whole capacity when active without any negative effects on total 

transmission time of the heavy user. Thus the capacity sharing shown in the lower diagram results in 

improved user experience. In our initial policer evaluation it will be shown that this behaviour can be 

supported by policing only, without changing the congestion control behaviour of the end system at the 

hat congestion control will get smarter and thus support per-
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user long term fairness. Current work in the IETF (e.g. RTP Media Congestion Avoidance Techniques 

(rmcat)) supports this trend. 

7.2.1. EVENT-DRIVEN SIMULATION 

For the evaluation a Java-based, event

This simulation library has recently been extended to make use of virtual machines (using QEMU) runni

real operating system (OS) to generate realistic TCP traffic. The timing and interfaces for the event handling 

of the virtual machine are controlled by the simulation program. In the guest OS of the virtual machine, a 

relay program runs, which can be addressed by the simulation program to generate TCP traffic. Finally, real 

TCP/IP packets with dummy data are forwarded over the simulated network. 

Thus, in the simulation, real kernel code of a current revision of the Linux kernel (3.5.4) has been used. The 

ConEx protocol in IPv6 as well as the proposed modification to TCP behaviour as described in 

and [IETF-DR-2], respectively, have been

assumption was implemented that maintains at least as much credits sent out during the whole 

transmission as the maximum number of packets in flight at every point of time. A less conservative 

implementation could only maintain a number of credits covering the maximum increase in sending rate 

per round-trip time assuming that it was safe to transmit a certain number of packets in the previous 

round-trip time. 

7.2.2. SIMULATION SCENARIO 

To evaluate the envisioned behaviour, as described above, we used a simple simulation scenario with two 

sending hosts only, as shown in Figure 

transmission over the whole simulation time, that means the transmission starts at the beginning of the 

simulation and has always sufficient data to send and thus to fill the link. The second user transmits only a 

smaller amount of data from time to time. The traffic behaviour of this user was modelled with a constant 

inter-arrival time (IAT) of 50 seconds and a flow size of 50BM per short flow. This behaviour is chosen to 

keep the scenario simple. The short flows should

given available bandwidth but also should be large enough to be able to fill the link. Both users use TCP 

Reno congestion control (and an initial window of 10 as implemented in recent Linux kerne
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user long term fairness. Current work in the IETF (e.g. RTP Media Congestion Avoidance Techniques 

FIGURE 75: Capacity Sharing 

IMULATION FRAMEWORK INTEGRATING REAL KERNEL CODE 

based, event-driven simulation framework (IKR SimLib [SimLib]) has been used. 

This simulation library has recently been extended to make use of virtual machines (using QEMU) runni

real operating system (OS) to generate realistic TCP traffic. The timing and interfaces for the event handling 

of the virtual machine are controlled by the simulation program. In the guest OS of the virtual machine, a 

addressed by the simulation program to generate TCP traffic. Finally, real 

TCP/IP packets with dummy data are forwarded over the simulated network.  

Thus, in the simulation, real kernel code of a current revision of the Linux kernel (3.5.4) has been used. The 

ConEx protocol in IPv6 as well as the proposed modification to TCP behaviour as described in 

2], respectively, have been implemented. For the ConEx credit handling, a worse case 

assumption was implemented that maintains at least as much credits sent out during the whole 

transmission as the maximum number of packets in flight at every point of time. A less conservative 

mentation could only maintain a number of credits covering the maximum increase in sending rate 

trip time assuming that it was safe to transmit a certain number of packets in the previous 

ioned behaviour, as described above, we used a simple simulation scenario with two 

Figure 76. One host represents the heavy users and maintains one greedy 

transmission over the whole simulation time, that means the transmission starts at the beginning of the 

simulation and has always sufficient data to send and thus to fill the link. The second user transmits only a 

er amount of data from time to time. The traffic behaviour of this user was modelled with a constant 

arrival time (IAT) of 50 seconds and a flow size of 50BM per short flow. This behaviour is chosen to 

keep the scenario simple. The short flows should be distributed sufficiently to not overlap in time with the 

given available bandwidth but also should be large enough to be able to fill the link. Both users use TCP 

Reno congestion control (and an initial window of 10 as implemented in recent Linux kerne
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user long term fairness. Current work in the IETF (e.g. RTP Media Congestion Avoidance Techniques 

 

driven simulation framework (IKR SimLib [SimLib]) has been used. 

This simulation library has recently been extended to make use of virtual machines (using QEMU) running a 

real operating system (OS) to generate realistic TCP traffic. The timing and interfaces for the event handling 

of the virtual machine are controlled by the simulation program. In the guest OS of the virtual machine, a 

addressed by the simulation program to generate TCP traffic. Finally, real 

Thus, in the simulation, real kernel code of a current revision of the Linux kernel (3.5.4) has been used. The 

ConEx protocol in IPv6 as well as the proposed modification to TCP behaviour as described in [IETF-DR-3] 

implemented. For the ConEx credit handling, a worse case 

assumption was implemented that maintains at least as much credits sent out during the whole 

transmission as the maximum number of packets in flight at every point of time. A less conservative 

mentation could only maintain a number of credits covering the maximum increase in sending rate 

trip time assuming that it was safe to transmit a certain number of packets in the previous 

ioned behaviour, as described above, we used a simple simulation scenario with two 

heavy users and maintains one greedy 

transmission over the whole simulation time, that means the transmission starts at the beginning of the 

simulation and has always sufficient data to send and thus to fill the link. The second user transmits only a 

er amount of data from time to time. The traffic behaviour of this user was modelled with a constant 

arrival time (IAT) of 50 seconds and a flow size of 50BM per short flow. This behaviour is chosen to 

be distributed sufficiently to not overlap in time with the 

given available bandwidth but also should be large enough to be able to fill the link. Both users use TCP 

Reno congestion control (and an initial window of 10 as implemented in recent Linux kernel versions). 
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There are two policers, one per user. While the policer of the heavy user should take action to support the 

envisioned capacity sharing, the light user policer is expected to not take any actions at all. The bucket size 

of both buckets is chosen to be c = 447000 Bytes = 298 packet as no limitation on the slow start overshoot 

should be imposed in this first policing evaluation. The larger bucket has a fill rate of w= 42 Byte/s which is 

about one packet each 35 seconds. The smaller bucket is chos

3000 byte) per RTT (= 0.1s) to avoid that this bucket will run empty.

The simulated network has only one link with a One

10 Mbits/s. Of course this link is als

125000 Byte or 83.3 full IP packets which is the Bandwidth

link. 

Alternatively a Random Early Detection (RED) queue could be used. This

interdependencies between the RED parameterization and the policing need to be investigated. The usage 

of ECN could provide a better congestion feedback which would allow a more fine

Therefore first a more accurate ECN feedback from the receiver to the sender would be needed as the 

current ECN mechanism feeds back only one ECN signal per RTT. Its accuracy is sufficient for standard TCP 

congestion control which will only react once per RTT but will lead to an u

from the sender. To standardize a more accurate ECN Feedback in TCP is current work in the IETF but not 

yet concluded [IETF-DR-5]. Such a more accurate ECN would then also need to be implemented in the Linux 

kernel for any ECN-based evaluation of congestion policing.

7.2.3. INITIAL EVALUATION OF CAPACITY 

In the following diagrams the per-user throughput over time at the measurement point at receiver side is 

shown. Additionally the drops of the bottleneck queue (red) and policer (green) of the heavy user at a 

certain point of time are displayed by a cross o

imposed.  Whenever a short flow starts it gets some of the available capacity but quite ofte

half the link capacity as the congestion control needs some time to converge. The red crosses show 

frequent drops at the queue because of the probing behaviour of the congestion control of the long
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There are two policers, one per user. While the policer of the heavy user should take action to support the 

envisioned capacity sharing, the light user policer is expected to not take any actions at all. The bucket size 

en to be c = 447000 Bytes = 298 packet as no limitation on the slow start overshoot 

should be imposed in this first policing evaluation. The larger bucket has a fill rate of w= 42 Byte/s which is 

about one packet each 35 seconds. The smaller bucket is chosen to have a large filling rate of 2 packets (= 

3000 byte) per RTT (= 0.1s) to avoid that this bucket will run empty. 

The simulated network has only one link with a One-Way Delay (OWD) of 50 ms and a bandwidth (BW) of 

/s. Of course this link is also the bottleneck. Before the link there is a DropTail queue with a size of 

125000 Byte or 83.3 full IP packets which is the Bandwidth-Delay-Product of the given bottleneck network 

Alternatively a Random Early Detection (RED) queue could be used. This evaluation is future work as 

interdependencies between the RED parameterization and the policing need to be investigated. The usage 

of ECN could provide a better congestion feedback which would allow a more fine

curate ECN feedback from the receiver to the sender would be needed as the 

current ECN mechanism feeds back only one ECN signal per RTT. Its accuracy is sufficient for standard TCP 

congestion control which will only react once per RTT but will lead to an underestimation of ConEx marking 

from the sender. To standardize a more accurate ECN Feedback in TCP is current work in the IETF but not 

5]. Such a more accurate ECN would then also need to be implemented in the Linux 

based evaluation of congestion policing. 

FIGURE 76: SIMULATION SCENARIO 

APACITY SHARING 

user throughput over time at the measurement point at receiver side is 

shown. Additionally the drops of the bottleneck queue (red) and policer (green) of the heavy user at a 

certain point of time are displayed by a cross on the x-axis. In the Diagram of Figure 

imposed.  Whenever a short flow starts it gets some of the available capacity but quite ofte

half the link capacity as the congestion control needs some time to converge. The red crosses show 

frequent drops at the queue because of the probing behaviour of the congestion control of the long
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There are two policers, one per user. While the policer of the heavy user should take action to support the 

envisioned capacity sharing, the light user policer is expected to not take any actions at all. The bucket size 

en to be c = 447000 Bytes = 298 packet as no limitation on the slow start overshoot 

should be imposed in this first policing evaluation. The larger bucket has a fill rate of w= 42 Byte/s which is 

en to have a large filling rate of 2 packets (= 

Way Delay (OWD) of 50 ms and a bandwidth (BW) of 

o the bottleneck. Before the link there is a DropTail queue with a size of 

Product of the given bottleneck network 

evaluation is future work as 

interdependencies between the RED parameterization and the policing need to be investigated. The usage 

of ECN could provide a better congestion feedback which would allow a more fine-grained policing. 

curate ECN feedback from the receiver to the sender would be needed as the 

current ECN mechanism feeds back only one ECN signal per RTT. Its accuracy is sufficient for standard TCP 

nderestimation of ConEx marking 

from the sender. To standardize a more accurate ECN Feedback in TCP is current work in the IETF but not 

5]. Such a more accurate ECN would then also need to be implemented in the Linux 

 

user throughput over time at the measurement point at receiver side is 

shown. Additionally the drops of the bottleneck queue (red) and policer (green) of the heavy user at a 

Figure 77, no policing was 

imposed.  Whenever a short flow starts it gets some of the available capacity but quite often even less than 

half the link capacity as the congestion control needs some time to converge. The red crosses show 

frequent drops at the queue because of the probing behaviour of the congestion control of the long-living. 
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FIGURE 

In Figure 78, we apply the described ConEx

flow does experience one policing drop during start

further rate reduction of the long-living flow and thus provides more available capacity for the short flow as 

envisioned. Currently there is only a slight

the usage of RED and ECN which can provide a stronger congestion signal and thus allows potentially better 

policing. 

FIGURE 
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FIGURE 77: Scenario without ConEx Policing 

apply the described ConEx-based congestion policing. It can be seen that the long

oes experience one policing drop during start-up of each short flow (green crosses). This leads to a 

living flow and thus provides more available capacity for the short flow as 

envisioned. Currently there is only a slight improvement on capacity sharing. Future work will investigate 

the usage of RED and ECN which can provide a stronger congestion signal and thus allows potentially better 

FIGURE 78: Scenario With conEx Policing 
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based congestion policing. It can be seen that the long-living 

up of each short flow (green crosses). This leads to a 

living flow and thus provides more available capacity for the short flow as 

improvement on capacity sharing. Future work will investigate 

the usage of RED and ECN which can provide a stronger congestion signal and thus allows potentially better 
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7.3. SCALABILITY OF ETICS: 

7.3.1. PURPOSE OF A GENERIC MIXED ARCHITECTURE

In order to overcome the possible future scale limitations of ETICS, an architecture which could be 

considered in the future is a mixed architecture in which small ho

can be managed in a centralized context or a distributed model) are interconnected through a distributed 

architecture. In such a distributed architecture, PUSH and PULL operational modes can coexist depending 

on the type of application services supporting the different offers. 

 

     (a) Fully centralized

FIGURE 79: ILLUSTRATION OF TH

The stakes in such a mixed architecture is the efficiency of decision algorithms and the required real

knowledge of the ETICS community state on the one hand and the effective use of learning algorithms in 

the architecture distributed on the other. Th

both centralized and distributed environments. 

In the network architecture coexist two independent levels, which can change dynamically

considering topologies: different intra

single-node alliance) and the interconnection network of alliances (inter

alliance network is managed in a distributed model, and each alliance chooses its own model (primarily a 

Alliance 1
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F ETICS: A GENERIC MIXED ARCHITETURE 

MIXED ARCHITECTURE 

In order to overcome the possible future scale limitations of ETICS, an architecture which could be 

considered in the future is a mixed architecture in which small homogeneous groups of NSPs (alliances that 

can be managed in a centralized context or a distributed model) are interconnected through a distributed 

architecture. In such a distributed architecture, PUSH and PULL operational modes can coexist depending 

type of application services supporting the different offers.  

(a) Fully centralized    (b) Fully Distributed

: ILLUSTRATION OF THE TWO ETICS OPERATIONAL MODES

 

The stakes in such a mixed architecture is the efficiency of decision algorithms and the required real

knowledge of the ETICS community state on the one hand and the effective use of learning algorithms in 

the architecture distributed on the other. The political survival of the roads and monitoring can adapt to 

both centralized and distributed environments.  

FIGURE 80: MIXED ARCHITECTURE  

In the network architecture coexist two independent levels, which can change dynamically

considering topologies: different intra-alliance networks (where an isolated domain is considered as a 

node alliance) and the interconnection network of alliances (inter-alliance network level). This inter

distributed model, and each alliance chooses its own model (primarily a 

Alliance 2
Alliance 3

(sub
of alliances
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In order to overcome the possible future scale limitations of ETICS, an architecture which could be 

mogeneous groups of NSPs (alliances that 

can be managed in a centralized context or a distributed model) are interconnected through a distributed 

architecture. In such a distributed architecture, PUSH and PULL operational modes can coexist depending 

 

(b) Fully Distributed 

NAL MODES 

The stakes in such a mixed architecture is the efficiency of decision algorithms and the required real-time 

knowledge of the ETICS community state on the one hand and the effective use of learning algorithms in 

e political survival of the roads and monitoring can adapt to 

 

In the network architecture coexist two independent levels, which can change dynamically over time 

alliance networks (where an isolated domain is considered as a 

alliance network level). This inter-

distributed model, and each alliance chooses its own model (primarily a 

sub)-networks
f alliances

Inter-alliances
netwok
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centralized model). The key idea of this mixed architecture is that each level is agnostic to the others: the 

internal management of each alliance model is independent from the manage

network and vice versa. Thus, an alliance is considered as a meta

network.   

 This inter-alliance network is managed in a distributed model, each alliance and made 

internal management model (mainly in a centralized model). The key idea of this architecture is that each 

level mixed agnostic is seen in relation to the other: the internal management of each alliance is 

independent of the management model of the inter

as a meta-domain architecture. Each transit route that has to cross such meta

level is implemented by an ad hoc path in the corresponding alliance subnetwork. Thus, the ETICS 

architecture allows coexistence of different models at different levels, and each model is seen as a black 

box by the other levels. 

From the final customer point of view, the alliance level can also be hidden: this customer deals with the 

operator he has selected even if different operators are managed in a same alliance and even if the set of 

final services provided is the union and/or a composition of the sets of all actors of the alliance (similarly to 

what is done in airline companies). 

In the mixed architecture, we could have:

• A centralized management of roads and sharing gains at each alliance,

• A deployment of a distributed model (model PUSH cascading waterfall or reverse) to manage the 

inter-alliance. 

We describe these components and the interaction 

simulation results to support the proof of concepts.

7.3.2. ARCHITECTURE ELEMENTS 

We now describe the architecture of each level (intra

and functionalities. The traffic model considered is the following: each NSP has an amount of demands that 

must be routed through the network. These demands can be classified in one of the following categories:

1. Demand which start and stay in the NSP

2. Demands which start in the NSP network, stay and end in the alliance networks. They are internal 

demands. These demands have to be satisfied first. We use an algorithm called Algorithm 2 in the following 

in order to satisfied as much of these demands as possible. The alliance network capacities must be 

updated after Algorithm2. 

3. Demands which start in the alliance network and end outside of it. They are client demands.

4. Demands witch start outside and end in th

5. Demands which start outside the alliance network, stay in the alliance network and end outside of 

it. They are transition demands. It is clear that a demand can be classified differently depending on the

alliance which considers it. 
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centralized model). The key idea of this mixed architecture is that each level is agnostic to the others: the 

internal management of each alliance model is independent from the management of the inter

network and vice versa. Thus, an alliance is considered as a meta-domain by the distributed inter

alliance network is managed in a distributed model, each alliance and made 

al management model (mainly in a centralized model). The key idea of this architecture is that each 

level mixed agnostic is seen in relation to the other: the internal management of each alliance is 

independent of the management model of the inter-alliance and vice versa. Thus, an alliance is considered 

domain architecture. Each transit route that has to cross such meta-domain in the inter

level is implemented by an ad hoc path in the corresponding alliance subnetwork. Thus, the ETICS 

hitecture allows coexistence of different models at different levels, and each model is seen as a black 

From the final customer point of view, the alliance level can also be hidden: this customer deals with the 

cted even if different operators are managed in a same alliance and even if the set of 

final services provided is the union and/or a composition of the sets of all actors of the alliance (similarly to 

 

ecture, we could have: 

A centralized management of roads and sharing gains at each alliance, 

A deployment of a distributed model (model PUSH cascading waterfall or reverse) to manage the 

We describe these components and the interaction among the different levels. In the appendix, we provide 

simulation results to support the proof of concepts. 

 ON THE TWO LEVELS 

We now describe the architecture of each level (intra-alliance and inter-alliance) in terms of inputs, outp

and functionalities. The traffic model considered is the following: each NSP has an amount of demands that 

must be routed through the network. These demands can be classified in one of the following categories:

Demand which start and stay in the NSP network. Not ETICS consideration here.

Demands which start in the NSP network, stay and end in the alliance networks. They are internal 

demands. These demands have to be satisfied first. We use an algorithm called Algorithm 2 in the following 

to satisfied as much of these demands as possible. The alliance network capacities must be 

Demands which start in the alliance network and end outside of it. They are client demands.

Demands witch start outside and end in the network alliance. They are destination demands.

Demands which start outside the alliance network, stay in the alliance network and end outside of 

it. They are transition demands. It is clear that a demand can be classified differently depending on the
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centralized model). The key idea of this mixed architecture is that each level is agnostic to the others: the 

ment of the inter-alliance 

domain by the distributed inter-alliance 

alliance network is managed in a distributed model, each alliance and made its own choice of 

al management model (mainly in a centralized model). The key idea of this architecture is that each 

level mixed agnostic is seen in relation to the other: the internal management of each alliance is 

and vice versa. Thus, an alliance is considered 

domain in the inter-alliance 

level is implemented by an ad hoc path in the corresponding alliance subnetwork. Thus, the ETICS 

hitecture allows coexistence of different models at different levels, and each model is seen as a black 

From the final customer point of view, the alliance level can also be hidden: this customer deals with the 

cted even if different operators are managed in a same alliance and even if the set of 

final services provided is the union and/or a composition of the sets of all actors of the alliance (similarly to 

A deployment of a distributed model (model PUSH cascading waterfall or reverse) to manage the 

among the different levels. In the appendix, we provide 

alliance) in terms of inputs, outputs 

and functionalities. The traffic model considered is the following: each NSP has an amount of demands that 

must be routed through the network. These demands can be classified in one of the following categories: 

network. Not ETICS consideration here. 

Demands which start in the NSP network, stay and end in the alliance networks. They are internal 

demands. These demands have to be satisfied first. We use an algorithm called Algorithm 2 in the following 

to satisfied as much of these demands as possible. The alliance network capacities must be 

Demands which start in the alliance network and end outside of it. They are client demands. 

e network alliance. They are destination demands. 

Demands which start outside the alliance network, stay in the alliance network and end outside of 

it. They are transition demands. It is clear that a demand can be classified differently depending on the 
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We propose a four-period procedure, considering every interaction between and inside each alliance. At 

the end of this procedure, each NSP will know which of its client demands will be satisfied. Moreover, the 

routing of all requests will be fully determined and guarantee through bi

are: offer, demand, selection and choice.

1. Offer-period (Algorithm1): During the offer

its neighbours an offer (capacity, destination) for each destination inside the alliance. The offer is the same 

for all alliance neighbours. An alliance selects the maximum of client demands which would be satisfied by 

the received offers from its neighbours. Each offer i

capacity needed for client demands. Then, the offer is broadcast to all the alliance neighbours. In that way, 

each offer will be PUSHED from the destination alliance to all alliances. The offer

has to be pushed any more. Algorithm 1 provides a solution to the offer propagation problem.

2. Demand-period (Algorithm2): For all destinations that an alliance can reach through the proposed 

offers, the alliance determines the maximum 

alliance considers the transition demands in a same way. Finally, and for each destination, the alliance 

makes a demand which capacity is equal to the sum of the client and transition demands select

destination. An alliance must choose only one offer for each destination. For this reason we say that 

demands are PULL to destinations. Algorithm 2 provides a solution to the internal demand routing problem.

3. Selection-period: Each alliance w

Decisions are broadcast from destination to demand origin according to the path of the demand. 

4. Choice-period: The end choice is to be made by the demand origin NSP. If the NSP confirmed its 

choice then a bi-lateral contract is made between neighbours of the path. 

7.3.3. VALIDATION OF THE MIXED ARCHITECTURE

In the section, we describe Algorithms 1 and 2. 

offer-period and demand-period respectively. The selection

confirm decisions that have been made during the offer and demand periods. For that reason, we 

detail the associated algorithms in this section.

Algorithm 1: 

This distributed algorithm is repetitively applied by each alliance during the offer

algorithm, each alliance gets, in at most N rounds (N is the number of allia

destination. We call by needs for a destination, the maximum number of client demands to this destination 

which could be satisfied considering the offer to this destination. 

While (#round == 1 and alliance_has_non_broadcas

  broadcast an offer to all neighbours

For each destination not in the alliance

  choose the best offer among neighbour offers and the best current offer, it becomes the current 

offer. 
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period procedure, considering every interaction between and inside each alliance. At 

the end of this procedure, each NSP will know which of its client demands will be satisfied. Moreover, the 

equests will be fully determined and guarantee through bi-lateral contracts. The four periods 

are: offer, demand, selection and choice. 

(Algorithm1): During the offer-period each alliance will determine and broadcast to all 

n offer (capacity, destination) for each destination inside the alliance. The offer is the same 

for all alliance neighbours. An alliance selects the maximum of client demands which would be satisfied by 

the received offers from its neighbours. Each offer is modified: the capacity is decreased by the amount of 

capacity needed for client demands. Then, the offer is broadcast to all the alliance neighbours. In that way, 

each offer will be PUSHED from the destination alliance to all alliances. The offer-period 

has to be pushed any more. Algorithm 1 provides a solution to the offer propagation problem.

period (Algorithm2): For all destinations that an alliance can reach through the proposed 

offers, the alliance determines the maximum number of client demands that can be satisfied. Then, the 

alliance considers the transition demands in a same way. Finally, and for each destination, the alliance 

makes a demand which capacity is equal to the sum of the client and transition demands select

destination. An alliance must choose only one offer for each destination. For this reason we say that 

demands are PULL to destinations. Algorithm 2 provides a solution to the internal demand routing problem.

period: Each alliance will decide whether or not it selects demands that ha

Decisions are broadcast from destination to demand origin according to the path of the demand. 

period: The end choice is to be made by the demand origin NSP. If the NSP confirmed its 

lateral contract is made between neighbours of the path.  

ED ARCHITECTURE 

In the section, we describe Algorithms 1 and 2. These algorithms are proposed in order to deal with the 

period respectively. The selection-period and the choice-

confirm decisions that have been made during the offer and demand periods. For that reason, we 

detail the associated algorithms in this section. 

This distributed algorithm is repetitively applied by each alliance during the offer-

algorithm, each alliance gets, in at most N rounds (N is the number of alliances), an offer to any reachable 

destination. We call by needs for a destination, the maximum number of client demands to this destination 

which could be satisfied considering the offer to this destination.  

While (#round == 1 and alliance_has_non_broadcast_destinations) 

broadcast an offer to all neighbours 

For each destination not in the alliance 

choose the best offer among neighbour offers and the best current offer, it becomes the current 
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period procedure, considering every interaction between and inside each alliance. At 

the end of this procedure, each NSP will know which of its client demands will be satisfied. Moreover, the 

lateral contracts. The four periods 

period each alliance will determine and broadcast to all 

n offer (capacity, destination) for each destination inside the alliance. The offer is the same 

for all alliance neighbours. An alliance selects the maximum of client demands which would be satisfied by 

s modified: the capacity is decreased by the amount of 

capacity needed for client demands. Then, the offer is broadcast to all the alliance neighbours. In that way, 

period ends when no offer 

has to be pushed any more. Algorithm 1 provides a solution to the offer propagation problem. 

period (Algorithm2): For all destinations that an alliance can reach through the proposed 

number of client demands that can be satisfied. Then, the 

alliance considers the transition demands in a same way. Finally, and for each destination, the alliance 

makes a demand which capacity is equal to the sum of the client and transition demands selected for this 

destination. An alliance must choose only one offer for each destination. For this reason we say that 

demands are PULL to destinations. Algorithm 2 provides a solution to the internal demand routing problem. 

ill decide whether or not it selects demands that have been made. 

Decisions are broadcast from destination to demand origin according to the path of the demand.  

period: The end choice is to be made by the demand origin NSP. If the NSP confirmed its 

These algorithms are proposed in order to deal with the 

-period are used only to 

confirm decisions that have been made during the offer and demand periods. For that reason, we do not 

-period. By applying this 

nces), an offer to any reachable 

destination. We call by needs for a destination, the maximum number of client demands to this destination 

choose the best offer among neighbour offers and the best current offer, it becomes the current 
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  If current offer has been changed 

    broadcast offer(capacity – needs_for_d, destination) to all neighbours.

 

Algorithm 2: 

Algorithm 2 is performed by the service facilitator inside each alliance. This algorithm is executed twice 

during the demand-period. At first time, the alliance considers client

transition-demands. 

We have tested three different algorithms for the demand

objective: it aims to maximize the number of demands that can be routed inside the alliance. The first one 

is a shortest path algorithm. Every demand will be routed through the shortest unsaturated path in the 

alliance network. The second one is a load balancing algorithm. Demands are routed such that the load of 

each link in the alliance network is as balanced

solutions. Using UCB (Upper Confidence Bound), the service facilitator aims to learn the best path over 

which a request can be routed. If the alliance network is small, all paths are considered. In o

the proposed solution to bigger alliance networks the algorithm may consider only a given number of 

paths. 

From these three algorithms we recommend the simplest shortest path algorithm as it has proved to be 

more efficient during simulations.

deliverable. 

7.3.4. CONCLUSION 

We have presented in this section a mixed architecture for the ETICS alliance networks. We described 

several algorithms which can be used in that context.
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needs_for_d, destination) to all neighbours. 

Algorithm 2 is performed by the service facilitator inside each alliance. This algorithm is executed twice 

period. At first time, the alliance considers client-demands only. Then it considers 

We have tested three different algorithms for the demand-period. Each of these algorithms had the same 

objective: it aims to maximize the number of demands that can be routed inside the alliance. The first one 

is a shortest path algorithm. Every demand will be routed through the shortest unsaturated path in the 

alliance network. The second one is a load balancing algorithm. Demands are routed such that the load of 

each link in the alliance network is as balanced as possible. The last algorithm is based on game theory 

solutions. Using UCB (Upper Confidence Bound), the service facilitator aims to learn the best path over 

which a request can be routed. If the alliance network is small, all paths are considered. In o

the proposed solution to bigger alliance networks the algorithm may consider only a given number of 

From these three algorithms we recommend the simplest shortest path algorithm as it has proved to be 

more efficient during simulations. Results from more detailed simulations will be added in the next 

We have presented in this section a mixed architecture for the ETICS alliance networks. We described 

several algorithms which can be used in that context. 
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Algorithm 2 is performed by the service facilitator inside each alliance. This algorithm is executed twice 

s only. Then it considers 

period. Each of these algorithms had the same 

objective: it aims to maximize the number of demands that can be routed inside the alliance. The first one 

is a shortest path algorithm. Every demand will be routed through the shortest unsaturated path in the 

alliance network. The second one is a load balancing algorithm. Demands are routed such that the load of 

as possible. The last algorithm is based on game theory 

solutions. Using UCB (Upper Confidence Bound), the service facilitator aims to learn the best path over 

which a request can be routed. If the alliance network is small, all paths are considered. In order to scale 

the proposed solution to bigger alliance networks the algorithm may consider only a given number of 

From these three algorithms we recommend the simplest shortest path algorithm as it has proved to be 

Results from more detailed simulations will be added in the next 

We have presented in this section a mixed architecture for the ETICS alliance networks. We described 
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8. CONCLUSION 

This deliverable is the last of a series of deliverables that describe the detailed specification of components 

of the ETICS architecture. While D5.2 focused on defining the different functional blocks that compose the 

ETICS architecture, as well as how they interact together, D5.6 complemented it by specifying in addition a 

number of different functional blocks that compose the ETICS fully automated architecture. 

This deliverable sums up the two contributions, updates the architecture specifica

the recent developments (region services, business services, the service access point

the service provisioning), refines some of the functional blocks specification, and finally specifies the 

missing blocks that were not present in Deliverable D5.6. 

Finally, this deliverable also provided extra assessment of selected blocks of the ETICS architecture.

particular, it analyzed the scalability of the path provisioning within ETICS based on real data. The anal

asked the following question: what if the ETICS community scales to the Internet? What would be the 

influence on the number of path ids or label each router must handle? The answer to this question was that 

under certain assumptions, the end

more state than today’s routers can handle. Further studies are needed to understand to what extent label 

stacking (aggregation) could help. 
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This deliverable is the last of a series of deliverables that describe the detailed specification of components 

of the ETICS architecture. While D5.2 focused on defining the different functional blocks that compose the 

l as how they interact together, D5.6 complemented it by specifying in addition a 

number of different functional blocks that compose the ETICS fully automated architecture. 

This deliverable sums up the two contributions, updates the architecture specification to take into account 

the recent developments (region services, business services, the service access point

), refines some of the functional blocks specification, and finally specifies the 

that were not present in Deliverable D5.6.  

Finally, this deliverable also provided extra assessment of selected blocks of the ETICS architecture.

particular, it analyzed the scalability of the path provisioning within ETICS based on real data. The anal

asked the following question: what if the ETICS community scales to the Internet? What would be the 

influence on the number of path ids or label each router must handle? The answer to this question was that 

under certain assumptions, the end-to-end flat labelling traffic identification solution would result in much 

more state than today’s routers can handle. Further studies are needed to understand to what extent label 
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This deliverable is the last of a series of deliverables that describe the detailed specification of components 

of the ETICS architecture. While D5.2 focused on defining the different functional blocks that compose the 

l as how they interact together, D5.6 complemented it by specifying in addition a 

number of different functional blocks that compose the ETICS fully automated architecture.  

tion to take into account 

the recent developments (region services, business services, the service access point and its interplay with 

), refines some of the functional blocks specification, and finally specifies the 

Finally, this deliverable also provided extra assessment of selected blocks of the ETICS architecture. In 

particular, it analyzed the scalability of the path provisioning within ETICS based on real data. The analysis 

asked the following question: what if the ETICS community scales to the Internet? What would be the 

influence on the number of path ids or label each router must handle? The answer to this question was that 

at labelling traffic identification solution would result in much 

more state than today’s routers can handle. Further studies are needed to understand to what extent label 
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